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Abstract
This thesis is aimed to study the implications of the statistical modeling
approaches proposed for the bilinear modeling of batch processes, develop
new techniques to overcome some of the problems that have not been yet
solved and apply them to data of biochemical processes. The study, discussion and development of the new methods revolve around the four steps of
the modeling cycle, from the alignment, preprocessing and calibration of
batch data to the monitoring of batches trajectories. Special attention is
given to the problem of the batch synchronization, and its effect on the
modeling from different angles: synchronization quality, changes in the
correlation structure, capture of the process dynamics, parameters stability
and accuracy to detect abnormal situations.
The manuscript has been divided into four blocks. First, a state-ofthe-art of the latent structures based-models in continuous and batch
processes and traditional univariate and multivariate statistical process
control systems is carried out. In addition, a theoretical revision of the
different process modeling approaches and their effects on capturing the
process dynamics is presented.
The second block of the thesis is devoted to the preprocessing of batch
data, in particular, to the equalization and synchronization of batch trajectories. The first section addresses the problem of the lack of equalization
in the variable trajectories. The different types of unequalization scenarios
that practitioners might find in batch processes are discussed and the
solutions to equalize batch data are introduced. The performance of these
proposals for equalization is dependent on the type of process and on
the degree of unequalization the process variables are affected with. In
the second section, a theoretical study of the nature of batch processes
and of the synchronization of batch trajectories as a prior step to bilinear
modeling is carried out. The drawbacks of the most used synchronization
methods in process chemometrics are explored. The topics under discussion are i) whether the same synchronization approach must be applied to
batch data in presence of different types of asynchronisms, and ii) whether
synchronization is always required even though the length of the variable
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trajectories are constant across batches. To answer these questions, a
thorough study of the most common types of asynchronisms that may
be found in batch data is done. Furthermore, two new synchronization
techniques are proposed to solve the current problems in post-batch and
real-time synchronization. First, a synchronization strategy that copes with
variable trajectories affected by multiple asynchronisms in an optimum
way, maximizing synchronization quality and reducing false alarms in the
monitoring schemes is presented. The second synchronization method is
the so-called Relaxed Greedy Time Warping (RGTW), which enables the
real-time synchronization of batch trajectories. To improve fault detection
and classification, new unsupervised control charts and supervised fault
classifiers based on the information generated by the batch synchronization
are also proposed.
In the third block of the manuscript, a research work is performed
on the parameter stability associated with the most used synchronization
methods and principal component analysis (PCA)-based Batch Multivariate
Statistical Process Control methods. The results of this study have revealed
that accuracy in batch synchronization has a profound impact on the PCA
model parameters stability. Also, the parameter stability is closely related
to the type of preprocessing performed in batch data, and the type of model
and unfolding used to transform the three-way data structure to two-way.
The setting of the parameter stability, the source of variability remaining
after preprocessing and the process dynamics should be balanced in such a
way that multivariate statistical models are accurate in fault detection and
diagnosis and/or in online prediction.
Finally, the fourth block introduces a graphical user-friendly interface
developed in Matlab code for batch process understanding and monitoring.
This toolbox integrates, on the one hand, the two phases of the design of
a monitoring scheme (model building and exploitation), and on the other
hand, the four main steps in the bilinear modeling of batch processes (alignment, preprocessing, calibration and monitoring). Additionally, a simulator
to generate batch data of a fermentation process of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation is provided. In this version of the software package, the
bilinear modeling is performed using the three-way structure that contains
the variable trajectories of historical batches. To perform multivariate
analysis, the last developments in process chemometrics, including the
methods proposed in this thesis, are implemented.

Resumen
La presente tesis doctoral tiene como objetivo estudiar las implicaciones de
los métodos estadı́sticos propuestos para la modelización bilineal de procesos
por lotes, el desarrollo de nuevas técnicas para solucionar algunos de los
problemas más complejos aún por resolver en esta lı́nea de investigación y
aplicar los nuevos métodos a datos provenientes de procesos bioquı́micos
para su evaluación estadı́stica. El estudio, la discusión y el desarrollo de los
nuevos métodos giran en torno a las cuatro fases del ciclo de modelización:
desde la sincronización, ecualización, preprocesamiento y calibración de los
datos, a la monitorización de las trayectorias de las variables del proceso.
Se presta especial atención al problema de la sincronización y su efecto
en la modelización estadı́stica desde distintas perspectivas: la calidad de
la sincronización, los cambios en la estructura de correlación, la captura
de las dinámicas del proceso, la estabilidad parámetrica y la precisión por
parte de los sistemas de monitorización para detectar situaciones anómalas.
El manuscrito se ha dividido en cuatro grandes bloques. En primer
lugar, se realiza una revisión bibliográfica de las técnicas de proyección
sobre estructuras latentes para su aplicación en procesos continuos y por
lotes, y del diseño de sistemas de control basados en modelos estadı́sticos
multivariantes. Además, se presenta una discusión teórica de los diferentes
enfoques de modelización para procesos por lotes y sus efectos en la captura
de las dinámicas del proceso.
El segundo bloque del documento versa sobre el preprocesamiento de
los datos, en concreto, sobre la ecualización y la sincronización. La primera
parte aborda el problema de la falta de ecualización en las trayectorias de
las variables. Se discuten las diferentes polı́ticas de muestreo que se pueden
encontrar en procesos por lotes y las soluciones para ecualizar las variables.
La efectividad de estas propuestas son dependientes del tipo de proceso y
del número de frecuencias de muestreo en las que se registran las medidas
variables. En la segunda parte de esta sección, se realiza un estudio teórico
sobre la naturaleza de los procesos por lotes y de la sincronización de las
trayectorias como paso previo a la modelización bilineal. Se analizan en
profundidad las desventajas del uso de los métodos de sincronización más
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empleados en la quimiometrı́a de procesos. Los temas bajo discusión son:
i) si se debe utilizar el mismo enfoque de sincronización en lotes afectados
por diferentes tipos de asincronismos, y ii) si la sincronización es siempre
necesaria aún y cuando las trayectorias de las variables tienen la misma
duración en todos los lotes. Para responder a estas preguntas, se lleva a
cabo un estudio exhaustivo de los tipos más comunes de asincronismos
que se pueden encontrar en este tipo de datos. Además, se proponen dos
nuevas técnicas de sincronización para resolver los problemas existentes en
aplicaciones post-morten y en tiempo real. En primer lugar, se presenta
una estrategia de sincronización que hace frente a las trayectorias de las
variables afectadas por múltiples asincronismos de una manera óptima,
maximizando la calidad de la sincronización y la reducción de la tasa de
falsas alarmas en los sistemas de monitorización. El segundo método de
sincronización es el denominado Relaxed Greedy Time Warping (RGTW),
que permite la sincronización en tiempo real de las trayectorias en procesos
por lotes. Para mejorar la detección de fallos y la clasificación, también
se proponen nuevos gráficos de control no supervisados y clasificadores de
fallos supervisados en base a la información generada por la sincronización
de los lotes.
En el tercer bloque del manuscrito se realiza un estudio de la estabilidad
de los parámetros asociados a los métodos de sincronización y a los métodos
estadı́stico multivariante basados en el Análisis de Componentes Principales
(PCA) más utilizados para el control de procesos. Los resultados de este
estudio revelan que la precisión de la sincronización de las trayectorias
tiene un impacto significativo en la estabilidad de los parámetros de los
modelos PCA. Además, la estabilidad paramétrica está estrechamente
relacionada con el tipo de preprocesamiento realizado en los datos de los
lotes, el tipo de modelo ajustado y el despliegue utilizado para transformar
la estructura de datos de tres a dos dimensiones. El ajuste de la estabilidad de los parámetros, la fuente de variabilidad que queda después del
preprocesamiento de los datos y la captura de las dinámicas del proceso
deben ser ajustados de forma equilibrada de tal manera que los modelos
estadı́sticos multivariantes sean precisos en la detección y diagnóstico de
fallos y/o en la predicción en tiempo real.
Por último, el cuarto bloque del documento describe una interfaz gráfica
de usuario que se ha desarrollado en código Matlab para la comprensión y
la supervisión de procesos por lotes. Esta herramienta informática integra,
por un lado, las dos fases del diseño de un sistema de monitorización
(construcción y explotación del modelo), y por otro lado, las cuatro fases
principales en el modelado bilineal de procesos por lotes (alineamiento,
preprocesamiento, calibración and monitorización). Además, un simulador
está accesible para generar datos de lotes de un proceso de fermentación
del cultivo de Saccharomyces cerevisiae. En esta versión del software, la

modelización bilineal se realiza a partir de la estructura tridimensional que
contiene las trayectorias de las variables de lotes históricos. Para llevar a
cabo los análisis multivariantes, se han implementado los últimos desarrollos
en la quimiometrı́a de procesos, incluyendo los métodos propuestos en esta
tesis doctoral.

Resum
Aquesta tesi doctoral te com a objectiu estudiar les implicacions dels
mètodes de modelització estadı́stica proposats per a la modelització bilineal
de processos per lots, el desenvolupament de noves tècniques per resoldre
els problemes encara no resolts en aquesta lı́nia de recerca i aplicar els nous
mètodes a les dades dels processos bioquı́mics. L’estudi, la discussió i el
desenvolupament dels nous mètodes giren entorn a les quatre fases del cicle
de modelització, des de l’alineació, preprocessament i el calibratge de les
dades provinents de lots, a la monitorització de les trajectòries. Es presta
especial atenció al problema de la sincronització per lots, i el seu efecte
sobre el modelatge des de diferents angles: la qualitat de la sincronització,
els canvis en l’estructura de correlació, la captura de la dinàmica del procés,
els paràmetres de l’estabilitat i la precisió per detectar situacions anòmales.
El manuscrit s’ha dividit en quatre grans blocs. En primer lloc, es
realitza una revisió bibliogràfica dels principals mètodes basats en tècniques
de projecció sobre estructures latents en processos continus i per lots, aixı́
com dels sistemes de control estadı́stics multivariats. A més, es presenta
una revisió teòrica dels diferents enfocaments de modelat de processos i els
seus efectes sobre la captura de la dinàmica del procés.
El segon bloc del document es dedica a la preprocessament de les
dades provinents de lots, en particular, l’ equalització i la sincronització.
La primera part aborda el problema de la manca d’equalització en les
trajectòries de les variables. Es discuteixen els diferents tipus d’escenaris
en que les variables estan mesurades a distints intervals i les solucions per
equalitzar-les en processos per lots. L’ efectivitat d’aquestes propostes
d’equalització són dependents del tipus de procés i del nombre de freqüències
de mostratge en què es registren les mesures de les variables. A la segona
part d’aquesta secció es porta a terme un estudi teòric de la naturalesa dels
processos per lots i de la sincronització de les trajectòries de lots com a pas
previ al modelatge bilineal. Els inconvenients dels mètodes de sincronització
més utilitzats en la quimiometria de processos són analitzats en profunditat.
Els temes en discussió són: i) si el mateix enfocament de sincronització
ha de ser aplicat a les dades del lot en presència de diferents tipus de
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asincronismes, i ii) si la sincronització sempre es requereix tot i que la
longitud de les trajectòries de les variables són constants en tots el lots. Per
respondre a aquestes preguntes, es du a terme un estudi exhaustiu dels tipus
més comuns de asincronismes que es poden trobar en les dades provinents
de lots. A més, es proposen dues noves tècniques de sincronització per
resoldre els problemes existents la sincronització post-morten i en temps
real. En primer lloc, es presenta una estratègia de sincronització que fa
front a les trajectòries de les variables afectades per múltiples asincronies
d’una manera òptima, maximitzant la qualitat de la sincronització i la
reducció de falses alarmes en els sistemes de monitorització. El segon
mètode de sincronització és l’anomenat Relaxed Greedy Time Warping
(RGTW), que permet la sincronització en temps real de les trajectòries
de procés per lots. Per millorar la detecció i la classificació de anomalies,
també es proposen nous gràfics de control no supervisats i classificadors
de falla supervisats dissenyats en base a la informació generada per la
sincronització de lots.
En el tercer bloc del manuscrit es realitza un treball de recerca sobre
l’estabilitat dels paràmetres associats als mètodes de sincronització i als
mètodes estadı́stics multivariats basats en l’Anàlisi de Components Principals (PCA) més utilitzats per al control de processos. Els resultats d’aquest
estudi revelen que la precisió en la sincronització per lots té un profund impacte en l’estabilitat dels paràmetres dels models PCA. A més, l’ estabilitat
paramètrica està estretament relacionat amb el tipus de preprocessament
realitzat en les dades provinents de lots, el tipus de model i el desplegament
utilitzat per transformar l’estructura de dades de tres a dos dimensions.
L’ajust de l’estabilitat dels paràmetres, la font de variabilitat que queda
després del preprocessament i la captura de la dinàmica de procés ha de
ser equilibrada de tal manera que els models estadı́stics multivariats són
precisos en la detecció i diagnòstic de fallades i/o en la predicció en lı́nia.
Finalment, el quart bloc del document introdueix una interfı́cie gràfica
d’usuari que s’ha dissenyat e implementat en Matlab per a la comprensió i
la supervisió de processos per lots. Esta ferramenta informàtica integra,
d’una banda, les dues fases del disseny d’un sistema de monitorizació
(construcció i explotació del model), i per altra banda, els quatre passos
principals en el modelatge bilineal de processos per lots (alineament, preprocessament, calibratge i monitorització). A més, aquesta ferramenta
informàtica proporciona un simulador per generar les dades del lot d’un
procés de fermentació del cultiu de Saccharomyces cerevisiae. En aquesta
versió del programari, la modelització bilineal es realitza a partir de l’ús de
l’estructura de tres dimensions que conté les trajectòries de les variables
registrades en lots històrics. Per dur a terme aquestes anàlisis multivariats,
s’han implementat els últims desenvolupaments en la quimiometria de
processos, incloent-hi els mètodes proposats en aquesta tesi.
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Justification, Objectives,
Summary and Contributions
Batch processes can be defined as finite duration processes that involve welldefined multiple process operations in a predetermined sequence, procedure,
and time. First, a specific mix of raw materials or reactants are initially
charged in a vessel, which has an internal stirrer to keep reactants well
mixed. Then, materials are processed during a finite duration with a
time-varying behavior. Optionally, intermediate reactants can be added
to the vessel at a proper time. Once raw materials have been converted
into desired products, they are finally discharged from the vessel. This
manufacturing mode has some inherent advantages, such as processing
flexibility, repetitive nature, ability to handle variations in market demand
patterns and handling hazardous ingredients or final products, that make
batch processes well suited for the production of low volume of high valueadded products. These features are in line with the ultimate goals of
hi-tech and biochemical industries, which are to reduce time-to-market
and manufacturing costs, comply with regulatory and strict requirements,
improve yields and quality, increase throughput and reduce energy usage.
One of the most critical challenges current industries must address in
the next decades is ensuring an acceptable product quality and productivity.
The lack of in-depth real-time knowledge about the process state, forces
manufacturers to operate at too conservative, suboptimal and not intensified
regimes. To overcome this situation two main objectives need to be pursued:
i) better process understanding to facilitate risk-based regulatory decisions
and innovation, and ii) better handling of product quality assessment and
accomplishment. These goals are in line with the guidelines released by
the United States Food and Drugs Administration (FDA) in 2004, which
encourage industries to detect the presence of variation, calculate the degree
of variation, understand the sources of variation, and determine to what
extent this variation may impact the process and ultimately the product
features and quality.
Batch processes are more complex to deal with than continuous proxvii
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cesses. This fact is owing to the mode of operation and the feature of the
control systems. In contrast to continuous processes, batch processes have
no steady-state operating conditions. The setpoint and control signals
correspond to time-varying profiles -so called recipes-, and both initial and
processing conditions have to be controlled, requiring a higher effort to
understand, model, control, and monitor this kind of processes. However,
batch processes are very flexible in such a way that production of different
products using the same industrial hardware and only modifying the recipe
of raw materials can be achieved. Also, it permits to transfer the underlying
scientific knowledge of the research quickly, thereby yielding early benefits
to recover the research costs. The latter issues together with the possibility
to produce high value-added products make batch processes interesting to
be used at large scale in industry.
For the analysis of the performance of batch processes, typically three
types of data are collected: initial conditions, process variable trajectories,
and quality and productivity measurements. The first category includes
initial charge recipe and any process measurements registered before the
start of the batch, which may have an impact on product quality. Second,
measurements of process variables sampled at a relatively fast sampling
frequency is available for each batch. Commonly, the duration of batches
is variable to a certain extent, depending on the nature of the process and
the manufacturing conditions. Finally, a set of measurements belonging to
quality features are optionally recorded; typically at the end of each batch
because of their high cost. As a consequence of the complex characteristics
of batch data, such as high correlation, rank deficiency, low signal-tonoise ratio, missing values and/or nonlinear and time-varying dynamics,
online quality prediction and control in batch processes suffer from lack
of reproducibility due to batch-to-batch variations. In this context, the
application of classical Statistical Process Control (SPC) techniques for
process modeling is inadequate.
In the light of meeting the FDA’s requirements, the application of multivariate statistical projection methods in the Batch Multivariate Statistical
Process Control (BMSPC) framework that copes with the challenges of
batch processes plays a crucial role. This provides more reliable process
modeling and sophisticated tools to design online monitoring schemes that
are capable of detecting complex batch abnormalities incipiently and safely.
Despite the work done in the last years, there are still some topics in
BMSPC that deserve research. They have been the drivers to define the
following main objectives of this dissertation.
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I. Identify the limitations of the different preprocessing and
bilinear process modeling approaches.
The most used bilinear batch modeling methods will be thoroughly
studied and compared to establish which approach is more appropriate
based on the characteristics of the process and the goals pursued. In
particular, this milestone includes:
• Theoretical study of the preprocessing and synchronization techniques.
• State-of-the-art of bilinear modeling methods for analyzing batch
data.
• Study of the effects of synchronization and bilinear batch process
modeling on process monitoring.
II. Propose new techniques that overcome the limitations pinpointed.
With the aim of overcoming the limitations found in the modeling
cycle of batch data, new methods will be proposed and rigorously
described along this dissertation. The main focus will be on the
synchronization of batch trajectories and its effects on the rest of the
modeling steps. Special emphasis will be given to the validation of
the statistical parameters as well as the automation of the algorithms
for its straightforward application to real processes.
III. Apply and compare the methods developed by using different industrial scenarios.
One of the most important goals of this work is to test the methods
proposed in this dissertation, providing a comparison with the existing methods. For this purpose, several simulated data sets from
two different types of biochemical processes will be used in order to
highlight the differences in comparison to state-of-the-art methods,
focusing the attention on bilinear process modeling and monitoring.
Based on the objectives of the thesis, the manuscript is structured
as follows. The first part of the document is devoted to introduce the
state-of-the-art of the bilinear statistical modeling cycle for the design
of monitoring schemes for post-batch and real-time process monitoring
(Chapter 1). First, the focus is on the different steps for model building: data alignment (including data equalization and synchronization),
data preprocessing, transformation from three-way to two-way structure,
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and statistical calibration and monitoring. The most used chemometrics
strategies and techniques in each of the modeling steps will described,
stressing the advantages, drawbacks and limitations of their use in different
contexts in batch processes. Thereafter, an extended review of the projection techniques to latent structures used for batch process understanding,
monitoring, prediction and optimization is provided in Appendix A in
connection to the first chapter. Chapter 2 describes the hardware and
software tools used to implement the algorithms proposed in this work and
those proposed in the literature for subsequent comparisons. A detailed
description of the data sets employed along the manuscript to illustrate
the performance of these novel methods is presented.
Along the second part, the problem of the equalization and synchronization of batch trajectories are addressed. In Chapter 3 the differences
between non-equalized and asynchronous trajectories are stressed, and
the equalization of batch data is studied in depth. The different types
of unequalization scenarios that practitioners might find in batch processes are discussed: different sampling rate per stage and same policy
for all variables and batches, multi-rate sampling in process variables and
similar policy among batches, and multi-rate sampling both in process
variables and batches. Three different strategies to solve the problem
of different sampling frequencies among process variables are introduced:
discarding intermediate values, estimating missing values and rearranging
data. The application of these techniques to batch data for equalization
is crucial to continue the bilinear modeling with the next step: the batch
synchronization.
Chapter 4 is aimed to study the nature of batch processes and the problem of batch synchronization. First, a study of the state-of-the art in batch
synchronization is done. The methods most used in process chemometrics
are categorized and reviewed: i) methods based on compressing/expanding
the raw trajectories using linear interpolation either in the batch time
dimension or in an indicator variable dimension; ii) methods based on
feature extraction; and iii) methods based on stretching, compressing and
translating pieces of trajectories. The drawbacks of these methods are
explored. In particular, the application of these techniques in real-time
applications are analyzed. The simulation study shows how the inaccuracy
of the synchronization techniques to synchronize batch trajectories may
have severe effects on the correlation structure, the actual process variability, the parameter stability and the accuracy of the monitoring schemes to
detect abnormalities. In this chapter, a comparative study of the selected
synchronization methods on accurately capturing the time-varying process
dynamics is performed. This study provides insight into the importance of
precisely aligning the main features of the variables to mitigate the addition
of artifacts in the trajectories, which may affect the actual relationships of
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the variables over time.
One of the most critical aspects in batch synchronization is the application of these techniques in real-time applications. To overcome the
problems of the post-batch proposals for synchronization, a new time warping algorithm called Relaxed Greedy Time Warping (RGTW) is proposed
in Chapter 5. This new technique is based on a relaxed greedy strategy to
find the optimal combinations of non-linear modifications of the trajectories
that ensure a suboptimal synchronization. The deployment of this synchronization algorithm in the monitoring systems allows us to successfully
perform the batch synchronization in such a way that the uncertainty in
the monitoring statistics and predictions are reduced, and therefore, the
false alarm rate as well. Furthermore, the use of the warping information
obtained from the RGTW-based batch synchronization both for batch
process monitoring and supervised fault classification are addressed. Two
new proposals are introduced to strengthen the use of the warping information in the monitoring schemes. First, an unsupervised control chart
based on the warping profiles from batches ran under normal operating
conditions (NOC) (NOC-WICC) is proposed as a complementary tool to
the traditional multivariate statistical control charts. Second, supervised
warping information-based control charts (faulty WICC) and the design of
classifiers based on the warping information are presented. The use of these
complementary statistical tools enables a better monitoring of incoming
batches by providing more information to technologists to interrogate the
statistical models in abnormal manufacturing situations.
Other topics under discussion in this thesis are 1) whether the same
synchronization approach must be applied to batch data in presence of
different types of asynchronisms, and 2) whether synchronization is always
required even though the length of the variable trajectories are constant
across batches. To answer these questions, a thorough study of the most
common types of asynchronisms that may be found in batch data is
done. Namely, there are four classes of asynchronisms: (i) batches with
equal duration but key process event not overlapping at the same time
point in all batches; (ii) batches with different duration and process pace
caused by external factors; (iii) batches with different duration due to
incompletion of the last process stage, irrespective of whether the process
pace is the same or not across batches; and (iv) batches with different
duration due to delay at the start but batch trajectories showing the same
evolution pace after. To cope with the complex number of asynchronisms
batches may be affected with, Chapter 6 describes a novel synchronization
strategy called Multisynchro, which also maximizes synchronization quality
and minimizes the false alarm rate. The new approach also includes a
procedure that performs abnormality detection and batch synchronization
in an iterative way. This prevents batch abnormalities from affecting
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synchronization quality. The Multisynchro approach is proved to clearly
outperform the standard approach of applying the same synchronization
procedure, irrespective of the type of batch asynchronism.
The third part of this document is devoted to thoroughly study the
entire ”value chain” of BMSPC systems based in Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) models: from data alignment, preprocessing, transformation, modeling to monitoring. In previous research works, the most
used batch processes modeling approaches were studied from two different
perspectives: process dynamics and online prediction. In the first section
of this block, these studies will be extended to the so-called parameter
stability, i.e. the estimates of the model parameters. This is a paramount
and often overlooked aspect in the development of a monitoring system.
When a PCA model is built in BMSPC, low model parameters uncertainty
is desired to ensure a reduced amount of noise in the model. Noise affects
the performance of the monitoring system, reducing its detection capability.
Hence, the study of the effects of bilinear batch process modeling on the
parameter stability, and consequently on the performance of monitoring
schemes, is needed. For this purpose, a comparison of the most used
modeling approaches and synchronization methods in terms of parameter
stability is performed in Chapter 7. The different methods for rearranging
the three-way batch data array in a number of two-way arrays are taken
into consideration: i) to unfold the three-way array in a single two-way
array, e.g. variable-wise unfolding, batch dynamic and batch-wise; ii) to fit
K PCA models, iii) to use an adaptive approach where the current and
past information are combined. In addition, the effect of the batch synchronization on the parameter stability is studied in batch data synchronized
by the most used synchronization methods by the chemometric community:
the Indicator Variable (IV), Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) and Relaxed
Greedy Time Warping (RGTW) algorithms, and Time Linear Expanding/Compressing (TLEC)-based method throughout both the batch run and
time periods limited by key process events. Results are discussed in connection with conclusions from previous research that addressed the capture
of the process dynamics and the online prediction of quality properties.
Another paramount subject under discussion in the second section of
this block are the effects of batch synchronization in batch monitoring.
Several publications express the belief that batch synchronization is only
required when the duration of the variable trajectories varies across batches.
In fact, commercial software packages as SIMCA Release 13.0.3 only requires the synchronization of batch trajectories when they differ in time.
Also, ProMV Batch Edition Release 13.02 does not compulsorily demand
the application of synchronization algorithms when batch data have equal
length. However, batch data can only be considered synchronized if and
only if the main features of the trajectories (or key process events) are
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overlapped across batches, irrespective of whether the batch duration is
the same for all batches or not. A number of proposals for dealing with
asynchronous batches can be found in the literature: from methods based
on stretching/expanding the raw trajectories using linear interpolation
either in the batch time dimension or in an indicator variable dimension to
methods based on stretching, compressing and translating pieces of trajectories. Time stretching/expanding is one of the most used synchronization
techniques in process chemometrics and implemented in commercial and
scientific software because of its simplicity (e.g. in SIMCA Release 13.0.
as unique synchronization procedure and in ProMV Batch Edition Release
13.02 as one of the provided synchronization methods). Nonetheless, the
application of this approach may be dangerous due to the underlying assumptions that are seldom fulfilled in batch processes: i) linear process
pace, ii) all batch runs are completed, and iii) batches with equal duration
are considered as synchronized. In Chapter 8, a comparative study between
the two main families of synchronization methods in scenarios of multiple
asynchronisms is carried to get insight into three key aspects: i) importance
of ensuring the overlap of the key process events, ii) the severity of the type
of asynchronism present in batch data to select the type of synchronization
method, and iii) the effect of inadequate synchronization in scenarios of
multiple asynchronism on process monitoring. The results of this research
reveal that the Multisynchro approach proposed in Chapter 6 is a promising
technique to overcome the complex asynchronisms in batch processes, becoming a clear outperforming alternative to the techniques implemented in
commercial software packages that can be used in post-batch and real-time
applications.
The fourth part of this manuscript is devoted to apply some of the most
successful state-of-the-art approaches used in process chemometrics as well
as the methodologies proposed in this thesis. First, the importance of the
modeling approach and its influence in online fault detection, isolation
and diagnosis using projection methods to latent structures is discussed in
Chapter 9. The application of all the modeling steps of batch processes
explained along the thesis is illustrated in Chapter 10. For this purpose, a
Matlab graphical user-friendly interface called MVBatch is designed for
batch process understanding and monitoring, which is entirely described
in Chapter 10. This tool integrates, on the one hand, the two phases
for the design of a monitoring scheme (model building -exploratory data
analysis and post-batch process monitoring- and model exploitation -realtime process monitoring), and on the other hand, the four main steps
in the bilinear modeling of batch processes: data screening, alignment,
calibration and monitoring. All the novel algorithms are accessible through
the main window of the software package that represents the modeling
phases. In addition, the simulator of batch data of a fermentation process
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based on the biological model of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is
provided. The simulated data used to illustrate the performance of the new
techniques hereby proposed and used in the comparative studies of this
thesis are generated by this tool. Finally, a case study of batch multivariate
statistical process control based on principal component analysis is provided
to illustrate the performance of MVBatch, emphasizing the differences with
other commercial software packages.

To sum up, the main contributions of this thesis are:
• The comparative study of the most used synchronization techniques in
process chemometrics from different aspects: synchronization quality,
capture of the actual process dynamics, parameter stability, and
accuracy of the monitoring schemes in fault detection in scenarios of
multiple asynchronisms.
• The development of a novel synchronization algorithm called RGTW
that enables the design of monitoring schemes for real-time deployment in batch processes characterized by the presence of asynchronisms. This new algorithm notably reduces the false alarm rate
produced by the inaccuracy of traditional synchronization algorithms.
• The implications of the use of the warping profiles derived from
synchronization in BMSPC. From this study, guidelines are provided
to use this information for building unsupervised control charts and
fault classifiers when a rich faulty batch database is available.
• The design of a novel synchronization strategy called Multisynchro
that copes with asynchronous batch trajectories affected by complex
combinations of asynchronisms in an automatic manner. The use
of this synchronization framework reduces the addition of artifacts
affecting the correlation structure of the variables, the parameter
stability and the accuracy of the monitoring systems for detecting
abnormal situations in batch processes.
• The comparison and study of the most used preprocessing and principal component analysis-based Batch Multivariate Statistical Process
Control methods (namely single-model, K-models, and hierarchical
model approaches) from a perspective not yet studied, but crucial
for the performance of monitoring schemes: the model parameter
stability. This study provides insight into the parameters that must
be properly tuned up to obtain optimum multivariate models for
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process understanding, optimization, online prediction and accurate
monitoring systems for process monitoring.
• The design and implementation of a Matlab user-friendly interface
named MVBatch that integrates the recent developments in process chemometrics for analyzing, optimizing and monitoring batch
processes.
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1.1

Batch processes

Industrial procedures involving raw material and mechanical steps in the
manufacture of a product are usually carried on a very large scale and
in different ways. They can be broadly classified as continuous or batch
procedures. In both cases the goal is to operate the process so that desired
end-product specifications are met. The achievement of these specifications
involves technical decisions at the process operational level, which are
related to reaching defined values in a set of relevant process variables
through control systems.
Batch processes play an important role in the production of high addedvalue specialties at key economic sectors such as industry, agriculture
and biotechnology. The manufacture of these products needs a more
sophisticated production strategy than the one required in a continuous
process. In general, batch processes can be defined as finite duration
processes consisting of several actions (see Figure 1.1): a specific mix of raw
materials or reactants are initially charged in a vessel, which has an internal
stirrer to keep reactants well mixed. Then, materials are processed during
a finite duration with a time-varying behavior. Optionally, intermediate
reactants can be added to the vessel at a proper time. Once raw materials
have been converted into desired products, they are discharged from the
vessel.
This complex type of process is experiencing a renaissance since last
decade as products-on-demand and first-to-market strategies impel the
need for flexible and specialized production methods [35]. Several reasons
make batch processes preferable over continuous processes. In practice,
keeping steady state conditions over prolonged periods of time is difficult
in some processes. For instance, in biotechnological and pharmaceutical
industry using microorganisms, keeping their genetic stability over time is
a tough problem. Keeping sterile conditions over prolonged periods of time
is another typical problem to face in many biochemical processes. Also,
frequent tuning of process settings for low-volume productions may be economically unfeasible in many processes. Thus, batch processing is usually
preferred for low production volumes below 10,000 Mt/year while continuous ones are predominant for production volumes higher than 100,000
Mt/year in industries such as petrochemical, chemical, polymer, and food
[36]. Batch processing has been preferred over continuous processing in the
pharmaceutical industry to boost the manufacturing of high-added value
and innovative products for decades. However, increases in competition,
further increases in proportion of generic utilization, opening of new markets, and the current socio-economic pressures for price controls, appear to
be creating new needs in the sector. The FDA released some guidelines
[37] to help manufacturers to develop and implement new efficient tools
4
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Figure 1.1. Batch process scheme representing the main stages to perform
certain reaction for the production of a product.

for use during pharmaceutical development, manufacturing, and quality
assurance while maintaining or reducing manufacturing costs. The usage of
new approaches to pharmaceutical manufacturing, while maintaining the
paradigm that quality cannot be tested into a product, but must be built in
by design, leads to the concept of continuous processing. In particular, the
draft guidance document [37] states: ”Facilitating continuous processing to
improve efficiency and manage variability.” These regulatory statements,
among others, further encourage pharmaceutical manufacturers to begin
to shift from batch processing to continuous processing.
For control purpose, a set of measurements belonging to different
process variables are recorded at every sampling time point in each batch.
Regarding the sampling frequency to measure the variables, prior knowledge
about the process may determine such frequency as a function of the type
of variable or the importance of certain phases in the process, for instance.
Additionally, the quality of a batch can be quantified by collecting online
quality measurements provided by probes, as is the case of ammonia
probe in wastewater treatment processes. Another possibility to assess
the quality is analyzing a sample of the final product in laboratory upon
batch completion. These measurements can be seen as end-product quality
indices that represent how good the batch was performed. As a consequence
of the high cost to obtain these measurements, the frequency at which they
are sampled is lower than for engineering measurements (e.g. temperatures,
flows, levels). It may happen that problems raised in a batch are reproduced
in the subsequent batches before the problems are detected and diagnosed
once the results of the laboratory are available.
In batch processes, once a batch is finished, the history of its performance is fingerprinted in the trajectories of each of the process variables.
Hence, process stability can be defined based on a nominal or reference
5
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trajectory. In other words, batches that approximately follow the reference
trajectory and yield products on specifications can be considered as batches
performed under Normal Operating Conditions (NOC). By analyzing the
trajectories of the process variables over time, a better understanding of
the process can be gained and a more accurate troubleshooting can be
performed. The strategy is to model historical NOC and faulty batches,
with the aim to determine the main mechanisms driving the process and to
diagnose the potential root causes of the abnormal situations. From these
learnings, changes in the process may be introduced and/or best operational
practices may be defined to avoid future abnormal deviations. The next
step would be to design a monitoring system that uses the in-control model
to ensure that the variable trajectories of incoming batched are within
their expected operational ranges. This monitoring scheme would permit
detecting abnormalities before the quality measurements are available and
taking actions to drive the process under normal operation conditions when
deviating.
This chapter describes the state-of-the-art in batch process modeling
and monitoring. Section 1.2 briefly describes the two major paradigms
for modeling batch processes. In Section 1.3, the entire modeling cycle of
batch processes is reviewed and rigorously discussed. It will establish the
basis to hereafter present the new innovations and scientific discussions
that this thesis brings out.

1.2

Batch process modeling

Two main modeling paradigms exist in literature [38]: the mechanistic
(or white-box) models inherited from the field of the classical mechanics,
and data-driven (or black-box) models originally proposed in the field of
engineering. The former are developed from the first principle knowledge
of the process in form of mathematical or biochemical relations, such
as reaction kinetics, stochiometries, mass/energy balances, that capture
the behavior of the process. In contrast, the latter are models that are
calibrated solely from input-output data. The final goal is to build models
that best describe the nature or sources of variation over time. The choice
of the model depends on the purpose of the model (exploratory analysis,
optimization, monitoring and/or control), and the type of process [39].
The complexity of the processes in industry has fostered the development
of a large number of model structures and modeling methodologies spanning
the whole range between both paradigms, which can be classified into three
categories [40]: knowledge-based or white-box models, data-driven or blackbox models, and hybrid or grey-box models. Namely these models aim to
decompose the process data into three (at least) well separated sources of
6
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variation:
1. A white or hard part, related to a deterministic behavior or an
prior process knowledge, such as mathematical relations describing
chemical or physical properties.
2. A black or soft part, formed by the systematic variation that has
not been taken into account in the white part of the model, usually
related to the unknown sources of variation.
3. Noise or residual/unsystematic variation of the process, i.e. part of
the data not explained by the previous parts.
The two types of variation can be segregated by using prior knowledge
of the processes in the models, or extracting the information related to
the theoretical/ideal models. In the particular case of batch modeling, the
external or prior information can be divided into two parts [39]:
• Batch run specific information. This is the knowledge or additional
measurements associated with an individual batch run (e.g. quality,
reactor conditions, cleaning of the reactor, environmental conditions,
batch duration, etc.).
• Process specific information. This information relates to the nature
and sources of information within the process itself, that is, the
underlying physico-chemical causes influencing all the batches are
the same (e.g. the set of ordinary differential equations which describe the relationships among the variables; and the kinetics and/or
stoichiometrics for one or more process reactions).
The separation of the different types of variation in process modeling is
crucial for process understanding, optimization, monitoring and prediction.
White-box models do not necessarily fit process data and explain batchto-batch variation as well as black-box model do. Hence, the use of
data-driven models that are capable of capturing not only the known but
also the unknown variation sources is highly recommended. However, the
use of hybrid models is a good alternative to black-box models if process
knowledge is available. These models use the prior information (white part)
to separate the major variation in data that is mainly generated by known
physico-chemical interactions. It permits discovering new phenomena
within data that are less abundant (black part). The remaining variability
is kept into residuals, being subjected to be modeled separately.
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1.2.1

Knowledge-based models

In this category, both the mathematical models obtained from physicochemical laws -first principles or fundamental models- and those obtained
from the expert knowledge of a process -expert systems- are included. The
application of these modeling strategies to batch processes has received
much attention in the scientific community for many years, both using
dynamical models based on states formulations [41] and rule-based expert systems [42, 43]. These models allow us to estimate the underlying
theoretical states of a complex process, such as the growth of a bacteria
in a certain environment. Take the emergent field of systems biology as
an example. In such area, the development of kinetic models of cellular
metabolic networks based on quantitative experiments becomes a challenging and primordial task for the biotechnological industry. Such models
are used to understand the principles that govern cellular behavior and
to achieve a predictive understanding of cellular functions for subsequent
modeling of fermentations [34, 44].
Nonetheless, such models are usually difficult to be used accurately for
tasks related to monitoring or prediction in batch processes. This is due
to the fact that such models are based on assumptions, which may not
be true or adequate for the majority of the process states. Additionally,
some unknown reactions may exist. Hence, the uncertainties produced by
the unknown knowledge not taken into account in the models may cause
inaccuracies in fault detection and predictions.

1.2.2

Data-driven models

Current industrial processes, both continuous and batches, collect an enormous amount of measurements belonging to hundreds or even thousands
of process variables. The analysis of such data becomes a challenging task
for industries in order to distinguish between in-control and out-of-control
situations. Often, such data are highly correlated (process variables are
collinear) with low signal-to-noise ratios and the existence of missing measurements in some variables [45]. In such environment, methods to extract
the main information that explains the majority of the variability of process
data is required [46, 47]. Projection techniques to latent structures (blackbox or empirical models), such as PCA or Partial Least Squares (PLS),
are useful to overcome all the above problems, apart from providing an
analysis tool that is easy to understand from a statistical point of view. In
statistical batch process control, a calibration data set composed by NOC
batches that are representative of the common process variation is usually
used for model building. Afterwards, a test data set is typically used to
validate the model parameters for subsequent use in process optimization,
8
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monitoring or prediction. In Appendix A, a brief description of the most
used methods based on latent structures is provided.

1.2.3

Hybrid models

The use of knowledge-based models has the drawback that the unknown
part of the process is not represented as well as some of the underlying
assumptions (e.g. reaction kinetics, unknown dynamics, values of the model
parameters, objective functions), which may not be valid for all the possible
states of the process [48, 49]. To overcome this problem, hybrid models
that combine knowledge-based models, which fit the theoretical behavior,
and empirical models, which fit any remaining systematic variation, can
be used [50].
Different approaches to decompose the data into the three types of
variation (known causes, unknown causes and residuals) have been proposed
in the literature. There are three categories where these methods can be
classified:
• Based on known constraints. There exist general frameworks that
enable to impose very specific constraints on each type of information,
e.g. observed experimental information [51] or transformations on the
original variables [52]. By using these decompositions, it is possible
to segregate the information in four blocks: i) the information of the
prior knowledge related to the observations and to the variables, ii)
the part of the unknown information related to the observations and
to the known information associated with the variables, iii) the part
of the information of the prior knowledge related to the observations
and the unknown information linked to the variables, iv) the part
of the unknown information related to the observations and to the
variables. When decomposing each of these well separated blocks
by using multivariate projection techniques, it is possible to better
interpret the latent structure.
The methodology in batch processes consists of using the prior knowledge of the process to impose different constraints in the multivariate
statistical model. Interesting examples in which Tucker3 models are
used to decompose the data structures can be found in [39, 53, 54].
More recently, Grey Component Analysis (GCA) was proposed [55],
which uses a soft penalty approach to gently force the decomposition towards the direction of the prior information –a chemically o
biologically meaningful solution. In [34], a grey modeling approach
is introduced combining data-driven and first principles information
at different scales, developed for Pichia pastoris cultures grown on
different carbon sources. This hybrid framework has been proved
9
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to be a useful tool to analyze and describe the most important biochemical processes, turning out a promising strategy for the design
of real-time monitoring systems.
• Focused on model parameter estimation. Another option is to use
techniques based on introducing the prior knowledge by means of
mathematical relations that describe the system behavior or dynamics.
The starting point is some specific structure based on first principles,
where some functions have to be estimated. Different tools can be used
to calculate these functions, such as artificial Neural Networks (NN)
[56] or Kalman filters [57, 58].
• Constraints on the algorithms. Knowledge can be also incorporated
in a model by imposing constraints on the modeling algorithms,
such as using restricted Tucker3 models, or modeling a data structure by using Multivariate Curve Resolution (MCR) or PARAllel
FACtor (PARAFAC) models [59]. In the first case, constraints can
be imposed by not allowing loadings to be negative when dealing
with spectroscopic data, as in MCR [60] or PARAFAC models, or
by imposing zero value on certain elements in the core matrix G of
Tucker3 models [61].

1.3

Bilinear modeling cycle of batch processes

Batch processes often exhibit batch-to-batch variations that are subject
to investigation, analysis and monitoring: differences in the chemical
composition, types and levels of impurities in raw materials, gradual
operational changes, disturbances in the normal processing that affect the
quality of the final product, etc. The analysis of data available in each batch
is crucial to ensure safe operation, stable product quality and sustainable
profit in batch processes. There are four major objectives for analyzing
batch data [62]: i) the analysis of the variable trajectories of historical
batches in the light of gaining process understanding and troubleshooting
past abnormal operating conditions; ii) the statistical process control of
incoming batches either after completion (so-called post-batch process
monitoring, which can be segregated into end-of-batch and pseudo-online
applications1 ) or during its progress (real-time process monitoring); iii)
1 In end-of-batch process monitoring, the aim is to discover sources of variability
among batches, improve operation policies, and diagnose the root causes of past abnormal
and/or non-expected operating conditions at the end of the batch. This is carried out by
estimating statistical measures describing the behavior of the process during the entire
batch duration. In contrast, pseudo-online process monitoring focuses on statistically
evaluating the process at each sampling time point, leading to a more exhaustive,
accurate, and thorough examination of the process.
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the prediction of the final product quality while the process evolves in
real-time, and iv) the optimization and/or active control of batch operating
conditions to reach the desired quality properties of the final product.
The data available in batch processes for statistical analysis mainly fall
into three categories [63]: i) L initial conditions available before the start
of the batch for N batches (raw material properties, preprocessing times
such as stages duration and waiting times, information on the shifts, any
process measurements taken before the batch starts and expected to have
an influence on quality, etc.), which are arranged into a two-way array Z
(N × L) , ii) J time-varying variable trajectories and/or online analytical
sensor responses measured at K different sampling time points for all the
N batches, which are arranged in three way array X
(N × J × K), and iii)
−
M quality and productivity measurements stored after batch completion in
the two-way array Y (N × M ). These quality properties can be collected
at Ky different sampling time points over the production of each batch
leading to the three-way array Y
(N × M × Ky ) though.
−
In the design of monitoring schemes, two phases are involved [47]: model
building (exploratory data analysis and post-batch process monitoring)
and model exploitation (real-time process monitoring). In the former,
understanding the nature of the effects of varying initial conditions and
process operating trajectories on the performance of the batches and on the
final product quality is pursued [62]. Thereafter, the gained understanding
and the statistical models are used to isolate and diagnose past poor
operating conditions and set up SPC schemes for monitoring purpose in the
second phase. In model building for process monitoring, a number of steps
are typically performed, namely i) data alignment, ii) data preprocessing
and iii) transformation of the three-way array to one or several two-way
arrays for the subsequent iv) bilinear batch modeling (see Figure 1.2).
These steps are iteratively repeated whereas outliers are detected and
isolated from the calibration data set.

1.3.1

Data alignment

The data alignment step includes equalization of variables and batch
synchronization. The aim of this stage is to obtain a three-way data
structure from the data collected through the net of process sensors with
multiple sampling rates and for batches of possibly different duration and/or
processing pace. Batch synchronization is one of the most important steps
prior to batch modeling and process monitoring. The accuracy of both
empirical models and the subsequent monitoring schemes in terms of fault
detection and fault diagnosis is highly dependent on the synchronization
quality [3]. A number of proposals for dealing with the most complex
11
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synchronization problems can be found in the literature. The approaches
for synchronizing batch data can be roughly classified into three categories.
The first category include the methods based on compressing/expanding
the raw trajectories using linear interpolation. This interpolation can
be performed in the time dimension, which is named the Time Linear
Expanding/Compression (TLEC)-based method. The TLEC can be applied
to the entire batch run [64], which is the technique implemented in SIMCA
Release 13.0.3 -Umetrics software- [65], or within stages that are defined by
key process events [66, 67], which is one of the synchronization techniques
coded in ProMV Batch Edition Release 13.02 -ProSensus software- [68].
Other linear interpolation-based strategies also exist [67, 69]. Additionally,
the linear interpolation can be applied to an indicator variable dimension,
following the so-called Indicator Variable-based synchronization, IV [70]. A
second category is formed by methods based on features extraction [71, 72,
73, 74, 75]. Finally, a third category is composed of the methods based on
Stretching, Compressing and Translating (SCT) pieces of trajectories (the
SCT-based methods), such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [76] and
Relaxed Greedy Time Warping (RGTW) [1]. In [76], a pseudo-online version
of DTW for batch synchronization was proposed and some guidelines to
carry out the real-time synchronization were also presented. Nonetheless,
this real-time version was shown to be inappropriate in BMSPC due to the
false alarms produced in process monitoring, being the RGTW algorithm
a solution to overcome this problem [1]. Other SCT-based methods were
proposed in the literature for batch synchronization in offline and real-time
applications [77, 78]. For an extensive review of the state-of-the-art in
batch synchronization and the description of the most used synchronization
approaches in the chemometric community, readers are referred to Chapter
4.

1.3.2

Data preprocessing

After synchronization, a preprocessing step is required before model calibration. Depending on the nature of batch data and the type of model
to be fitted, the preprocessing approach may be different [39]. Two
main preprocessing methods are widely used in process chemometrics:
Trajectory centering and scaling (Trajectory C&S) and Variable centering
and scaling (Variable C&S). The former consists of mean centering and
scaling to unit variance the data corresponding to each j-th process variable
at each k-th sampling time point, i.e. each vector xjk is mean-centered
and scaled to unit variance (see Figure 1.2(j)). Provided the synchronized
three-way data structure contains J variables, K sampling time points and
N batches, this means that J · K averages and standard deviations are
computed from N batches each. These averages are then subtracted from
12
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the corresponding data, and then, the N observations corresponding to
the j-th process variable at the k-th sampling time point are scaled to unit
variance. This normalization allows each process variable at each time to
have the same weight in the multivariate analysis. Variable C&S performs
mean-centering and scaling to unit variance of the data corresponding
to each j-th process variable. This means that each lateral slab Xj is
mean-centered and scaled to unit variance (see Figure 1.2(k)). Hence, J
averages and standard deviations are computed from N · K observations
each. Again, these averages (also called grand means) are subtracted, and
subsequently, the centered data are scaled to unit variance. With this
normalization, time periods with more variability will be weighted more
and periods with less variability (e.g. under tight control) will get a small
weight in the multivariate analysis. Two main advantages of Trajectory
C&S over Variable C&S make the former more suitable than the latter
for BMSPC: i) Trajectory C&S models the variability around the average
trajectory, which is actually the type of variability of interest to monitor
a batch process [79]; and ii) the non-stationary problem is transformed
into a stationary problem since the average trajectory is removed from the
batch2 . The discussion about which of these two choices is more adequate
has been present in the literature [79, 80, 81] since the two main pioneer
research studies in BMSPC [82, 83] selected one of them each. Nomikos
and MacGregor [82] performed Trajectory C&S whereas Wold et al. [83]
used Variable C&S. After the desired variability is kept on data, the
transformation of the three-way data array to a two-way data array can be
carried out.

1.3.3

Bilinear modeling

In model calibration, the aligned and preprocessed three-way data array X
−
needs to be rearranged in a number of two-way subarrays to fit bilinear
models, such as PCA or PLS. The different approaches to perform this
transformation can be classified into three categories: the single-model
approach, the K-models approach and the hierarchical-model approach
(see Figure 1.2).

Single-model approach
In the single-model approach, the three-way array is unfolded in a single twoway array. There are several unfolding choices, which differ in the number of
process variables lagged in time (the so-called Lagged Measurement Vectors
2 Provided the batch process is under tight control so that the process can be
considered to be stationary in the batch dimension.
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(LMVs)): Variable-Wise unfolding (VW) [83] (also called Observation
Wise Unfolding (OWU) [62]), Batch Dynamic (BD) [84, 85, 86] and Batchwise (BW) unfolding [70, 82] (see Figure 1.3(a), Figure 1.3(b) and Figure
1.3(c), respectively). BD unfolding can be seen as a generalization of the
traditional unfolding procedures [87]: if no LMVs are added, the resulting
matrix is the same as the one after VW unfolding - i.e. X (N K × J); if
all possible LMVs are added, the resulting matrix is the same as the one
after BW unfolding - i.e. X (N × KJ). The addition of a certain number
of LMVs depends on two factors: the order of the dynamics that need to
be modeled and/or how the correlation structures change throughout the
batch run, i.e. the way process variables are related to each other and in
time [87].
In the case of batch-wise unfolding, all the possible time-varying dynamics can be studied through the bilinear modeling of the resulting (N × KJ)
two-way array, despite some authors’ assertions [86, 88]. In the light of
confirming this claim, the resulting (JK × JK) variance-covariance matrix after applying the batch-wise unfolding to data is investigated (see
Figure 1.3(c)3 ). On the one hand, the sub-matrices {VC1 , VC2 , ..., VCK }
located in the main diagonal of the variance-covariance matrix represent
the variances and instantaneous cross-covariances of the variables at every
sampling time point, i.e. the instantaneous relationships of the process
variables. On the other hand, the sub-matrices VCk,k+d for k = 1, ..., K −d
represent the auto-covariances and lagged cross-covariances of order d, i.e.
the dynamic relationships of the process variables. Hence, the relationships
among all variables at different sampling time points are captured by the
multivariate model fitted on the variance-covariance matrix.
In contrast to BW, the VW approach does not capture the dynamics of the process. This statement can be confirmed by studying the
variance-covariance matrix after variable-wise unfolding. In Figure 1.3(a),
the (J × J) variance-covariance matrix of the VW unfolded matrix X̃
(N K × J) is shown. The former is composed of the sum of the submatrices {VC1 , VC2 , ..., VCK } weighted by the factor 1/K. Hence, only
the variances and instantaneous cross-covariances of the process variables
are captured and not the dynamics of the process. This implies that the
relationships between a pair of variables in the covariance matrix is an
average of their relationships throughout the batch duration [87]. Consequently, this modeling approach assumes that there are no dynamics and
the correlation structure of the process does not change over time. This
is a strong assumption that is rarely accepted in batch processes, where
the process dynamics are time-varying. The application of VW unfolding
3 Note that only the auto-covariances and lagged cross-covariances of order 1 and 2
are shown for simplicity.
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in this scenario may have a notable impact on prediction [89] and fault
detection [90].
As mentioned, the BW and VW unfoldings are particular cases of the
BD approach (see Figure 1.3(b)). The number of LMVs to add to the
two-way array must be carefully assessed. The more LMVs, the more
dynamics are captured. However, special caution should be taken with the
overparameterization of the models caused by an excessive and unnecessary
addition of LMVs. Take as an example the situation represented in Figure
1.3. Considering that the dynamics of the process are invariant for K -1
sampling time points, the three-way array is variable-wise unfolded by
adding 1 lag to all the variables. Hence, the instantaneous dynamics of the
process is explained by the sub-matrices {VC1 , VC2 , ..., VCK−1 , VCK }
whereas the dynamics of order 1 are captured by the closest sub-matrices
V1,2 , V2,3 , ..., VK−1,K to the sub-matrices VCk in the variance-covariance
matrix. If batch data are modeled after batch-wise unfolding the three-way
array, the resulting model would be overparameterized. Consequently, the
derived variance-covariance matrix would contain much noise because only
two main diagonals capture the dynamics whereas the remaining diagonals
only noise.

K-models approach
The K-models approach is based on generating as many bilinear models as
there are sampling time points in a batch. Several proposals can be found
in the literature, which differ in the data used in the generation of the submodels. If each sub-model only incorporates measurements collected at the
current sampling time point, then it is called local model [91] -i.e. X (N ×J)
(see Figure 1.2(d)). If measurements registered from the beginning of the
batch to the current sampling time point k are taken into account in each
sub-model -i.e. X (N × kJ)-, then it is known as evolving model [91]. This
approach can be seen as a local model at the k-th sampling time point where
all the possible LMVs are included as additional variables [87]. Special cases
of evolving models are Uniformly Weighted Moving Window (UWMW) [92]
and Exponentially Weighted Evolving Window (EWEW) models, which are
used when not all past information (lagged information) is of interest or
has the same importance in bilinear modeling [87]. UWMW models are
based on modeling the information contained in a window of width nk , i.e.
the measurements collected at the k-th current sampling time point with
those of the immediate nk LMVs. This information can also be seen as a
local model at the k-th sampling time point where nk LMVs are included
as observations -i.e. X (nk N × J)- (see Figure 1.2(f)) or as variables -i.e.
X (N × nk J)- (see Figure 1.2(h)). In contrast, EWEW models incorporate
all the lagged measurements to the k-th current sampling time point, which
17
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are weighted following an exponentially decreasing profile associated with
the weighting factor λk ∈ [0, 1]. With this factor, the measurements are
losing importance over the batch duration and their contribution to the
covariance matrix is down-weighted [87]. This can be problematic for
processes where the final quality of the batch is strongly dependent on
phenomena at the beginning of the batch - see [79] and [93] for a discussion
on this topic in emulsion polymerization. The weight of the measurementvector collected at time k − d, for the generation of the sub-model at time
k, is (λk )d , being the weight of the current measurements always (λk )0 = 1.
This is equivalent to a local model at the k-th sampling time point where
all the possible LMVs are added either as observations -i.e. X (kN × J)(see Figure 1.2(g)) or as variables -i.e. X (N × kJ)- (see Figure 1.2(i))
and exponentially weighted. One of the advantages of these K-model
approaches is that they are capable of capturing varying dynamics of a
certain order when all the possible LMVs are added as new variables (see
Figure 1.4(a)), in contrast to when they are added as new observations
(see Figure 1.4(b)). Since there is one model for every sampling time
point, changing -dynamic or instantaneous- relationships are modeled. In
evolving models, all the dynamics are included while the process evolves
whereas no dynamics are captured by local models, only the instantaneous
correlations at the k-th sampling time point (see Figure 1.4). Moving
Window models are an intermediate case. In UWMW models where LMVs
are added as observations, variances and instantaneous cross-covariances
of the process variables within the selected window of samples of width nk
are captured. When LMVs are added as variables, the process dynamics
of the nk sampling time points are captured. In EWEW models, the
same dynamics are captured as in UWMW models for the two versions
with the difference that these relationships are weighted by the factor
(λk )d . The main drawback of the K-models approach is the generation
and maintenance of a high number of sub-models.
For the reduction of sub-models, some authors proposed to calibrate
independent linear models for each process stage or phase. Three main
paradigms can be found to separate data into phases [94, 95]. First, the
methods based on expert knowledge, which are based on modeling batch
data according to different processing units or operation phases inside each
unit [71], either applying multivariate models in each phase [96, 97, 98]
or multi-block models [99]. Second, the methods based on distinguishing
the different phases through analysis, either by detecting the landmark
events [100] or singular events [101], or by the comparison of variable
trajectories across batches using synchronization techniques. Finally, the
methods based on automatically detecting the phases based on statistic
optimization functions, such as the maximization of the correlation changes
along the operating time in each batch [102] or on the prediction abilities
18
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Figure 1.4. K -model approaches with all the possible LMVs added as new
variables (a) and as new observations (b) with their associated variance-covariance
matrices: local (yellow), moving window (red), and evolving (black).

of multivariate models [94]. The latter finds the single model (variablewise, batch-dynamic and batch-wise) that best approximates the segments
of batch data by linear models (PCA or PLS) (see Figure 1.5(a)). The
resulting covariance matrix of the sub-model of three phases for variablewise, batch-dynamic and batch-wise data in the entire batch is shown in
Figure 1.5(b). As can be observed, the orders of the dynamics captured
correspond to those of the single-model approaches explained previously.

Hierarchical-model approach
The hierarchical-model approach is based on combining the past and current
information at each sampling time point with an adaptive hierarchical
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Figure 1.5. Sub-models in the multi-phase approach for variable-wise (i),
batch dynamic (ii), and batch-wise (iii), and their respective associated variancecovariance matrices.

PCA model, i.e. Adaptive Hierarchical K-Models (AHKM) (see Figure
1.2(e)) [103]. First, a PCA model with one PC is fitted on the batch data
corresponding to the first time slice X̃1 , leading to the scores and loadings
ta1 and pa1 corresponding to the a-th PC. The hierarchical part of the
algorithm starts from the 2nd sampling time point. At sampling time
point k (k = 2, ..., K), the overall score vector ta(k−1) , which summarizes
previous process variation up to the sampling time point k − 1, is used as
starting vector to estimate the block scores rak derived from the matrix
X̃k corresponding to time slice k. Afterward, this score vector is weighted
by the weighting factor λ and placed in the consensus matrix Rk together
with the previous overall score vector tk−1 .
The weighting factor λ is similar in nature to the exponential weighting
factor in an Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) model. It
is used to give more or less importance to information collected at the
current sampling time point k with regard to the past information. For
high values of λ, the model is adapted quickly, while for low values of λ, the
adaptation is slow. As λ grows further than one, the adaptive hierarchical
K -model approach converges to the local K -models approach since the
adaptive model does not use memory of any previous information.
The consensus matrix Rk is then used to calculate the overall scores
vector tk , which represents the total process variation up to the sampling
20
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time point k. For this purpose, the weights vector wk is calculated by
multiplying the consensus matrix Rk by the overall score vector ta(k) . Then,
the new overall score vector ta(k) is calculated by multiplying the consensus
matrix Rk by the weight array wk . These estimations are repeated until
the overall score vector tk reaches convergence. This procedure is repeated
for all the sampling time points and all the Principal Components (PCs)
to extract. For further details about the algorithm, readers are referred to
[103].
The AHKM approach has been proved to work out well in terms of fault
detection in a multi-stage context [71]. Nevertheless, one of the drawbacks
of this approach is the need of estimating a model for each sampling time
point, making this difficult to be implemented for online applications. In
addition, a proper weighting factor may not be found for the whole batch
run due to transitions among phases. In this case, the use of hierarchical
K -models would not be the best approach for process monitoring. The
analysis of this approach from the covariance matrix is not trivial and is
not carried out here.

1.3.4

Monitoring

The design of a monitoring scheme in batch processes is crucial to ensure
safe and stable operation, and the production of high quality product
meeting defined specifications. In the following, the two main paradigms
of the statistical control of measures and processes are briefly reviewed:
univariate and multivariate process control. The drawbacks of the former
and the differences with the latter will be stressed. Special emphasis is
given to multivariate process control using methods to latent structures,
which is the approach used in this thesis.
1.3.4.1

Univariate Statistical Process Control

The aim of SPC is to monitor the performance of the process over the
time in order to verify whether the process is in-control or not, and to
detect unusual disturbances that may occur. By finding the root causes
of such abnormalities, some actions can be carried out to correct them
(or implementing them to the process if they are beneficial), yielding an
improvement in the quality of the end-product. In other words, it is
expected that the process behaves with normality, having the minimum
variability as possible in order to release end-products with good quality.
At this point, it is worth nothing the difference between the common
and special variation cause since it is important to distinguish among
them in order to implement an SPC scheme. The variation presented in a
stable process reflects the common cause of the variation that is inherent
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to the process itself, which cannot be removed easily without fundamental
changes in the process [104]. As long as the common variation of the
process is remaining, the process is considered to be in-control. Special
cause variations are those produced by external causes (environmental
conditions, fault in the sensors, changes in the quality of raw materials,
etc.). These variations are desirable to be detected and diagnosed in time
to correct them.
In order to implement an SPC scheme, industries have used some
univariate control charts to monitor one or a few quality variables or key
process variables that are suspected to be related in some way to the final
product quality. The SPC charts most used in the literature have been
the Shewhart, CUmulative SUM (CUSUM) and EWMA charts. In the
following, a brief overview of such control charts is given.
Average Run Length
The Average Run Length (ARL) is defined as the average number of points
that will be plotted on a control chart before an out-of-control condition
is indicated when one or several points exceed the stated control limits.
This measure is useful to compare the performance and efficacy of SPC
control charts in terms of fault detection. It is well-known that even when
a process is in-control, there is a probability associated to a false alarm
signal without actually being a fault (so-called Type I error). When the
control limits are set to 3-sigmas and assuming normally distributed data,
this probability is equal to 0.27%. Hence, the in-control ARL, which is
estimated as ARL = 1/α, being α the Overall Type Risk I, is equal to 370.
It means that, on average, every 370 samples plotted on the SPC control
chart, an out-of-control signal will be spotted while the process is under
control. Additionally, the ARL when the process is out of control can be
estimated as ARL = 1/(1 − β), where β represents the probability of a
Type II error, i.e. the percentage of samples detected as normal when the
process is out of control.
Shewhart Control Chart
In the 1920’s, W.S. Shewhart proposed the use of a control chart to
plot a certain statistic that describes the behavior of a single process
variable Vj in time order. Figure 1.6 shows a typical example. This chart
contains a center line (green line), which represents the in-control average
value of the sample statistic of the variable Vj subjected to be monitored.
Additionally, two lines (red lines) are depicted and represent the Upper
Control Limit (UCL) and Lower Control Limit (LCL). The values of such
control limits are chosen in such a way that when the process is under
22
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Figure 1.6. A typical Shewhart control chart

control, an expected fraction of the statistic values beyond the control
limits takes a predetermined α, assuming the sample statistic is normally
distributed. Hence, a 100 × (1 − α) percentage of the sample statistic values
plotted are expected to fall within the confidence region limited by the
upper and lower control limits.
One of the most common Shewhart control charts is the x̄ − s control
chart, which is designed from two different charts. The x̄ chart uses the
n
P
sample mean (x̄t =
xti /n) to monitor the process mean, whereas the s
i=1
!
s
n
P
chart uses the sample standard deviation st =
(xti − x̄t )2 /n − 1
i=1

to monitor the process standard deviation at each sampling time point
(where n, is the sample size). Control limits for both charts are estimated
from collected data when the process was under control. Usually M = 25
sampling time points are considered. Special care should be taken when
data are selected to estimate such control limits. The existence of outliers
would cause wider control limits, thereby reducing the detection capability
of the control charts. Hence, a previous step consisting of detecting potential
outliers in data needs to be taken prior to the estimation of the control
limits.
Traditionally,
the control limits on the x̄ chart are set to ¯x ± A3 s̄, where
P
¯x = M
is
estimated over all the K sampling time points. The
x̄
/K
t=1 t
center line of the s chart is plotted on the average standard deviation s̄,
M
P
s̄ =
st /K, and the upper (UCL) and lower (LCL) control limits are set
t=1

to B3 s̄ and B4 s̄, respectively. Assuming the process is under control, the
standard deviation of the monitored process variable can be assessed as
s̄/c4 . Values of A3 , B3 , B4 and c4 are tabulated for various sample sizes
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[105].
It is worth noting that there are many situations in industry in which
the sample size is 1, hence, control charts for individual measurements are
used. In case quality features of a process are monitored, control charts for
attributes, such as the p chart and the u chart need to be designed. An
overview of these control charts for SPC can be found in [104].
CUSUM control chart
The CUSUM chart was originally designed by Page [106]. The basic idea
is to plot at each stage t the CUSUM of past and present deviations of the
selected sample statistic zt over its target (in-control) value θ0 :
Ct =

t
X

(zt − θ0 )

(1.1)

k=1

CUSUM charts are more effective than Shewhart charts for detecting
persistent shifts in the process parameter θ, since the former accumulates
information of several samples. This control chart is also effective with
samples of size 1. When the process is under control, the CUSUM statistic
Ct will fluctuate around 0 as a random walk. In the case θ0 shifts to θ1 , the
CUSUM control chart will signal an upward or a downward trend. Care
should be taken in the interpretation of the trends since it may happen
that the process parameter θ is on target (θ = θ0 ) but the CUSUM value
Ct is far from 0, giving the appearance that there has been a process
shift. Control limits in the form of a V-mask were proposed in the original
CUSUM control chart to identify statistically significant changes in the
slope.
An alternative to the V-mask-based CUSUM control chart is the socalled tabular CUSUM. This involves two statistics, Ct+ and C − , which
are the sum of deviations above the target (referred as one-sided upper
CUSUM) and below the target (referred as one-sided lower CUSUM),
respectively. Both statistics are expressed as
+
Ct+ = max{0, zt − (θ0 + K) + Ct−1
}
−
Ct− = max{0, (θ0 − K) − zt + Ct−1
}

(1.2)

where K is the ’reference value’ to detect a change in the process parameter.
This is usually set to the difference between the target value θ0 and the
out-of-control value θ1 that we are aiming to detect quickly. The reference
value can be also expressed in terms of δ units of standard deviations
as K = (δ/2)σ. The starting value of the aforementioned statistic is
Ct+ = Ct− = 0. When any of the two statistics exceeds a stated threshold
H, the process is considered to be out of control. ARL based methods are
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often used to find the appropriate values of the parameters H and K. The
proper selection of both parameters is crucial for the good performance of
the control chart in terms of fault detection [107].
EWMA control chart
The EWMA control chart can be useful for detecting small shifts in the
process and was first introduced by Roberts [108]. The control statistic to
be charted is an EWMA of present and past values of the selected sample
statistic zt :
Et = λzt + (1 − λ)Et−1

(1.3)

where λ is a smoothing constant (0 < λ 6 1). Considering that the initial
value E0 is equal to the process target θ0 , Equation 1.3 can be expressed as
Et = (1 − λ)t E0 + λ

t
X

(1 − λ)t−k zk

(1.4)

k=1

The latter expression shows the weights λ(1 − λ)t−k decreasing geometrically with the time at which the observations were registered. Hence, the
parameter λ determines the memory of EWMA, i.e. the rate of weighting
of past information. When λ = 1, the chart becomes a Shewhart control
chart. On the contrary, if λ is close to zero, the EWMA performs like a
CUSUM. The selection of the parameter λ should be chosen based on the
magnitude of the shift to be detected. Usual values for this parameter are
0.05 6 λ 6 0.25.
As commented before, the goal of this chart is to improve the detection
of small shifts in the monitored process parameter. Typically, this chart
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Figure 1.7. EWMA control chart
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has two control limits (red lines depicted in Figure 1.7), upper (UCL) and
lower (LCL) control limits, which define the region where the process can
be considered under control. When one or more values of Et exceed the
control limits, the process is considered to be out of control. The green
center line represented in Figure 1.7 is the process target θ0 . The EWMA
control limits are estimated as
r
λ
U CL = θ0 + Lσz
[1 − (1 − λ)2t ]
2−λ
(1.5)
r
λ
2t
LCL = θ0 − Lσz
[1 − (1 − λ) ]
2−λ
where L is the width of the control limits and σz is the standard deviation
of the sample statistic z. Usually, the parameter L is typically set to values
between 2.6 and 3. For further details, readers are referred to [109].
1.3.4.2

Multivariate Statistical Process Control (MSPC)

Classical MSPC
In traditional quality control of multivariate processes, several quality
variables are separately monitored using univariate control charts. The
problem of this approach is that quality data are often highly correlated,
i.e. variables are not independent of each other, and do not separately
define the quality of the end product [45]. Due to these interactions among
quality variables, data might be cross-correlated and auto-correlated over
time. Hence, monitoring a single quality variable at a time might cause that
faults affecting the multivariate correlation structure are not detected [46].
This phenomenon can be appreciated from in Figure 1.8, where two quality
variables (y1 , y2 ) are monitored using two different univariate control charts
and a two-dimensional control chart that is built by aligning one univariate
control chart perpendicular to the other. Assume that the control limits of
the univariate control charts are set to a 99% confidence level. As observed,
all the samples plotted lie within the in-control region limited by the UCL
and LCL. The ellipsoid shown at the top-left in Figure 1.8 represents
the control limits associated with the in-control bivariate process behavior
at 99% confidence level. Let us assume that measurements of quality
variables y1 and y2 corresponding to an off-sec product are collected and
and plotted on the control charts (marked by red squares in the univariate
and the two-dimensional control charts). These points clearly lie outside
the in-control region represented by the ellipsoid, which indicates that
the quality of the product is deviating from historical normal records.
Nonetheless, this abnormality is not detected by the univariate control
charts. This supports the claim that a monitoring scheme needs to capture
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Figure 1.8. Univariate vs bivariate control charts

the time-varying correlations among variables to be capable of detecting
severe abnormalities affecting the multivariate data structure.
One of the drawbacks of monitoring quality variables is the low frequency
at which these variables are usually collected, which is mainly caused by
the high cost associated with the collection and analysis of the samples. If
the outcome of this analysis indicates that the process was out of control
and producing off-spec products, there might not be time enough to drive
the process under normal operating conditions prior to the release of the
product. As a consequence, it might cause a waste of resources, raw
materials and end product, manufacturing time, and hence, a loss of
opportunities for the manufacturer.
By monitoring only some quality properties, potential information
available from process variables which are measured more frequently than
quality variables, is neglected. This might undermine the accuracy of the
monitoring scheme to detect perturbations in the process. Unlike quality
variables, process variables provide valuable information associated with
the state of the process in real-time. Hence, an efficient process monitoring
system should exploit the information available in the two types of variables
because abnormal occurrences in the process might be solely explained by
a unique source of information. It would allow us not only to detect the
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loss of product quality but also abnormal process behaviors produced by
the malfunctioning of sensors such as drifts, shifts or missing data.
In traditional statistical process control, several multivariate extensions
of Shewhart, CUSUM and EWMA4 control charts have been proposed in
the literature to monitor several quality or key process variables. One of
the most successful control charts to monitor the stability of the process
mean is the Hotelling T 2 control chart [113]. When a new multivariate
sample is available (typically belonging to some quality or key process
variables), Hotelling T 2 statistic can be calculated as
T 2 = (x − µ)T S−1 (x − µ)

(1.6)

where x is a (J ×1) vector of measurements belonging to J process variables,
µ is the in-control (J × 1) mean vector and S is the in-control (J × J)
covariance matrix estimated from the NOC data. The underlying idea
of this chart is to check whether the process mean remains stable or
not, provided that the new measurements follow a multivariate normal
distribution and the covariance matrix is constant over time.
Nonetheless, Multivariate Statistical Process Control (MSPC) based
on the original variables suffers from lack of applicability in data-rich
environments, typical in modern processes. The main serious drawback
comes from the fact that the Hotelling T 2 statistic needs the inversion
of the covariance matrix. To avoid this problem, the number of samples
should be greater than the number of process variables (N >> J), and
the covariance matrix must be well conditioned, i.e. variables slightly
correlated. These requirements are seldom met in the modern automated
processses, where an enormous amount of process information is available,
consisting of hundreds of highly correlated process variables registered at a
high frequency rate (seconds or even miliseconds). Such measurements are
often missing due to deficiencies in the good performance of the sensoring
systems. Add to it, the information contained in the variables is low due
to the low signal-to-noise ratio.
Kourti and MacGregor [114] suggested the use of the multivariate
statistical projection techniques to treat large and ill-conditioned data
sets for process monitoring, leading to the basis of MSPC based on latent
variables. Multivariate statistical methods such as PCA are used to reduce
the dimensionality of the monitoring space by projecting the information
associated with the original process variables onto an A-dimensional space.
By taking into consideration all information contained in all the process
4 For the sake of simplicity, these multivariate control charts will not be explained
in detail on this document, with the exception of the multivariate extension of the
univariate x Shewhart control chart, the Hotelling T 2 control chart. For a complete
overview on this topic, readers are referred to [110, 111, 112].
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variables, MSPC on latent variables (MSPC-PCA if PCA is used) is more
powerful for detecting out-of-control conditions.
Multivariate Statistical Process Control based on latent models
Two phases are involved in the design of a monitoring scheme, Phase I
(model building) and Phase II (model exploitation) [47, 104]. In Phase I,
process data are modeled and outliers are removed from data. Thereafter,
monitoring control charts based on latent variables are designed by using
the in-control data under the assumption that the process remains stable.
In Phase II the designed control charts are used to monitor the latent
variables obtained from the projection of the new measurements onto the
latent subspace. When an abnormal behavior is detected, diagnosis tools
are used to identify the root causes of the out-of-control signals. Both
modeling phases are considered both in continuous and batch processes if
the objective is to design a monitoring scheme.
Focusing on Phase I, let us assume that a data matrix X (N × J) is
collected with NOC data, where N is the number of sampling time points
at which the values belonging to J process variables are recorded. The
goal in this phase is to develop a latent model using PCA to model the
in-control process data and thereby improve process understanding, detect
possible abnormal behaviors not identified by the operator, and apply the
proper corrective actions to remove such abnormalities from data.
Prior to fitting a PCA model on X, process data should be meancentered to improve the interpretation of the latent subspace. If the
process variables are measured in different units, a proper scaling is needed.
Provided that there is not prior knowledge on the process data, all the
process variables should have the same weight in the PCA model by scaling
to unit variance. Once process data are preprocessed, a PCA model is
built, yielding the following latent structure: a (J × A) loadings matrix P
containing the eigenvectors associated with the A largest eigenvalues of
the covariance matrix of the preprocessed data matrix X̃, and the (N × A)
scores matrix T containing the coordinates of the N samples in the Adimensional latent variable sub-space (see Section A.1.1). Recall that the
preprocessed data matrix X̃ can be reconstructed with minimum mean
square error as X̃ = T · PT . The residuals are arranged in the (N × J)
residual matrix E.
From the scores vector τn and residuals vector en associated with the
n-th sample of matrix X, two orthogonal and independent statistics are
computed: the Hotelling TA2 and the sum of Squared Prediction Error (SPE).
The value of the Hotelling TA2 for the n-th observation can be expressed as
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TA2 n = τnT · Θ−1 · τn =

A
X
τa2

n

a=1

(1.7)

λa

where Θ (A × A) is the variance-covariance matrix of the scores matrix
T. This statistic represents the estimated Mahalanobis distance from the
center of the latent subspace to the projection of the sample onto the
A-dimensional subspace.
The SPE statistic for the n-th sample is given by:
SP E = eTn en = xTn (I − PA PTA )xn

(1.8)

This statistic represents the squared Euclidean distance of the sample from
the low-dimensional latent space.
In order to develop a monitoring system, two multivariate control
charts based on the aforementioned statistics, TA2 and SPE, need to be
designed by estimating their corresponding control limits. When the aim
of this monitoring system is to monitor incoming samples, the UCL for the
Shewhart TA2 control chart at significance level α (type I risk) is given by
[110]:
A(N 2 − 1)
FA,(N −A),α
N (N − A)

U CL(TA2 )α =

(1.9)

where FA,(N −A),α is the 100 × (1 − α)% percentile of the corresponding
F distribution.
Regarding the UCL of the Shewhart SPE chart, several procedures can
be applied. Jackson and Mudholkar [115] showed that an approximate
SPE critical value at significance level α is given by
"
U CL(SP E)α = θ1

zα

p

2θ2 h20
θ2 h0 (h0 − 1)
+1+
θ1
θ12

#
(1.10)

Prank(X)
where θk = j=A+1 (λj )k , h0 = 1 − 2θ3θ1 2θ3 , λj are the eigenvalues of the
PCA residual covariance matrix ET E/(N − 1), and zα is the 100(1-α)%
standardized normal percentile. Alternatively, one can use an approximation based on the weighted chi-squared distribution (gχ2h ) proposed by Box
[116]. For further details, an extended review can be found in [47].
Let us assume that a new multivariate sample xn (J × 1) is available.
After centering and scaling the new measurements, xn is projected onto the
PCA model, yielding the corresponding values for the Hotelling TA2 and SPE
statistics. Afterward, these statistics are plotted on the Shewhart TA2 and
SPE control charts, respectively, and checked against their corresponding
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control limits [117]. When the SPE value exceeds the control limit, it
means that the process is out-of-control. If the value of the TA2 statistic
lies beyond the limits, a different process performance is detected without
breaking the correlation structure. Hence, when one of the control charts
detects an out-of-control signal, a fault diagnosis is required to identify
the potential group of responsible variables of such abnormality. For this
purpose, contribution plots are useful tools [114].
Let us assume that an abnormal event has been signaled by the Shewhart
SPE control chart at the n-th sample point. The contribution of each
original j -th process variable to the high value in the SPE statistic is
calculated as follows:
E
2
cSP
n,j = en,j

(1.11)

If the abnormality has been detected by the Shewhart TA2 control chart,
the diagnosis is carried out in two steps: √
i) a bar plot of the squared
normalized scores for that observation (τa,n / λa )2 is plotted and the a-th
score with the highest normalized value is investigated; ii) the contribution
plot of each j-th process variable to this a-th score at this abnormal
observation is then estimated as:
T2

A
= xn,j ·
cn,j

τa,n
· pa,j
λa

(1.12)

where τa,n is the score value of the new sample xn , xn,j is the value of the j th process variable, and pa,j is the loading of the j -th process variable at the
a-th principal component. Variables on this plot with high contributions
but with the same sign as the score should be investigated (contributions of
the opposite sign, will only make the score smaller). When there are some
scores with high squared normalized values, an overall average contribution
per variable can be calculated over all selected scores [114]. Contribution
plots are a powerful tool for fault diagnosis. They provide a list of process
variables that contribute numerically to the out-of-control condition (i.e.
they are no longer consistent with NOCs), but they do not reveal the actual
cause of the fault. Those variables and any variables highly correlated with
them should be investigated. Incorporation of technical process knowledge
is crucial to diagnose the problem and discover the root causes of the fault
[104].
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Chapter

Material and Methods
2.1

Hardware

All computations carried out along this thesis have been performed with a
notebook Intel Core 2 Duo, CPU 2.4 Ghz with 4GB 1067 MHz DDR3.

2.2

Software

The software packages used are:
. Mac OS X 10.5.8 (English), Darwin 9.8.0 kernel version (2009).
. Matlab 7.4 and R2010a ( c The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
All functions, algorithms and scripts used in this thesis are own code
implemented in Matlab code and eventually integrated into MVBatch, the
software package derived from Multi-Phase Framework (toolbox developed
by José Camacho Ph.D.).

2.3

Simulated Processes

Two different simulated data sets are used along this manuscript to illustrate
the features of the methods proposed in the literature and the performance
of the different methods and techniques developed in this thesis.
Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation. Saccharomyces cerevisiae is
a yeast widely used in biotechnical and pharmaceutical industries for the
production of proteins. The model of the aerobic growth of Saccharomyces
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Figure 2.1. Growth curve of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation: a)
lag phase, b) first exponential growth, c) second exponential growth, and d)
stationary phase.

cerevisiae on glucose limited medium introduced by Lei [118] is used as
basis to generate data.
Fermentation is performed in four different phases in a batch mode: a)
lag phase, b) first exponential growth, c) second exponential growth, and
d) stationary phase (see Figure 2.1). In the first phase, the yeast becomes
acclimated to the heterogeneous culture media prior to the reproduction
process, which typically elapses a couple of hours. In the first exponential
growth, the glucose is in excess in the medium, and cells are not able
to consume the whole amount of glucose. Hence, ethanol is produced
together with the excretion of pyruvate and acetate. Later on, the initial
amount of glucose is consumed by the growing cells. Before ethanol is
consumed during the second exponential growth, the accumulated amount
of pyruvate and acetate is consumed. During growth on ethanol, acetate
is produced again. For more details about theoretical assumptions and
additional information concerning the first principles model, readers are
referred to [118].
For the sake of accuracy in simulation, the biological variability of
the yeast is taken into consideration to generate time-varying variable
trajectories, and Gaussian noise of low magnitude is added to the initial
conditions (10%) and measurements (5%) to simulate the typical errors in
sensors. For each batch, measurements belonging to ten process variables
are registered every sampling time point over all batches: concentrations
(glucose, pyruvate, acetaldehyde, acetate, ethanol, and biomass), active
cell material, acetaldehyde dehydrogenase (proportional to the measured
activity), specific oxygen uptake rate, and specific carbon dioxide evolution
rate. The original time of processing from simulation is also added to the
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batch data array.
Three different types of faults are designed: two process faults generated
by modifying the internal constants k1l (associated with the reaction
describing the glucose uptake system and the glycolytic pathway) and
k6 (associated with the reaction describing the formation of ethanol from
acetaldehyde) and one sensor process fault representing a bias in the biomass
concentration sensor. The first two faults do not illustrate abnormal
behaviors related to specific biochemical changes in the metabolic network,
but abnormal operating conditions that may produce changes in the kinetic
parameters of the model. For this purpose, interference processes, i.e.
factors that directly influence the maximum reaction rate (Vmax, k1L in
the stoichiometric model) of the lumped biochemical reaction considered in
the model, are simulated. Vmax represents the way in which the substrate
is processed by the yeast in a glucose limited media. Although Vmax is
biochemically based (highly efficient strains will be able to consume glucose
more quickly, showing higher intrinsic Vmax values), this parameter may
also be influenced by processes such as diffusion. For example, if the
bioreactor is not correctly stirred or the viscosity of the mixture is too high,
and nutrient diffusion is hindered, substrates may not be accessible for the
microorganism, resulting in low consumption rates. When these operating
conditions are overcome, a better material transport is expected, and hence,
a higher maximum reaction rate Vmax. To simulate these scenarios, the
values of the kinetic constants k1l and k6 can be accordingly modified in
the stoichiometric equations. Modifying the constants, the consumption of
glucose might be higher than in normal operating conditions, causing an
excess of glucose in the microorganism (the so-called metabolic overflow).
In this scenario, the rate of glycolysis exceeds a critical value resulting
in by-product formation (ethanol, acetaldehyde, acetate) from pyruvate
and ethanol (activation of the fermentation pathway). Consequently, the
amount of carbon dioxide is also higher in media than in normal operating
conditions. This has a direct effect on the duration of the second stage of
the fermentation (from the 50th sampling time point -i.e. 20 hours after
the batch started, approximately- onward), which takes longer than usual
to reduce the amount of these products. The third fault revolves on a
malfunctioning of the biomass concentration probe. This is simulated by
adding a specific bias in the corresponding process variable.
Five different sets of simulations under different conditions and data
treatments are generated (see Table 2.1). In set #1, two different simulation
sequences are performed to ensure independency. For this purpose, the
seed used in the simulation is different for each data set to obtain different
sequences of random numbers, which are used to generate Gaussian noise
and the length of batches. For the rest of the sets, the same seed is used to
generate the batch data. Ten process variables are measured every sampling
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Table 2.1. Simulated data sets used along the manuscript.
Set

Three-way arrays
^

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

X1 (N1 × J
^
X2 (N2 × J
^
X3 (N3 × J
^
X4 (N4 × J
^
X5 (N5 × J
^
X6 (N6 × J
^
X7 (N7 × J
^
X8 (N8 × J
^
X9 (N9 × J
^
X10 (N10 ×
^
X11 (N11 ×
^
X12 (N12 ×
^
X13 (N13 ×

Description

× Kn1 ), N1 = 30, J = 11, Kn1 ∈ [172, 332]

NOC

× Kn2 ), N2 = 30, J = 11, Kn2 ∈ [173, 297]

NOC

× Kn3 ), N3 = 50, J = 10, Kn3 ∈ [180, 264]

NOC

× Kn4 ), N4 = 3, J = 10, Kn4 ∈ [179, 215]

modified k1l, k6 and k10

× Kn5 ), N5 = 85, J = 10, Kn6 ∈ [172, 220]

NOC

× Kn6 ), N6 = 44, J = 10, Kn6 ∈ [171, 210]

modified k1l

× Kn7 ), N7 = 44, J = 10, Kn7 ∈ [195, 222]

modified k6

× Kn8 ), N8 = 40, J = 11, Kn8 ∈ [172, 330]

NOC

× Kn9 ), N9 = 10, J = 11, Kn9 ∈ [173, 294]

NOC

J × Kn10 ), N10 = 60, J = 11, Kn10 ∈ [173, 298]

NOC

J × Kn11 ), N11 = 10, J = 11, Kn11 ∈ [173, 262]

modified k1l

J × Kn12 ), N12 = 10, J = 11, Kn12 ∈ [173, 243]

modified k6

J × Kn13 ), N13 = 10, J = 11, Kn13 ∈ [177, 236]

bias in biomass sensor

time point over all batches: concentrations (glucose, pyruvate, acetaldehyde, acetate, ethanol and biomass), active cell material, acetaldehyde
dehydrogenase (proportional to the measured activity), specific oxygen
uptake rate and specific carbon dioxide evolution rate. Additionally, the
original time of processing from simulation is added to the three-way arrays
of sets #1, #4 and #5 , leading to a total of eleven variables in theses
cases. For further information, readers are referred to Table 2.1.
Continuous Wastewater Treatment Process. Data from a continuous wastewater treatment process (WWTP) for the biological removal of
organic matter and nutrients have been simulated. The simulated layout
consisted in a nutrient removing WWTP based on a modified UCT scheme
(see Figure 2.2). The plant was simulated using the software DESASS
[119], which includes the mathematical model BNRM1 [120]. This model
considers the most important physical, chemical and biological processes
taking place in a WWTP. The plant layout was designed to treat 12000
m3 · d−1 , with 18h of Hydraulic Retention Time (HRT) and 8 days of
Sludge Retention Time (SRT). It includes three reactors (anaerobic, 30%;
anoxic, 10%; and aerobic, 60%) and a reactive secondary settler (including
biological processes taking place in it).
In order to simulate the important variations of the influent loading
and flow rate taking place in a WWTP, the standardized influent file for
dry weather proposed by Copp [121] was used in this simulation study.
The simulation strategy consisted in a steady-state simulation to obtain
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Figure 2.2. Layout of the simulated WWTP.

proper initial conditions followed by 28 days dynamic simulations. Online
measurements of the main parameters, which are available in a WWTP,
were simulated with DESASS and sampled every 15 minutes. Table 2.2
shows the measurements in each reactor/stream that were considered in this
study. All the measurements included white noise with different standard
deviations according to the type of sensor.
Table 2.2. Online measurements in each reactor/stream considered in this
study.
Reactor/Stream
Simulated measurements

Influent
pH,
flow rate

Anaerobic
Reacto
pH,
N 03

Anoxic
Reactor
pH

Aerobic
Reactor
KLa , N O3 ,
N H4 , P O4

Return
Sludge
pH

In addition, several faults in nutrients probes installed in the aerobic
reactor were simulated: (1) a slow drift in the nitrate and ammonium
probes from the ninth day at 12 am to the end of the simulation; (2) a
shift in the nitrate probe on the ninth day from 12 am to 4.30 pm with
signal stabilization with such deviation up to the end of the simulation; (3)
lack of collecting measurements in the phosphorous probes due to technical
problems at different time intervals: (i) from the fourteenth day at 12 pm
to the fifteenth day at 8 am, (ii) from the eighteenth day at 12 am to the
twenty-first day at 12 am and (iii) from the twenty-third day at 9 am to
the twenty-fourth day at 12 am. The latter probe fault is simulated by
imposing the value 0 to each time interval indicated above.
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Chapter

Batch data equalization

Part of the contents of this chapter has been included in the following
publications:
[8] J.M. González-Martı́nez, J. Camacho and A. Ferrer. Equalization of
batch data: challenges and solutions. In elaboration for Journal of
Process Control.
[12] J. Camacho, J.M. González-Martı́nez and A. Ferrer. Chapter 3:
Batch Process Data. Batch Processes: Monitoring and Process Understanding, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, publication due in 2016.
[31] J.M. González-Martı́nez, J. Camacho, O.E. de Noord and A. Ferrer.
Equalization and data-driven compression as a prior step to batch
modeling. In proceedings of the 13th Scandinavian Symposium on
Chemometrics (SSC13), page 59, Djurönäset (Sweden), 2013.
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3. Batch data equalization

3.1

Introduction

The success of multivariate statistical analyses and monitoring systems relies on the quality of data collected by historian software
packages [79]. Typically, process data are manipulated by compression algorithms to reduce the costs of long term storage of manufacturing records, which is a common practice in pharmaceutical
industries to achieve compliance with the demands of governmental
authorities. Also, the size of databases is usually reduced when the
costs of transmission of data through telecommunication networks
from distanced production assets to research centers are too high,
as is the case with the oil and gas industries [122]. The application
of univariate compression techniques to data of multivariate nature
might represent however a threat to the reliability of the outcomes
in BMSPC [123].
Most industrial data historians use piecewise linear trending for data
compression, although other methods based on feature extraction were
proposed in the literature [124, 125, 126]. For instance, AspenTech
software uses an adaptive method based upon the box-car/backward
slope (BCBS) method [127] in their data historian while OSIsoft
uses a variant of swinging door compression algorithm [128] involving
a compression deviation blanket with a width equal to twice the
compression deviation specification [129]. Both algorithms contain
no mechanism to post-process the data in order to change the stored
data point, therefore, both approaches can be considered as a filter.
The main drawback of these algorithms is that the archived variables
can be approximated by a piece-wise linear function, whereby variable
values within a threshold window around the line segments are not
stored. This assumption affects the way to reconstruct the signal,
which is based on minimizing the deviation of the reconstructed signal
from the actual signal and not aimed towards preserving the variance
of the signal or the correlation between the variables. The basis of
these linear compression methods jointly with the need of tuning the
parameters of the algorithms might negatively impact the trade-off
between the data compression ratio and the approximation error, and
hence, distort the multivariate data structure [130].
As a consequence of compression, the measurements belonging to the
process variables might be collected at different sampling time points,
which yields a lack of equalization among variables, and potentially
among batches. In addition, process variables might be collected
at a different sampling frequency within and/or across batches for
manufacturing reasons. In this scenario, the bilinear modeling for
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the design of a monitoring system cannot be conducted because the
pattern of evolution of a batch under NOC cannot be identified.
Remind that batch modeling is aimed at uncovering the effect of
process variables at specific points during the evolution of the process,
regardless the time the process needs to reach this process point. This
implies that the values of the collected process variables must be
representative of the same points of evolution for all batches [131].
Hence, if batch data do not meet these requirements, equalization of
batch data must be conducted prior to the statistical modeling.
Since batch processes are dynamic processes that produce multivariate time series data, it is crucial that the sampling frequency of the
measured variables is greater than, or equal to, twice the maximum
frequency content of the signal being sampled, which is the minimum
dictated by the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [132, 133]. Otherwise the data will be aliased and will not be a true representation
of the measured analogue variables. This is the domain of Digital
Signal Processing but has implications for equalization policies such
as discarding intermediate values. Especially, when the resampling is
done automatically by software without reference to the parameters
of the data acquisition system.
In this chapter, the equalization of batch data is addressed. In
Section 3.2, the problem of the lack of equalization in the variable
trajectories and the different scenarios that can be found in batch
processes are described. Section 3.3 introduces the approaches to
solve the different sampling policies can be found: i) discarding
intermediate values, ii) estimating missing values, and iii) rearranging
bata data. The implication of each method on the modeling of batch
data is illustrated by using the simulated data of the fermentation of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation. The most complex situation of
unequalization is studied and discussed in Section 3.4. Finally, some
conclusion on this matter will be provided in Section 3.5.

3.2

Challenges in batch equalization

In order to model the pattern of evolution in a batch under NOC,
calibration batches should be properly equalized so that they show a
similar behavior at the same points of evolution during the processing.
In industrial processes, different sampling policies can be found mostly
due to three main reasons: (i) importance of some stages of the process
to release products of good quality, ii) sensor or actuator speed
constraints, and iii) the cost of high-rate sampling. In the case that
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none of the previous constraints are given in the process, all process
variables can be collected throughout the batch run at the same
sampling rate over all batches (see Figure 3.1(a)). Hence, no action
is required since process data are just equalized. Nevertheless, when
the process variables are measured following a non-common sampling
rate variable-to-variable and/or batch-to-batch, the equalization of
the measurements of process variables must be performed.
A typical case of non-uniform sampling frequency is when an intermediate reactant is added to the reactor in a fed-batch chemical
process, for instance, the manufacturing of specialty chemicals such
as polymers and surfactants. Typically, the feed rate or the accumulated amount of intermediate reactant added to the reactor is
only monitored during this stage, whereas no value is recorded in the
remaining stages (see Figure 3.1(b)). Note, however, that this type
of processing might not represent a case of lack of equalization itself
although having an important consequence in the way data might be
arranged prior to modeling. If some process variables are sampled
at different frequencies throughout the stage and/or among batches,
thereby causing a clear event of lack of equalization, data must be
equalized. Otherwise, if the sampling frequency of the process variables collected only at a specific stage is the same over this period and
across batches, and likewise for the rest of variables across batches,
no action is needed because data are already equalized. To continue
the bilinear modeling in this case, data can be batch-wise unfolded
in such a way that each time slice contains a different number of
variables [134].
Different complex sampling rates can be set up in batch processes.
Usually, some stages of the manufacturing process are crucial to
release products of good quality, and they are measured at higher
sampling frequency than others (see Figure 3.1(c)). Take as an
example the process used in [79], the emulsion polymerization. The
particle size depends mainly on the nucleation period, which occurs
at the first time interval of the reaction. The following process stages
will also affect the particle size, but neither to the same extent nor
degree as in the nucleation. Sampling more frequently than normal
at this stage on all process variables may be advisable in order to
monitor in detail such reaction batch-to-batch. In this case, the
variables are not equalized but the batches are. Although the data
collected may look anarchic, there is a very simple way to arrange
the data in order to develop the monitoring system of the process,
which is again batch-wise unfolding the three-way data array (see
Figure 3.1(c)). This data arrangement is recommended for this type
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of processes, where only process variables are not equalized, in order
to avoid equalization issues.
More complicated cases of sampling policy can be found, the so-called
multi-rate systems. One of the multi-rate sampling cases is when
all process variables are sampled in different sampling rates but this
is accurately repeated in each batch (see Figure 3.1(d)). This phenomenon is common in sequencing batch reactors for wastewater
treatment. In this kind of processes, measurement belonging to pH,
electric conductivity, oxidation reduction potential, dissolved oxygen,
etc., are measured at different sampling rates throughout the batch
run based on its importance in the different phases of the batch, e.g.
anaerobic, aerobic and anoxic. Additionally, other measurements derived from laboratory analysis are usually obtained at lower frequency
to measure the performance of the process and the quality of the water treatment (phosphorus concentration, ammonium concentration,
etc.). Hence, a set of process variables measured at multi-rate sampling time points repeatedly over all batches are available. Another
case of multi-rate systems is when process variables are measured
following different sampling policy between variables and batches
(see Figure 3.1(e)). This multi-scale non-uniform sampling frequency
is mainly caused by the application of compression algorithms by
historians to reduce the size of archived data files. This type of
unequalization problem may be also found in industries where the
process of a plant A must be scaled-up to another plant B, having
different operative conditions. In these cases, it may be interesting
to monitor engineering process variables (temperatures, pressures,
etc.) at different sampling rates in phases of the process depending
on its importance in the manufacturing of high quality products. In
addition, several quality variables may be measured at lower sampling
rates than the engineering variables. Due to the difficulties to obtain
desired products related to the scaling-up, this sampling policy may
be different among batches in order to monitor the process more
exhaustively. In the complex context of multi-rate systems, the use
of imputation techniques are needed to overcome the difference of
sampling rate within and/or among batches, transforming the process
data to a data structure similar to the one depicted in Figure 3.1(a).
For the equalization of process variables, the between-batch variation
is not used but the within-batch variation instead because there is no
certainty that batch data are synchronized, even though the batch
trajectories have equal length. Hence, the time-varying correlation
structure across batches cannot be exploited, only the dynamics
within batches. In the next sections, specific solutions are described
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Figure 3.1. Sampling rate scenarios in batch processes: (a) same sampling
rate for all variables and batches, (b) same sampling rate among variables and
batches, except for a variable that is only measured at certain phase, (c) different
sampling rate in different process stages but same policy for all variables and
batches, (d) multi-rate sampling in process variables and similar policy among
batches, and (e) multi-rate sampling both in process variables and batches.
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for the different scenarios of unequalization we can find in batch data.

3.3

Equalization of variables within a batch

A relevant step in the development of a monitoring system is how
to deal with a data set in which process variables are measured at
different rates (see Figure 3.2(a)). Unfortunately, it is also one of the
less considered problems in the literature. Probably, the easiest way
to build the monitoring system in multi-rate systems is by equalizing
all the process variables to a common rate (see Figure 3.2(b)). Any
equalization implies the estimation of the value of one or several
variables at a number of sampling time points where the variables
were not actually measured. In the following we will assume that
data acquisition cannot be modified to a sampling scheme similar to
Figure 3.2(b), and consequently, estimation techniques are necessary.
The equalization of variables can be done straightforwardly by using
interpolation. In interpolation, previous and subsequent values of
a variable are used to estimate its value at sampling time point t
according to a certain function -e.g. splines functions- which approximates the data. Recall that during model exploitation, in an online
setup, only measurements previous to t are available for estimation.
Two principal decisions for the equalization of variables are the
between-observations interval (the time elapsed between two observations) and the measurement vector (MV) -i.e. the set of variables
which constitutes an observation. The arrangement shown in Figure
3.2(b) is the simplest one that can be thought of. Nonetheless, in
some processes a different arrangement may be desirable. To illustrate this idea, a simple example in which only one variable has a
different -slower- sampling rate than the rest will be used. Afterward,
the more general problem of multi-rate systems will be discussed.
Take the example of a batch process aimed at the synthesis of Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs), in which the content of biomass is measured
every 7 minutes whereas temperature, pH and gas flows are measured
every minute. To equalize the data, three options are suggested:
i) Discarding intermediate values. Provided that the NyquistShannon sampling theorem is obeyed for the resampled data
set, data may be reduced to a 7 minutes interval between observations, so that intermediate measurements of temperature,
pH and gas flows are simply discarded from the design (Figure
3.3(a)). This approach is the simplest. Simplicity is a desired
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Figure 3.2. Example of non-equalized variables (a) and equalized variables (b).

feature taking into account that this processing will be performed online in the monitoring system. Nevertheless, it has
the drawback that any fault appearing during the 7 minutes
interval can only be detected at the end of this period whereas
the discarded data may contain the information to detect the
fault earlier. Depending on the process, after 7 minutes have
elapsed it may be too late to fix the problem, if this was possible
at all. Furthermore, if the content of biomass was measured
using manual techniques instead of in-line sampling devices, the
biomass may be measured every hour or even less frequently.
This is the case in many real setups. In theses cases, discarding
all the intermediate measurements is not feasible. Finally, there
is a potential loss of dynamic information which may be of
interest for process understanding when following this approach.
ii) Estimating missing values. A second choice is to estimate the
value of the biomass content every minute (Figure 3.3(b)). Interpolation can be used for this purpose since it might be a simple
and suitable technique when the evolution of the variable trajectories -the dynamics- are smooth, although we do not exploit
the multivariate nature of the data. This technique might work
properly provided that measurements are auto-correlated, or
otherwise that the measurements are not very spaced in time
considering process dynamics. However, special caution should
be taken when using univariate interpolation so that the multivariate structure of the data is not broken. To prevent the risk
of inadvertently destroying this structure, the exploitation of the
time-varying within-batch dynamics is strongly recommended
for imputation. For this purpose, the missing data recovery ability of multivariate projection methods to latent structures can
be used. Note that the performance of the resulting monitoring
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.3. Equalization options for the fermentation process in which the
biomass concentration is measured every 7 minutes whereas temperatures, pH
and gas flows are measured every minute: (a) discarding intermediate values, (b)
estimating intermediate values, and (c) rearranging intermediate values.

system will clearly depend on the estimation technique.
iii) Rearranging data. A third possibility is to rearrange the data
collected from temperatures, pHs and gas flows so that all
intermediate measurements are treated as different variables
(Figure 3.3(c)). This option has the same between-observations
interval as the first choice (7 minutes). This equalization enriches
the original measurement vectors by adding lagged variables,
therefore, no information is discarded as in the first option. In
case that a more frequent sampling rate is desired, missing data
imputation techniques can be applied to estimate intermediate
values taking advantage of the process dynamics captured by
adding lagged variables. The drawback of this approach is that
may lead to more complex models to interpret.
In the preceding example, although the variables were collected at
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different rates, they were equalized. Thus, the biomass content was
measured every seven measurements of pH and the others. Nonetheless, the example is also valid for situations when there is no equalization. For instance, this would be the case if temperatures, pH and
gas flows were measured every 2 minutes. A possible solution is to
interpolate these process variables flows to a 7 minutes rate.
On the other hand, option i) is not applicable to the more complicated
case of multi-rate systems. In this situation, all process variables may
be collected at different sampling time points. Therefore, hardly any
complete observation may be found and the complete data set would
be discarded according to option i). Also, option iii) is not applicable
in this case. Option ii) is the most generally applicable method. If the
missing data algorithms inherent in multivariate projection methods
to latent structures are used for the estimation in option ii), instead
of univariate interpolation, the data matrix may be enhanced with
additional columns with lagged and even future variables, similar as in
option iii), to take into account dynamic information for the missing
data estimation. Also, multi-model approaches may be necessary.
The implications of the application of these solutions are studied by
using batch data of the simulator of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae
fermentation process in the following subsections, in particular the
^

first ten process variables of the first batch of the three-way array X1
corresponding to Set #1 (see Chapter 2). For the sake of simplicity,
the case of one variable collected at lower rate than the rest of the
process variables is considered.
The comparison of the equalization techniques is conducted by comparing the latent structures of the multivariate models fitted on
within-batch data, which is the only source of accurate information
available at this modeling stage. Under this premise, the multivariate
models built in this section are not aimed to be used for process
understanding, troubleshooting or monitoring, but to illustrate how
the latent structures (summary of the variances and instantaneous
cross-covariances of the process variables) for a particular batch is
affected after being equalized.

3.3.1

Discarding intermediate values

Similar to the example proposed in the previous section, we will
consider that the biomass concentration is measured every 10 measurements of the other variables, as depicted in Figure 3.4(a). Variables equalized according option i) -discarding intermediate values50
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Figure 3.4. Measurements of the process fermentation where the biomass
concentration (open circles) is measured every 10 measurements of the other
variables (a) and equalization following option i) discarding intermediate values
(b).

are shown in Figure 3.4(b). In addition to potential aliasing problems caused by the resampling (failing to obey the Nyquist-Shannon
sampling theorem), it can be seen that there is an important loss of
information in the equalization. In particular, there exist more abrupt
changes in the shape of the equalized variable (see Figure 3.4(b)) than
in the unequalized variables (see Figure 3.4(a)). Note that the less
frequent a variable is sampled and subsequently equalized, the more
changes are in the shape of the variable trajectories. Modifications of
the original variable may mask mild changes and abnormal situations,
which may not be detected by the monitoring system.
In Figure 3.5, the scores, loadings and residuals of a PCA model -2
PCs- calibrated from the original data (where biomass concentration is
measured at the same sampling rate as the other variables (see Figure
3.4(a)) is compared with those corresponding to the model calibrated
from the equalized data obtained by discarding intermediate values
(see Figure 3.4(b)) after autoscaling the process variables. There are
differences between both models as can be appreciated from Figure
3.5. The score trajectories -i.e. the trajectories formed by the score
values obtained for each sampling time point of the selected batch
corresponding to the original data and the data equalized by choice
i) do not overlap (see Figure 3.5(a)). Likewise, the location of the
loadings in the plot shown in Figure 3.5(b) differs among models
although the differences are not large. Looking at the residuals of the
biomass concentration from both PCA models in Figure 3.5(c), slight
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of the PCA models from the original data -no missing
values- (blue lines and markers) and the data after discarding the intermediate
values (red lines and markers): (a) scores, (b) loadings and (c) residuals.

differences are observed again. These differences may be relevant for
the performance of a fault detection system. In case that the purpose
of the analysis is to design a monitoring scheme, this effect should be
rigorously studied. This resampling of the data is only valid if the
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem is obeyed.
Unfortunately, in a real situation the model built from the original
data is not available for comparison. A possible alternative is to
compare the models obtained from data equalized following options
i) and ii).

3.3.2

Estimating missing values

There are a number of approaches to impute missing data, from the
simplest approach, such the univariate interpolation of intermediate
values, to the most complex and powerful methods based on the
exploitation of the correlation among variables using projection methods to latent structures. The former consists of calculating new data
points within a specified range of a discrete set of sampled points by
using low-degree (spline interpolation) or high-degree (polynomial
interpolation) polynomials in each of the intervals, choosing the polynomial pieces such that they fit smoothly together [73]. The latter
are estimation methods based on PCA models, which can be classified
in two groups: non-regression-based and regression-based methods
[135]. For model building, the calibration based on the Trimmed
Score Regression (TSR) and the Iterative Algorithm (IA) is used
due to its accurate results in missing data imputation1 [136, 137].
1 Note that the resulting model from the TSR-IA procedure is only used for process
understanding and comparative purposes, and not for designing a monitoring system.
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In the TSR-IA algorithm, three steps are iteratively repeated until
convergence: i) filling the missing positions of the new observation
with an initial estimate, ii) calculating the estimated vector of scores
for observations using the TSR algorithm and the latent structure
from the PCA model fitted, and iii) re-estimating the missing values by reconstructing the original data matrix with the estimated
vector of the TSR-scores and the loading vector of the PCA model.
For details in this imputation technique, readers are referred to the
original work [137]. In the following, the differences between the two
aforementioned approaches for estimating the missing values in the
biomass concentration are studied.
3.3.2.1

Interpolation

A univariate interpolation based on cubic splines is carried out to impute the nine intermediate values between samples (see Figure 3.6(a)).
As can be seen, the estimation seems to be accurate since the original
and equalized trajectories almost overlap, however, oscillations have
been created in the interpolation. In Figure 3.6(b) the sampled and
equalized values of the biomass concentration are depicted for comparison. The results of this particular simulation of a particular case
of multi-rate sampling indicate that the cubic interpolation works out
well enough if the criteria are that predicted versus sampled values
roughly lie in a diagonal line and the Sum of Squared Residuals (SSR)
of the biomass concentration is low (SSR = 0.506). However, a low
SSR is not a decisive factor to confirm that interpolation meets the
main requirement to continue the modeling of batch data, which is
the preservation of the original time-varying covariance structure.
At this point it is worth warning against the danger of applying
univariate interpolation on dynamic data, and the effects on the
relationships of the process variables captured in the covariance
matrix. The main problem polynomial interpolation might generate
is the so-called Runge’s phenomenon, which is a problem of oscillation
that occurs when using polynomials of high degree over a set of equispaced interpolation points [138]. These oscillations can be found at
any interval, although is more frequent at the edges of the intervals
(start and end points), and with more severity, at the surrounding
points of an outlier [134].
An example of the oscillatory problem can be found in the interpolated variable depicted in Figure 3.6(a). Comparing the actual
and interpolated values of the biomass concentration, there exist
damped oscillations produced by the polynomial interpolation at the
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of the original data (blue line) versus data resulting
from the estimation of the biomass concentration using interpolation based on
cubic splines (red line). Note that SSR is calculated as SSR = (xj − x̂j )2 , where
xj and x̂j are the column vectors containing the sampled and estimated samples
of the biomass concentration j = 6 of the selected batch.

first stage of the fermentation -the first 40 sampling time points-,
which is an artificial behavior not observable in the original variable
(see solid blue and red dashed lines in Figure 3.6(a)). In addition,
these oscillations are reproduced in the transition between the two
exponential growth stages -between sampling time points #50 and
#130. The difference between this oscillation and the one at the start
of the batch lies on the generated trend. As can be observed from
sampling time point #60 to #130, a negative trend is created by the
univariate polynomial interpolation as a consequence of the change
in the signal induced by the second exponential growth stage. This
behavior might cause a change on the time-varying dynamics, and
hence, on the instantaneous and dynamic relationships of the process
variables. As a result, the bilinear modeling of batch data might
be severely jeopardized. Unrealistic correlations might be generated, thereby potentially affecting the interpretation of the statistical
model, the prediction of quality properties, the imputation of missing
data through the use of statistical soft-sensors, and the detection
and diagnosis of abnormal occurrences in the process. Though some
authors claim that the estimation accuracy is not the main concern
when the aim is to detect faults [90], the addition of artificial correlations might rise the false alarm rate, or even mask failures in the
process. A sensible way to proceed is to compare the model obtained
after different equalizations and check whether the models are similar
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or not. In the case of existing differences, the underlying reasons
should be investigated. Also, it is useful to have a list of all the steps
performed in the model building, since unexpected results in the
monitoring system may be caused by decisions at the very beginning
of the bilinear modeling cycle, for instance those related to the data
equalization. If there are suspicions that the multivariate correlation
structure among batches is affected, the resulting equalization should
be discarded.
3.3.2.2

Missing data recovery

Another possibility tailored to batch process modeling needs is to use
the missing values recovery ability of the projection models to latent
structures, which exploits the multivariate nature of the data for
imputation. The outcomes of the application of this procedure to the
data set under study are shown in Figure 3.7. In terms of preservation
of the dynamic data structure, Figure 3.7(a) shows that the damped
oscillations created by polynomial interpolation are not originated.
The results are improved because the correlation of the remaining
process variables are used to accurately impute the missing values
without distorting the covariance matrix, unlike interpolation. In
Figure 3.7(b), the residuals of the intermediate samples are neglected
in the PCA model fitted in the TSR-IA algorithm by imposing these
values to the average value (0’s values when data are mean-centered
in the first iteration of the TSR-IA algorithm). Note that the variable
trajectories of the fermentation process are characterized by having
long periods of noise with low variability (e.g. glucose, acetate and
biomass concentrations), and periods of high variability containing
common cause process variation. To prevent noise from having more
weight and signal from having less weight in the model, which would
negatively affect the quality of the missing data imputation, the batch
trajectories are not auto-scaled. To overcome the problem of the
different scales of the process variables, more principal components are
extracted to account those components explaining less variability. The
estimation of the intermediate values using this procedure outperforms
the interpolation method (SSR = 0.468 for missing data imputation
by TSR-IA versus SSR = 0.506 for polynomial interpolation). This
is mainly due to the high collinearity and data redundancy present
in the batch trajectories, which permits accurately imputing the
missing values and reduce the SSR. However, as explained above, the
main difference lies on the preservation of the time-varying dynamics
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Figure 3.7. Comparison of the original data (blue line) versus data resulting
from the estimation of the biomass concentration using the TSR-IA algorithm
(red line). Note that SSR is calculated as SSR = (xj − x̂j )2 , where xj and x̂j
are the column vectors containing the sampled and estimated samples of the
biomass concentration j = 6 of the selected batch.

within the batch run when missing values are imputed, unlike when
missing values are interpolated.
A drawback of the estimation shown in the previous PCA model using
a single-phase approach is that the dynamics in the variables are not
taken into account. As commented in Chapter 1, a method to include
dynamic information in the estimation is to add lagged variables
as additional columns. For instance, if one order of dynamics is
desired, each row of the resulting matrix of data must contain the
measurement of the process variables at time k and k − 1. By adding
information of several orders, the estimates of the missing values of a
variable are not only based on instantaneous values of other variables,
but also on past values of the variable itself and the other variables.
The result of using this idea for the whole batch is shown in Figure
3.8 - 2 LMVs are added and residuals are set to 0. Similar to the
non-dynamic single-phase model approach, the exploitation of the
multivariate data structure avoids the addition of oscillations that
potentially might affect the outcomes of later steps in the modeling
cycle (see Figure 3.8(a)). The dynamic single-phase model approach
slightly outperforms the non-dynamic single-phase approach, taking
as criterion the difference between observed and predicted values
(SSR = 0.457 for dynamic versus SSR = 0.468 for non-dynamic
approach). The addition of lagged variables, and hence the capture of
more dynamics, shows that the accuracy of the multivariate model to
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Figure 3.8. Comparison of the original data (blue line) versus data resulting
from the estimation of the biomass concentration using the TSR-IA algorithm
in a single-phase dynamic model approach with 2 LMVs (red line). Note that
SSR is calculated as SSR = (xj − x̂j )2 , where xj and x̂j are the column vectors
containing the sampled and estimated samples of the biomass concentration j = 6
of the selected batch.

impute missing values can be enhanced. Hence, both methods clearly
outperform interpolation results, not only in terms of accuracy in
prediction, but also and more importantly, in the preservation of the
covariance matrix.
In the application of the projection methods to latent structures we
are assuming that the relationship among process variables remains
the same during the evolution of the batch. However, batch processes
are characterized by having time-varying relationships among process
variables. In addition, the limitation of using the within-batch data
hampers the removal of non-linearities in data. Since the bilinear
PCA method is used for equalization, the accuracy of the imputation
might be seriously affected because not all the complex relationships
can be captured. Let us have a look at the residuals of the first PC
of the fitted PCA model on the original data in Figure 3.9 to observe
this effect. The residuals are clearly showing a changing non-linear
behavior during the processing. This is a phenomenon that has been
reported several times in the literature [87, 102, 139, 140] and has
been discussed in Chapter 1 as well. The relationships among the
ten process variables, which must be captured with PCA, change
along the batch processing. Thus, if a single model is fitted, the
relationships captured in the model are simply an average which may
not be representative of some parts -or even any part- of the process.
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Figure 3.9. Residuals of of the biomass concentration after extracting the first
PC of the PCA model fitted on the original data.

A possible solution is to properly split the data in sub-models in
such a way that the process behavior can be well approximated with
linear techniques and the changing relationship structure can be
captured. Based on the prior knowledge on the fermentation process,
let us divide the batch trajectories into the following three phases:
[1, 40], [41, 127], and [128, 183]. The TSR-IA method is applied
to each of these phases to impute the missing values neglecting the
residuals in the computation -i.e. setting the residuals to 0 when
data are mean-centered. The results of the phase-based estimation of
the intermediate values of the biomass concentration are depicted in
Figure 3.10(a). As can be observed, it yields better results in terms
of prediction since the associated SSR = 0.275 is much lower than
in the imputation by TSR-IA (SSR = 0.468). These results support
the claim that the quality in the estimation of a model depends very
much on how the time-varying process dynamics are captured.
3.3.2.3

Comparison of equalization methods based on
latent structures

Often, the accuracy of the estimation is not the most important
aspect in the analysis or the design of a monitoring scheme. The
main objective pursued is that the missing values do not affect the
covariance structure present in the available data, and hence, the
calibration of the model. In Figure 3.11, the model obtained from
the original data -full sampling rate of biomass concentration- is
compared to the model obtained after the estimation of the biomass
concentration by using the different approaches. Slight differences
can be appreciated in the resulting latent structures, in particular,
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Figure 3.10. Comparison of the original data versus data resulting from the
estimation of the biomass concentration using the TSR-IA algorithm in a multiphase-based approach. Note that SSR for each of the equalization methods
is calculated as SSR = (xj − x̂j )2 , where xj and x̂j are the column vectors
containing the sampled and estimated samples of the biomass concentration j = 6
of the selected batch.

between the model obtained on interpolated data (see Figure 3.11(a))
and the models using the data imputed by using the correlation
structure of the process variables (see Figure 3.11(b), Figure 3.11(c)
and Figure 3.11(d)). Among the models built on imputed data, the
multi-phase model shows more accuracy on replicating the latent
structure of the model built on the original data (see score and
loading plots in Figure 3.11(d)), and on minimizing the difference
in the residuals (see residual plot in Figure 3.11(d)). Apart from
visualizing the resulting models fitted on the sole data available due
to synchronization problems -i.e within-batch data, the results of the
imputation should be carefully checked with fields experts. The most
important objective is to ensure that the imputation is accurate and
the covariance structure is not distorted. In this regard, the missing
data recovery techniques based on the exploitation of the correlation
of the process variables over time have shown better performance
than interpolation.

3.3.3

Rearranging data

Data in this example are rearranged according to option iii), so
that all the intermediate measurements are treated as additional
variables -columns. The resulting data set is plotted in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.11. Comparison of the PCA models from the original data (blue
lines and markers) and the estimated data with different approaches (red lines
and markers): (a) cubic spline interpolation, (b) TSR-IA (no residuals), (c)
single-phase dynamic model approach, and (d) multi-phase-based approach. First
column (scores); second column (loadings); third column (residuals of the biomass
concentration).
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Figure 3.12. Data resulting from the rearrangement of the data.

A quick look at the figure leads to think that this approach will
complicate the understanding and interpretation of the model. This
idea is enforced when the model of the original data is compared
with the one obtained from the rearranged data in Figure 3.13. We
have a completely different model and interpretation may become
challenging.
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Figure 3.13. Comparison of the PCA models from the original data -no missing
values- (blue lines and markers) and the data rearranged (red lines and markers).
First column (scores); second column (loadings); third column (residuals of the
biomass concentration).

3.4

Multi-rate system

A multi-rate sampling scenario commonly found in industry is the one
produced by compression algorithms. The main difference between
this unequalization case and the other sampling scenarios considered in this chapter is that the number of samples among variables
and phases differ across batches. The reason of this non-uniform
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14. Missing data map showing the available (blue) and missing (red)
measurements for the ten process variables of the selected batch for the whole
batch run (a) and for the first 10 sampling time points (b). The percentage of
missing data per variable is shown in the columns of the maps.

sampling is the policy implemented in the compression algorithm.
Typically, a sample of a specific variable is archived only when a time
interval is elapsed, or when the difference between the current and
previous value exceeds a threshold commonly associated with the
calibration of the instrument [125]. A good example of this scenario
was reported in [131], where data of the manufacturing of an active
pharmaceutical ingredient were used. The objective was to extract
valuable information for process understanding and improvement
from compressed historical data. In this case study, the median
number of samples per variable for the reaction step varied between
65 and 1000 samples, whereas for the distillation step, between 31
and 2001 samples. With the aim of preserving the number of samples
and the sampling frequency in each stage, a re-sampling mechanism
was proposed prior to bilinear modeling. This procedure consisted
of re-sampling each variable as many times as the ratio between the
median number of total samples and the median fraction of total
time spent in each stage using interpolation. The authors claimed
that this methodology allowed them to equalize the batch data and
also reach some degree of alignment. However, interpolating this type
of unequalized data will not guarantee reconstruction of the time
dependent correlation structure in batch data. [79].
An extreme case of multi-rate sampling is simulated to illustrate the
performance of interpolation and missing data recovery techniques. In
particular, the 10 process variables of the Saccharomyces Cerevisiae
cultivation process are sampled with different sampling frequencies
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Figure 3.15. Multi-rate example: (a) original data, (b) multi-rate data, (c)
data recovered by TSR-IA, and (d) interpolated data.

among sets of variables: the first five variables were collected every
5 sampling time points and at consecutive times; variables from 6
to 8 were collected every 3 sampling time points and at consecutive
sampling time points, variable #9 was collected every 7 sampling
time points, and finally, variable #10 was collected every 10 sampling
time points (see Figure 3.14). As a result, a set of unequalized
batch trajectories is generated (see original and re-sampled data for
comparison in Figure 3.15(a) and Figure 3.15(b), respectively). The
percentage of missing data is excessively high due to the type of
multi-rate scenario simulated, as appreciated from Figure 3.14. In
this situation, when each observation has more missing than available
values, the use of the TSR-IA method is not adequate, as illustrated
in 3.15(c). In order to successfully impute missing values there
must be a certain degree of redundancy in data and collinearity,
which is not provided in the data set of this example. In [137],
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a comparative study was conducted among different missing data
imputation techniques in scenarios of diverse percentages of missing
data without the presence of outliers. One of the conclusions of this
study was that the performance of the TSR algorithm considerably
degrades when there is a 70%-90% of missing data on measurements,
assuming the presence of redundancy and high collinearity. In the
simulated multi-rate example, the actual correlation among process
variables over time within the batch is not well represented by the
updated variance-covariance matrices estimated in each iteration
of the IA algorithm. Hence, the missing measurements cannot be
accurately imputed from the measured process variables.
In the simulated multi-rate scenario, univariate interpolation improves
the results obtained from the missing data imputation at a first
glance (see Figure 3.15(d)). However, special caution should be taken
with the potential aliasing effect produced by the reconstruction of
the trajectory. Comparing the original and re-sampled data (see
Figure 3.15(a) and Figure 3.15(d), respectively), there is a loss of
information, mainly caused by the sampling frequency at which
the data were archived (see Figure 3.15(b)). Though the sampling
frequency obeys the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, univariate
interpolation might add artificial landmarks, and hence, artificial
correlation that can jeopardize the outcomes of subsequent bilinear
multivariate statistical modeling. A clear example of this effect
can be observed on the oscillations along the flat profiles of some
variables affected by white noise (see blue variable trajectories in
Figure 3.15(d)). If there is a threat of distorting the covariance matrix
of the data across batches, the corresponding equalization should be
discarded.
A typical situation where the result of interpolation should be certainly validated is when a high number of consecutive samples is
missing due a problem in data collection. Notice that this occurs
frequently since it is what happens when a sensor breaks down. An
illustrative example is shown in Figure 3.16. A set of 50 consecutive
measurements of the ninth variable was lost in the multi-rate system
(see missing values between the 80th and 130th sampling time point
in the trajectory depicted by black squares in Figure 3.16(b)). The
reconstruction using interpolation is not appropriate (see thick black
line in Figure 3.16(c)). In practice, practitioners do not know whether
interpolation is the best method to apply because the original data
is not available. In this example, the type of unequalization is known
as well as interpolation is prone to error. A way to improve the
estimation is to discard the estimates corresponding to the missing
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Figure 3.16. Multi-rate example with consecutive missing values due to a sensor
failure: (a) original data, (b) multi-rate data with missing values in the time
interval [80,130], (c) interpolated data, and (d) interpolated data with estimation
of the missing part by the TSR-IA algorithm.

period in the ninth variable and try to recover them using the TSRIA algorithm and the rest of the interpolated data (see thick black
line in Figure 3.16(d)). Although the estimation is not optimum,
it outperforms the estimation only considering interpolation. The
estimation can be further improved using some of the approaches
already discussed in the previous examples, i.e. modeling by phases
and incorporating dynamics.
Note that when the sampling rate is different across variables and
batches, the unique straightforward solution for data equalization
is the interpolation of the samples, as long as the new imposed
sampling frequency is compliant with the Nyquist-Shannon sampling
theorem. The TSR-IA method cannot be applied since there is
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not a common sampling rate in all batches. Hence, the number of
samples might notably vary and the actual correlation cannot be
exploited for missing data imputation. Even though the interpolation
method can be applied, special attention must be taken since there
might be missing features that this method might not be able to
capture. The best practice is to establish a proper sampling rate in
the process that takes into consideration sampling constraints (e.g.
cost of sampling for subsequent laboratory analyses or importance
of process stages), thereby leading to a similar multi-rate sampling
system across batches.

3.5

Conclusions

The problem of the equalization of variables and batches is addressed.
To proceed with the alignment of the variable trajectories and the
subsequent bilinear modeling of batch data, the variables must be
equalized in such a way that they contain values for all the sampling
time points across batches. The different types of unequalization scenarios that practitioners might find in batch processes are discussed:
different sampling rate per stage and same policy for all variables
and batches; multi-rate sampling in process variables and similar
policy among batches; and multi-rate sampling both in process variables and batches. Three main solutions are proposed to overcome
the problem of equalization: i) discarding intermediate values, ii)
estimating missing values and iii) appropriate arrangement of data.
The application of these equalization strategies are restricted to the
only source of accurate information available at this modeling stage:
the within-batch variation. Equalization cannot be performed across
batches because there is no guarantee that the batch trajectories are
synchronized.
Simulated batch data from the fermentation of the Saccharomyces
cerevisiae cultivation are used to illustrate the implications of the use
of the proposed techniques to overcome the unequalization problem.
Only the simplest case of unequalization is considered for illustration,
the sampling at lower frequency of the biomass concentration. With
this example, we have seen that for this particular case, notable
differences were found between the proposed equalization methods.
Equalization methods can severely damage the covariance matrix of
the available data, even though the approximation between predicted
and observed samples is rather acceptable. In contrast, the missing
data recovery methods based on the exploitation of the correlation
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of process variables clearly outperformed interpolation. Not only
the approximation of imputed variables yielded better results than
interpolation, but also the multivariate nature of data was preserved.
Note that these differences may differ in the type of the process, the
degree of unequalization and the number of variables affected by
different sampling policies.
Neither discarding intermediate values nor arranging batch data are
applicable to the more complicated case of multi-rate systems. In this
situation, all process variables may be collected at different sampling
time points. Therefore, hardly any complete observation may be
found and the complete data set would be discarded according to
the first solution. The imputation of the values not sampled in the
variables is the most generally applicable method. If a projection
model to latent structures is used for data imputation, the data
matrix may be enhanced with additional columns with lagged variables. When batch data are affected by non-linear relationships, and
these relationships vary over time, the generation of multi-phase
multivariate models is required to overcome these common problems
in batch processes. However, if batch data are hardly redundant
and not collinear, the application of these imputation techniques are
inadequate. As an alternative, interpolation might be used at the
risk of not reconstructing the time dependent correlation structure
in batch data.
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4. Batch synchronization

4.1

Introduction

In most batch processes, the assumption that all the batch trajectories
are synchronized is rarely met. Typically, the recipes for automation
are based on triggers that are seldom dependent on time, which
causes the batch pace evolution to be different batch to batch [131].
In addition, different sizes of batch charge, modifications of the recipe
to release products at lower costs, impurities in the raw materials, and
disturbances in the environmental conditions may produce uneven
time-length batches [62]. Hence, not only the collected batch trajectories for subsequent multivariate data analysis may have different
lengths, but also the key process events do not overlap at the same
time in all batches [79].
In this context of asynchronous batches, the application of multivariate projection methods, such as PCA and PLS, is not feasible. One
of the strong assumptions of most of these models is that all batch
trajectories have equal duration and are synchronized (i.e. similar
events happen at the same sampling time points). In order to ensure
that all batch trajectories have the same duration and the key process
events happen at the same state of evolution, the synchronization of
batch trajectories need to be always carried out prior to modeling.
In the literature, several discussions on the different patterns of
time-varying batch trajectories and the possible synchronization
solution can be found [79]. In case batches have different duration
but trajectories overlap in the common time part (see Figure 4.1(a)),
a PCA model can be fitted using the information from the long
batches while the absent part of the trajectory for the short batches
is treated as missing data [134]. For some batches data collection
starts earlier than in other batches, so a shift can be applied to
synchronize the batches (see Figure 4.1(b)). In more complex cases
(see Figure 4.1(c) and 4.1(d)), trajectories of the variables have
different shapes, even when batch duration is the same, indicating
that the timing for key events during each batch is different. Examples
of this occur when, e.g. various decisions during the batch are not
automated but left to the discretion of an operator, or the process is
divided in several stages based on the occurrence of some phenomena
that happen at different sampling time points. In such cases, more
complex techniques are required to carry out the synchronization.
By and large, the synchronization of batch trajectories is always
advisable, no matter the batch duration since process events may not
be synchronized.
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In this chapter, the context of batch synchronization in process
chemometrics is addressed. Section 4.2 provides a state-of-the-art
and a detailed description of the most used and cited synchronization
methods by the chemometrics community. Section 4.3 introduces
the warping information derived from synchronization and its importance in the bilinear process modeling cycle. Section 4.4 presents a
comparative study of the selected synchronization methods on accurately capturing the time-varying process dynamics. Finally, some
conclusions are provided in Section 4.5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.1. Trajectories belonging to one process variable of two batches with
different patterns of varying-time trajectories: (a) different batch length with
main events occurring at the same time, (b) different starting point yielding a
shift in each occurrence, (c) similar batch length with key events do not occur at
the same time intervals, and (d) different shape and length.
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4.2

Synchronization approaches

A number of proposals for dealing with the most complex synchronization problems can be found in the literature. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, the approaches for batch synchronization can be roughly
classified into three categories: i) methods based on compressing/expanding the raw trajectories using linear interpolation either in
the batch time dimension or in an indicator variable dimension; ii)
methods based on feature extraction; and iii) methods based on
stretching, compressing and translating pieces of trajectories.
Within the first category, some authors dealt with the batch alignment
issue using simple ideas, such as truncating the trajectories of all
batches to the shortest batch length, or compressing/expanding the
trajectories using linear time adjustments by dividing each sampling
time point along the trajectory by the time at a certain percentage
of the end-point [67, 141, 142]. These ideas, although simple, are
often inadequate for aligning batch trajectories [80]. In [143], pseudobatches based on the scarce quality measurements were created,
and subsequently aligned to the end-point. These pseudo-batches
were cut to the minimum length, yielding this way segments of
constant length. Thereafter, a revised version of this methodology
was proposed, which aligns batch trajectories by identifying shortwindow multivariate statistical models at first and then applying
these identified models to extend shorter trajectories [144]. However,
the latter two methods are not appropriate in a context of complex
asynchronisms. An alternative method used for alignment of batch
trajectories is the Indicator Variable (IV) approach [70]: ”One way
to handle varying batch times in online monitoring is to replace
time by another measured variable that progresses monotonically in
time and has the same starting and ending value for each batch”.
Monotonicity and high signal to noise ratio are necessary conditions
for an indicator variable, but they are not sufficient. To be useful in
practice the indicator variable also needs to represent the mechanism
that drives the batch process -this requires process knowledge. The
indicator variable can also be a variable computed from some of the
measured variables; e.g. extent of reaction [93]. Application of this
synchronization approach can be found in [67, 93, 96, 114, 145, 146,
147]. When an indicator variable is not available throughout the
batch run, but some process variables can be used as an indicator at
different process stages, the batch synchronization can be performed
stage-by-stage [66]. If a suitable indicator variable is not available
for a given batch process this type of synchronization cannot be
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carried out and other approaches are required. PLS models between
the variable-wise unfolded batch data matrix and the local batch
time were also suggested to predict the batch ’maturity’ and align
accordingly [83, 96]. However, this strategy has several drawbacks in
practice [5].
Procedures based on features extraction were also proposed for batch
process synchronization. For instance, a mathematical matched filter
to extract key events in batch trajectories in cases where they are
not known beforehand was developed in [72]. More sophisticated approaches are curve registration [71, 73, 74] and dynamic locus analysis
[148, 149, 150], which identify landmarks or special points that characterize process stages and changes (the so-called singular points) in a
set of batch trajectories corresponding to process variables, and then,
the test trajectories are warped based on the reference landmarks.
In [151], raw batch trajectories are decomposed into approximations
and details at different scales using wavelets. Contributions from
each scale are collected in separate matrices, and data are synchronized at each level using an algorithm based on stretching, expanding
and translating pieces of trajectories. Once synchronized, separate
matrices are reconstructed to form new synchronized trajectories.
Other methodologies based on warping techniques, such as DTW
and Correlation Optimized Warping (COW), have been proposed as
methods of pattern matching in speech recognition [152] and methods
to correct peak shifts in chromatographic profiles [153, 154, 155, 156,
157]. A good survey on warping methods for spectroscopic and chromatographic signal alignment can be found in [158]. In recent years,
these methods have received much attention in process chemometrics
to align and synchronize batch trajectories corresponding to process
variables [76, 159, 160, 161, 162]. In [76], a pseudo-online version of
DTW for batch synchronization was proposed and some guidelines
to carry out the real-time synchronization were presented. Nonetheless, this real-time version was shown in a simulation study to be
inappropriate for BMSPC due to the high false alarm rate [1]. The
RGTW is a solution to overcome this problem [1]. A Derivative DTW
(DDTW) algorithm was proposed [163] to capture the underlying
process behavior fingerprinted in the trajectories using derivatives.
Nonetheless, noisy data can severely affect the computation of numerical derivatives [78]. A robust DTW algorithm was proposed in
[77] that combines a moving window least squares procedure with
Derivative DTW to avoid singularity points and reduce the dependency of the results on the reference trajectory. Later on, the Robust
Derivative DTW (RDDTW) algorithm was introduced [164] to cope
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with singularity point and numerical derivative estimation problems
of DTW and DDTW in the presence of noise. Results showed that
combining the use of Savitzky-Golay filter and DDTW algorithm
significantly reduce the number of singularity points and retain the
most important features of the original trajectories. Another proposal
to deal with the problem of derivatives computation in noisy data
is the Hybrid Derivative Dynamic Time Warping (HDDTW) algorithm [78], which combines piece-wise-linear approximations of the
unsynchronized trajectories and DDTW. Despite the larger number
of synchronization methods proposed in the literature, only the most
used and successful synchronization methods applied to process data
are reviewed and thoroughly described in the following subsections:
IV, TLEC, and DTW.

4.2.1

Indicator Variable

The IV synchronization technique is based on the idea of expressing
the evolution of a certain batch as a function of a process variable
instead of the batch time [82]. An indicator variable is defined as
a process variable, or a variable computed from the measurements,
that fulfills some requirements: to be strictly monotonic and smooth
(not noisy), to have the same starting and end point over all batches,
and to represent the key process events and driving mechanisms. In
case such variable is available, a synchronization can be carried out
by replacing the batch time as basis by the indicator variable. The
indicator variable, for instance, can be the amount of monomer or
other feeds added to the reactor, substrate concentrations, product
concentration or product yields in bioprocesses. In any case, the
choice of the indicator variable depends on the type of process. For
a variable to be chosen as an indicator variable, the maturity or
percentage of completion of a batch should be represented by such
variable. The synchronization using the IV method is performed in
the following way. Typically, non-uniform increments or IV levels are
selected based on the prior process knowledge to mitigate the problems
of univariate interpolation [134]. For instance, these intervals can be
defined using polynomial functions of time [146] or the importance
of certain process stages in the manufacturing [93]. Nonetheless,
equal spaced intervals can also be chosen provided that the process
pace is linear. Once the increments are defined, interpolation is used
to transform the batch-time dimension into the indicator variable
dimension.
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Figure 4.2. Fermentation rate used as a indicator variable for offline batch
synchronization of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation process. Non-uniform
increments are defined based on the evolution of the fermentation in six different
stages of the batch run: #1, 54 increments; #2, 24 increments, #3, 26 increments,
#4, 31 increments, #5, 31 increments, and #6: 43 increments. The blue line
represents the IV trajectory of a batch whereas grey lines represent the IV
trajectories of the remaining batches.

For illustrative purpose, let us qualify the simulation time of the
Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation process as indicator variable
(see Figure 4.2). This variable meets all the IV requirements: smooth,
continuous, monotonic and representative of the events that drive
the fermentation process. In regard to the latter requirement, the
profile of the IV defines the fermentation evolution. When a value of
19.3 units is reached, the first exponential growth phase terminates
(see Stage #1 in Figure 4.2). During this phase, glucose is in excess, the microorganism cannot digest the glucose at oxide-reductive
growth, and consequently ethanol is formed till maximum concentration. Meanwhile, excretion of pyruvate and acetate occurs till
maximum concentration. The transition between the first and second
exponential growth happens in two different stages. In the first stage,
the value of the IV rises until 19.5 units, instant at which the glucose
is rapidly consumed and depleted (see Stage #2 in Figure 4.2). In
the second stage, pyruvate is completely consumed whereas acetate
is partly used during the oxide-reductive growth, instant at which
the oxygen uptake rate decreases till minimum and the IV reaches
19.65 units (see Stage #3 in Figure 4.2). At this evolution point,
the second exponential growth is triggered and the ethanol accumulated during the first exponential growth is utilized. Prior to this
consumption, ethanol concentration rises till reaching the maximum
level in the fermentation, at which the IV shows a value of 22 units
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Figure 4.3. Offline synchronization of three variable trajectories belonging to
the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation process based on the IV technique: (a,
b) glucose concentration, (c, d) acetate concentration, and (e, f) oxygen uptake
rate. The raw batch trajectories are plotted as a function of time (a, c, and
e) and the synchronized batch trajectories as a function of the increments of
the indicator variable -fermentation rate- (lower x-axis) and of the number of
interpolated samples (upper x-axis) (b, d, and f). Blue crossed lines represent
the trajectories of a batch whereas grey lines represent the trajectories of the
remaining batches.
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(see Stage #4 in Figure 4.2). Afterward, the ethanol is consumed,
causing the excretion of acetate till the ethanol concentration and
the oxygen uptake rate reach a maximum level, where the former is
a local maximum. This is the evolution time at which the second
exponential growth finishes, the biomass concentration is maximum
in the medium, and the IV rises up to 27 units (see Stage #5 in
Figure 4.2). From this point onward, the fermentation enters in the
stationary phase until the end, when the IV reaches the value of 35
units (see Stage #6 in Figure 4.2).
The synchronization of the fermentation data is performed by selecting
non-uniform increments of the IV. In particular, the following IV
levels are defined: 54 equal spaced increments for the IV range at
Stage #1, 24 equal spaced increments at Stage #2, 26 equal spaced
increments at Stage #3, 31 equal spaced increments at Stage #4, 31
equal spaced increments at Stage #5, and 43 equal spaced increments
at Stage #6. Note that for the shortest stages representing the
process evolution (Stages #2 and #3), the sampling is considerably
higher than in other stages to be compliant with the Nyquist-Shannon
sampling theorem (see Chapter 3). To complete the synchronization,
the process variables are re-expressed as a function of the IV by
interpolating the values at the 209 IV levels (see Figure 4.3).
For online synchronization, the value of the first IV level will not
be estimated up to a measurement of the indicator value does not
exceed the first increment. When such point is reached, a linear
interpolation is carried out and subsequently the data transformed
from the original scale to the indicator variable. The IV level time is
calculated by interpolating the time belonging to the previous and
current measurements. This is repeated as long as new measurements
of the ongoing batch are available.
Two aspects of the IV approach worth discussing further are the
constraints to nominate a process variable as indicator variable and
the re-sampling procedure to transform the batch-time dimension
into the indicator-variable dimension. Some authors assume that
imposing a starting and ending value in all batches is a correct procedure to ensure meeting this IV requirement [165]. However, this
assumption might severely perturb the outcomes of the synchronization. Other authors assume that defining constant intervals on the
indicator variable is sufficient to re-sample the batch trajectories
for synchronization [66]. However, if the indicator variable does not
evolve linearly in time, the imposed frequency sampling would not be
compliant with the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, the shape
of the resulting trajectories would be harmfully affected, and hence,
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Figure 4.4. Biomass concentration used as a indicator variable for offline batch
synchronization of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation process. The blue
line represents the IV trajectory of a batch whereas grey lines represent the IV
trajectories of the remaining batches.

the synchronized data would not be representative of the mechanism
driving the process. In order to illustrate the pernicious effects of
these policies, a synchronization is performed, taking the biomass
concentration of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation process as
the indicator variable, which is the only variable measured in the
fermentation process subjected to be used as such (see Figure 4.4). As
can be seen, this process variable does not show a common starting
and ending value across batches. To proceed with the synchronization,
the batch trajectories are cut to the same ending value in all batches,
and constant increments are defined along the indicator variable. The
resulting trajectories of this synchronization for glucose concentration, acetate concentration and oxygen uptake rate are depicted in
Figure 4.5. Comparing the raw and synchronized trajectories, apart
from observing a downsampling in all the variables, there is a loss of
information caused by interpolating at constant increments on the
indicator variable. Even though the resulting variable trajectories are
equal in length, the loss of the landmarks defining the main process
events over the batch run disables the batch data to be used for
modeling.
Despite some authors have claimed in the literature that IV is the
easiest approach to implement and apply to batch data, there are
some disadvantages that need to be emphasized. The lack of a process
variable that meets the requirements to be an appropriate candidate
for a single indicator variable for the entire duration of the batch,
or the lack of process knowledge to compute an indicator variable
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Figure 4.5. Offline synchronization of three variable trajectories belonging to
the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation process based on the IV technique: (a,
b) glucose concentration, (c, d) acetate concentration, and (e, f) oxygen uptake
rate. The raw batch trajectories are plotted as a function of time (a, c, and
e) and the synchronized batch trajectories as a function of the maturity of the
process based on the biomass fermentation (lower x-axis) and as a function of the
number of interpolated samples (upper x-axis) (b, d, and f). Blue crossed lines
represent the trajectories of a batch whereas grey lines represent the trajectories
of the remaining batches.
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that represents the driving force of the batch process and contains
the key process events, are the main pitfalls. In addition, this synchronization technique requires expert knowledge in the process to
define the increments to use in interpolation. If the IV levels are not
properly determined, interpolation might produce downsampling and
destroy the covariance matrix of the data available. Even though the
increments are well designated, interpolation might cause the propagation of outliers and/or the perturbation of the correlation structure
[134]. In these cases, the use of more sophisticated synchronization
techniques are needed.

4.2.2

Time Linear Expanding/Compressing

The TLEC synchronization [64] is a method integrated in the Observation
Wise Unfolding-T Scores Batch Wise Unfolding (OWU-TBWU) approach [62] and implemented in SIMCA Release 13.0.3 -Umetrics
software- [65] for post-batch and real-time BMSPC. For the sake of
thoroughly explanation, the different modeling steps of OWU-TBWU
are described.
The OWU-TBWU approach [62] consists of two levels: the ObservationWise Unfolding (OWU) (also called variable-wise unfolding) and the
T-scores Batch Wise Unfolding (TBWU) levels. In the former (OWU
level), the main motivation is dimension reduction before the BWU
stage, which is desired in a context of a large number of process
variables (e.g. spectroscopic or chromatographic data). The TBWU
level provides a monitoring scheme for end-of-batch online process
monitoring based on the OWU scores, Hotelling’s T 2 and DModX
(equivalent to Squared Prediction Error, SPE). Concerning the second
level, the aim is to analyze the differences among the batches using
the information summarized through the matrix scores T from the
observation level. In the following, the observation (OWU) level,
which is used in this dissertation, is described in detail. For explanation of the batch (TBWU) level, readers are referred to the original
work [62, 83].

Observation (OWU) level and TLEC synchronization
approach
In the observation (OWU) level, the three-way array X
is unfolded
−
preserving the variable direction: each variable, measured at different
sampling time points for the different batches, is arranged in one
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column of a new two-way array X (Kn N × J), in a manner that
each row corresponds to a single sampling time point at which the
measurements are registered (see OWU unfolding step in Figure 4.6).
Once the arrangement is performed, each column is autoscaled by
subtracting its average value and dividing by its standard deviation
(the so-called slab-wise preprocessing or variable centering and scaling). With this normalization, time periods with less variability will
be downweighted and periods with more variability will be weighted
more in the multivariate analysis. Afterward, a PLS model is built in
order to relate all the process variables at every batch sampling time
point to a dummy variable y, representing the local batch time (see
calibration step in Figure 4.6). This variable is created as follows:
i. A vector yn containing sorted integer values ranging from 0 to
the length of i-th batch minus one is built for each single batch.
ii. Each value of yn is transformed as:
ynew
n,k =

yn,k
× K̃
Kn − 1

(4.1)

where Kn is the length of the n-th run and K̃ represents the
median of the training batch lengths.
iii. All the vectors for the different batches are arranged into a
single column array, y, containing the values of the variable y,
for each batch at each sampling time point.
iv. y is autoscaled.
Note that if all batches have equal duration, the vectors yn and ynew
n
contain the same number of elements and the same values. In case
the batches have unequal duration, all vectors ynew
have the same
n
starting and ending values, but a different number of intermediate
values depending on their batch length Kn . Once the PLS model
is fitted, the resulting OWU scores TA , Hotelling’s T 2 and DModX
statistics for each batch are readjusted by linear interpolation (the socalled TLEC-based method) using the ynew
maturity index vector (see
n
synchronization step in Figure 4.6). This readjustment permits the
new OWU scores (denoted as T̂A ) to be used for process monitoring
and subsequent multivariate analysis in the batch level.
For real-time process monitoring, the so-called OWU scores control
charts (one per each latent variable) are designed. The synchronized
OWU scores are firstly batch-wise arranged in such a way that those
belonging to a specific batch form one row of a new matrix, XT̂A
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(N × K̃A). Afterward, by computing the average t̂a,k and standard
deviation sa,k of each batch sampling time point for the synchronized
scores of all latent variables (columns of XT̂A ), the Upper and Lower
Control Limits (UCL and LCL, respectively) can be straightforwardly
calculated:
U CLTa,k = t̂a,k + zα/2 · sa,k
(4.2)
LCLTa,k = t̂a,k − zα/2 · sa,k

(4.3)

where zα/2 is the 100 · (1 − α/2)% standardized normal percentile.
Hotelling-T 2 -based control charts can also be built from the synchronized OWU scores, but they are rarely taken into account in the
OWU-TBWU approach. In contrast, the residual matrix E derived
from the PLS model is used in order to estimate the DModX statistic
at every sampling time point for each batch as follows:
sP
DModXk =

J
2
j=1 ej,k

(J − A)

(4.4)

where J is the number of process variables and A is the number of
latent variables extracted. DModX-based control charts are then
built and its corresponding Control Limit (CL) is calculated using the
F distribution with J − A and (N − A − 1)(J − A) degrees of freedom
for in-control observations [64]. Based on the relation between SPE
and DModX [47], the control limits for the DModX-based control
chart can be estimated by using the approximation proposed by Box
[116] or Jackson and Mudholkar [115].
A drawback of the observation level in real-time monitoring of new
batches is that the OWU scores and the multivariate statistics cannot
be aligned until the completion of the batch. Hence, there is no
guarantee that the control charts on the OWU stage show aligned
results, and therefore, monitoring may be misleading.
At this point, it is worth commenting that the application of the
synchronization procedure integrated in the OWU-TBWU approach
(the TLEC-based method) may be completely inappropriate due to
the underlying assumptions that are rarely fulfilled in batch processes:
i) linear process pace, ii) all batches are completed and all the
key process events defining the process evolution throughout the
batch run are present in all batches, and iii) batches with equal
duration are considered as synchronized. If batch data do not meet
these assumptions, the process evolution in the trajectories of the
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process variables is different batch-to-batch. Hence, the application
of methods based on latent structures for process understanding and
monitoring is not recommended.

4.2.3

Dynamic Time Warping

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a technique originating from speech
recognition to match similar events between signals. DTW has the
ability to synchronize two trajectories by appropriately translating,
stretching and shrinking sample points to match with reference points
in order to minimize the distance between both trajectories [152].
Kassidas et al. [76] applied the ideas of DTW to batch trajectory
synchronization. They adapted the breakthrough work published
in [152] and elucidated the crucial role of constraints in the application of DTW to batch trajectory synchronization. This constraint
formulation is extended in the RGTW and Multisynchro algorithms
proposed in this thesis. In order to introduce the DTW theory, let r
(Kr × 1) and s (Ks × 1) be the vectors containing the trajectory of
one process variable from different batches, measured in Kr and Ks
time intervals, respectively. The goal is to make these trajectories
equal in length trying to match the key events. For that, a Ks × Kr
grid is firstly built with the trajectory s in the x-axis and r in the
y-axis (see Figure 4.7(b)). Let us define the warping function or path
as
f T = {w(1), w(k), ..., w(Kw )} max(Kr , Ks ) ≤ Kw ≤ Kr + Ks (4.5)
where each w(k) is a position on the Ks × Kr grid indicating the
elements of trajectories that are matched:
w(k) = [i(k), j(k)], k = 1, ..., Kw

(4.6)

being k the new index for a common axis that associates the sample
with the reference trajectory. Figure 4.7(b) shows an example how
i(k) (see Figure 4.7(a)) and j(k) (see Figure 4.7(c)) are express as
function of k. At each grid point, a local distance measure between
the i(k)-th sampling time point of the s trajectory vector, si(k) , and
the j(k)-th point of the r trajectory vector, rj(k) , which reflects the
dissimilarity between them, is assessed as:
d(i(k), j(k)) = si(k) − rj(k)
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Let us define the cumulative weighted local distance between two
trajectories along the path f as:

D(f ) = D(i(Kw ), j(Kw )) =

Kw
X

d(i(k), j(k))

(4.8)

k=1

The aim of the DTW algorithm is to find an optimal path f ∗ among
all the possible solutions that optimally matches two trajectories
(that connects the start and end grid point) in such a way that
the cumulative distance D among them is minimized. This is an
optimization problem that can be written as
D∗ ((i(Kw ), j(Kw ))) = min[D((i(Kw ), j(Kw ))]
f

(4.9)

A computational demanding way to find the optimal path that satisfies
Equation 4.9 would be to calculate all the possible paths. Once
cumulative distances belonging to all possible paths are calculated,
the path with minimum cumulative distance would be the path chosen
as optimal. Obviously, this approach would take too much time to
obtain the optimal solution. An alternative more efficient approach
is to solve this optimization problem using dynamic programming
[152]. This technique is widely used in mathematical optimization
and computer programming to solve complex problems by breaking
it down in smaller problems. It takes far less time to reach the
solution than the above approach. Before commenting in detail the
way to find the optimal path by using dynamic programming, some
constraints must be defined to reduce the number of possible paths
and the large search space.

Warping Function Constraints
Several constraints are imposed in the inner DTW algorithm to
obtain the optimal path: constraints on the start and end point of
the path, monotonicity conditions to keep the temporal order when
events occur, local continuity that defines the allowable slope of the
path point to point and global constraints that allow us to reduce
the search space.
1. Endpoint constraints
The end point constraint imposes the starting w(1) and last point
w(Kw ) to be (1,1) and (Kr , Ks ), respectively. When the start and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.7. Parametric mapping of two different trajectories with different
length via the common index k (b). Also, a graphical representation of the
index row vector i(k) (a) and j(k) (c) belonging to the test and the reference
trajectories, respectively, are shown.

end point are unknown, this constraint can be relaxed in such a way
that an allowable region is defined where the best match on the first
and last point on the warping function f is found. This is really
useful specially in online synchronization, where the endpoint at each
sampling time point is unknown.
2. Monotonicity Conditions.
A paramount requirement in the synchronization is to compare events
that occur in the natural temporal order, reducing this way the loss of
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information caused by wrong synchronization. Hence, this constraint
can be defined by forcing the path to be monotonous and having
non-negative slopes:
i(k + 1) ≥ i(k)

(4.10)

j(k + 1) ≥ j(k)

(4.11)

3. Local Continuity Constraints.
Furthermore, it is desirable to avoid excessive compressions or expansions of the reference and test time scale. For this purpose, the local
slope of the optimal path is constrained to a range, defining a type
of allowable predecessors for each grid point.
Sakoe and Chiba [152] proposed a slope constraint based on the
idea to constraint the possible relation among several consecutive
points on the warping function. In case this warping function moves
forward to a certain number of m steps through the same direction
(x -axis or y-axis), then the following matched points are not allowed
to follow further through the same direction before stepping at least
n consecutive points in another direction. In order to evaluate
the effective intensity of the slope constraint, an intensity measure
n
In = m
was proposed in [152]. The larger the In is, the more stiffly
the warping function will be constrained. If the intensity measure
is equal to 0, no constraints are set. If the slope constraint is not
sufficiently strict (small value), the discrimination among trajectories
will be degraded. In contrast, if In is large, the DTW algorithm will
not work effectively. Sakoe and Chiba [152] reported a study with
different In and observed that the best result was for a constraint of
1 step both vertical and horizontal, i.e. a slope constraint In equal to
one (see Figure 4.8(a)). Other local continuities used in the literature
can be found in Figure 4.8.
4. Global Constraints.
One common constraint widely used in the DTW algorithm is the
global constraint. Such constraint speeds up the DTW computation
and also prevents wrong alignments by globally constraining the
area where the optimal path can lie. The most common global
constraint regions used are the Sakoe-Chiba band and the Itakura
parallelogram, as depicted in Figure 4.9. Note that these global
constraints are automatically defined by the local constraints selected.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.8. Most common local continuity constraints: (a) Sakoe-Chiba local
constraint with no constraint on slope, (b) Sakoe-Chiba local constraint with
allowable slope in the range [ 12 , 2], and (c) Itakura local constraint allowing slope
in the range [ 12 , 2].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9. Global band constraints: (a) Sakoe-Chiba constraint with width
M , and (b) Itakura constraint.

.
It is due to the imposition of local continuity constraints on the
warping function that limit the region where the optimal path can
be located.
Figure 4.9(a) illustrates the band global constraint proposed by Sakoe
and Chiba [152], which is defined as
|i(k) − j(k)| ≤ M
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where the parameter M represents the allowable band where the
optimal path can go through. This band runs along the main diagonal
and constraints the range of warping points to the fixed width of M.
In other words, the parameter M defines the length of the vertical
vector j(k) from the diagonal path to the upper boundary of the
band, and likewise, the length of the horizontal vector i(k) to the
lower boundary. This global constraint is usually used together with
the local continuity constraint shown in Figure 4.8(a), to match
trajectories of process variables avoiding large deviations from the
diagonal path.
Regarding the Itakura global constraint (see Figure 4.9(b)), the search
space is defined by a parallelogram, i.e. two lines of slope 1/2 and 2,
starting from the start (1, 1) and the endpoint (Kr , Ks ), constraining
the optimal path search. This is directly implied by the Itakura local
constraint, which allows the algorithm to exclude some points on the
grid to reach the k th point of the warping function f.

Algorithm
An important aspect to take into consideration to reconstruct the optimal path is the version of the DTW algorithm to use. Namely, there
are two versions, the symmetric and asymmetric DTW algorithm. In
the symmetric version, time axis belonging to both the reference and
sample trajectory will be transformed into a common axis, where
the index k will define the matching point among trajectories. The
optimal path will go through all the points in both trajectories (see
Equation 4.6). Thus, the outcome of the synchronization will not be
different if the reference and sample trajectory are swapped on the
axis. Regarding the asymmetric version, it will map the time index
belonging to the sample trajectory s -located on the x -axis- onto the
time index of the reference trajectory r -located on the y-axis. In
this case, the time index i of the signal s and the optimal path f ∗ will
contain exactly the same sampling time points as the sample s, i.e.
Ks . Hence, the optimal path for the asymmetric version is defined as
f T = {w(1), w(2), ..., w(i), ..., w(Ks )}

(4.13)

where each w(i) is a position on the Ks × Kr grid indicating the
elements of trajectories that are matched:
w(i) = [i, j(i)]

(4.14)
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This implies that the optimal path will go through all the points of
the sample signal s, but it may skip points of the signal r.
There are also symmetric and asymmetric versions of synchronization. In the symmetric version, all the points containing the optimal
warping function f ∗ are used to synchronize the sample trajectory
s. When the optimal path constrains a vertical transition, i.e. from
the (i, j − 1) to the (i, j) point, the response of the signal s is taken
twice. In the case of horizontal transition, i.e. from the (i, j) to the
(i − 1, j) point, the response of signal r is taken twice. Hence, the
length of the synchronized trajectory will have the same length as
the optimal path f ∗ (max(Kr , Ks ) ≤ Kw ≤ Kr + Ks ). In the case of
the asymmetric version, depending on where the reference trajectory
is located, either on the x -axis or y-axis, the vertical or horizontal
transitions are treated in a different way. For the sake of simplicity,
assume that the reference trajectory is located on the y-axis. So,
when consecutive points of the sample trajectory s are synchronized
with the same point of the reference r (i.e. presence of a vertical
transition), the average of these points is estimated and synchronized
with the corresponding point of the reference trajectory. In the synchronization of multivariate batch trajectories, Kassidas et al. [76]
proposed to use the symmetric DTW followed by an asymmetric
synchronization step in order that not only all the batch trajectories
are synchronized with the reference trajectory, but also with each
other.

Optimization Problem
As commented before, the aim of the synchronization of batch trajectories using the DTW algorithm is to find a path that matches
a reference and a test trajectory optimally in a such way that the
cumulative distance assessed through all the pairwise points w(k)
belonging to the optimal path f ∗ is minimized (see Equation 4.9).
Such problem actually becomes an optimization problem so that the
computational cost associated with assessing all the possible paths to
obtain the optimal solution is very high, varying exponentially with
the batch length.
To reach this solution in a computational efficient way, dynamic
programming is used to find the optimal solution by searching on
the constrained grid under continuity, local and global constraints,
allowing this way a reduction of computational cost. The procedure
to obtain the optimal path can be divided into two phases: the
forward and backward phases (see Figure 4.10). During the forward
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phase, the cumulative distance matrix D is assessed for each (i, j)
grid point by solving the following dynamic programming recursive
equation:




D(i − 1, j) 
D(i − 1, j − 1)
D(i, j) = d(i, j) + min


D(i, j − 1)

(4.15)

At this first part of the iterative procedure, D(1, 1) is firstly initialized
to the value d(1, 1). Secondly, the values of the first column and
row of matrix D are calculated. Afterward, the remaining (i, j) grid
points are column-wise estimated in function of the set of predecessors
-i.e. (i−1, j), (i−1, j −1) and (i, j −1) points- and based on Equation
4.15.
Once the cumulative distance matrix D is calculated, the optimal
path can be reconstructed (backward phase). The warping function
can be found by backtracking from the (Ks , Kr ) endpoint to the (1, 1)
start point, using the allowable predecessors. Firstly, the predecessor
of the endpoint is obtained, subsequently, the predecessor of the
previous point is derived, and so forth until the start point (1, 1) is
reached. In each step k, the coordinates (i, j) of each predecessor are
kept in the warping function w(k), thereby building the optimal path
f ∗T .
End-of-batch DTW synchronization for Batch Monitoring
Let us assume that a set of batch profiles are collected under NOC.
Let Bn (Kn × J) be the matrix containing the trajectories of J variables measured at Kn time intervals for n-th batch, n = 1, ..., N .
DTW works with pairs of patterns, thus, synchronization must be
conducted batch to batch and in a multivariate approach. The aim
is to synchronize each Bi with Bref . The main steps to carry out in
this multivariate synchronization using the DTW algorithm [76] are:
1) Reference batch selection. Choose a reference batch Bref
(Kref × J) whose length is the closest to the median duration
of the collected NOC batches. The median is less sensitive to
outliers, and thus it is preferred to other choices such as the
average.
2) Scaling. Scale the batches in order to normalize the differences
in the units used to record the trajectories of the J variables.
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(a) Local distance matrix d

(e) D2,1 = D1,1 + d2,1

(f)

=
(Dq + d2,2 )

(b) D1,1 = d1,1

D2,2
min

q∈{(1,1),(1,2),(2,1)}

(g) Matrix D

(c) D1,2 = D1,1 + d1,2

(h)
f ∗T
=
{(5, 4), (4, 3), (3, 2), (2, 2), (1, 1)}

(d) D1,4 = D1,3 + d1,4

Figure 4.10. Trace of the execution of the symmetric DTW algorithm with Sakoe-Chiba local constraint and no global
constraints. Two univariate trajectories, r (where r = {1, 3, 4, 3}) and s (where s = {1, 3, 4, 3, 1}), are taken as reference and test
signals, respectively. The dissimilarity among them are expressed by the local distance matrix d (see Figure 4.10(a)). Figures
4.10(b)-4.10(g) illustrate the forward phase where the cumulative distance matrix D is obtained. Figure 4.10(h) represents
the reconstruction of the optimal path (second phase). A back circle represents the stage that is being evaluated whereas the
grey circles denote the states already evaluated. Dotted arrows show the allowable predecessors for a certain state. The points
belonging to the warping function f ∗T are depicted by white circles in Figure 4.10(h).
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Calculate for each variable trajectory its average range R̄j by
averaging the range from each batch as follows:
N
P

R̄j =

n=1

max(bTn,j ) − min(bTn,j )
N

(4.16)

where bTn,j (1xKn ) is the row vector of matrix Bn .
Then, each variable in all batches is divided by its average range
as follows:
b̃Tn,j =

bTn,j
R̄j

(4.17)

If batch data have the same measurement units across variables,
as in spectroscopy data [91] or in data collected from artificial
tongues and noses, the scaling step for DTW can be omitted.
3) Applying the symmetric DTW algorithm with warping
function constraints.
i) Build a Kn × Kref grid for all the sampling time points of
Bn and Bref .
ii) Estimate the weighted local distance between those points of
the i(k) row vector of the Bn trajectory matrix, b̃Tn,i(k) , and
those points of the j(k) row vector of the Bref trajectory
matrix, b̃Tref,j(k) , that are allowed by the upper u and lower
l boundaries. Such distance is estimated as follows:

T


d(i(k), j(k)) = b̃n,i(k) − b̃ref,j(k) ·W· b̃n,i(k) − b̃ref,j(k)
(4.18)
where W is a diagonal non-negative matrix used to give
more weight to certain variables.
iii) Assess the cumulative distance matrix D applying the forward DTW algorithm.
iv) Obtain the optimal path f ∗ by backtracing from the (Ks , Kr )
endpoint up to the (1, 1) starting point, taking the optimal
predecessor in each intermediate point.
4) Asymmetric synchronization step. The points of Bn that
are synchronized with the same point of Bref are replaced with
the mean value of the original values of Bn .
5) Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each batch.
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Figure 4.11. Optimal path estimated without global constraints and mapped
on the surface plot of local distances for a process variable.

As previously mentioned, the weight matrix W is used to give more
importance to certain variables based on a particular criterion. When
process knowledge is available, the weights are set to certain values.
However, this fact is not usual in industry. As an alternative, the
synchronization of batch trajectories should rely more on variables
that are more consistent from batch to batch and less on noisy
variables [166]. A procedure was proposed to automatically detect,
and increase the weight of consistent variables and decrease the
weight of the rest in an iterative manner until convergence [76]. This
procedure is carried out as follows. First, the DTW algorithm is
applied to all batches at each iteration. Afterward, the sum of the
squared deviations from the average trajectory of each variable over all
synchronized batches is calculated as an index of its consistency. The
inverse of this index will be the weight given to a particular variable.
The synchronization of the batches is repeated until the weights of
the variables converge. One drawback of this weighting criterion is
that consistent horizontal trajectories, with no warping information,
might be given more weight to seek the optimal path. Another
shortcoming is that process variables with a more dynamic behavior
shown as time-varying smooth curves, which are less consistent among
batches but important for synchronization, might be given less weight.
This fact might affect the quality of synchronization even though a
phase-to-phase synchronization is performed, leading to inaccurate
alignments of the events that drive the batch process.
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In the field of analytical chemistry, elution time variation is a common
phenomenon in chromatographic data that must be tackled prior to
modeling. Spectra are curved-like variables that can be divided into
three constituting parts: the analytical relevant signal in form of
peaks of different size and shape, the background or baseline, and
the noise. Due to subtle, random and often unavoidable variations
in instruments, these signals are usually time-shifted as well. To
align the smooth peaks in time, a variant of the DTW algorithm was
proposed [160], which focuses on aligning the spectra features giving
more weight to those variables (spectra) containing more warping
information. This method consists of estimating which variables are
more important from a warping perspective in an automatic manner.
For this purpose, a weight matrix is initialized to the identity matrix.
The first batch is taken and synchronized with the reference one.
Local distance matrix for each process variable between the first
batch and the reference batch is obtained. Once all local distance
matrices are available, a surface plot is depicted for each matrix and
the optimal path for each variable is mapped on the surface plot.
Important warping information is expected to fall in valleys (see
Figure 4.11). In other words, the location of the optimal path must
be near a valley and close to the diagonal, characterized by small
distances. To quantify the importance a variable should have in the
synchronization, the ratio of the mean local distance of the elements
not lying on the optimal path to the mean distance of the coordinates
of the optimal path was proposed. This weight provides a measure
to quantify whether a variable is important or not. If this index is
high, it means that the path follows the valley of the surface plot,
and hence, the mean local distance of the points lying on the optimal
path will be smaller compared to those outside the path. This whole
procedure is repeated for each batch to calculate the weights of the J
variables. By averaging the weights for each one of the J variables
across batches, the diagonal elements of the weight matrix W are
obtained. The complete procedure to calculate W is repeated until
convergence.
Ideally, the variables that are more consistent from batch to batch and
less noisy, and that also provide more warping information, should
be more weighted to accurately align the main process events. In
order to perform a synchronization that takes into account these
characteristics, a new weight definition is suggested:
wj,j =

p

wj,j|Ram × wj,j|Kass

(4.19)
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where wj,j|Ram and wj,j|Kass are the geometric mean of the weights
estimated following the Ramaker et al.’s approach and Kassidas et
al’s approach for each variable, respectively. The geometric average
is used because it gives a good measure of the central tendency of the
set weights that are calculated based on different criteria and might
have different range.
Note that in all the above approaches, W is normalized in such a
way that the sum of the diagonal elements is equal to the number of
process variables J.
Real-time DTW synchronization for Batch Monitoring
Kassidas et al. [76] proposed an approach to carry out the real-time
synchronization for online batch process monitoring. Let Bref be the
trajectory matrix of the reference batch and W the weight matrix
used to carry out the offline synchronization of the NOC batch data.
When new measurements are available at the t-th sampling time
point, each variable is scaled to the average range estimated from the
trajectories of NOC unsynchronized batches. Let Bnew (t × J) be
the trajectories of J variables measured from the start of the batch
until the t current time for an ongoing batch.
The use of the offline DTW algorithm for online synchronization is
inadequate because the endpoint is unknown at each sampling time
point. Therefore, the endpoint constraint must be relaxed in order
to obtain the optimal path that provides the best matching between
Bref and the uncompleted batch Bnew .
Following the above idea, a set of cumulative weighted distances Dt,j
at the t-th sampling time point is calculated, where j = lt , ..., ut
are the allowed points of Bref imposed by the lower lt and upper
ut bound at the t-th sampling time point. Let us define e∗t as the
sampling time point of the batch reference Bref where the minimum
cumulative weighted distance Dt,j occurs at the t-th sampling time
point. Hence, the optimal path with the minimal total distance
up to the e∗t point can be determined. After applying the previous
procedure, an asymmetric synchronization is required to have a length
of e∗t sampling time points.
Once the ongoing batch is synchronized, it can be monitored online
using different approaches [62].
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4.3

Warping Information

The warping profiles obtained from synchronization are composed of
a set of different transitions at each sampling time point, i.e. vertical,
horizontal and diagonal transitions. Based on the number of different
transitions the warping path contains, conclusions regarding the
performance of the different process stages can be drawn. Let us
assume that the test and reference batches are located on the x -axis
and y-axis, respectively. An excessive number of vertical transitions
in the warping profile means that the test batch needed less time
than the reference batch for completion. In contrast, an excessive
number of horizontal transitions is related to a slow process pace
of the test batch in comparison to the reference batch. To correct
these differences in the process pace, the DTW/RGTW algorithm
expands and compresses the pieces of trajectories in such a way that
the key process events are synchronized across batches. Note that
the warping profiles contain valuable information about the duration
of the process substages, which may be associated with abnormalities
occurring in the process and/or the quality of the final product.
Hence, the use of the warping information for process monitoring is
highly recommended [1, 2, 66].

4.4

Comparative study of the synchronization
techniques

The synchronization of the batch trajectories is the first step in the
modeling cycle, jointly with the equalization of the process variables.
Incorrect and/or inaccurate synchronization may produce the addition
of artifacts, such as spikes or dumps, artificial shifts, and fictitious
correlations among process variables. This inaccuracy may seriously
affect the outcomes of the subsequent steps in the modeling, and
therefore, the understanding of the process, prediction of process
variables or properties, and the detection of abnormal situations.
This section is aimed to study the differences between the most
used synchronization techniques in the field of process chemometrics,
focusing the attention on the change of the correlation structure.
Different metrics can be defined for comparison purpose: the total,
dynamic partial and instantaneous-dynamic partial maps. The former calculates the variance-covariance matrix of the synchronized,
preprocessed and batch-wise unfolded two-way array that contains
the batch trajectories. This matrix gives practitioners a picture of the
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dynamic relationships in the batch data, not only the instantaneous
variance and cross-covariances of the variables at every sampling
time point but also the auto-covariances and lagged cross-covariances.
Revealing the time-varying dynamics helps practitioners to better
understand the relationships among process variables over time. The
dynamic partial variance-covariance map is the result of the computation of the partial covariance in time for all the possible LMVs (see
Appendix B for details in the calculation). It is useful to observe
dynamic relationships without taking into account the instantaneous
relationships among process variables. This information should be
used when the objective of the modeling is to predict the current
value of a variable from past measurements of the process (e.g. to perform one-step ahead predictions). Finally, the instantaneous-dynamic
partial variance-covariance map contains the partial covariance taking
the instantaneous relationships of the process variables into account
(see Appendix B for details in the calculation). The resulting map
is useful when the goal is to obtain parsimonious models for process
monitoring that properly capture the complex dynamics by adding
the optimum number of LMVs.
Simulated data of the fermentation process of the Saccharomyces
cerevisiae cultivation are used for the comparative study, in particular
^

the three way-array X1 containing 30 NOC batches (see Chapter
2). Four synchronization techniques are selected to synchronize the
batch data: IV, TLEC on the whole trajectories (TLEC) and between
defined landmarks (TLEC-events), and DTW. In particular, two synchronizations based on two different indicator variables are performed.
The first synchronization uses the fermentation rate as the indicator
variable, and non-uniform increments are defined. Regarding the second IV-based synchronization, the biomass concentration is used as
the indicator variable with constants increments calculated between
the start of the batch and the end value in common in all batches
(see Section 4.2.1 for further details). TLEC-based synchronization
is carried out by linearly interpolating 209 data points. In regard
to TLEC-events, ten key process landmarks are defined based on
the evolution of the process variables, and linear interpolation is
performed in each defined stage, leading to a total of 209 interpolated
data points. For DTW-based synchronization, batch #12 containing
209 sampling time points is selected as the reference batch, and the
rest of conditions and constraints are set to [1, 76]. In addition, a
second synchronization is applied to the synchronized batch trajectories by IV and TLEC using DTW (IV-DTW and TLEC-DTW). This
re-synchronization is executed to check if the application of non-linear
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synchronization techniques that take into account the presence of
key process events (the so-called SCT-based methods) enhances the
synchronization results.
The comparison of the synchronization methods is carried out by
taking as a reference the optimum synchronization for this data
set. The optimum synchronization of the batch trajectories consists
of shrinking, compressing and non-linearly translating segments of
data, similarly to the DTW synchronization, in accordance with
the evolution of the simulation time. Recall that the latter is the
original time of processing warped in the simulation to make all
batches different in length. The total variance-covariance matrix Sj
of the each data set synchronized by the selected methods is then
estimated for the ten process variables. The dissimilarity between
each of these variance-covariance matrices Sj with the one calculated
from the optimum synchronization S∗j is assessed by calculating the
Correlation Matrix Distance (CMD) index [167] as follows:
d(Sj , S∗j ) = 1 −

Tr(Sj · S∗j )
kSj kF · S∗j

(4.20)
F

where Tr(·) denotes the trace of a (K × K) matrix, k·kF is the
Frobenius norm of a (K × K) matrix and K the number of sampling
time points. This dissimilarity index varies from zero to one. It
becomes zero if the variance-covariance matrices are equal to a scaling
factor and one if they differ to a maximum extent. Hence, the CMD
index is a good indicator of how well a specific synchronization
technique is able to align the features of the trajectories, minimizing
the addition of artifacts, and therefore, reducing the changes in the
original correlation structure.

4.4.1

Effect of synchronization on the correlation
structure

The total variance-covariance matrices of the batch data synchronized
by IV, using the fermentation rate as the indicator variable, and by
IV-DTW corresponding to the process variables glucose concentration,
acetate concentration and specific oxygen uptake rate are shown in
Figure 4.12. At first glance, there exist differences in the relationships
over time after the two synchronization approaches were applied,
which are more notable in the last two process variables (see Figures
4.12(b) and 4.12(e), and Figures 4.12(c) and 4.12(f) for comparison).
In the case of the glucose concentration, a positive correlation is
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observed (see red square located on the main diagonal at the first
stage of the process -till the 42th sampling time point approximatelyin Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(d)). The variance-covariance matrix of
the glucose concentration synchronized by IV shows a change on the
process dynamics from the 42th to the 54th sampling time point. In
particular, positive lagged cross-covariances of low order are observed
(see the fuzzy red diagonals outside the main diagonal from the
42th to the 54th sampling time point in Figure 4.12(a)). Based on
these observations, an apparent change of the phase is occurring at
this interval. However, the results for IV-DTW reflect a gradual
diminution of the correlation of the first phase, which is more an
indication of a transition between phases rather than a complete
change of phase (see fuzzy red area covering the red square in Figure
4.12(d). These differences might be caused by a not completely
accurate transformation of the time scale into the IV scale using
interpolation. To verify this claim, the synchronized trajectories of
the three process variables with their respective average trajectories
are shown in Figure 4.13. As can be appreciated from Figure 4.13(a)
after IV synchronization, the transition between the excess in glucose
(maximum values) and the depletion of this substrate (minimum
values) -i.e from the 42th to the 54th sampling time point- shows
some variability around the average trajectory. If these trajectories
are subsequently aligned by using non-linear synchronization steps to
overlap the landmarks (IV-DTW synchronization), the variability is
substantially reduced (see Figure 4.13(d)). As seen in this example,
the increase of the variability due to synchronization might affect the
correlation structure of the data. Consequently, it might jeopardize
the segregation of the phases and the interpretation of the multivariate
models for process understanding, although it might not necessarily
impact the detection of abnormalities.
In the first variable under study we have seen slight changes in the process dynamics. However, one of the major effects of misalignment is
the creation of non-existent relationships over time. Looking through
the variance-covariance matrices estimated from the trajectories synchronized by IV and IV-DTW (see Figures 4.12(b) and 4.12(c), and
Figures 4.12(e) and 4.12(f), respectively), some differences are found.
In the acetate concentration for IV-based synchronization, there seem
to be two main phases, the first phase ranging from the 32th to the
105th sampling time point approximately and the second phase from
the 116th to 175th sampling time point approximately (see fuzzy
red square at the top-left side and the square at the bottom-right
side with positive correlation of diverse magnitude in Figure 4.12(b)).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.12. Total variance-covariance matrices calculated for the glucose
concentration (a,d), acetate concentration (b,e), and specific oxygen uptake rate
(c,f). These process variables were previously preprocessed with Trajectory C&S
and batch-wise unfolded after synchronizing with IV using the fermentation
rate as the indicator variable (a,b,c) and a second synchronization using DTW
(IV-DTW) (d,e,f).

Between these intervals there seems to be a transition due to a mild
negative correlation. However, the fuzziness of these intervals on the
variance-covariance map jointly with the changing correlations over
the batch evolution lead us to consider the existence of diverse phases.
In the first interval, strong positive instantaneous variances and crosscovariances at every sampling time point are observed (see dark red
color in the main diagonal) as well as strong positive auto-covariances
and lagged cross-covariances of diverse order (see red squares located
on the main diagonal). In particular, three main phases of different
duration seem to exist (see red squares at sub-intervals [32, 54], [55,
90], [91, 105] in Figure 4.12(b)). In the second interval, there are
strong positive instantaneous variances and cross-covariances at the
sub-intervals [116, 130] and [131, 151], with dynamics of low order
(see red area at the bottom-right side outside the main diagonal in
Figure 4.12(b)). These correlations can be explained and confirmed
by looking at the synchronized trajectories depicted in Figure 4.13(b).
As can be observed in this figure, the two main intervals coincide
with the process stages at which acetate is excreted (see intervals
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Figure 4.13. Batch trajectories of the glucose concentration (a,d), acetate
concentration (b,e), and specific oxygen uptake rate (c,f) synchronized by IV
(a,b,c) and IV-DTW (d,e,f), expressed as a function of the IV evolution (lower
x-axis) and the number of interpolated samples (upper x-axis). Red lines denote
the average trajectory for each process variable.

[32, 105] and [116, 175] in Figure 4.13(b)). However, the change
of variability within these intervals produced by synchronization is
the main reason why the dynamics vary over time. Even though
IV aligns the key process events across batches, the inaccuracy of
interpolation does not permit to clearly reveal the actual correlation
structure. Improving the results of the IV-based synchronization
with a DTW-based synchronization, the two phases previously pinpointed are better reflected in the variance-covariance matrix (see
large red squares on the main diagonal in Figure 4.12(e)). Note that
a negative correlation is unmasked at the intervals [100,104] and [175,
180], which seems to be the transition among phases, as appreciated
from Figure 4.13(e). Thanks to a notable reduction of the variability
produced by the IV synchronization, the actual relationships of the
process variables are captured.
Another type of change in correlation is found in the specific oxygen uptake rate. At the start of the batch, IV aligns properly the
events driving the process although it increases the variability around
the average trajectory (see Figure 4.13(c)). As a consequence, the
resulting variance-covariance matrix of the IV-synchronized data
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shows fictitious correlations over the evolution of the batch. First,
alternating positive and negative correlations from the start of the
batch until the 63th sampling time point are observed (see top-left
area in Figure 4.12(c)). These time-varying correlations are mainly
due to alternating intervals at which the batch trajectories evolve
above and below the average trajectory (see first 63 sampling time
points in Figure 4.13(c)). In addition, two main phases seem to
be originated, the first phase ranging from the 64th to the 105th
sampling time point, and the second phase from the 106th to 180th
sampling time points (see positive correlation depicted as red squares
at the aforementioned intervals lying on the main diagonal in Figure
4.12(c)). These intervals are associated with the process stages in
which the variability around the average trajectory is higher (see
Figure 4.13(c)). After a re-synchronization, this variability is notably
reduced, thereby revealing the actual correlations over the batch run
for the specific oxygen uptake rate (see Figures 4.12(f) and 4.13(f)).
In Section 4.2.1, the effects of an inappropriate selection of the
indicator variable and of the IV levels at which data are interpolated
were shown on the resulting trajectories. To study the impact on
the correlation structure, the total variance-covariance matrices of
the batch data synchronized by IV with the biomass concentration
as the indicator variable, and by IV-DTW are provided in Figure
4.14. Comparing these total variance-covariance matrices with those
estimated from the data synchronized with the fermentation rate as
the indicator variable, there exist significant differences. As expected,
when the shape of the batch trajectories is modified, the actual
correlation structure is completely perturbed. The relationships
found in the synchronized data are not anymore representative of the
phenomena occurring in the process. However, it is worth studying
the differences found between the synchronizations based on IV and
IV-DTW for illustrative purposes.
In the case of the glucose concentration, a positive correlation over
time is observed (see red rectangles located on the main diagonal
at the first stage of the process -till the 110th sampling time point
approximately- in Figures 4.14(a) and 4.14(d)). Comparing the two
resulting matrices from the two different synchronizations, we can
observe that the duration of these correlations vary. In particular,
the duration is longer in those correlations calculated from data
synchronized by IV than by IV-DTW. This difference is basically due
to inaccuracies in the synchronization caused by the interpolation
conducted at equal-distanced intervals, which not only changes the
variable trajectories but also increases variability around the average
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(a)

(b)
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.14. Total variance-covariance matrices calculated for the glucose
concentration (a,d), acetate concentration (b,e), and specific oxygen uptake
rate (c,f). These process variables were previously preprocessed with Trajectory
C&S and batch-wise unfolded after synchronizating with IV using the biomass
concentration as the indicator variable (a,b,c) and after a second synchronization
using DTW (IV-DTW) (d,e,f).

trajectory. To support this claim, the synchronized trajectories of
the three process variables with their respective average trajectories
are shown in Figure 4.15. As can be appreciated from Figure 4.15(a)
after IV synchronization, the sampling time point at which the
glucose concentration reaches its minimum value (end of the phase)
considerably varies from batch to batch (from the 110th to the
130th sampling time point). If these trajectories are subsequently
synchronized taking into account the overlap of the landmarks (IVDTW synchronization), the variability is reduced (see Figure 4.15(d)).
In the acetate concentration, apparently there are two phases, the first
phase ranging from the start of the batch until the 125th sampling
time point approximately and the second phase from the latter
sampling time point onward (see fuzzy red square at the top-left
side and the square at the bottom-right side formed by red and blue
sub-squares in Figure 4.14(b)). In the first phase, strong positive
instantaneous variances and cross-covariances at every sampling time
point are observed (see dark red color in the main diagonal) as well
as strong positive auto-covariances and lagged cross-covariances of
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Figure 4.15. Batch trajectories of the glucose concentration (a,d), acetate
concentration (b,e), and specific oxygen uptake rate (c,f) synchronized by IV
(a,b,c) and IV-DTW (d,e,f), expressed as a function of the process maturity
(lower x-axis) and the number of interpolated samples (upper x-axis). Red lines
denote the average trajectory for each process variable.

low order (see red rectangles located outside the main diagonal).
The latter become milder over time as appreciated from the red
fuzzy rectangles outside the main diagonal. In the second phase,
there is a strong correlation in the intervals [140,165] and [180, 209],
which are negatively correlated to each other (see blue rectangles at
the bottom-right side outside the main diagonal in Figure 4.14(b)).
Between the phases there seems to exist a transition because of the
lack of correlation in the interval [110, 130]. These correlations can be
explained and confirmed by looking at the synchronized trajectories
depicted in Figure 4.15(b). As can be observed in this figure, the
trajectories evolve over time following the average trajectory till the
100th sampling time point. At this point, the key process events are
not overlapped across batches since all the trajectories are shifted.
This misalignment is also observed in the next landmark located
around the 110th sampling time point. For thirty sampling time
points, there is apparently no clear relationship over time caused
by an inaccurate synchronization, thereby producing a transition
among phases. In the second stage, from the 140th to the 165th
sampling time point most of the batch trajectories are beyond the
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average trajectory, whereas from the 180th to the 209th sampling
time point it seems that most of the trajectories remain below the
average. It explains the negative correlation found among intervals at
the second phase in the variance-covariance matrix in Figure 4.14(b).
Improving the results of the IV-based synchronization with a second
DTW-based synchronization, the two phases previously pinpointed
are better reflected in the variance-covariance matrix (see large red
squares on the main diagonal in Figure 4.14(e)). However, the
correlation of the variable is positive at the second stage in contrast
to the IV-based synchronization. Thanks to a notable enhancement
of the synchronization, the actual relationships come up.
Let us study the implications of using TLEC-based methods to
synchronize batch trajectories. Figure 4.16 provides the variancecovariance matrices of the three process variables trajectories synchronized by TLEC, TLEC-DTW and TLEC-events. Comparing the
matrices, we find significant differences between those synchronized
by the former (see Figures 4.16(a)-4.16(c)) and the rest (see Figures 4.16(d)-4.16(i)), where in the acetate concentration and specific
oxygen uptake rate the differences are to a greater extent. As can
be appreciated from Figures 4.16(b) and 4.16(c), there exist positive instantaneous variances and cross-covariances at every sampling
time point (see main diagonal) but alternating positive and negative
correlations over time (see alternating blue and red areas along the
diagonal outside the main diagonal). This is a clear symptom of, first,
a lack of synchronization of the landmarks, and second, an excessive
number of non-linear shifts in the trajectories that mainly produce
this type of relationships among variables and lagged measurements.
For confirmation, the respective trajectories synchronized by TLEC
are plotted in Figure 4.17. Apart from showing a set of asynchronous
trajectories, the non-linear shift produced by the synchronization
is greater in the acetate concentration (see Figure 4.17(b)) than in
the specific oxygen uptake rate (see Figure 4.17(c)). When a second
synchronization is performed on the trajectories already synchronized by TLEC the quality of the synchronization improves (see
Figure 4.16(e) and 4.16(f) for TLEC-events, and Figures 4.16(h) and
4.16(i) for TLEC-DTW). The uncommon correlation over time is
completely diluted, revealing the actual relationships (see Figures
4.17(e) and 4.17(f) for TLEC-events, and Figures 4.17(h) and 4.17(i)
for TLEC-DTW).
The last synchronization method applied to the data set under study
is the DTW. The resulting variance-covariance matrices for the three
selected variables are plotted in Figure 4.18. As can be appreciated
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Figure 4.16. Total variance-covariance matrices calculated for the glucose
concentration (a,d,g), acetate concentration (b,e,h), and specific oxygen uptake
rate (c,f,i). These process variables were previously preprocessed with Trajectory
C&S and batch-wise unfolded after synchronizing with TLEC (a,b,c), TLEC
based on aligning predefined events (TLEC-events) (d,e,f), and TLEC with a
subsequent second synchronization using DTW (TLEC-DTW) (g,h,i).

by comparing Figures 4.12 and 4.16 with Figure 4.18, the results
observed for IV-DTW, TLEC-DTW and TLEC-event are similar to
those obtained for DTW to a certain extent. However, IV-DTW
seems to approximate better the variance-covariance matrix of the
data synchronized by DTW. The reason of this enhancement is
that the re-synchronization by SCT-based methods of non-optimal
synchronized trajectories reduces the variability produced by IV
synchronization, and ensures the overlap of key process events in the
TLEC synchronization. Hence, the actual relationship of each variable
over the evolution of the batch is considerably better captured.
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Figure 4.17. Synchronized batches trajectories of the glucose concentration
(a,d,g), acetate concentration (b,e,h), and specific oxygen uptake rate (c,f,i) by
TLEC (a,b,c), TLEC-events (d,e,f) and TLEC-DTW (g,h,i). Red lines denotes
the average trajectory for each process variable.

With the aim of studying whether there are statistically significant
differences between the synchronization approaches under study in
terms of changes in the correlation structure, an ANalysis Of VAriance
(ANOVA) is carried out. In this case, the variance-covariance matrices of all process variables are calculated for: IV and IV-DTW
using as indicator variable the biomass concentration (IV1 and IV1DTW), and the fermentation rate (IV2 and IV2-DTW), DTW, TLEC,
TLEC-events, and TLEC-DTW. The dissimilarity index between the
variance-covariance matrices of each process variable for each synchronization method and the variance-covariance matrix obtained
from data derived from the optimum synchronization explained in
Section 4.4 is used as a response variable in ANOVA. The study
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.18. Total variance-covariance matrices calculated after synchronization
using the DTW algorithm, Trajectory C&S preprocessing and batch-wise unfolding three process variables: (a) glucose concentration, (b) acetate concentration,
and (c) specific oxygen uptake rate.

shows statistical differences in the changes of the correlation structure based on the synchronization method employed (p-value < 0.05).
The Least Significant Difference (LSD) intervals are shown in Figure
4.19. DTW synchronization clearly yielded the best results since the
associated dissimilarity index is close to 0 and there are statistically
significant differences with the rest of methods. In contrast, no statistical differences are found between IV and IV-DTW, and between
TLEC-DTW and TLEC-events (although IV-DTW and TLEC-DTW
seem to provide slightly better results than IV and TLEC, respectively). However, these methods clearly outperform the results from
the classical TLEC method in terms of changes in the correlation
structure. Hence, the better the synchronization of the landmarks,
the less change in the correlation structure.

4.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, a review of the synchronization techniques used in
process chemometrics is carried out. The basis of the most used
techniques (IV, TLEC and DTW) are thoroughly described.
The major objective of the synchronization in the modeling cycle is to
ensure that the main features of the variable trajectories are aligned
in a multivariate way to make statistical analyses feasible. Due to
the nature of the methods and the batch data, the incorrect use of
these techniques may produce the modification of the shape of the
trajectories, consequently affecting the instantaneous and time-lagged
relationships of the variables. To bring more light in this direction,
a comparative study of the synchronization techniques in terms of
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Figure 4.19. LSD intervals for the dissimilarity index among the variancecovariance matrices estimated for each process variable using the optimum
synchronization and the synchronization based on IV, IV-DTW, DTW, TLEC,
TLEC-DTW and TLEC-events.

changes in the correlation structure is performed by using simulated
data of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation process. The analysis yields that those methods focused on linearly or non-linearly
synchronize the landmarks of the variable trajectories clearly outperform those that are only aimed at making the trajectories equal in
length. These simulated studies indicate that even though the key
process events are not fully aligned by IV or TLEC, a second synchronization using SCT-based methods, which are devoted to reduce
variability caused by synchronization and overlap the main features,
notably enhances the quality of the synchronization. However, this
improvement is not sufficient to reach the performance of SCT-based
methods applied in a first synchronization. This is namely due to the
perturbation of the trajectories caused by TLEC method, and by the
increase of variability produced by IV. IV is a special case of TLECbased method, where the difference lies in the dimension where the
synchronization is done; the variable domain in the former and the
time domain in the latter. When equal spaced intervals are defined in
the indicator variable, the batch process is assumed to evolve linearly
over time, as in TLEC-based synchronization, which is an assumption
rarely met in this type of processes. In case of non-linear process pace,
the definition of non-uniform increments or the selection of different
IV per phase is needed to ensure the alignment of the events driving
the process. In the simulated study, we have seen that IV clearly
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outperforms TLEC when the process evolution is not linear, provided
that non-equal spaced intervals are defined by taking into account
the process stages. When synchronization is not focused on aligning
the process events, the resulting synchronized batch trajectories may
have different correlation over time in comparison to the original
ones, which may thereafter affect the outcomes of the preprocessing
and calibration steps in the modeling cycle. To sum up, it is crucial
going over the nature of the asynchronism present in the process data
to decide what synchronization method to use in order to get the
optimum results without perturbing the actual relationships of the
variables.
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Chapter

Relaxed Greedy Time Warping
for BMSPC

Part of the content of this chapter has been included in the following
publications:
[1] J.M. González-Martı́nez, A. Ferrer and J.A. Westerhuis. Realtime synchronization of batch trajectories for online multivariate
statistical process control using Dynamic Time Warping, Chemometrics and Intelligent System Laboratory, 105:195–206, 2011.
[2] J.M. González-Martı́nez, J.A. Westerhuis and A. Ferrer. Using
warping information for batch process monitoring and fault
classification, Chemometrics and Intelligent System Laboratory,
127:210–217, 2013.
[12] J. Camacho, J.M. González-Martı́nez and A. Ferrer. Chapter 3:
Batch Process Data. Batch Processes: Monitoring and Process
Understanding, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, publication due in
2016.
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5.1

Introduction

Most of the research done on batch synchronization has been focused
on post-batch process monitoring. Until today, there has not been
a high interest to face the issue of synchronization in BMSPC for
real-time applications. Only Kassidas et al. [76] and Ramaker et al.
[160] commented on this topic (see Chapter 4). Nonetheless, there
are several open issues deserving research.
One important issue in the real-time synchronization procedure proposed by Kassidas et al. [76] is the search of the optimal path at
each sampling time point. Performing a backward search when a new
sample is available to find the best matching path from the current
sampling time point t to the start point (1,1) may derive a different
optimal path from the synchronization carried out from the previous
sampling time point t-1 to the start point. This allows the procedure
to search for the optimum global path as the batch evolves, but since
this is being done in real-time, the batch trajectories synchronized at
the later stages may differ from those obtained from the synchronization at the earlier stages. The projection of these trajectories onto
the latent space will lead to different values in the multivariate statistics that may cause uncertainty and false alarms in the monitoring
scheme. Another aspect under discussion is the adaptation of the
global constraints in real-time synchronization. Since the duration of
incoming batches is unknown and may differ from those batches used
to tune up the parameters of the algorithm, the update of the upper
and lower boundaries is necessary. If this global constraint is not
updated on demand, erroneous synchronizations may be produced
with the subsequent increase of the false alarm rate.
Another topic scarcely ever discussed is the use of the warping information provided from batch synchronization for process monitoring
and fault classification in BMSPC. As explained in Chapter 4, the
warping profiles give information on the performance of the different
stages or phases of the process throughout the batch run. This may
be related to the appearance of faults during the process and may
have a direct effect on product quality. Hence, the analysis of the set
of warping profiles obtained from offline and online synchronizations
is highly desired. Some authors have emphasized the importance of
not discarding the information derived from the synchronization [76]
and others have used this warping information as an extra variable in
the multivariate analysis [1, 66]. However, there is no sound study on
the use of the warping information for: i) unsupervised (i.e. requiring
no a priori knowledge about the type of faults) process monitoring,
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and ii) supervised (i.e. incorporating prior knowledge from a data
base of historical faults) fault classification.
This chapter presents solutions to the synchronization challenges
that have not been addressed yet. An adaptation from Kassidas et
al.’s approach [76] is introduced to perform the synchronization of
batch trajectories using the DTW algorithm in real-time. In the
proposal, a new boundary definition is presented for accurate realtime synchronization of ongoing batches as well as a way to adapt
mapping boundaries to batch length. A relaxed greedy strategy is
introduced to avoid assessing the optimal path each time a new sample
is available. For offline applications the DTW algorithm is however
preferred because it provides the optimum global solution. The key
advantages of the proposed strategy are its accuracy in the context of
batch real-time process monitoring and its computational speed. In
addition, the use of the warping profiles for process monitoring and
fault classification is discussed. Furthermore, guidelines for building
unsupervised control charts for fault detection and classifiers for fault
classification based on the warping information are provided.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 presents the new
algorithm for real-time batch synchronization. Section 5.3 describes
how to use the warping information derived from synchronization
for fault detection and classification. Their application to post-batch
and real-time process monitoring is illustrated in Sections 5.4 and
5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 gives some concluding remarks.

5.2

Relaxed Greedy Time Warping algorithm

The RGTW algorithm builds up a piecewise solution following a
greedy optimization approach, so that at each time the best local
synchronization improvement is incorporated into the global synchronization solution. This synchronization procedure is based on
the proposal of Kassidas et al. [76] but synchronization in the new
proposal is carried out within a sliding window ζ of defined width
γ, which is optimized by cross-validation. Hereafter, the core of the
algorithm will be presented: i) a new global band constraint definition
that takes into account the variability across all batches in each time
period, ii) an optimization procedure to estimate the parameters of
the algorithm, and iii) a strategy to adapt mapping boundaries to
the batch length. Also, the implications of using the sliding window
of suboptimal paths in RGTW instead of the globally optimal path
of Kassidas et al. [76] is discussed.
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5.2.1

Enhanced global constraints

The band global constraint is a paramount issue that has to be
taken into account in online applications. The use of this constraint
avoids large deviations from the diagonal path, preventing similar
features in different time periods from being matched. For a feasible
search, the band size M has to be at least equal or greater than the
absolute value between the reference and test batch duration. As
the duration of a new batch is unknown beforehand, this parameter
cannot be straightforwardly set. In this situation, the maximum,
median or average batch duration from NOC batches is typically used
to impose M . The advantage of this strategy is that a large search
space is available to obtain the optimal synchronization solution.
However, the actual variability of the process in terms of duration
is not considered, which may cause similar features over time to be
incorrectly synchronized. This drawback may harm synchronization
to a larger extent if notable differences in batch length are found
stage-to-stage or phase-to-phase across batches. To overcome these
setbacks, the search space should be defined based on the consistency
from batch-to-batch, i.e. boundaries ought to be narrowed at time
periods with less deviation from the diagonal path.
A band boundary more suitable for batch process monitoring is proposed. The warping window is optimized based on batch process
understanding and offline synchronization of NOC batch trajectories.
Once a set of synchronized batches is available after aligning without
global constraints, boundaries from historical NOC batch data are
obtained. Note that the offline synchronization is performed without
boundaries in this case because the main goal is to find the optimal
path across all batches at the risk of matching similar features belonging to different phases. In case that non-optimal global constraints
were used, there would be no guarantee that the optimal path could
be derived.
Let F be a (N × Kwn ) matrix with all optimal paths f ∗ obtained
after applying the DTW algorithm, where N is the number of NOC
batches and Kwn is the number of warping indexes for the n-th batch.
From all optimal paths, new boundaries are defined as:
ût = max(F1,w(t,j(k1 )) , ..., FN,w(t,j(kN )) )
ˆlt = min(F1,w(t,j(k )) , ..., FN,w(t,j(k )) )
1

N

t = 1, ..., max(Kn ) and n = 1, ..., N
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Figure 5.1. Set of optimal paths found by applying the offline DTW algorithm
without global constraints. The red lines are the minimum (ˆ
lt ) and maximum
(ût ) values at each sampling time point, which define an envelope.

where ût and ˆlt are the upper and lower boundaries at the t-th
sampling time point, respectively. These boundaries generate an
envelope that includes all possible ways that the optimal path may
go along to synchronize multivariate batch trajectories based on the
synchronization of NOC batches (see Figure 5.1).
Note that the synchronization should be re-evaluated by using a
well-defined band global constraint provided that some process events
temporally spaced are incorrectly aligned. The warping information
from the first synchronization should be used to define a band that
enables a more restricted search of the optimal solution in periods
with less variability and less restricted in periods with more variability
in the process pace. This constraint would allow the synchronization
algorithm to find the optimal solution and avoid that similar features
belonging to different process phases are aligned. For instance, assume
that for the simulated example shown in Figure 5.1, wrong alignments
were obtained in the first half of the batch runs, where the differences
in pace and length are smaller than in the second half of the batch
runs. These misalignments would be reflected in the warping profiles
in form of large vertical transitions. To avoid the occurrence of wrong
matches, two band global constraints could be defined: a band for
the first 100 sampling time points whose band size is M1 = 15, and
a second band for the remaining part of the run whose band size
is M2 = 60. Note that these bands are not so restrictive as the
ones imposed from the warping information shown in Figure 5.1, but
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restrictive enough to limit the matching of common features from
different periods between the reference and the test batch. Once an
optimal synchronization is derived, the upper and lower boundaries
can be estimated from the warping profiles as explained above.

5.2.2

The RGTW algorithm

In order to introduce the fundamentals of the RGTW algorithm, let
us assume a new vector of measurements of an evolving batch b̃Tnew,t
(1 × J) is available at the t-th sampling time point. The RGTW
algorithm can be defined by the following steps:
1) Scaling. Scale the new vector of measurements b̃Tnew,t using
the average range R̄j estimated from NOC batches.
2) Applying the symmetric DTW algorithm with constraints.
i) Add new column in the t − 1 × Kref grid.
ii) Estimate the weighted local distance between b̃Tnew,t and
the row vectors of the Bref trajectory matrix corresponding
to the batch reference sampling time points belonging to
the interval defined by boundaries u and l.
iii) Assess the set of cumulative weighted distances Dt,j at the
t-th sampling time point, where j = ˆlt , ..., ût .
iv) Obtain the sampling time point of the batch reference Bref
where the minimum cumulative weighted distance Dt,j occurs at the t-th sampling time point, i.e. e∗t .
v) Reconstruct the optimal path.
If t < γ, the optimal path is derived following the approach
of Kassidas et al. [76]: from the starting point (1, 1) to the
end point e∗t .
T
Otherwise, reconstruct the optimal path ft−γ+1,t
for the
current window ζt−γ+1,t at the interval [t − γ + 1, t], where
γ indicates the window width.
3) Saving optimal path from the current window ζt−γ+1,t .
If t < γ, any pairwise points of the optimal path from the
window ζ1,t is saved to the final solution f̂ T .
Otherwise, coordinates from the optimal path within the window
ζt−γ+1 for the (t-γ+2)-th sampling time point will be saved in
the final solution f̂ T as
T
T
f̂tT = f̂t−1
∪ f̂t−γ+1|w(t−γ+2,j(k))
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T
being f̂t−γ+1|w(t−γ+2,j(k))
every coordinates of the optimal path

f̂t−γ+1 found within the window ζ belonging to the reference
batch points that match with the (t − γ + 2)-th evolving batch
T
sampling time point. f̂t−1
and f̂tT are the final optimal path at
the previous and current sampling time points, respectively.
5) Sliding current window ζt−γ+1,t .
If t < γ, the following window at the t-th sampling time point
will be the same one, i.e. ζ1,γ .
Otherwise, the current window is moved one position forward.
Set the start point to the last pairwise point belonging to w(t −
γ + 2, j(k)).
6) Updating boundaries.
If t > max(Kn )
ut = ut−1 , lt = lt−1

(5.3)

else if e∗t = ut
ui = min(ui + 2, Kref ), i = t + 1, ..., max(Kn )

(5.4)

else if e∗t = lt

li =

li − 1
li − (lt+2 − lt )

i = {t + 1, t + 2}
i = t + 3, ..., max(Kn )

(5.5)

being n = 1, ..., N , the number of batches from the calibration data
set.
When the duration of the ongoing batch is longer than the longest
duration of NOC batches, with every new measurement coming in,
the boundaries will be extended by taking the last value of the upper
and lower boundaries.
After handling the synchronization step, synchronized samples for
the (t − γ + 1)-th batch time are available. Depending on whether
the algorithm compresses or expands the samples, an update of the
last monitored sample (an average of previous samples that match
with the same reference point is calculated, yielding a new value)
or new values (replicates of the previous synchronized sample) will
be derived, respectively. As a consequence of the previous step,
an incomplete batch in the reference time scale is available to be
monitored. Hence, the prediction of the unknown batch part becomes
a crucial task to proceed with monitoring. Nomikos and MacGregor
[82] proposed three approaches to predict unknown samples up to the
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end of the batch. Garcia et al. [168] presented a comparative study of
trajectory prediction and process monitoring for online applications
that recommended the TSR method [135, 169] for predicting the
unknown samples. In this work, the TSR method is used to impute
unknown samples, which is a simple and efficient method to estimate
missing data. Eventually, once the entire batch is available with
the unknown part estimated, it can be monitored in real-time by
following the modeling approach of Nomikos and MacGregor [70, 82].
For the sake of understanding, an example of real-time batch synchronization using the RGTW algorithm is provided in Figure 5.2. Let us
assume that the boundaries u and l, and the synchronization window
ζ with width γ = 3 units are the cross-validated RGTW parameters.
In this example, when a new vector of measurements is available at
each sampling time point, the end point e∗ (i.e. the grid point inside
the window where the minimum cumulative weighted distance occurs)
is assessed and the optimal path is subsequently calculated (equivalent to Kassidas et al.’s online implementation). However, none of the
pairs [i(k)j(k)] from the optimal path f T within the first window ζ1,3
is saved to the final solution f̂ T , and consequently, no synchronization
is carried out (see Figure 5.2(a)). When the measurements belonging
to the 4th sampling time point are collected, the synchronization
window must be moved one position forward, leading to the window
ζ2,4 (see Figure 5.2(b)). At this point, the pairs [i(k)j(k)] (green line
in Figure 5.2(b)) corresponding to the first ongoing batch sampling
time point is saved to the final solution f̂ T and the first synchronized
batch samples are then available. Note that, following this approach,
the synchronization is lagged γ = 3 sampling units. Again, the end
T
point e∗ is assessed and the optimal path f2,4
within the window
ζ2,4 is calculated (blue line in Figure 5.2(b)). Afterward, the lower
boundary is updated since the end point e∗ is just located in one of
the points belonging to the mentioned boundary. The procedure to
perform the batch synchronization at the 4th sampling time point
is repeated in the consecutive sampling time points (Figures 5.2(c)5.2(f)). Recall that the estimation of the optimal path f̂ T from the
RGTW algorithm is optimized window-to-window, discarding the
wrong synchronization steps (magenta solid lines shown in Figures
5.2(c)-5.2(f)).
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Figure 5.2. Performance of the online synchronization of an ongoing batch from the 1st up to the 8th sampling time points
in chronological order (from (a) to (f)), using the RGTW algorithm with a window width γ equal to 3 units. Red solid lines
represent the boundaries that restrict the optimal path search and the red dashed line represents the lower boundary update.
The final optimal path f̂tT and the optimal path f̂t−γ+1 found in the window ζt−γ+1 are plotted by green and blue solid lines,
respectively. Magenta solid lines are path segments that are not taken into account on the final solution, and therefore, are
considered as wrong synchronization.

(b)

(a)
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5.2.3

Cross-validation for the estimation of the
RGTW parameters

In order to apply the RGTW algorithm, the width γ of the synchronization window ζ and the boundaries, must be set up by following a
cross-validation procedure [1]. This procedure is performed as follows
(see Figure 5.3).
Firstly, the matrix with N optimal paths FDT W (N × Kref ) is
achieved after applying the offline DTW algorithm without global
constrains to the raw batch data. Later on, the raw batch trajectories
are split into a training set (train) and test set (test) N times in
the loop, being N the number of batches. This step is carried out
following the leave-one-out procedure. Every number of window
widths γ that is considered is used to synchronize the train set in
each iteration. As a result, a matrix with N − 1 suboptimal paths
and window width γ FRGT W,γ is obtained. Once the upper and lower
boundaries are defined from those N − 1 paths, the test batch is
synchronized using the online approach, leading to a suboptimal path
T
fn,RGT
W , being n = 1, ..., N . This procedure is repeated until all
N batches are synchronized over all window widths. The Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (r(fn,DT W , fn,RGT W )) between the suboptimal
paths found in the loop for each window width γ and the optimal
path from the offline synchronization for all NOC batches is assessed.
Once the above procedure has been executed, a study of the performance of the RGTW-based real-time synchronization as function of
the different window widths γ studied is necessary. The most adequate
procedure is to perform an ANOVA on the Fisher Z-transformed
correlation coefficients1 to determine whether there are statistically
significant differences among the window widths under study or not,
following the idea of [1]. When the window width to be used for
the RGTW has been selected, the upper and lower boundaries are
estimated as the envelope of the warping paths obtained in the
cross-validation procedure for such γ.
An assumption in the estimation and optimization of the synchronization parameters for online applications is that the data used
is representative of the normal operating conditions of the process
under study. However, there must be significant disturbances, such as
composition variations, manufacture campaigns, and seasonal changes
that were not reflected in the calibration data set, but it might appear
1 Fisher transformation is an elementary transcendental function called the inverse
hyperbolic tangent function. This transformation on the Pearson’s correlation coefficient
is required to approximate it to a normal distribution.
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Figure 5.3. Iterative procedure to assess the performance of the RGTW
algorithm using different window width γ.

while monitoring the process. In these cases, the meta-parameters
of the subsequent multivariate model built for real-time monitoring
should be adapted or even be subject to a new modeling, depending
on the nature of the disturbances or conditions, and on the changes of
the correlation structure. Likewise, an update of the synchronization
parameters (weights of the process variables, sliding window and
boundaries) should be performed to accommodate new patterns of
asynchronisms and process paces. If the adaptation of the synchronization parameters is neglected, it might cause the addition of false
features in the trajectories or even the misalignment of key process
events. The inaccurate synchronization of the batch trajectories
would likely lead to an increase of the false alarms in the control
charts. To carry out this adaptation, apart from recalculating the
weights given to the process variables to perform the synchronization
with new historical batches, the RGTW parameters should be tuned
again by re-evaluating the cross-validation procedure. Nonetheless,
in the cases where incoming batches are considered as NOC by the
statistical model, assuming that the warping information derived
from synchronization is taken into consideration as another process
variable, the re-estimation of the synchronization parameters would
not be required.
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5.2.4

Trade-offs of RGTW and comparison with
online DTW

The ideal result of the synchronization methods in real-time applications would be to find the global optimal solution that the DTW
algorithm finds in offline applications. Nonetheless, the fact that the
remaining part of the ongoing batch until completion, i.e. from the
current sampling time point until the end of the batch, is unknown
disables the DTW algorithm to find the global optimum. When the
process evolves, the Kassidas et al.’s online implementation finds the
optimal local solution at each sampling time point, which usually
diverges from the optimal global solution at the end of the batch.
Even though the algorithm makes corrections when new data measurements are available to optimize the synchronization, the optimum
is not necessarily achieved until the batch is completed. In contrast,
the RGTW algorithm provides a suboptimal solution at each sampling time point, which is to a certain extent similar to the final
solution obtained with the Kassidas et al.’s online implementation
at the end of the batch. The RGTW algorithm does not make any
rectification of the final solution in real-time because the method
is based on a greedy search within a window whose width is tuned
by a cross-validation procedure. This strategy permits minimizing
the number of misalignments caused by corrections and maximize
the similarity between the online and offline results derived from
RGTW and DTW, respectively. The trade-off of RGTW is that the
optimality of the solution that can be achieved is related to how
wide the synchronization window ζ is. The larger the window width,
the closest the solution to the global optimal solution. However, the
disadvantage of imposing a window of certain width γ is that the start
of the monitoring is delayed as many sampling time points as the
width of the window has. Hence, the selection of the window width
should be a compromise between how optimal the solution should be
at least and the maximum acceptable delay to start monitoring the
process.
The usage of the sliding window ζ jointly with the updated boundary
constraints are key factors in the RGTW algorithm to reduce the
number of false alarms in the control charts. The synchronization
within a window allows the algorithm to find a suboptimal solution
making corrections when required during the time interval established by the window itself. This favors the optimization of the
synchronization solution without compromising the performance of
the control charts. Only when the sliding window moves on to the
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next sampling time point is when a new synchronized measurement
vector is projected onto the latent structure to assess whether the
process evolves under NOC. This is one of the big differences versus
the Kassidas et al.’s online implementation, where all the available
samples are re-synchronized and re-evaluated by the model again at
each sampling time point. However, when an ongoing batch remains
NOC but has different features in comparison to the historical NOC
batches, the sliding window is not sufficient to reduce the false alarms.
As the synchronization is restricted by the global band constraint,
it might happen that ongoing NOC batches that are, for instance,
shorter or longer are inaccurately synchronized. When this divergence from historical NOC batches occurs, the optimal path lies along
the boundaries. The update of the boundaries in this situation permits the algorithm to expand the search of the suboptimal solution,
thereby reducing the risk of adding artificial features (subtle peaks)
or misalignments that might cause false alarms in the control charts.
Hence, the sliding window and the adaptation of the boundaries
to the new features of incoming NOC batches allows the RGTW
algorithm to reduce the number of false alarms. Note however that
if there are significant changes in the process conditions (e.g. seasonal variations, composition variations, changes in concentration
or flows that affects the kinetics of biological reactions), the RGTW
parameters would not impede the appearance of false alarms even
though the incoming batches remain NOC. In these cases, it would
be required to re-evaluate the synchronization and the optimization
of the parameters.

5.3

Warping information for enhanced BMSPC

Unsupervised and supervised tools for process monitoring and fault
classification are proposed in this section: i) an unsupervised control
chart based on the warping profiles from NOC batches (NOC Warping Information-based Control Chart (NOC-WICC)), ii) supervised
classifiers based on warping information-based control charts (faulty
WICC) and supervised chemometric tools (Partial Least Squares
Discriminant Analysis (PLSDA) [170] and Soft Independent Modeling
of Class Analogy (SIMCA) [171, 172]) for fault classification.
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5.3.1

NOC warping information-based control
charts

RGTW-based synchronization provides not only the synchronized
multivariate measurements, but also the optimal warping functions
fn derived for each of N batches. For each of the test batches synchronized against the reference batch, a warping function with length
equal to Kwn is obtained. The length of the warping information
among batches is different. In order to use this information to build
the NOC-WICC and design the fault classifiers, all warping profiles
need to have the same length. Hence, the warping profiles must be
expressed as function of the reference batch to have equal length.
This transformation is performed as follows (see Figure 5.4). The
test batch sampling time point that matches with each one of the
reference batch sampling time points is estimated. In case that a set
of consecutive horizontal transitions are present, i.e. nt test batch
sampling time points are matched with the kref -th reference batch
sampling time point, the last sampling time point of this set is taken
as the matched point. Note that the interpretation of this consecutive
test batch sampling time points matching a certain reference batch
sampling time point is different in the inner RGTW algorithm. In
the latter case, an average of the values belonging to the multivariate
batch trajectories is calculated and matched with a defined reference
batch sampling time point. Hence, it is recommended at a first
instance to compare the original and transformed warping profiles
as well as investigating the synchronized trajectories to ensure that
the batch synchronization was correctly performed. In the example
in Figure 5.4, 2nd-4th sampling time points of the test batch are
matched with the 2nd sampling time point of the reference batch
(see warping profile f1 in Figure 5.4(a), line depicted with asterisks),
so the 4th sampling time point of the test batch is matched with the
2nd sampling time point of the reference batch (see warping profile
f1 in Figure 5.4(b), line depicted with asterisks). This procedure
is repeated for each one of the Kref reference batch sampling time
points over all NN OC test batches. At the end of the execution, a set
of warping profiles with equal length is available (see Figure 5.4(b)).
Once this transformation has been performed, the matrix FN OC
(NN OC × Kref ) containing the NN OC warping profiles expressed as
a function of the reference batch is obtained. Data containing this
matrix define the consistent and normal processing pace through the
batch time. For the sake of interpretation, the monotonic increasing
behavior of the warping profiles is removed by subtracting the average
values of each one of the reference batch points (columns of matrix
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Figure 5.4. Warping profiles f1 and f2 belonging to two different trajectories
obtained from the RGTW-based synchronization (a) and expressed as a function
of the reference time (b).

FN OC ). From this centered FN OC matrix, we propose to build the
NOC-WICC. This is a complementary tool to Hotelling-T 2 and SPE
control charts for post-batch process monitoring. The corresponding
control limits at 99% confidence level can be assessed by estimating the percentile 0.5 and 99.5 at each reference batch time point
(columns of matrix FN OC ).
In real-time applications, NOC-WICC can also be used for unsupervised process monitoring. In this context, a new point from the
warping information is available when a set of sampling time points
from an ongoing batch are matched with the next kref -th sampling
time point from the reference batch. Hence, the real-time monitoring
of the warping profile would have a certain delay from the original
batch time. This is necessary in order to ensure that the ongoing
warping profile has the same length as those corresponding to NOC
and can be monitored with NOC-WICC.

5.3.2

Fault classification procedures

Let us assume that a set of warping profiles derived from the RGTWbased synchronization of batch trajectories belonging to historical
faulty batches with different types of faults l (l = 1, 2, ..., L) are
collected in the matrices F1 , F2 , ..., FL . Warping information obtained from the RGTW-based synchronization not only can be used
for process monitoring, but also for fault classification. Once the
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monitoring system has detected an out-of-control signal, if historical
faulty batches are available and the different faults are fingerprinted
in their warping information profiles, supervised methods can be used
to classify the type of fault that occurred in post-batch applications.
In this chapter, three different supervised techniques are proposed:
faulty WICC-, PLSDA- and SIMCA-based classifiers. For the design
of these classifiers, each one of the matrices Fl (Nl × Kref ) is split up
into two different data sets, a training and a test data set containing
warping profiles of Ntraining and Ntest faulty-l batches, respectively,
where Ntraining + Ntest = Nl . Using the training data set a model/classifier is developed and optimized after outlier removal. The
test data set is used to estimate a different classification index for
each classifier: membership probability to fault l in faulty WICC,
predictions in PLSDA and SPE in SIMCA.
In order to assess the quality of classification using a defined threshold,
measures derived from the confusion table, which consist of the number of false positives (FP), false negatives (FN), true positives (TP)
and true negatives (TN) existing in the classification, are used [173].
From these measures, the sensitivity and specificity are estimated.
Sensitivity (true positive rate) measures the proportion of actual
positives which are correctly identified as such, i.e. TP/(TP+FN).
Specificity (true negative rate) measures the proportion of negatives which are correctly identified as such, i.e. FP/(FP+TN). Both
specificity and sensitivity depend on the setting of the classification
threshold of the classifier used. By shifting this threshold, a set
of sensitivity and specificity values are obtained. Both indexes are
between 0 and 1; the closer to 1 the better. To establish the best
classification threshold, the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC)
[174] is estimated as follows:
TP · TN − FP · FN
M CC = p
(T P + F P ) · (T P + F N ) · (T N + F N ) · (T N + F P )
(5.6)
The Matthew’s correlation coefficient ranges from −1 6 M CC 6 1. A
value of M CC = 1 indicates the best possible classification (positive
correlation between predicted and real case), i.e. every faulty-l batch
is correctly classified, and only the true faulty-l batch is classified as
fault l class. In contrast, a M CC = −1 indicates the worst possible
classification (negative correlation between predicted and real case),
i.e. none of faulty-l batches is correctly classified, whereas the rest
of faulty batches are erroneously classified as fault-l class. Finally, a
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value of M CC = 0 stands for no correlation between predicted and
real case (random distribution). Hence, that threshold whose MCC
value is the closest to 1 will be selected as the classification threshold.
For the sake of comparison among classifiers, the Receiver Operator
Characteristic (ROC) curve will be used. In order to build the ROC
curve, the sensitivity of the faulty-l data set versus 1-specificity is
plotted for each of the possible thresholds. The closer the curve
follows the left-hand border and subsequently the top border of the
ROC space, the more accurate the classifier. This accuracy can be
obtained by calculating the area under the ROC curve (the so-called
AUROC), which can be seen as an index measuring the goodness of
the classifier. In case the classifier is capable of perfectly separating
the different classes, the area will be equal to 1. In contrast, if the
classifier provides random classifications, the points will fall into the
main diagonal, yielding to an area of 0.5.

Supervised faulty WICC
The idea is to build a control chart from the warping information
contained in each matrix Fl corresponding to the training data set.
First, each warping profile is centered to the NOC average warping
profile. Afterward, the control limits at 99% confidence level are
assessed by estimating the percentile 0.5 and 99.5 at each reference
batch time (columns of the matrices Fl ). The test data set of each
of the l types of faults is then plotted onto the faulty-l WICC and
the percentage of points falling within the control limits is calculated.
This is an index of the membership probability to fault l. This
procedure is repeated for each one of the matrices F1 , F2 , ..., FL ,
i.e. for every known fault. Finally, the faulty WICC-based classifier
is built as explained above. A new complete faulty batch can be
classified into fault class l, if its percentage of points falling within the
control limits of the fault-l WICC is larger than the corresponding
classification threshold.
In online applications, when new RGTW-based synchronized measurements are available, the corresponding warping information is
plotted on each of the control charts designed (one for each class
under study). This is necessary since the membership of the ongoing
batch to one of the defined classes is unknown a priori. A value of
the warping function falling outside the control limits or any other
non-random set of points in one of the control charts would signal
the running batch does not belong to that particular batch class. In
order to make the interpretation of the supervised faulty warping
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information-based control charts easier, the ratio of the number of
points falling within the confidence region and the total number of
points plotted in each of this control charts can be calculated. Then,
a membership probability of each one of the known faults can be also
estimated.

Classifiers based on PLSDA
The following approach is based on the fit of a PLSDA model from
the matrix F, which was obtained after arranging the matrices
F1 , F2 , ..., FL corresponding to the training data set, one below
the other. The response Y matrix is defined by dummy variables
denoting the type of faulty batches (i.e. classes). In this type of
analysis, the elements of the column vector yc are one for batches
belonging to class c (fault-1, fault-2, ..., fault-l, ..., fault-L) or zero
the other way around. Both matrices F and Y are autoscaled. Once
the PLSDA model is fitted, the warping profiles of each type of
fault belonging to the test data set are preprocessed and projected
onto the PLSDA model, yielding the fault class predictions. After
checking that their Euclidean distances to the latent model (SPE) are
lower than the 99% confidence level (control limits estimated using
the approximation method by Jackson and Mudholkar [115]), the
best classification threshold is calculated by following the procedure
explained at the beginning of this section. When a new complete
warping profile fnew corresponding to a faulty batch is available, it
can be classified. For this purpose, fnew is centered and scaled using
the mean and variance estimated from the training data matrix F,
and its prediction vector ŷnew is predicted. Provided that the SPE
value of the new faulty batch is below the control limit and its prediction ŷnew is above the classification threshold of fault-l classifier,
this batch can be classified as fault-l.
In real-time applications, the synchronization of an ongoing batch is
achieved at every time a new measurements vector is available. Note
that only the warping information belonging to the kref -th reference
batch time matched is available (denoted as fnew,1:kref ) whereas the
warping function belonging to the remaining Kref − kref sampling
time points are unknown (represented as fnew,kref +1:Kref ). In order
to project the new measurements onto the latent space, yielding the
corresponding vector ŷnew , it is necessary to have the values of the
complete warping information vector fnew . Here, the use of the TSR
method as imputation technique is suggested. For details concerning
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its theoretical formulation and application to PLS models, reader are
referred to [89].

Classifiers based on SIMCA
Soft Independent Modeling of Class Analogy (SIMCA), is a wellknown classification method. This approach consists of the fit of a
PCA model from each autoscaled matrix Fl containing the warping
information of the faulty-l batch (l = 1, ..., L), corresponding to
the training data set. Once the PCA models have been fitted, the
warping profiles of faulty batches belonging to the test data set
are preprocessed and projected onto the latent space, obtaining the
squared Euclidean distances to the latent model (SPE). In case
these values do not exceed the control limits at 99% confidence level
(control limits estimated from theoretical results [115]), they are
used to estimate the best classification threshold by following the
procedure explained early in thus Section. When a new complete
warping profile fnew corresponding to a faulty batch is available, this
can be classified. For this purpose, fnew is centered and scaled using
the mean and variance estimated from the training data matrix F,
and then its SPE value is estimated. The SIMCA classification is
made based on the proximity of the new faulty batch to the model
plane of the l-th SIMCA classifier, which is measured by the SPE
statistic. If this value is below the classification threshold of fault-l
classifier, the new faulty batch is assigned to fault-l class. Otherwise,
the new faulty batch might belong to either one of the other faulty
classes under study or to an unknown class if the SPE value exceeds
the classification threshold of all the SIMCA classifiers.
For real-time applications, the projection of new samples of an ongoing
batch can not be achieved if the warping information vector is not
completed. In such context, again the application of imputation
techniques to estimate the remaining values is needed. In this case, the
PCA-based TSR is suggested to be used given its good performance.
For details about its theoretical formulation and application, readers
are referred to [136].

5.4

Application of batch synchronization

A comparative study of the performance of the RGTW algorithm and
the online synchronization approach based on DTW from Kassidas
et al. [76] and the effect on fault detection is conducted. For this
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Figure 5.5. Trajectories belonging to four process variables before synchronization: (a) biomass concentration (dry weight), (b) active cell material, (c)
acetaldehyde dehydrogenase, and (d) specific carbon dioxide evolution rate.

purpose, the simulated data of Set #2 containing 50 NOC batches
^

^

(X3 ) and 3 faulty batches (X4 ) are used (see Chapter 2).
Figure 5.5 shows 4 out of 10 process variables for 50 good quality
batches from the simulated process. The variables shown illustrates
the lack of synchronization among the trajectories and the dissimilarity in length. Before carrying out the statistic modeling, the raw
data need to be synchronized offline. Once the synchronized data
have been modeled, the comparison is performed using the online
version of the synchronization methods.
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Figure 5.6. Values of the weight matrix W assessed by following the approach of
Kassidas et al.’s (magenta asterisks) and Ramaker et al.’s (blue circles) approaches
together with the geometric mean of both weigths (black crosses).

5.4.1

Offline synchronization

In the selection of the batch that represents overall typical batchto-batch variation, the closest batch to median length is taken as
reference batch to perform the synchronization based on DTW. The
median length is taken instead of the average length because the
median is a statistic less sensitive to outliers. In this case, the median
length is 207 sampling time points and batch #4 is the closest
with length equal to 205 sampling time points. All conditions and
constraints described in Section 4.2.3, except for the Sakoe and Chiba
band constraint, are fixed. The reason why this global constraint is
not established is because the objective is to find an envelope defined
for all the optimal paths.
An issue to be taken into account is what variables should be introduced into the DTW algorithm. It may happen that there are on/off
variables providing information about different episodes or phases in
the process that would be extremely useful in the synchronization step
to improve the synchronization. In contrast, these variables would
not likely provide important information in PCA-based modeling if
they are not correlated with other variables. In this example, all the
measured variables are used for synchronization. The approaches
of Kassidas et al. [76] and Ramaker et al. [160] (see Section 4.2.3
for a discussion on the weighting criteria in batch synchronization)
are applied to calculate the weight matrix W, giving as a result (at
8th and 5th iteration, respectively) the weights shown in magenta
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Figure 5.7. Trajectories belonging to four process variables after offline synchronization using DTW based on the weights calculated as the geometric mean
of Ramaker et al.’s and Kassidas et al.’s weights: (a) biomass concentration (dry
weight), (b) active cell material, (c) acetaldehyde dehydrogenase, and (d) specific
carbon dioxide evolution rate.

stars and blue circles, respectively, in Figure 5.6. Later on, the final
weights are calculated as the geometric mean of the previous weights
(see black crosses in Figure 5.6) to have a proper estimate of the
variables that have more batch-to-batch consistency and warping
information (see Section 4.2.3). After the DTW algorithm is applied
to 50 NOC batches, a set of batches synchronized taking as reference
batch #4 is obtained (see Figure 5.7).
As explained in Section 4.2.3, Kassidas et al.’s approach gives more
weight to those variables more consistent from batch to batch, i.e.
those variables whose trajectories are not notably deviating from the
average trajectory. These variables are characterized by a high signalto-noise ratio, therefore high weights are given. In this example, the
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iterative procedure gives less weight to glucose, acetaldehyde, acetate,
ethanol and biomass concentration, where the last two variables
are the least weighted (see the lowest weights marked as magenta
asterisks in Figure 5.6). However, the most weighted variables are the
specific oxygen uptake rate and carbon dioxide evolution rate (see the
highest weights marked as magenta asterisks in Figure 5.6). This can
be understood from Figure 5.7 where the least, intermediately and
most weighted variables (biomass concentration, active cell material,
acetaldehyde dehydrogenase and specific carbon dioxide evolution
rate) are plotted after offline DTW synchronization. The biomass
concentration (the 6th process variable depicted in Figure 5.7(a))
has a low signal to noise ratio in certain stages. This fact is caused
by the high variation observed throughout the entire batch, yielding
a low weight in the synchronization. On the contrary, the specific
carbon dioxide evolution rate (the 10th process variable plotted in
Figure 5.7(d)) shows little variation around the average trajectory,
so a high weight is given. In an intermediate situation are the
active cell material and the acetaldehyde dehydrogenase variables
(the 7th and 8th process variable shown in Figures 5.7(b) and 5.7(c),
respectively), where larger differences are appreciated. In the case
of the active cell material, there is not a notable variation between
the average trajectory and the training batches from the start to the
40th sampling time point whereas from the 50th sampling time point
onward, variation raises. Regarding the 8th variable, acetaldehyde
dehydrogenase seems to be consistent from the beginning to the 150th
sampling time point but after this sampling time point, a notable
variation is appreciated. Hence, these last two variables are given an
intermediate weight, being lower on the 7th variable than on the 8th
variable, as can be seen in Figure 5.6.
According to Ramaker et al.’s approach, the weights should be given
in relation to the amount of warping information contained in the
variables. The weights calculated by following this approach are
depicted by blue circles in Figure 5.6. This plot shows that variables
with less warping information are the acetaldehyde concentration
and the active cell material variables (the 3rd and 7th process variable, respectively), whereas the variable acetaldehyde dehydrogenase
(the 8th process variable) has a high warping information content.
Furthermore, it is worth emphasizing the fact that the 8th process
variable receives more weight following the approach of Ramaker et
al. than the approach of Kassidas et al. The cause of this difference
lies in the shape of the 8th variable trajectory, which contains most
important occurrences in the process. Hence, this variable serves as a
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Figure 5.8. LSD intervals for the Fisher Z-transformed correlation coefficients
for the different window widths γ.

benchmark to achieve a more accurate synchronization of the rest of
process variables. In order to give weights more suitably, the weights
of both approaches are geometrically averaged. The idea is to give
more weight to those variables that are more consistent from batch
to batch and that also incorporate valuable warping information. As
can be seen in Figure 5.6, those variables that contain more warping
information but are not consistent from batch to batch or vice versa,
are weighted to an intermediate value between Ramaker et al.’s and
Kassidas et al.’s weights. In case that variables are weighted with
similar values following the approach of Ramaker et al. and Kassidas
et al., similar weights are given by the geometric mean (see equation
4.19).
Before moving on to the model building and exploitation phase, the
width γ of the sliding window ζ to be used by the RGTW algorithm
must be set and validated by the cross-validation procedure explained
in Section 5.2.3. For this purpose, the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the suboptimal paths found for each window width
and the optimal paths from the offline DTW-based synchronization
are calculated. This allows us to determine the best window width
that reduces the lack of fit caused by the greedy strategy. An ANOVA
was performed on the Fisher Z-transformed correlation coefficients
for the different window widths, showing statistically significant differences (p-value < 0.05). The LSD intervals displayed in Figure 5.8
show that correlation is statistically higher for window width γ = 4
(average r = 0.99992), whereas no statistically significant differences
between window widths γ = 1 and γ = 2 are found. As a compromise
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Figure 5.9. Distortion of the batch time over all batches (warping information)
after applying the RGTW algorithm.

between computational complexity and performance is desired, a
window width γ = 3 (average r = 0.99986) is selected.
Figure 5.9 shows the warping profiles obtained from the validation
procedure using γ = 3. As can be seen, the warping information
is smooth for all batches from the start of the batch to the 50th
sampling time point. This means that almost no compressions or
expansions were necessary to synchronize all batches. In contrast, a
greater number of vertical and horizontal transitions were required
to align the batches from the 50th to the 120th sampling time point.
Specifically, a series of expansions (horizontal paths) can be observed
from the 105th to the 120th sampling time point. One reason for
this fact may be the phase transition in the process. From this point,
an important number of compressions (vertical paths) were needed
because many batches have longer duration than the reference batch.
Warping information can be used to improve troubleshooting of
problems that may be masked by synchronization. However, caution
needs to be exercised when the warping information is taken into
account in latent structure-based models. In processes characterized
by a large amount of variables, the inclusion of warping information
as a new variable may cause this variable to have no influence on
the model. This is due to the fact that the warping information may
not be correlated with any of the process variables. Consequently,
this new variable would have negligible weight on the model. In such
cases, this variable should be considerably weighted in order to avoid
this problem. In this work, the warping information is introduced
as a new variable into the PCA model without applying any special
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Figure 5.10. Suboptimal paths from a test batch (black path) and three
abnormal batches (red, yellow and pink path) calculated by: (a) applying the
Kassidas et al.’s online DTW implementation, and (b) applying the RGTW
algorithm with a window width γ equal to 3 units.

weight procedure due to the features of this process.
Once all batches are synchronized by using the DTW and RGTW
algorithms, they are arranged together with the warping information
into two 50 × (11 × 205) [batches × (variables × time)] batch-wise
unfolded two-way arrays, one array for each synchronization method.
Multivariate analyses based on PCA on both data sets did not show
outliers. Three principal components that explain 56% and 57% of the
total variation of the data set synchronized by the DTW and RGTW
algorithms, respectively, are selected. Hotelling-T 2 and SPE-based
control charts for both data sets are designed and their control limits
are initially estimated from theoretical results [110, 115]. Afterward,
the control limits are adjusted by cross-validation to ensure that both
monitoring schemes have the same Overall Type I (OTI) risk values
for comparative purposes. Limits are raised or lowered based on the
Hotelling-T 2 and SPE values obtained in the cross-validation so that
the Overall Type I risk is equivalent to the imposed 95% and 99%
significance level for both statistics and data sets.

5.4.2

Online synchronization

With the aim to evaluate the effect of the online synchronization
approaches under study on process monitoring, the NOC and faulty
test batches of the simulated example are synchronized and monitored
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in real-time. Suboptimal paths from the NOC batch and the three
abnormal batches assessed from the Kassidas et al.’s online approach
and the online synchronization applying the RGTW algorithm are
shown in Figures 5.10(a) and 5.10(b), respectively. Batches affected
by an abnormality on ethanol, active cell material and acetaldehyde
are plotted with yellow, pink and red lines, respectively. Kassidas
et al.’s online DTW implementation needs to estimate the optimal
path for each sampling time point to achieve the synchronization.
As a consequence, the algorithm provides different synchronization
sequences over time because of the correcting decisions made in
the past. These actions can be appreciated from Figure 5.10(a),
where many branches come out from the root path. The monitoring
scheme then monitors the entire ongoing batch, from the starting up
to the current sampling time point, yielding the Hotelling-T 2 and
SPE statistics values for each sample. As a result of the alignment
rectifications made by the Kassidas et al.’s online implementation,
the values of these statistics may be beyond the control limits despite
the process is running under normal operating conditions. Hence,
the monitoring system would signal a false abnormal situation in
the process. An example of this phenomenon can be seen in Figure
5.11(a), where the SPE values calculated over the run of a NOC batch
(blue dots) exceed the control limits. Specifically, 21 samples exceed
the control limits at 99% confidence level (OT I = 9%), relatively far
from the number of false alarms expected by chance (OT I = 1%).
This behavior is however not observed in the RGTW algorithm due
to the fact that this algorithm uses a greedy strategy that provides
a synchronized sample after the first γ steps. All optimal paths
calculated for all synchronized batches are smooth, in contrast to
Kassidas et al.’s online implementation (see Figures 5.10(a) and
5.10(b)). The effect of this synchronization improvement is the
reduction of false alarms in the control charts, as appreciated from
Figure 5.11(b), where only 5 NOC samples were detected as abnormal
(OTI=2.4%).
In this simulated example the RGTW algorithm outperforms the
online DTW algorithm in terms of false alarms. Note also that the
suboptimal solution of the online RGTW algorithm found during the
evolution of the batch is very similar in terms of false alarms and
magnitude of the SPE values to the optimal solution of Kassidas et
al.’s online implementation calculated at the end of the batch (see
black dots in Figures 5.11(a) and 5.11(b)). Hence, the online RGTW
algorithm provides a suboptimal solution very close to the optimal
solution that shows fewer false alarms during the evolution of the
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Figure 5.11. SPE control chart monitoring a NOC batch after applying the
Kassidas et al.’s online DTW implementation (a) and the RGTW algorithm (b)
in each sampling time point. Blue dots represent SPE values estimated at the
k-th sampling time point and black dots SPE values calculated at the end of the
batch after synchronization in (a). Dash and solid lines denote the control limits
adjusted by cross-validation at 95% and 99% confidence level, respectively.

batch.
Another issue to discuss is the role of the warping information in
the monitoring scheme. The result of the synchronization on the
abnormal batches is different from the one on NOC batches (see
Figure 5.10). From the 25th to the 60th and from the 70th to 90th
sampling time point a different pattern is fingerprinted in the warping
information. During this time interval, there are more expansions
(vertical paths) registered in the batch that presents an abnormality
caused by a modification on the constant k11 (called abnormality
bk11) (see red lines in Figure 5.10) than in NOC batches (see light
140
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Figure 5.12. Hotelling-T 2 (a) and SPE (b) control chart monitoring a synchronized NOC batch (star line) and three faulty batches (abnormality simulated in
the kinetic constants k6 (cross line), k10 (circle line) and k1l (dot line)) from the
starting point up to the end using the RGTW algorithm in each sampling time
point. Cross-validated control limits for a 95% (dashed red line) and 99% (red
solid line) confidence level are shown.

green lines in Figure 5.10). However, a different behavior is present
in the abnormal batch that represents the degradation rate of the
active cell material (see pink lines in Figure 5.10). Unlike the batch
with bk11 abnormality, more compressions (horizontal paths) are
shown from the 25th to the 60th sampling time point than in the
NOC batches.
Figure 5.12 shows the result of the online monitoring of the NOC
batch and three abnormal batches for the complete batch run. SPE
and Hotelling-T 2 control charts are shown for all simulated batches
with an abnormal behavior and under NOC. It can be seen that
the SPE control charts correctly signals the abnormal batches from
the very beginning of the batch run because each simulated fault
breaks down the correlation structure from the starting point. In
addition, the control charts show fewer false alarms for the batch
data synchronized by the RGTW algorithm in comparison to those
synchronized by the Kassidas et al.’s online DTW implementation.
In Figure 5.13, the SPE contributions for the three faulty batches
at the 90th sampling time point are shown. These charts allow
diagnosing the particular fault. For the simulated batch with an
abnormal behavior on the formation of ethanol from acetaldehyde,
the SPE contribution highlights the variables acetaldehyde (variable
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Figure 5.13. Variable contribution to SPE statistic for fault diagnostics of the
abnormal batches at the 90th sampling time point: (a) an abnormal behaviour
on the formation of ethanol from acetaldehyde, (b) degradation rate of the active
compartment (dependent on the glucose and ethanol concentration), and (c)
degradation of acetaldehyde dehydrogenase compartment.

#3), and specific oxygen uptake rate (variable #9) as responsible
for the abnormality. Figure 5.13(b) represents the root causes of
the degradation rate of the active compartment, mainly, the active
cell material (variable #7) and CO2 evolution rate (variable #10).
Finally, the monitoring scheme diagnoses the specific oxygen uptake
rate (variable #9), and to much less extent acetaldehyde (variable #3)
and acetate (variable #4) as the variables involved in the abnormality
of the third faulty batch (Figure 5.13(c)). Another aspect worth
being stressed is that the contribution plots for the two first faulty
batches give some weight to the warping information variable. This
supports the claim that adding the warping information as new
variable in the data matrix helps to detect an abnormal behavior in
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the synchronization as long as the process duration is affected.
The novel RGTW algorithm, apart from reducing false alarms produced by the synchronization, provides computation benefits compared to Kassidas et al.’s online implementation. In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the new approach, both algorithms are applied
1000 times to the simulated NOC batches, measuring the runtime at
each iteration. For this purpose, the system clock on an Intel Core
Duo with 4GB of RAM memory with minimal background processes
running is used. At the end of the computation experiment, the average of runtimes measured is assessed. The RGTW algorithm is run
by using three different window widths (γ=1,3,5) together with the
bands defined by the cross-validation procedure. In case of Kassidas
et al.’s implementation, Sakoe-Shiba global constraint with a width
equal to M =59 (the difference between the largest length of NOC
batches and the reference batch length) is set. The evaluation yields
that the RGTW algorithm is statistically significant faster than Kassidas et al.’s online DTW implementation for all the window widths
tested. In particular, the RGTW algorithm requires on average 0.241,
0.251 and 0.262 seconds to synchronize the NOC batch with a window
width γ equal to 1, 3 and 5 units, respectively. In contrast, Kassidas
et al.’s online implementation takes 1.935 seconds on average. Thus,
the maximum speed-up factor for this batch length is 8. An ANOVA
is performed on the run times obtained for each approach, showing
statistical significant differences (p-value < 0.05) between RGTW
and Kassidas et al.’s approach. It is worth noting that the larger the
data set in terms of sampling time points, the greater the differences
on execution time. The outstanding performance of RGTW relies
on the modifications presented. Firstly, using the new global band
constraint definition, the synchronization procedure is accelerated by
a constant factor because less cells of the weight matrix W need to
be evaluated. Secondly, the relaxed greedy strategy avoids calculating the suboptimal path for each sampling time point, reducing the
optimization problem to the window ζ instead of the entire batch
length. Thirdly, the relaxed greedy synchronization does not require
the complete cumulative weighted local distance D to be kept in
memory, as in case of Kassidas et al.’s approach. It only needs to
store the current and γ − 1 previous columns in memory because the
RGTW algorithm finds the suboptimal path within the window ζ
instead of over the ongoing batch time.
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5.5

Use of warping information

This section is aimed to illustrate i) the use of the unsupervised NOCWICC as a complementary tool to Hotelling-T 2 and SPE control
charts for process monitoring, and ii) the use of classifiers based on
PLSDA, SIMCA and faulty-WICC for supervised fault classification.
For this purpose, the Set #3 is used, which contains the three-way
^

^

^

arrays X5 , X6 and X7 with 85 unsynchronized batches simulated
under normal conditions, 44 faulty batches simulated by manipulating
the nominal value of Vmax (k1l parameter of the first principle-based
model associated to the reaction describing the glucose uptake system
and the glycolytic pathway), and 44 faulty batches simulated by
modifying the kinetic constants k6 (related to the reaction describing
the formation of ethanol from acetaldehyde), respectively. For further
information on the data sets, readers are referred to Chapter 2.
Batch data were split up into a calibration and test data set. 60 NOC
batches and 20 batches from each of the simulated abnormalities were
randomly selected to form the training data set, and the remaining
batches were used to arrange the corresponding test data sets (25
NOC, 24 Faulty-1 and 24 Faulty-2 batches). Before the multivariate
modeling is carried out, the synchronization of NOC batches must be
performed. In order to establish the proper parameters of the RGTW
algorithm, the cross-validation procedure explained in Section 5.2.3
was run.
Firstly, the basic parameters of the offline DTW algorithm were
assessed. The batch whose duration is the closest to the median
length of the historical NOC batches was selected as the reference
batch. In this case, batch #30 was chosen with a duration of 193
sampling time points. As discussed in Section 5.4, the weights were
assessed as the geometric average of the weights estimated from the
approaches of Kassidas et al. [76] and Ramaker et al. [160]. Secondly,
the proper width γ of window ζ was estimated. For this purpose,
the performance of the RGTW algorithm varying γ between 1 and
5 units were studied. The RGTW-based synchronization using a
window width equal to 3 units was finally selected and the bands
were calculated based on the warping information derived from the
latter synchronization.
Once the set of 60 calibration NOC batches were synchronized, the
slices containing information of all process variables at the k -th sampling time points were arranged side by side in a two-way data array
X (60 batches × (10 variables × 193 sampling time points)). After
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batch data were autoscaled, i.e. the mean trajectory was subtracted
and all process variables at every sampling time point were scaled to
unit variance, a PCA model was fitted. The selection of the optimum
number of PCs was carried out based on the PREdicted Residual
Sum of Squares (PRESS) function derived from the cross-validation
procedure and the results obtained from the study of the performance
of the PCA model using the OTI and Overall Type II (OTII)2 risks
[91, 90, 175].
For performance evaluation of the PCA model, the first ten PCs
were taken into consideration in the study. For each of the PCs, a
monitoring system was built by designing two multivariate Shewhart
control charts based on Hotelling-T 2 and SPE statistics. Their control
limits were estimated from NOC process data and later readjusted
using cross-validation techniques for an Imposed Significance Level
(ISL). The NOC and faulty test sets composed by 25 and 48 batches
(24 batches for each of the two abnormalities), respectively, were
projected onto the model and the OTI and OTII values for both
statistics were calculated. Once the complete procedure was repeated
for each of the PCs considered, the values of both indices as a
function of the number of PCs were studied jointly with PRESS. In
this example, two principal components were finally extracted since
the corresponding model had a better performance in relation to the
aforementioned parameters.

5.5.1

NOC-WICC for process monitoring

The warping information obtained from the RGTW-based synchronization of the batch trajectories corresponding to the set of 60
calibration NOC batches were used to build the NOC-WICC introduced in Section 5.3.1, where an upper and lower control limit
established at percentile 0.5 and 99.5, respectively.
Three different batches (one NOC, one Faulty-1, and one Faulty-2
batch) were randomly chosen from the test data set to be synchronized
and monitored, yielding the warping information, Hotelling-T 2 and
SPE statistics over the batch run (see Figure 5.14). In the case
of the NOC test batch, no clear out-of-control signal is detected
in any of the three control charts (see Figure 5.14(a)). Regarding
the pseudo-online monitoring results of the two different faults, the
2 The OTII values are calculated by following OT II = 100 · nnf %, where nnf is
Nab ·k
the number of non-detected faults, Nab is the number of faulty batches and k is the
length of the faulty period.
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Figure 5.15. Faulty-1(a) and Faulty-2 (b) WICC with control limits defined at
percentile 0.5 and 99.5 (dashed lines) are shown. Warping information belonging
to Faulty-1 (medium line-width) and Faulty-2 (thick line-width) batches is plotted.

monitoring system has correctly detected the abnormalities through
the SPE control charts (see Figures 5.14(b) and 5.14(c)). It is worth
noting that the statistics-based control charts detect the fault earlier
than the warping information-based control charts, in particular in
the case of the Faulty-1 batch. Nonetheless, the use of the latter
control chart provides a good insight into the process performance as
well as a valuable complementary tool for fault classification. This
will be explained in Section 5.5.2. The remaining test batches also
showed the same behavior as the three selected batches in Figure
5.14 (results not shown).

5.5.2

Supervised faulty WICC

Using the 20 batches for each abnormality belonging to the training
data set, the faulty WICC were built by following the procedure
explained in Section 5.3.2. Differences among the various classes can
be found by looking at the control limits of the faulty WICCs shown
in Figure 5.15. From the control limits of the Faulty-1 WICC (Figure
5.15(a)) and NOC WICC (Figure 5.14, bottom), one can observe that
these batches required more time than the NOC batches to reach the
stage limited from the 45th to the 50th reference time sampling time
point. In particular, a large amount of vertical transitions are shown
at this time interval; therefore the batch trajectories were compressed
by the RGTW algorithm to synchronize the process events. From the
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Figure 5.16. Classification of warping profiles for the Fault-1 (a) and Fault-2
(b) classes using faulty WICC. Faulty-1 (empty squares) and Faulty-2 batches
(empty triangles) corresponding to the training data set are shown. Filled squares
and triangles denote the Faulty-1 and Faulty-2 batches from the test data set,
respectively. The dashed lines are the thresholds that yielded the highest MCC
on the corresponding faulty classifier. Recall that only the batches corresponding
to the test data set (those represented with filled symbols) were used to assess
the classification thresholds.

50th to the 120th sampling time point, a larger number of horizontal
than vertical transitions are shown. Consequently, Faulty-1 batches
needed less time to reach the end of such process stage with respect
to NOC batches. Regarding the Faulty-2 batches, the control limits
of the Faulty-2 WICC (see Figure 5.15(b)) show that from the 40th to
45th reference sampling time point, the RGTW algorithm compressed
the batch trajectories, yielding to vertical transitions. Again, the
first process stage lasted longer than NOC batches. In contrast to
the Faulty-1 batches, the Faulty-2 batches showed a similar behavior
as NOC batches from the 50th reference sampling time point onward.
To illustrate the performance of the control charts proposed for endof-batch fault classification, only the two faulty batches selected in
Section 5.5.1 (one Faulty-1 and one Faulty-2 batch) were plotted
in the Faulty-1 and Faulty-2 WICCs, respectively (see Figure 5.15).
The Membership Probability (MP) of the two selected faulty test
batches to fault-1 and fault-2 class was calculated. In the case of the
Faulty-1 test batch, the corresponding warping information (medium
line-width) falls fully inside the control limits of the Faulty-1 WICC
(193 out of 193 points), yielding a M Pl=1 = 100% (see Figure 5.15(a)).
For the Faulty-2 test batch the M Pl=1 = 86.53% (167 out of 193
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Figure 5.17. PLSDA two latent variable model predictions for the Fault-1 (a)
and Fault-2 (b) class. Faulty-1 (empty squares) and Faulty-2 batches (empty
triangles) corresponding to the train data set are shown. Filled squares and
triangles denote the Faulty-1 and Faulty-2 batches from the validation data set,
respectively. The red dashed lines are the classification thresholds whose MCC
value associated is the highest on the corresponding faulty data set. The bar of
each batch represents the estimation error for each prediction or classification
from the PLS-DA model. These intervals are calculated as the standard deviation
of the measurement error in the reference values obtained by cross-validation
[176].

points). Concerning the Faulty-2 WICC (see Figure 5.15(b)), 164
out of 193 points of the Faulty-2 batch were inside the control limits
(M Pl=2 = 84.97%) while 100 out of 193 points belonging to the
fault-1 batch falls within the control limits of the mentioned control
chart (M Pl=2 = 51.81%) (see Figure 5.15(b)).
Following the above procedure, the warping profiles corresponding to
the 24 test batches of each type of fault were used to estimate the
membership probability to the known fault. Once these probabilities
were obtained (see Figure 5.16), a threshold per faulty WICC was
calculated by following the procedure explained in Section 5.3.2
(classification threshold for Fault-1 and Fault-2 class are 0.93 and 0.56,
respectively). Note that these thresholds substantially differ from
each other, mainly due to the different patterns found in the warping
profiles of Faulty-1 and Faulty-2 batches. As can be appreciated
in Figure 5.15(a), most of the points corresponding to the warping
profile of the selected Faulty-2 batch fall inside the limits in the
Faulty-1 WICC, except for the time intervals [8,14], [45,50], [86,98]
and [110,117]. The rest of the Faulty-2 batches also showed the
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same pattern in the Faulty-1 WICC (results not shown). Hence, the
membership probabilities to Fault-1 class estimated for both Faulty-1
and Faulty-2 batches are expected to be high, being for the former
slightly higher than for the latter. It causes that the classification
threshold has a high value, close to 1. In contrast, a larger amount
of points corresponding to the warping profile of the selected Faulty1 batch falls outside the control limits in the Faulty-2 WICC, in
particular, in the time intervals [45,50] and [60,143] (see Figure
5.15(b)). Again, this behavior is also observed in the rest of the Faulty1 batches (results not shown). Hence, the membership probabilities to
Fault-2 for Faulty-1 and Faulty-2 batches differ considerably, yielding
to a lower threshold for classifier of Fault-2 class than for classifier of
Fault-1 class.
Accuracy for Faulty-1 and Faulty-2 classes is measured by the area
under the ROC curve (AUROC), leading to a value of 0.9911 and
0.9951, respectively, which indicates a good performance of the faulty
WICC-based classifier. This is also illustrated in Figure 5.16(a) (membership probability to Fault-1 class) and Figure 5.16(b) (membership
probability to Fault-2 class), where almost all the test warping profiles
were correctly classified. Note that the membership probabilities belonging to the training data set are plotted for visualization purpose
as well.

5.5.3

PLSDA-based classifier

Using the 20 batches for each abnormality belonging to the training
data set, a PLSDA model was fitted. The resulting PLSDA crossvalidated model yielded two latent variables, with R2 X, R2 Y and Q2
values of 74.9%, 94.4% and 92.8%, respectively. The faulty batches
from the test data set (24 batches for each of the faults) were projected
onto the PLSDA model as external validation. All SPE values were
inside the corresponding 99% confidence limits. The predictions for
class fault-1 and class fault-2 models are shown in Figure 5.17. A
threshold per each class was estimated by following the approach
explained in Section 5.3.2 (classification threshold for Fault-1 and
Fault-2 class are 0.49 and 0.50, respectively). At this point it is worth
noting that these thresholds are almost equal. This is because in both
cases, the prediction distribution generated for Fault-1 and Fault-2
class do not overlap each other, meaning that the classes are well
separated. This interpretation can be observed in Figure 5.17, where
all the test faulty batches were correctly classified, both in Faulty-1
and Faulty-2 class.
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Figure 5.18. Validation plot obtained from the 900 permutation test for (a)
NOC, (b) Faulty-1, and (c) Faulty-2 classes. The vertical axis gives the R2 and
Q2 values for each model. The horizontal axis represents the correlation between
the real response vector yc and the permuted one.

In order to check for model consistency, a random permutation test
was performed to study the model consistency. The permutation test
aims to compare both goodness of fit and goodness of prediction of
the original model with the values estimated after class randomization
[177]. Typically, a distribution of R2 Y and Q2 values are obtained
after performing the permutation test. In Figure 5.18 these distributions are shown jointly with the correlation coefficients between
permuted and original response variables (classes). As appreciated,
the R2 Y and Q2 values found by using real class labels were clearly
outside the distributions of those statistics found when employing
random class labels, which indicates a clear distinction between the
permuted-classification and the original classification. Also, the R2 Y
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Figure 5.19. Cooman’s plot for the Faulty-1 and Faulty-2 batches model.
Faulty-1 (empty squares) and Faulty-2 (empty triangles) batches corresponding
to the training data set are plotted. Filled squares and triangles denote the
Faulty-1 and Faulty-2 batches from the test data set, respectively. The red
dashed lines are the classification thresholds selected as those with the highest
MCC.

and Q2 values for permuted classes have low correlation between
permuted and original classes. From these results, we can conclude
that the PLS models are statistically significant (P < 0.001).
In this case, the AUROC value corresponding to the ROC curves for
Faulty-1 and Faulty-2 class is 0.9946, showing similar performance
than the faulty WICC-based classifier.

5.5.4

SIMCA-based classifier

A cross-validated PCA model was fitted from each of the aforementioned Faulty-1 and Faulty-2 training data sets. The first PCA model
yielded 3 PCs, with R2 and Q2 values of 84.8% and 72.2%, respectively. The second one was defined by 4 PCs, a goodness of fit equal
to 84.8% and a goodness of prediction equal to 67.6%.
The faulty batches from the test data set (24 batches for each fault)
were projected onto the PCA models to classify them into their correct
model. A Cooman’s plot has been done (Figure 5.19), representing
the distances of the different training and test sets to the Fault-1 and
Fault-2 models. Once these distances were obtained, a threshold per
PCA model was calculated by following the procedure explained in
Section 5.3.2 (classification threshold for Fault-1 and Fault-2 PCA
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model are 316.45 and 1763.3, respectively). Note that as occurred in
the PLSDA-based classifier, both models are able to clearly distinguish
Faulty-1 and Faulty-2 batches, for the training and test data sets,
since their corresponding distances to the model of different fault
classes are large.
Again, accuracy was measured estimating the area under the ROC
curve designed for each one of classes. The AUROC value of the ROC
curves associated to Faulty-1 and Faulty-2 class is 0.9946, denoting a
good performance for classification.

5.6

Conclusions

This chapter addresses the problem of batch synchronization in Batch
Multivariate Statistical Process Control in both post-batch and realtime applications. The drawbacks of well-known synchronization
methods for batch synchronization are pointed out and the need of a
new strategy to overcome the underlying setbacks is stressed.
In real-time synchronization there is a key requirement that must be
met for the success of the monitoring system: the accuracy of the
algorithm for synchronizing the key process events. If the trajectories
are not properly aligned as in the offline synchronization, the resulting
variables might show either slight or abrupt changes that would not
correspond to the actual phenomena occurring in the process. These
modifications in the trajectories would most likely cause artificial
deviations around the trajectory, and hence, potential false alarms in
the control charts. However, the achievement of an optimal solution
in real-time becomes very challenging due to the fact that the end of
the batch is unknown. The Kassidas et al.’s online implementation
finds an optimal solution from the start of the ongoing batch until
the current sampling time point, which is eventually suboptimal in
comparison to the solution achieved at the end of the batch. The
execution of this algorithm might produce slight artificial deviations
at each time a new measurement vector is available, which might be
enough to produce more false alarms than expected in the control
charts, as illustrated in the example created with realistic simulated
data.
With the aim of overcoming the shortcomings of the Kassidas et
al.’s online implementation, a new time warping algorithm based
on a relaxed greedy strategy and the original DTW of Kassidas et
al.’s approach, called Relaxed-Greedy Time Warping (RGTW), is
proposed. The new proposal avoids assessing the optimal path each
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time a new sample is available, increasing the computational speed.
Furthermore, it reduces the uncertainty in the monitoring statistics
and predictions in such a way that false alarms are reduced, as shown
in the simulated example. The main contributions of the RGTW
approach are: (1) a new global band constraint definition that takes
into account the variability across all batches in each time period; (2)
a definition of a cross-validated monitoring window in order to use an
optimized window size yielding the minimum local optimal paths (a
relaxed greedy strategy); and (3) a way to adapt mapping boundaries
to batch length. This last point is highly critical because in the online
approach the endpoint of the ongoing batch is unknown, therefore,
normal boundaries must be adapted by the current batch run. The
disadvantage of this method in comparison to the Kassidas et al.’s
online implementation is that the start of the monitoring is delayed
as many sampling time points as sampling time points of width the
optimized window has. Hence, the selection of the window width
should be a trade-off between how optimal at least the solution should
be and the maximum delay acceptable to start monitoring the process.
In addition, the RGTW algorithm is sensitive to changes in the
operating regimes or to external disturbances affecting the duration
of the batches. In this situation, the RGTW parameters should
be re-estimated by using new batches affected by the disturbances.
Otherwise, the algorithm might produce inaccurate results that might
affect the performance of the monitoring system.
Additionally, the use of the warping information obtained from the
RGTW-based batch synchronization both for batch process monitoring and supervised fault classification is addressed. An unsupervised
control chart based on the warping profiles from NOC batches (NOCWICC) is proposed as a complementary tool to the Hotelling-T 2
and SPE control charts for post-batch and real-time batch process
monitoring. In case that process faults are fingerprinted in the warping profiles, this chart can be useful to detect their occurrence in
the process. Nevertheless, the NOC-WICC may not considerably
improve the performance of the traditional multivariate Shewhart
control charts. This improvement is subject to different factors, such
as the nature of the process or the influence of the fault in the process
phases, among others. For subtle change detection (ramps, small step
changes, etc.), memory control charts, such as EWMA or CUSUM,
should be used.
When a rich faulty database is available, warping information can
be used to build the so-called supervised warping information-based
control charts (faulty WICC) or to fit classification models using
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supervised chemometric tools. Although in this chapter simple and
widely used tools such as PLSDA and SIMCA are used, other classification techniques, such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) [178],
LDA and QDA [179], and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [180], could
be taken into consideration, among others. In this chapter, the three
approaches studied showed good classification performance in terms
of the area under the ROC) curve (the so-called AUROC). The use of
the faulty-WICC-based classifiers depends much on the type of fault;
whether faults have characteristic fingerprints in their corresponding
warping profiles at specific time periods that are different from the
rest. The more different the warping profiles from faulty batches,
the better the accuracy of the classifier. In contrast, PLSDA and
SIMCA-based classifiers are more accurate in fault classification when
no clear differences among warping profiles are found.
In this study, using the warping profiles derived from the RGTWbased synchronization has been sufficient to design the classifiers with
good prediction performance. In cases that the warping information
belonging to different faulty batches does not show clear different
patterns, it is suggested to use the raw batch trajectories jointly with
the warping profiles for fault classification.
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6. Batch synchronization in scenarios of multiple asynchronisms

6.1

Introduction

The presence of multiple asynchronisms in batch trajectories makes
synchronization a challenging modeling step since the inappropriate
manipulation of variable trajectories may considerably affect the
interpretation of subsequent statistical models and jeopardize the
performance of the monitoring scheme. This chapter addresses the
multivariate synchronization problem prior to the model building
phase with the objective of developing an online monitoring system.
The design of a monitoring scheme based on multivariate statistical
methods requires a data set of NOC batches. Typically, principal
technologists and experts in charge of the plant production select
a time period in which the quality of the released product was on
specification. However, this selection does not prevent the data set
from containing either inadvertent faulty batches caused by reliability
or safety issues, or incomplete batches. Despite these inadvertent
abnormalities might be solved later in the batch run, the trajectories
would most likely show a different pattern in comparison to NOC
trajectories. In this situation, the affected batches should be discarded
for synchronization. Otherwise, these batches may affect the accuracy
of the parameter estimates and the quality of synchronization, and
therefore, the results of the bilinear modeling.
The presence of multiple asynchronisms in the batch trajectories
also poses a threat to bilinear modeling. Four different types of
asynchronism can be found: i) batches with equal duration but key
process events not overlapping at the same sampling time point in
all batches (class I asynchronism), ii) batches with different duration
and process pace (class II asynchronism), iii) batches with different
duration due to incompletion of the last process stage, irrespective of
whether the process pace is the same or not across batches (class III
asynchronism); and iv) batches with different duration due to delay in
the start but batch trajectories showing the same evolution pace after
(class IV asynchronism). Traditional synchronization approaches cope
with asynchronism issues by applying a single synchronization procedure to all batches without considering the nature of asynchronism
of each batch. In a context of multiple asynchronisms, applying the
same synchronization procedure may distort the original trajectories
and decrease the signal-to-noise ratio, adversely affecting the original
correlations of the process variables over time.
In this chapter, a novel synchronization approach named Multisynchro is proposed to deal with batches affected by inadvertent abnormalities and multiple asynchronisms. The new approach uses the
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valuable information on the process pace of each batch derived from
DTW/RGTW-based synchronization (the so-called warping information) for two purposes: i) detecting the type of asynchronism of each
particular batch, and ii) deploying the appropriate synchronization
procedure based on the nature of asynchronisms. The new approach
also includes a procedure that performs abnormality detection and
batch synchronization on non-shifted and complete batches in an iterative way. In addition, a discussion on the consequences of common
practices in synchronization of complex scenarios of asynchronisms is
provided.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. In Section 6.2, the core of
the novel Multisynchro approach is introduced. An optimization of
the DTW and RGTW algorithms that deals with the presence of
abnormalities to enhance the synchronization quality is presented in
Section 6.3. This enhanced procedure is the core of the Multisynchro
algorithm that allows the optimization of the synchronization parameters without them being affected by anomalies. The potential failure
modes of this novel synchronization algorithm is rigorously discussed
in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 presents the material of the research work.
Section 6.6 illustrates i) the performance of the novel Multisynchro
approach for batch synchronization in scenarios of multiple asynchronisms and ii) the effect of inappropriate synchronization on the
batch trajectories. Furthermore, a discussion on whether the batch
synchronization should be a compulsory step in the bilinear modeling
of batch processes is provided. Finally, some conclusions are drawn
in Section 6.7.

6.2

Multisynchro approach for batch
synchronization

The Multisynchro approach is devoted to synchronize the key process
events ensuring the same evolution across batches, irrespective of the
type of asynchronism present in batch data. The algorithm takes
as inputs the three-way array arranging the calibration batches, the
technique to weight the process variables and the strategy to select
the reference batch. The procedure returns the synchronized batch
data array and the warping time profiles that indicate how to warp
the batch trajectories to make them synchronized.
The Multisynchro algorithm is composed of a high-level and low-level
routine (see Figure 6.1). The high-level routine is aimed at recognizing
the different types of asynchronous trajectories for the subsequent
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Figure 6.1. Flow diagram of the Multisynchro approach composed of the
high-level (a) and low-level (b) routines for batch synchronization in scenarios of
multiple asynchronisms.
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batch classification as function of the nature of asynchronism (see
Figure 6.1(a)). The low-level routine is in charge of synchronizing
the variable trajectories of each one of the batches with a specific
procedure based on the type of asynchronism (see Figure 6.1(b)). In
the following, the algorithm is described.

6.2.1

Asynchronism detection

The high-level routine is divided into two steps (see Figure 6.1(a)).
The first step is devoted to recognize the different types of asynchronous trajectories, which is carried out by using the warping time
profiles derived from a preliminary synchronization as follows:
i. Select a complete NOC reference batch Xref from the three-way
batch data array X.
ii. Synchronize all batches using the DTW algorithm giving the
same weight to the process variables that contain valuable information for synchronization (e.g. maximum and minimum values
that define the features of the multivariate trajectories and process stages). Those variables that are either showing constant
values in most of the production time or discarded beforehand
by prior knowledge are constrained in the synchronization with a
null weight. The reason why certain process variables are given
the same importance is to mitigate the distortion of the warping
profiles in the presence of different types of asynchronisms. The
algorithm returns a three-way synchronized batch data array X̃
and a three-way array F (N × 2 × Kwn ) containing the warping
paths for the N batches.
iii. For each warping time profile fn from the three-way array F:
iii.1 Count the number of consecutive horizontal transitions
at the first time period of the n-th batch, which denotes the
number of compressions carried out by the synchronization
algorithm at the start of the n-th batch:
hn =

Kw
Xn

(j(k) = 1)

k=1

iii.2 Count the number of consecutive vertical transitions
at the last time period of the n-th batch, which denotes the
number of expansions carried out by the synchronization
algorithm at the end of the n-th batch:
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vn =

Kw
Xn

(i(k) = Kn )

k=1

The parameterization of patterns on the warping time profiles is
used to detect the different types of asynchronisms that might
be present in data. If there are batches affected by class I
and/or class II asynchronism, the resulting warping profiles are
expected to show a reasonable combination of horizontal and
vertical transitions throughout the batch run. Batches that are
influenced by class III asynchronism are associated with warping
profiles containing an excessive number of vertical transitions
at the last time period of the runs. Batches shifted at the start
of the run will show a high number of horizontal transitions at
the start of the batch on their corresponding warping profiles,
assuming that the reference batch is selected from the set of
non-shifted batches (asynchronism IV).
The second step of the high-level routine (see Figure 6.1(a)) is
aimed at classifying each batch by the type of asynchronism
and arranging them into different data sets. For this purpose,
the features of the warping time profiles obtained from the first
step of the high level routine are used to distinguish among
asynchronisms. To determine whether the number of transitions
exceeds the normal limit from which a batch can be qualified
being affected by class III and/or class IV asynchronism, and
not by class I and/or II asynchronism, thresholds ψv and ψh are
derived. These thresholds are calculated as a fraction κ of the
interquartile range of both the vertical transitions at the last
time period v and the horizontal transitions at the first time
period h estimated for all the synchronized batches, respectively.
Even though κ is a heuristic value dependent on the distribution
of the transitions, it is recommended that κ does not exceed 0.5.
Also, note that the interquartile range is used as a dispersion
statistic due to its robustness to outliers and extreme values,
whose breaking point is 50% of outliers in the data set.
i. Repeat for all batches:
i.1 If the number of compressions hn and expansions
vn are less than their respective thresholds, arrange the
n-th batch into the three-way array X1 , which contain
batches affected by class I and II asynchronisms (see
classes I and II in Table 6.1).
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i.2 If only the number of expansions at the end of the
batch vn is greater than or equal to the threshold ψv ,
arrange the n-th raw batch into the three-way array X2 ,
which contain batches affected by class III asynchronism
(see classes III in Table 6.1).
i.3 If only the number of compressions at the start of
the batch hn is greater than or equal to threshold ψh
arrange the n-th raw batch into the three-way array X3
by class IV asynchronism (see class IV in Table 6.1).
i.4 If the number of compressions hn and expansions vn
are greater than or equal to their respective thresholds,
arrange the n-th raw batch into the data matrix X4 by
class III and IV asynchronisms (see classes III and IV
in Table 6.1).

6.2.2

Specific batch synchronization

The Multisynchro approach continues the execution synchronizing the different data sets with different types of asynchronism
(low level routine depicted in Figure 6.1(b)):
i. Synchronize the three-way batch data array X1 containing
the batches whose trajectories are neither shifted nor incomplete in such a way that possible abnormalities present
in batch data do not affect the synchronization quality.
First, the iterative synchronization based on the DTW algorithm is applied to the whole data set. The isolation of
the faulty synchronized batches is then conducted with a
multi-way PCA model built on the assumed NOC synchronized batches. Once done, the NOC batches identified by
the multi-way PCA with their raw variables trajectories
are again synchronized with the iterative DTW algorithm.
These steps are iteratively repeated until no more outliers
are detected. For a rigorous description of this iterative
batch synchronization/abnormalities detection procedure,
readers are referred to Section 6.3.
The detection of suspicious batches in X1 is crucial to obtain
accurate parameters that are not affected by anomalies for
the synchronization of the rest of data sets and for the imputation of missing trajectories. Note that if the batches of
other data sets were synchronized with this procedure, the
asynchronisms with which these batches are affected would
harm the synchronization results. The DTW algorithm
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Batches with different duration due to delay in the start but trajectories showing the
same evolution pace after are classified as batches affected by class IV asynchronism.
Manipulated batches depicted in black lines will be classified as batches affected by
asynchronism IV because hn > ψh , assuming the reference batch is one of the batches
that are not manipulated (grey batches).
Batches that are not manipulated will be classified as batches affected by class I
and/or II asynchronisms because hn < ψh and vn < ψv and the assignment will
depend on whether the duration is the same or not in relation to the reference batch.

Batches with different duration due to partial incompletion of the last process stage,
irrespective of whether the pace is the same or not across batches, are classified as
batches affected by class III asynchronism.
Manipulated batches shown in black lines in the left and right-hand figures will be
classified as class III asynchronism batches because vn > ψv , as long as the reference
batch is selected from the set of not manipulated batches (grey batches in the figures).
Note, however, that their warping profiles will show differences since the process pace
is different over all batches in the left-hand figure, in contrast to those depicted in the
right-hand figure.
Regarding the non-manipulated batches depicted by grey lines, those shown in the
left-hand figure will be treated as class II due to the difference in pace. Those depicted
in the right-hand figure might be treated as either class I or class II asynchronous
batches, depending on whether these batches have different duration in comparison to
the reference batch.

Batches with different duration and process pace are classified as batches affected by
class II asynchronism.
Left hand side figure shows different process pace across batches, and as in the
previous case, neither shifts (hn < ψh ) nor incompletion (vn < ψv ) are observed. The
difference between class I and II lies on the warping profiles: i) there will be more
variation in the number of compressions and expansions over the batch run in class II
than in class I, ii) existence of different matching end points in class II due to different
length in all batches, which is a feature not observed in class I.

Batches with equal duration but key process events not overlapping at the same
sampling time point in all batches are classified as batches affected by class I asynchronism.
Batches with data manipulated depicted in black lines will be classified as batches
affected by class I asynchronism because no shifts are appreciated at the start of
the batches (hn < ψh ) and completion of the last stage of batches is observed
(vn < ψv ), assuming that the reference batch is selected from those batches that are
not manipulated (grey batches in the left-hand figure).
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Table 6.1. Case-based reasoning of the Multisynchro algorithm
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without relaxed end point constraints would create flat profiles when batches are incomplete at their last stage, or
might add incorrect features at the start of the batch when
batches are shifted. As a consequence, the weights of the
process variables, the reference batch estimated as the average trajectory and ultimately the alignment of the process
events would be severely perturbed. The poor synchronization quality would compromise the correct segregation of
the batches in NOC and faulty, and eventually, the overall synchronization. This knock-on effect would inevitably
cause the estimation of inaccurate and incorrect preprocessing parameters, and most importantly, the modification of
the actual correlation structure.
At the end of the synchronization of X1 , the procedure
returns the matrices of average trajectories Ξ and standard
deviation trajectories Ω, the weighting matrix W, the loading vector PA obtained from the PCA-based modeling, and
the three-way array X̃
that arranges the synchronized NOC
−
and faulty batches.
ii. Synchronize the three-way batch data array X2 containing
only incomplete batches in such a way that their last point
is well synchronized with the best matching sampling time
point of the reference. This type of synchronization is needed
to prevent the incomplete batch trajectories from being
misaligned and to avoid the addition of flat profiles that
break the correlation structure. For this purpose, the DTW
algorithm with the relaxed end point constraint using those
parameters estimated in the iterative synchronization must
be applied. This version of the DTW algorithm synchronizes
batches against a segment of the reference batch limited by
the first point and the best matching end point e∗ instead
of the reference as a whole. The algorithm returns the
batch trajectories synchronized till the best end point of
each batch X̃2 . The missing part of each batch is then
imputed using the correlation structure captured by the
multivariate model obtained from the iterative DTW-based
synchronization/abnormality detection procedure through
the application of the TSR method [169]. The procedure
returns the three-way array X̃2 containing the synchronized
batch trajectories.
iii. Synchronize the three-way batch data array X3 using the
DTW algorithm with the relaxed starting point constraint
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and the parameters calculated in the iterative synchronization. This version of the DTW algorithm synchronizes
segments of batches against a reference batch. The segments are limited by the best matching starting point s∗
of each batch with the first point of the reference, and
their last point. In other words, this procedure truncates
the shifted batches to the best matching point with the
reference batch to mitigate the risk that the iterative synchronization introduces artifacts when the first samples are
shrunk or expanded. The presence of noise or even unexpected landmarks until the first best matching point with
the reference batch might cause the addition of undesired
features in the synchronized trajectories.The procedure returns the three-way array X̃3 containing the synchronized
batch trajectories.
iv. Synchronize the three-way batch data array X4 using the
DTW algorithm with the relaxed starting and end point
constraint using those parameters estimated in the iterative
synchronization. The procedure returns a three-way array
X̃4 containing the synchronized batch trajectories.
The application of different non-linear warping functions with
different end point constraints might alter the covariance matrix
if the asynchronisms are not treated in accordance with their
nature. The synchronization of incomplete batches based on
Multisynchro does not necessarily imply a modification of the
covariance structure because the synchronization obtained is
the optimal alignment from the start of the batch till the last
sampling time point available. The remaining part is imputed
based on the correlation structure of NOC data. If there is a
breakage of the correlation structure, it might be most likely
caused by an abnormal situation occurred over the batch. However, the inclusion of the warping information as a new variable
in the data set might help to assess whether the breakage of the
correlation is caused by the alignment itself or by an unexpected
event in the process.
After synchronizing batch data using Multisynchro, all the resulting submatrices need to be merged into a three-way array
X̃ (N × J × Kref ) for subsequent bilinear process modeling.
In addition, the warping profiles obtained in each one of the
specific synchronizations are added as a new variable into the
synchronized three-way array X̃
for monitoring purpose. The in−
clusion of synchronized faulty batches in the calibration data set
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does not mean that these batches will be considered in the final
model for monitoring. If these batches are eventually abnormal,
the model built in the next step of the modeling cycle will spot
them as such, and hence, after investigation the batches will be
eventually removed from the data set.
The real-time application of the Multisynchro approach is straightforwardly done by using the RGTW algorithm instead of the
DTW algorithm. For offline applications, DTW is preferred
since it provides us with the optimum global solution. However,
if the main goal is to design a monitoring scheme for real-time
application, the RGTW algorithm is required. For further details on its implementation, readers are referred to Chapter
5.

6.3

Iterative batch
synchronization/abnormalities detection
procedure

Batch synchronization needs to be implemented taking into account the possible presence of abnormalities in batch data. The
existence of faulty batches in the calibration data set may yield
inappropriate synchronizations since possible artifacts may be
introduced due to abnormalities. For instance, batch trajectories
that break the correlation structure usually contain different
shapes in comparison to batch trajectories run under NOC. It
may affect the estimation of the weight matrix W and the synchronization quality, leading to synchronized batch trajectories
with artificial shapes at different time periods. To overcome this
problem, an iterative synchronization/abnormalities detection
procedure is presented. The aim of this new procedure is to
synchronize each batch with a reference batch and with each
other in such a way that suspicious batches do not affect the
synchronization quality. The main steps of the algorithm are
(see Figure 6.2):
i. Synchronize all the batches contained in the starting threeway matrix X using the DTW algorithm. For this purpose,
select a reference batch Xref and a criteria to weight the
process variables. The algorithm returns the synchronized
three-way batch data array X̃
(N ×J ×Kref ) and the weigth
−
matrix W.
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ii. Preprocess batch data by trajectory centering and scaling
using the estimated matrices of averages Ξ (Kref × J) and
standard deviations Ω (Kref × J)1 , yielding the three-way
data array X̃
.
−
iii. Fit a PCA model on the batch-wise unfolded and preprocessed data matrix X̃ satisfying the following equation:
X̃ = TA · PTA + E, where A is the number of PCs extracted2 .
iv. Design a control chart based on the SPE statistic. Its
control limit SP Elim,α is estimated from the synchronized
calibration batch data at (1-α) confidence limit.
v. Offline post-batch monitor all the synchronized calibration
batches for fault detection.
v.1 Compute the SPE statistic for each batch and sort
out the corresponding values in ascending order.
v.2 Calculate the acceptable number of batches R that
can exceed the control limits at (1 − α) confidence level
by chance as α times the number of calibration batches.
v.3 If the number of batches exceeding SP Elim,α If
is greater than R, the first Bl = If − R synchronized
batches with the highest SPE values are treated as
faulty batches. In any case those batches whose SPE
values are beyond λ times SP Elim,α are also considered
as faulty. To isolate these faulty batches for subsequent synchronization different from that performed on
NOC batches, arrange them into the three-way array
X̃B (Bl × J × Kref ), recover their raw trajectories and
add them to the three-way array XB (BL × J × Kb ),
which contains the rest of raw faulty batches isolated
in previous iterations.
v.4 The remaining batches are considered as NOC
and their trajectories are arranged into the three-way
array X̃G (G × J × Kref ).
vi. If one or more batches were detected as abnormal in the
offline post-batch monitoring at the l-th iteration, compute
the repeat loop (i)-(v) with the new calibration batch data
1 This preprocessing approach is selected due to suitability for batch process modeling
and monitoring [3, 79].
2 The interest of building a PCA is to design a monitoring scheme for fault detection.
In process monitoring, the interest is in the distributions of latent variables and residuals,
which are those used to estimate the control limits for incoming data. This should be
taken into consideration to select A [181].
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array X = XG , where XG is a (G × J × Kg ) three-way array
containing the raw batch trajectories of G NOC batches.
vii. If no batch was detected as abnormal in the offline postbatch monitoring at the l-th iteration, synchronize the faulty
batches and merge the data sets.
vii.1 If no batch was detected as abnormal in the first
iteration, the iterative procedure terminates.
vii.2 If some batches were detected as abnormal in
the offline post-batch monitoring after L iterations, synchronize each faulty batch Xb from the three-way faulty
batch array XB . For this purpose, the DTW algorithm is applied using the reference batch Xref and the
weighting matrix W that were assessed in the NOC
batch synchronization in step (i) at the last iteration.
Once the synchronized three-way faulty batch array X̃B
is available, merge it with the three-way array of NOC
batches X̃G into the three-way array X̃.
As output, the iterative batch synchronization/abnormalities detection procedure returns: the three-way synchronized
batch data array X̃, the reference batch Xref ; the matrices
of average trajectories Ξ and standard deviation trajectories
Ω; the weighting matrix W assessed in the synchronization procedure; and the score TA and loading PA matrices
obtained from the PCA model on the batch-wise unfolded
preprocessed matrix at the last iteration.
As a general rule, the results of the synchronization must
be thoroughly examined by a domain expert to ensure that
the synchronization algorithm does not contain distorted
data. For this purpose, the raw and synchronized NOC
batches and the raw and synchronized faulty batches should
be visually inspected.

6.4

Failure modes and complex non-linear
interactions

The Multisynchro algorithm, as well as the DTW and RGTW
algorithms, use non-linear warping functions to synchronize data,
occasionally with relaxed constraints to treat specific asynchronisms. Depending on how diverse and distributed the asynchronisms are throughout the batches, and how these non-linear
functions are applied to batches, the Multisynchro algorithm
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might not perform as expected. In the following, the failure
modes of the categorization of the batches based on the type of
asynchronism and the failure modes of the iterative batch synchronization/abnormalities detection procedure are discussed.
A reflection on the complex and non-linear interaction between
DTW, PCA and SPE based segregation of NOC and faulty
batches is also provided.

6.4.1

Failure modes of the asynchronism
categorization

Caution should be taken when the categorization of the batches
is done based on the warping information derived from the unconstrained synchronization. Similar features spaced in time might
be matched incorrectly because the search of the solution is not
constrained. Upon completion of the high level routine, the
practitioners should carefully look through the warping profiles
to ensure that this phenomon did not occur in the preliminary
synchronization (an example of a visual exploration of the warping profiles can be found in Section 10.5.2). Otherwise, the
categorization of the batches would be at risk as well as the final
results of the Multisynchro synchronization. If misalignments
have been produced, a new synchronization should be performed
by constraining the search of the solution with a band created
with the information of the warping profiles. For a discussion
on this subject, the reader is referred to Section 5.2.1.
A strong assumption of the Multisynchro algorithm is the presence of batches in the calibration data set that are completed
and not shifted, irrespective of whether the batches have a similar or different pace. The absence of this type of batches would
prevent the algorithm from continuing because the estimation of
the synchronization parameters to deal with the different types
of asynchronisms cannot be performed. In this situation, practitioners should revisit the batch trajectories and the warping
profiles derived from the preliminary synchronization, with the
support of experts in the process if needed, to figure out the
reason why all the retrieved batches are shifted, uncompleted,
or affected by a combination of these aynchronisms.
When all the batches are affected by a shift at the start of the
batch, a new data set should be created where the variable
trajectories are truncated at the point that matches with the
first sampling time point of the reference batch. To determine
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this matching point across batches, the warping profile should
be investigated. Once the new data set is built, the higher level
routine should be re-evaluated again.
In case that all the batches are incomplete in a relatively small
part of the last stage of the process, practitioners should verify
whether the missing trajectory forms part of the actual processing of the raw materials to release the product, or whether it is
just a simple transition period to switch to the next batch. If
the missing part is critical for manufacturing the product, and
assessing its quality and the process performance, the modeling
should stop at this point because there are no good batches
for analysis. If the truncation of the trajectories is only due to
variation in the switch among batches, the trajectories might
be truncated to the common point that can be obtained from
the warping profiles of the preliminary synchronization. Note
that this alternative can be used as long as truncation does not
imply a loss of valuable information, which must be verified and
confirmed by experts in the process. As a next step, the higher
level routine should be re-evaluated again by using the data
set containing the treated batches. Note that if all the batches
are shifted and incomplete, the guidelines described above to
separately tackle these two asynchronism cases apply to this
scenario.
Another topic subjected to discussion is whether the thresholds
ψv and ψh used for the segregation of batches by asynchronism
should be re-calculated when the iterative batch synchronization/abnormalities detection procedure isolates the faulty from
the NOC batches. First, the batches used in this synchronization
iterative procedure are not affected by shifts at the start of the
batch or by incompletion of part of the last stage of the process.
The high-level routine of Multisynchro ensures that the set of
batches in which the iterative batch synchronization/abnormalities detection procedure is applied to is not affected by any
of these asynchronisms. Hence, the compression and shrink of
the trajectories at early and late stages of the process is not
expected. Second, the presence of abnormalities in the batches
does not necessarily affect the distribution of the number of horizontal and vertical transitions observed in the warping profiles
at the start and end of the batches. Even though it might affect
the distribution, the algorithm uses the interquartile range as a
metric to estimate the threshold, which is robust to the presence
of outliers in comparison to considering the whole distribution
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created from all the transitions. Thus, the isolation of faulty
batches in the iterative procedure does not create the need to
re-estimate the thresholds.

6.4.2

Failure modes of the iterative batch
synchronization/abnormalities detection
procedure

The procedure to synchronize batch trajectories without abnormal batches affecting its result contains an iterative and
non-linear warping procedure for synchronization (DTW). This
procedure is coupled with an iterative and linear modeling procedure (PCA) that together drive another iterative procedure
that is segregating the batches into NOC and faulty categories
based on the SPE statistic. The presence of anomalies in the
data set together with the complex and non-linear interaction
between DTW, PCA and SPE might lead to an incorrect synchronization, and hence, to an inaccurate segregation of the
batches undertaken by the multivariate model.
The existence of historical batches that exhibit operating problems during their progress may negatively influence the quality
of synchronization. If a faulty batch is automatically selected
as a reference to synchronize each batch with it, and all the
batches with each other, the resulting trajectories would be
incorrectly synchronized. The misalignment would be namely
caused by the addition of non-linear features from the non-linear
warping procedure that diverge from NOC landmarks. This
effect would be even more harmful from a modeling perspective
when the fault is characterized by non-linear abnormal variation
that differs from the common systematic variation observed in
NOC data. In this case, those batches ran under NOC would
be recklessly converted into faulty batches. To avoid the occurrence of undesirable misalignments, the selection of the reference
batch should rely on prior knowledge of the operating conditions in which the historical batches released products of good
quality. If such information is not available beforehand, it is
highly advisable to trace the actions that the iterative batch
synchronization/abnormalities detection procedure takes. In the
event of mistaken synchronization and segregation, the faulty
batches should be removed from the calibration data set prior
to execute again the iterative synchronization procedure.
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Despite the calibration batches are synchronized with a NOC
reference, the resulting warping profiles added to the calibration
data matrix might also influence the PCA model, and hence, the
SPE statistic used to segregate batches. It might happen that
a certain batch took longer than normal to release an on-spec
product, producing a warping profile that differs from normal
warping profiles. If the warping variable is not properly scaled
in the model, it might cause that this NOC batch is flagged as
faulty, though the batch did not show any operating issue in the
rest of process variables throughout the run. Hence, the variable
containing the warping profiles should be weighted in such a
way that the synchronization effects do not override variation
diverging from common variation for fault detection.
Another issue to take into account when synchronizing is the
common and unusual variation between phases across batches.
When there is a systematic abnormal occurrence in a certain
phase, the PCA model might pinpoint the whole batch as abnormal. However, the information of previous phases might
be of major importance to optimally tune the synchronization
parameters, and hence, to accurately synchronize the batch trajectories. In this case, the synchronization should be performed
phase to phase to avoid the excessive loss of batches for the
optimization of the synchronization parameters. Note that a
phase-to-phase modeling should be performed in order to ensure
consistency in the whole modeling cycle.
The batch-wise multi-way PCA modeling relies upon the assumption that data preprocessed by trajectory centering and
scaling, and later on batch-wise unfolded, contain only linear
relationships. However, the process data might show non-linear
relationships due to reasons such as incorrect synchronization of
batch data, shifting operation phases, various process conditions,
different types of process faults, etc. Hence, the linearity assumption after synchronization and processing should be checked,
otherwise the modeling based on the linear PCA approach would
not be adequate. To overcome the problem of non-linearity, nonlinear PCA [98] or the transformation of data using kernels
should be conducted [182].
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6.5

Material and methods
^

^

The three-way arrays X8 and X9 defined in Chapter 2 are used
as a baseline. All the batches contained in these data sets
are characterized by having class II asynchronous trajectories
whose process events do not overlap and whose length differs
across batches. Two extra data sets, affected by class I asynchronism that contain trajectories of equal duration but with
pace slightly differing across batches, complete the baseline. To
^

^

generate these two data sets, the three-way arrays X8 and X9
are suboptimally synchronized by using the DTW algorithm
with relaxed constraints. Specifically, the process variables are
equally weighted to get a non-optimized synchronization, where
the key process events are not entirely aligned. The rest of
conditions and constraints are set according to [76]. Batch #12
and #10 with Kref = 209 sampling time points and different
pace are selected as reference batches from the three-way arrays
^

^

X8 and X9 , respectively. As a result of this suboptimal synchronization, the three-way arrays X̃8 (N8 × J × Kref ) and X̃9
(N9 × J × Kref ) are derived. The four three-way arrays from the
baseline are combined, and partially manipulated in some cases,
to generate four different scenarios of multiple asynchronisms.
The first scenario is associated with one type of class III asynchronism and consists of a set of batch trajectories of different
length caused by a partial incompletion of the last stage of the
batch run with key process events closely overlapping across
batches (see Figure 6.3(a)). For the generation of this type of
(1)
asynchronism, N8 = 10 suboptimally synchronized batches
randomly selected from X̃8 are manipulated to have different
length. Ten different end points are randomly generated and the
(1)
batch trajectories corresponding to the N8 batches are subsequently truncated to these points (see case #1 in Table 6.2).
(2)
The remaining N8 = 30 suboptimally synchronized batches
(1)
are arranged jointly with the N8 incomplete batches into the
three-way array Xc#1 (Nc1 × J × Knc1 ).
In the second case of asynchronism corresponding to class IV,
batches have different length due to delay in the measurement
collection but their trajectories show the same evolution pace
over all batches (see Figure 6.3(b)). To generate this type
(1)
of asynchronism, the N8 suboptimally synchronized batch
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Table 6.2. Batch data composing the four data sets with different asynchronisms.
Case

Asynchronism

Batch data

Class I

X̃
−

#1
X̃
−

Class III
Class I

X̃
−

#2
X̃
−

Class IV

(2)

Explanatory text
(2)

⊆ X̃
− , N8

= 30

No data manipulation

(1)

= 10

Random shrinkage of batch duration:
#184, #193, #183, #173, #168, #141,
#156, #185, #192 and #184.

(2)

= 30

8

(1)

⊆ X̃
− , N8
8

(2)

⊆ X̃
− , N8
8

(1)

(1)

⊆ X̃
− , N8

= 10

8

No data manipulation
Random shift length for batches:
#2, #5, #7, #11, #13, #14, #22, #23,
#28 and #37.
(2)
X̃
∈ N (µ(2) , σ (2) ),
−
φ (1) ,j
n8
(2)

µ
Class II

X
−

#3

(2)

⊆X
− ,
8

(2)
N8

X̃
−

Class I

X̃
−

(2)
(1)

⊆ X̃
− ,
8

(2)

), σ (2) = σ(X̃
−

), ξ = 5

ξ,j

No data manipulation

(1)

= 10

(1)

= 10

No data manipulation

(1)
N8

= 30

No data manipulation

⊆ X̃
− , N9
9

ξ,j

Random shrinkage of batch duration:
#174, #171, #161, #158, #173,
#128, #156, #169, #202 and #151.

8

#4

(2)

= 30

(1)
X
⊆X
−
− , N8

Class III

= µ(X̃
−

trajectories are manipulated in the following way. Firstly, the
duration of the delay for each batch φn(1) is randomly generated
8
from kφ (1) = 1 to kφ (1) = 50 sampling time points. Secondly,
n8

n8

data for each one of the J process variables are generated by
following a normal distribution with µ = µ(X̃
−
σ(X̃
−

(2)
ξ,j

(2)

), where µ(X̃
−

ξ,j

) and σ(X̃
−

(2)

(2)

) and σ (2) =

ξ,j

) represent the average and

ξ,j

the standard deviation calculated for the j-th process variable
at the window of length ξ = 5 (i.e. the first sampling time
points of the batch), respectively (see case #2 in Table 6.2).
Finally, these measurements are added to each process variable
(2)
and the resulting batch trajectories are arranged with the N8
suboptimally synchronized batches into the three-way array
Xc#2 (Nc2 × J × Knc2 ).
In case #3, the variable trajectories show not only different
duration due to incompletion of the last stage but also the key
process events do not overlap at the same batch time across
batches, which are classified as batches affected by class III
asynchronism (see Figure 6.3(c)). For the generation of these
(1)
asynchronism patterns, the N8 raw batch trajectories are
manipulated. The cut points generated in case #1 in the domain
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Figure 6.3. Trajectories of the acetate concentration corresponding to 40 NOC
batches in four different scenarios of asynchronisms: (a) case #1: class I (grey
lines) and class III (black lines) asynchronisms; (b) case #2: class I (grey lines)
and class IV (black lines) asynchronisms; (c) case #3: class II (grey lines) and
class III (black lines) asynchronisms; and (d) case #4: class I asynchronism
(grey and black lines). The grey lines represent the 30 batches without data
manipulation and the black lines represents the data manipulation described in
Table 6.2 for each scenario.

of the synchronized time are chosen and their corresponding
matching point in the actual batch time is reconstructed by using
the warping information (see case #3 in Table 6.2). Afterwards,
(1)
the N8 raw batch trajectories are cut to these points. Finally,
(2)
these batch data are arranged with the remaining N8 raw
batches into the three-way array Xc#3 (Nc3 × J × Knc3 ).
Concerning the fourth case of asynchronism categorized as class
I, the batch trajectories have the same length but the evolution
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pace is different among batches (see Figure 6.3(d)). For this
case, the suboptimally synchronized batch trajectories from X̃8
and X̃9 are arranged into the three-way array Xc#4 (Nc4 × J ×
Kref )3 . The resulting asynchronous batches for each case from
Table 6.3 are depicted in the acetate concentration variable in
Figure 6.3, where the grey lines are the 30 batches with no data
manipulation and, the black lines are the 10 batches with the
data manipulation.

6.6

Results

The objective of this section is to illustrate i) the performance
of the novel Multisynchro approach for batch synchronization in
scenarios of multiple asynchronisms and ii) the effect of inappropriate synchronization on the batch trajectories by comparing
DTW and Multisynchro, and iii) discuss whether the synchronization of the batch trajectories should be always a mandatory
step in the bilinear modeling of batch processes.

6.6.1

Performance of synchronization based on
DTW and Multisynchro

Batches with four different types of asynchronism (see Table
6.2) are synchronized by using the Multisynchro approach. The
high-level routine is executed for asynchronism detection. As a
result of this step, a set of 40 warping profiles for each scenario
of asynchronism is derived (see Figure 6.4). Looking at these
profiles, in which every action taken by the synchronization algorithm is fingerprinted, insight into the nature of asynchronism
present in batch data can be obtained.
In cases #1, #2 and #4, the warping profiles belonging to the 30
out of 40 batches (see grey lines in Figure 6.4(a), Figure 6.4(b)
and Figure 6.4(d), respectively) almost follow the main diagonal.
Note that these batches have equal duration and apparently
their key process events overlap at the same sampling time
points across batches (see grey lines in Figures 6.3(a), 6.3(b)
and 6.3(d), respectively). Nonetheless, the slight deviations
observed from the diagonal profile denote that even though most
3 The simulated data manipulated to generate the asynchronisms under study are
available in MVBatch software (at request) and on the website of Industrial & Engineering
Chemistry Research, journal in where an extended version of this data set was published.
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Figure 6.4. Warping information derived from the DTW-based synchronization
of the raw batch trajectories for each of the asynchronism scenarios: (a) case
#1: class I (grey lines) and class III (black lines) asynchronisms; (b) case #2:
class I (grey lines) and class IV (black lines) asynchronisms; (c) case #3: class
II (grey lines) and class III (black lines) asynchronisms; and (d) case #4: class
I asynchronism (grey and black lines). The grey lines represent the warping
profiles of 30 batches without data manipulation and the black lines represents
the warping profiles of those batches with the data manipulation described in
Table 6.2 for each scenario.

of the batches have equal duration, the main events are not
perfectly synchronized. This supports the claim that the batch
synchronization is required even when the variable trajectories
show the same evolution pace. Regarding case #3, the warping
profiles of the first 30 batches (see grey lines in Figure 6.4(c))
shows a clear variation in the duration of the batches, which is
more prominent at late stages than early stages of the process.
This type of pattern was expected due to the nature of the
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Figure 6.5. Warping information derived from the Multisynchro-based synchronization of the raw batch trajectories for each of the asynchronism scenarios: (a)
case #1: class I (grey lines) and class III (black lines) asynchronisms; (b) case
#2: class I (grey lines) and class IV (black lines) asynchronisms; (c) case #3:
class II (grey lines) and class III (black lines) asynchronisms; and (d) case #4:
class I asynchronism (grey and black lines). The grey lines represent the warping
profiles of 30 batches without data manipulation and the black lines represents
the warping profiles of those batches with the data manipulation described in
Table 6.2 for each scenario.

asynchronism with which these batches are affected. Concerning
the warping profiles corresponding to the rest of batches (see
black lines in Figure 6.4), a different asynchronism pattern is
recognized in each case.
In Figure 6.4(a) and Figure 6.4(c), 10 out of the 40 warping
profiles (black lines) show an excessive number of vertical transitions in comparison to the rest (grey lines). The difference
between the two cases is that the raw trajectories in the latter
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are completely unsynchronized from the start of the batches (see
the warping profiles notably deviating from the main diagonal in
Figure 6.4(c)). This pattern is directly related to the presence of
batches that were not entirely completed. In common practice,
these incomplete batches are inadvertently taken into consideration for batch synchronization, causing severe and undesirable
changes in the profiles of the process variables. In case #2, 10
out of 40 batches (those at which a shift-type asynchronism was
introduced) show a diagonal warping profile that is parallel to
the main diagonal (see Figure 6.4(b)). This pattern is characteristic in the cases where similar values of the J process variables
are registered at the start of the batch. It leads to an excessive
number of horizontal transitions in the synchronization, as can
be seen in the blue dashed rectangle in Figure 6.4(b). The higher
the duration of the shift from the start, the higher the number
of horizontal transitions in the warping profile. In this case,
the DTW algorithm shrinks the corresponding batches at that
time interval by averaging the measurements of the J process
variables. Finally, the warping profiles related to case #4 show
a divergence from the diagonal, confirming a different process
pace at the second half of the run across batches (see Figure
6.4(d)).
Figure 6.5 shows the resulting warping profiles derived from
the low-level Multisynchro routine for the four cases of asynchronisms under study. In the cases where the batches are
partially incomplete at the end of the batch runs, irrespective
of the process pace, the Multisynchro algorithm finds the best
matching between their end point and the sampling time point
of the reference that minimizes the weighted multivariate distance. The relaxation of the end point can be appreciated in
the incomplete warping profiles in cases #1 and #3 (see black
lines in Figure 6.5(a) and (c)). The remaining trajectory of the
process variables, including the warping profiles, are imputed by
using the variance-covariance matrix of the in-control statistical
model obtained from the NOC batches only affected by class I
and II asynchronisms. As regards to class IV asynchronism, the
resulting warping profiles still show the shift over the main diagonal, although the starting point is the last sampling time point
of the series of observations that matches the first sampling time
point of the reference (see black lines in Figure 6.5(b)). Finally,
the warping profiles associated with case #4 are very similar
to the warping profiles from DTW at a first glance, although
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subtle differences are observed at certain phase of the process
(see Figure 6.5(d)).
To illustrate whether there is an effect of the type of synchronization on the synchronized trajectories, the batch data affected by
the four cases of asynchronisms are compared with the outcomes
of the synchronization based on the DTW and Multisynchro
algorithms in Figure 6.6. The first remarkable finding for the
NOC data sets simulated in this study is the similarity of the
results in cases #2 and #4 (see Figures 6.6(d)-(f) and Figures
6.6(j)-(l), respectively). Only subtle differences are observed
at certain phases of the batch runs. Note however that if the
batch trajectories are perturbed by an abnormality (e.g. spike
or subtle drift) in the shifted part of the trajectory, the DTW
algorithm would shrink the corresponding batches at that time
interval by averaging the measurements of the J process variables. The most likely, the abnormal feature not belonging to
the batch processing might remain in the trajectories, which
might produce a false alarm. In contrast, the Multisynchro
algorithm would automatically discard the first sampling time
points, thereby averting the addition of non-process features.
Regarding cases #1 and #3, there are major differences in the
final result due to the presence of batches affected by class
III asynchronism (see Figures 6.6(a)-(c) and Figures 6.6(g)-(i),
respectively). When the batches are not completed, the DTW
algorithm correctly synchronizes the batch trajectories from the
initial point (1, 1) to the optimum last matching point (kref , Ki )
(the last closest point of the black lines to the diagonal profile in
Figure 6.4(c)). From the (kref + 1)-th to the Kref -th sampling
time point of the reference batch, the last point of the n-th
batch is matched, leading to the vertical transitions observed
(see Figure 6.4(c)). This would lead to expansions of the batch
trajectories, i.e. the addition of replicated values of the Ki -th
sampling time point in the n-th batch. Consequently, flat profiles
in the process variables (i.e. replicated values of the last actual
value) are introduced (see Figure 6.6(b) and Figure 6.6(h)).
This is an artifact since the batches were not actually finished
and the remaining trajectory till completion is computed in an
inappropriate way. In addition, these inaccuracies are inherited
in the synchronization of that stage. Note that when a batch
is finished earlier than the historical batches, the addition of
artifacts in data may be higher. This would cause a possible
change of the trajectory profile. In the batch data simulated,
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Figure 6.6. Comparison of the acetate concentration of 40 NOC raw batches (a,
d, g, and j) with their respective trajectories synchronized by DTW (b, e, h, and
k) and by Multisynchro (c, f, i and l) in four different asynchronism scenarios:
(a,b, and c) case #1: class I (grey lines) and class III (black lines) asynchronisms;
(d, e and f) case #2: class I (grey lines) and class IV (black lines) asynchronisms;
(g, h and i) case #3: class II (grey lines) and class III (black lines) asynchronisms;
and (j, k and l) case #4: class I asynchronism (grey and black lines).
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Figure 6.7. Comparison of the standard deviation vectors obtained from batch
data synchronized by using the DTW algorithm without taking into consideration
the asynchronous patterns from case #3 (red empty circles line) and by using
the Multisynchro approach (black stars line).

the largest cut was approximately 50 sampling time points. As
can be observed in Figure 6.6(b) and Figure 6.6(h), it produces
changes in the shape of the profiles in the second half of the
batch runs, and consequently, in the normal process pace.
The higher the addition of artifacts, the higher the uncertainty
inherited. This variability may severely affect the interpretation
of the subsequent multivariate statistical model, and therefore,
the performance of the monitoring scheme. An indicator of this
is the variability of the resulting synchronized batch trajectories
around their mean trajectory. This can be measured by the
standard deviation vector after the average mean is subtracted
and the resulting batch data is scaled to unit variance at every
sampling time point (the so-called Trajectory centering and
scaling). The lower the difference among standard deviation
vectors, the higher the synchronization quality.
In order to study the improvement reached by the application of
the Multisynchro approach versus DTW-based synchronization
applied to all batches in case #3, the standard deviation vectors
of the corresponding synchronized batch trajectories are computed and shown in Figure 6.7. Figure 6.7(a) reveals that when
the incomplete batches are treated separately from the rest in
the batch synchronization, the resulting standard deviation val184
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Figure 6.8. Batch trajectories belonging to the process variables specific oxygen
uptake rate (a) and specific carbon dioxide evolution rate (b) after synchronization.
Black lines represent trajectories synchronized by using the DTW algorithm
without taking into account the type of asynchronism and grey lines represent
those batch trajectories synchronized by the Multisynchro approach.

ues are lower (black stars lines) than for the classical approach
(red empty circles lines). These differences are more prominent
in Variables #5, #6, #9 and #10 (see trajectories of Variables
#9 and #10 in Figure 6.8), in particular at the last stage of
the process (last 50 sampling time points from the batch runs),
where some batches are incomplete or shrinked. Even though
the standard deviation values seem to be similar for the rest of
variables, these differences are also observed at the same batch
time period but to less extent (see Figure 6.7(b) for Variables #7
and #8). This is a clear indicator that synchronizing the batch
trajectories without taking into consideration this type of asynchronism seriously affects the resulting trajectories, decreasing
the signal-to-noise ratio.

6.6.2

Synchronization of batches with equal
duration

Several publications in the literature and commercial software
packages express the belief that only batches with different
duration are subject of synchronization. However, when some
key process events are not fully aligned, regardless of the batch
duration, the batch trajectories must be synchronized. This
is clearly shown in case #4 represented in Figure 6.3(d). As
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can be appreciated from this figure, the acetate concentration
trajectory shows that the second half of the batch run (from the
120th sampling time point onward) has a different pace for the
two groups of batches, denoted as black and grey lines. From
the start to the 90th sampling time point, the main process
phenomena apparently occur at the same sampling time point
across batches. In order to ensure that the key process events are
actually synchronized, batch synchronization should be applied
to batch data. In Figure 6.4(d), the resulting warping profiles
from the synchronization at the high-level step are depicted. As
can be seen, there are two groups of profiles clearly distinguished,
those corresponding to the 10 batches where the different process
pace was forced (black profiles) and the rest of batches (grey
lines). Looking at the profiles corresponding to the 10 batches
with asynchronism, one can observe two main time periods of
large deviation from the main diagonal: from the 75th to the
100th sampling time point and from the 120th to the end of
the batch, the deviation being smaller in the former than in the
latter. In both time periods, these warping profiles have a higher
number of vertical transitions than horizontal transitions. This
is the reason why these warping profiles are beyond the main
diagonal. It indicates that the batches with asynchronism had
slower process pace than the rest. Hence, the synchronization
algorithm needs to expand the corresponding batch trajectories
at the aforementioned batch time periods.
In case #4, batch synchronization is rarely applied because
batches have already the same duration. There is commercial
software for batch process monitoring, e.g. SIMCA Release
13.0.3 [65], that only demand the synchronization of the batch
trajectories when they have different length4 . In order to emphasize the importance of this step, the raw batch trajectories
are again compared with those obtained from the batch synchronization based on the Multisynchro algorithm, whose results
are very similar to those obtained with DTW. For comparative purposes two different process variables are illustrated in
Figure 6.9. As can be observed, the raw trajectories of the
specific oxygen uptake (see Figure 6.9(a)) and carbon dioxide
evolution (see Figure 6.9(c)) rates belonging to 10 out of the 40
4 The main synchronization procedure used in SIMCA Release 13.0.3 is the so-called
time linear expanding/compressing (TLEC)-based method, which is based on linearly
expanding and/or compressing pieces of variable trajectories in the local batch time
dimension [64]. In case the differences in batch length is greater than 20%, a maturity
variable is used as the basis of batch synchronization instead of the local batch time [64].
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Figure 6.9. Batch trajectories belonging to the process variables specific
oxygen uptake rate (a, b) and specific carbon dioxide evolution rate (c, d)
without applying any synchronization (a and c, respectively) and applying the
Multisynchro approach (b and d, respectively). The black lines in (a) and (c)
represent the raw trajectories belonging to 10 out of 40 batches with the case #4
asynchronism embedded.

raw batches (black lines) differ with those corresponding to the
rest of batches (grey lines). Mainly, these differences are shown
at the last stage of the process, from the 120th sampling time
point onwards. This reflects that the fermentation at the second
half of the process took less time than in the rest of the batch
trajectories. Hence, the synchronization of this stage is needed
for subsequent analysis. Once the Multisynchro approach is applied to batch data, the resulting 40 profiles not only have equal
length but also the segments of the profile corresponding to the
last process stage overlap across batches (see the synchronized
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Figure 6.10. Comparison of the standard deviation vectors obtained from raw
batch data from case#4 (red empty circles line) and from synchronized batch
data derived from the Multisynchro-based synchronization (black stars line).

trajectories of the specific oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide
evolution rates in Figure 6.9(b) and Figure 6.9(d), respectively).
Again, the standard deviation vector is estimated from the raw
and synchronized batch data to study the improvement achieved
when the Multi-Synchro approach is applied in comparison to
take no action for synchronization (see Figure 6.10). If the batch
trajectories are not synchronized, the standard deviation vector
derived contains more variability (see red empty circles line in
Figure 6.10(a)) in comparison to that derived from the data
synchronized with the Multisynchro approach (see black stars
line in Figure 6.10(a)). These differences are more prominent in
Variables #5, #6, #9 and #10 (see trajectories of Variables #9
and #10 in Figure 6.9), but also existent in the rest of process
variables (see Figure 6.10(b)). In this case, these differences
are mainly found between the 120th onwards, the time period
at which the batch profiles are clearly not synchronized. Note
that the variation from the main trajectory is approximately
eight times higher when the key process events are not aligned
in comparison to when batch data are synchronized with the
Multisynchro approach. This again supports the idea that
the type of asynchronism needs to be taken into consideration
in batch synchronization, not only to focus the multivariate
statistical analysis on the same point of process evolution but
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also to reach better synchronization quality.

6.7

Conclusions

This chapter addresses the problem of batch trajectories with
multiple types of asynchronism. Prior to bilinear batch modeling,
batch trajectories must be synchronized in such a way that not
only equal batch length is ensured, but also the key process
events overlap at the same batch sampling time points in all
batches. Even though batch profiles show similar shape and
equal length, batch synchronization needs to be always carried
out.
The application of the same synchronization procedure to batches
with asynchronisms of different nature may cause the addition of
extreme artifacts, affecting severely the synchronization quality.
Based on the original DTW and RGTW algorithms, a novel
synchronization approach called Multisynchro that takes into
consideration the multiple asynchronisms present in batch data
is proposed. The new proposal is composed of two routines. The
first one (high-level routine) is devoted to detect the different
patterns of asynchronism of each particular batch based on the
warping information derived from the RGTW or DTW algorithm. The second one (low-level routine) performs the batch
synchronization using specific procedures based on the nature of
the asynchronism. The new approach also includes a procedure
that performs abnormality detection and batch synchronization
in an iterative way. This avoids batch abnormalities to affect
synchronization quality. The simulated example has shown
that the Multisynchro approach might outperform the standard
approach of applying the same synchronization procedure, in
particular, in the cases where incomplete batches are mixed with
batches affected by other types of asynchronisms. The main
disadvantage of the Multisynchro algorithm is its complexity
and non-linear interaction among the different techniques used.
In particular, the complex interaction between the iterative and
non-linear synchronization procedure with the iterative and linear modeling approach disables its automatic application. To
ensure the best synchronization, the visualization and track of
the algorithm actions are required.
Inappropriate synchronization affects not only the quality of
batch synchronization, but also the subsequent steps of bilinear
modeling. When the key process events do not overlap at the
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same point of process evolution ensuring the same process pace
in all batches, the capability of monitoring schemes for fault detection may be dramatically reduced. In Chapter 7, the impact
of different synchronization methods in the model parameter
stability is studied. In addition, the consequences of inappropriately synchronizing batch data with multiple asynchronisms
in process monitoring will be investigated in Chapter 8. The
novel Multisynchro algorithm is a promising synchronization
technique that mitigates the influence of multiple asynchronisms
on the batch modeling cycle.
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7.1

Introduction

The final goal of a monitoring scheme in a batch process is safe
and stable operation, to maintain the release of high quality
product and to minimize the waste of product in off-spec batches.
For this purpose, these schemes must be designed in such a way
that faults, failures and disturbances can be accurately and early
detected, allowing the subsequent diagnosis of their potential
causes.
For the design of monitoring schemes, the measurements of J
process variables collected at K different sampling time points
over N batches run under NOC are used. Setting a BMSPC
system becomes a challenging task due the nature of batch
data [45, 71]: high volume of data (high dimensionality); unequalized batch trajectories; uneven and unsynchronized batch
trajectories; non-linear and time-varying dynamics; presence
of noise; collinearity and outliers; variables of different magnitude and variance; and missing data. In this context, Latent
Structures-based methods, like PCA and BMSPC, combined
with the adequate preprocessing methods are frequently used
for the generation of empirical models [71, 183]. Using this type
of methods, process understanding can be gained and process
operating problems can be troubleshooted in a timely manner.
From this offline investigation based on historical data, a monitoring system can be designed (the so-called model building
phase), allowing real-time fault detection and diagnosis on the
basis of incoming batch data (the so-called exploitation model
phase) [62].
A principal concern when designing BMSPC systems based on
PCA should be to ensure that the system is fit for purpose in
the context in which it will be used. Issues such as acceptance
by the operational personnel, robustness during typical process
operation and appropriate maintenance procedures are factors
that need to be considered. Another factor relating to the
methodologies employed in the system concerns the stability of
the model parameters -i.e. the preprocessing parameters (means
and standard deviations) and the loadings. The parameter
stability is inversely related to the uncertainty, i.e. the variance
in the parameters estimates. The assessment of the parameter
stability is relevant for almost any purpose PCA is applied for.
If PCA is used to develop a monitoring scheme, low parameters
uncertainty is desired to assure a reduced amount of noise in the
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model. Noise affects the performance of the monitoring system,
reducing the fault detection capability. From the statistical
point of view, it is well known that the higher the number
of observations in the calibration the better the parameters
estimation and so the lower the parameters uncertainty. There is
a second element which affects the uncertainty in the parameters
of PCA: the more different the eigenvalues in the model, the
more stable the loadings [184].
The application of bilinear models like PCA to batch data requires the rearranging of the three-way data array in a number
of two-way arrays. This transformation can be performed following a number of different approaches. To date, there is no
sound study on the effect of the bilinear modeling approaches
on parameter stability in BMSPC. This chapter is devoted to
investigate the parameter stability associated to the most used
synchronization and PCA-based BMSPC methods. The synchronization methods included in this study are: IV, DTW, RGTW
and TLEC-based methods. In addition, different arrangements
of the three-way batch data array into two-way arrays are considered, namely: single-model approaches, K-models approaches
and hierarchical approaches. Results are discussed in connection
with previous research work [87, 89].
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 presents the
materials and methods used in the comparative study. Section
7.3 illustrates the effect of the batch synchronization on the
parameter stability. Section 7.4 is devoted to present and discuss
the results of the comparison of the different rearranging methods
under study. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.5.

7.2

Material and methods

The different modeling approaches under study are compared in
terms of parameter stability using data corresponding to Set #1
^

^

(three-way arrays X1 and X2 ) from realistic simulations of a
fermentation process of the S. cerevisae cultivation (see Chapter
2). Two data sets were generated based on the biological model
of the aerobic growth of Saccharomyces Cerevisiae on a glucose
limited medium [118].
Prior to proceeding with the comparative study, both data sets
need to be synchronized. For this purpose, methods working
in the domain of the batch time (SCT-based and TLEC-based
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methods) and in the domain of an indicator variable (IV) are
used. For the sake of simplicity, only two SCT-based methods (DTW and RGTW algorithms) are chosen (see Table 7.1).
For the DTW-based synchronization on raw batch data, the
reference batch selected in both data sets is that whose batch
length is the closest to median length from the first data set:
batch #12. This is also the reference batch for the RGTWbased synchronization on raw batch data. The rest of conditions
and constraints, both for the classical DTW and the RGTW
algorithm, are set according to [1, 76]. The TLEC is carried
out in raw batch data by linearly interpolating 209 data points
(the length of the reference batch, batch #12 belonging to the
first data set) in each batch. In order to check to what extent
TLEC correctly synchronizes the batch trajectories (i.e. the
key process events overlap in all batches ensuring the same
process evolution), the TLEC-based synchronized batch trajectories are re-synchronized, i.e. synchronized once again, with
SCT-based methods. In particular, a second synchronization
using the DTW algorithm (TLEC-DTW) and the RGTW algorithm (TLEC-RGTW) with the aforementioned parameters is
performed. Finally, the TLEC-based synchronization between
stages defined by key process events (TLEC-events) is carried
out. For the sake of comparison, batch #12 from the first data
set is selected as reference batch. A total of 10 key events
placed at sampling time points #23, #38, #54, #65, #89, #96,
#104, #119, #140 and #166 in the reference batch are extracted by examining its variable trajectories. Afterward, time
linear interpolation is performed between time periods limited
by the defined key process events across batches, yielding a set
of synchronized trajectories with 209 sampling time points. Concerning IV-based synchronization, the simulation time denoting
the fermentation evolution (the so-called fermentation rate) is
selected as indicator variable given its monotonic and increasing
behavior. Non-uniform increments were defined in six different
process stages, and a total of 209 data points are obtained by
linear interpolation (see Section 4.2.1 for a detailed description
of the synchronization based on IV). Let us name this synchronization as IV1. To illustrate the effect of an incorrect decision
on the selection of the indicator variable and the increments
for interpolation on the parameter stability, a second IV-based
synchronization is performed, taking the biomass concentration
as the indicator variable (IV2). The biomass concentration is
the only measured process variable that might potentially be
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selected as indicator variable due to its monotonicity and increasing value over time. To fulfill the remaining requirements
of an IV, a start and end point in the biomass concentration
variable is selected across batches. Equal-distanced intervals
are defined, leading to a total of 209 data points obtained by
linear interpolation. In addition, a second synchronization on
the IV-based synchronized trajectories using the DTW algorithm (IV1-DTW and IV2-DTW) and the RGTW algorithm
(IV1-RGTW and IV2-RGTW) with the parameters specified
above is carried out. The purpose of this re-synchronization is
again to check to what extent IV properly synchronizes the key
process events.
The comparison of the PCA-based BMSPC approaches in terms
of the parameter stability is organized in three categories: singlemodel, K-models and hierarchical-model approaches (see Table
7.2). Among the single-models, VW, BD and BW models are
studied. The approaches VW-TCS and VW-VCS represent a
VW unfolding where Trajectory C&S and Variable C&S1 are
performed, respectively. BD1 denotes a batch-dynamic model
where 1 LMV is added as new variables and Trajectory C&S is
applied. BW represents a BW model where Trajectory C&S is
applied. Regarding the K-model approaches, local K-models
and evolving models in their different variants are studied. LM
represents local K-models with Trajectory C&S. The approaches
UWMW 1LMV-var and UWMW 1LMV-obs denote Uniformly
Weighted Moving Window models with Trajectory C&S generated by adding 1 LMV as new variables and observations,
respectively. EWEW-var and EWEW-obs correspond to Exponentially Weighted Evolving Window models generated by
adding all the possible LMVs at the k-th sampling time point
as new variables and observations, respectively. Also, Trajectory C&S is applied and a weighting factor λk ∈ [0, 1] is used,
where λ = 0.97. In addition, the adaptive approach of the local
K-models with d = 0.2 and d = 50, i.e. AHKM, is also included
in the study.
A priori, there are clear equivalences and an important interplay
between the parameter stability in the preprocessing and in
the unfolded model. To compare the parameter stability of
each one of the calibration and monitoring approaches, the
1 The application of Variable C&S is only meaningful in VW. Hence, this preprocessing approach is not taken into consideration for the rest of the BMSPC approaches
in this study.
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IV-based method

(TLEC & SCT)-based method

Time Linear Expanding/Compressing
(TLEC)-based method

Stretching/Compressing/Translating
(SCT)-based method

Approach

TLEC-RGTW

TLEC-DTW

TLEC-events

TLEC

RGTW

IV: fermentation rate (IV1) and biomass concentration (IV2)

Parameters from TLEC and RGTW models

Parameters from TLEC and DTW models

209 interpolation points, key processes events at sampling time points:
#23, #38, #54, #65, #89, #96, #104, #119, #140 and #166

209 interpolation points

Reference: batch #12 (209 sampling time points), constraints according to [1]

Reference: batch #12 (209 sampling time points), constraints according to [76]

IV1 and IV2

Parameters from IV1 and IV2, and DTW models

Parameters

IV1-DTW and IV2-DTW

Parameters from IV1 and IV2, and RGTW models

DTW

IV1-RGTW and IV2-RGTW

Model

Table 7.1. Synchronization approaches used in the study of the parameter stability to synchronize batch data.
Domain

Time

Variable
(IV & SCT)-based method

# Parameters per loading vector
J ·K
J
J
J · (1 + LM V )
J

Trajectory C&S J

Trajectory C&S J

Trajectory C&S k · J, for k from 1 to K

Trajectory C&S J

Trajectory C&S nk

Preprocessing
Trajectory C&S
Trajectory C&S
Variable C&S
Trajectory C&S
Trajectory C&S

Table 7.2. BMSPC approaches used in the study of the parameter stability. M represents the number of PCA models fitted in
each modeling approach.
Approach
Single-model
(M = 1)

K -model
(M = K)

Model
Structure
BW
Batch-wise
VW-TCS
Variable-wise
VW-VCS
Variable-wise
BD1
Batch-dynamic with 1LMV
LM
Local K-model
UWMW 1LMV-var Uniformly Weighted Moving Window
K-model with 1LMV in the variables
UWMW 1LMV-obs Uniformly Weighted Moving Window
K-model with 1LMV in the observations
EWEW-var
Exponentially Weighted Evolving Window
K-model with 1LMV in the variables and λk
EWEW-obs
Exponentially Weighted Evolving Window
K-model with 1LMV in the observations and λk
Adaptive hierarchical K-model with d = 0.2 and
d = 50

Hierarchical-model
AHKM
(M = K)
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Normalized Squared Difference (NSD) between the different
parameter vectors (averages, standard deviations, sum of squares
and loadings) is computed as follows:

N SDθ =

J
X
j=1

(1)

(1)

θj

θ (1)

(2)

−

θj

θ (2)

!2
(7.1)

(2)

where θj and θj correspond to the j -th value in the parameter
vectors θ (1) and θ (2) for the first and second data set, respectively.
To make the NSD values of the loadings comparable across
approaches, two factors need to be taken into account in the
estimation: the number of PCA models and the number of
parameters. As illustrated in Table 7.2, M = 1 and M = K
different models are obtained from PCA-based bilinear modeling
in the single-model and K-models approach, respectively. The
size of the loading vectors in each model depends on the number
of LMVs added as new variables. To make all the models
comparable, the NSD values are estimated as an average of the
NSD values calculated on the loadings corresponding to each
K
P
N SDθk /K, where
sampling time point k (i.e. N SDθ =
k=1

N SDθk is assessed by following Equation 7.1). When including
LMVs, exception made for BW models, data from a specific
sampling time point are used more than once to fit parameters in
the same (BD) or different submodels (e.g. UWMW). When this
occurs, parameters in the form of LMVs are not considered to
compute the NSD values. To properly estimate the NSD values
in loadings, the sign change of loadings due to the rotational
ambiguity in PCA is taken into account. For this purpose,
each loading vector pa is corrected by the sign of the absolute
maximum loading. Note that the averaged NSD value allows
us to compare the NSD values of single models including the
complete batch history (BW/AHKM), single models where the
batch history is averaged (VW-VCS/VW-TCS), singles models
with LMVs (BD) and K-models with LMVs as observations
(UWMW 1LMV-obs/EWEW-obs) and as variables (UWMW
1LMV-var/EWEW-var).
Batch data synchronized by all the synchronization approaches
under study (see Table 7.1) are employed to study the effect
of batch synchronization on parameter stability in Section 7.3.
To proceed with the comparison of the rearranging methods in
terms of parameter stability in Section 7.4, for the sake of easy
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understanding only the two data sets synchronized by using the
RGTW algorithm are used.

7.3

Effects of batch synchronization

A critical factor in the modeling of batch data is the synchronization quality, i.e. the accuracy of the synchronization approach
to overlap the key process events across batches. An indicator
of this factor is the variability of the resulting synchronized
batch trajectories around their mean trajectory. This can be
measured by the standard deviation vector after trajectory C&S.
The lower the difference among standard deviation vectors, the
higher the synchronization quality, provided that the batches
are all NOC and do not inadvertently include batches with
abnormal behavior.
In order to compare the methods, the average of the standard
deviation vectors of the corresponding synchronized batch trajectories of both data sets are computed and shown in Figure
7.1 and Figure 7.2. These figures reveal that when SCT-based
methods are applied in batch data, the resulting standard deviation values are lower (blue dots and black asterisks lines
in Figure 7.1) than for the rest of synchronization methods.
This implies that SCT-based methods outperform the other
approaches in terms of reduction of trajectory variability. Note
that the differences are more prominent in Variables #1, #3,
#5, #6, #9, #10 and #11 in all the comparisons. Concerning the TLEC-based methods, TLEC-based synchronized batch
trajectories yield standard deviation values much higher (red
empty squares lines in Figure 7.1(a)) than those synchronized
with TLEC-events (magenta empty circles lines in Figure 7.1(a)).
Hence, the latter synchronizes the batch trajectories with more
accuracy, reducing the variability in comparison with the former.
In regard to the IV-based methods, when the indicator variable
is accurately defined jointly with the corresponding IV levels
for synchronization, the key process events are aligned although
the variability might be affected to a certain extent (see red
empty circles in Figure 7.1(c)). However, when the parameters
of the synchronization based on IV are not well selected and
tuned, the shape of the process variables might be seriously
affected. An illustrative example of this effect can be seen on
the standard deviation vectors in Figure 7.1(d), which notably
differ from those obtained from data properly synchronized with
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Figure 7.1. Standard deviation vector of the synchronized trajectories (average
from both data sets): (a) comparison between the SCT-based and TLEC-based
methods: blue dots (RGTW), black asterisks (DTW), magenta empty circles
(TLEC-events) and red empty squares lines (TLEC); (b) comparison between
the (TLEC & SCT)-based and TLEC-based methods: blue dots (TLEC-RGTW),
black asterisks (TLEC-DTW) and red empty squares (TLEC) lines; (c) comparison between the (IV & SCT)-based and IV-based methods using the fermentation
rate as the indicator variable: blue dots (IV1-RGTW), black asterisks (IV1DTW) and red empty circles (IV1) lines; and (d) comparison between the (IV
& SCT)-based and IV-based methods using the biomass concentration as the
indicator variable: blue dots (IV2-RGTW), black asterisks (IV2-DTW) and red
empty circles (IV2) lines.
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Figure 7.2. Standard deviation vector of the synchronized trajectories (average
from both data sets): (a) comparison between SCT-based methods and (TLEC/IV
& SCT)-based methods using the fermentation rate as the indicator variable:
black empty circles (DTW), black dots (RGTW), blue empty circles (TLECDTW), blue dots (TLEC-RGTW), red empty circles (IV1-DTW) and red dots
(IV1-RGTW); and (b) comparison between SCT-based methods and (TLEC/IV
& SCT)-based methods using the biomass fermentation as the indicator variable:
black empty circles (DTW), black dots (RGTW), blue empty circles (TLECDTW), blue dots (TLEC-RGTW), red empty circles (IV2-DTW) and red dots
(IV2-RGTW).

IV (see Figure 7.1(c)). This shows how critic the selection of
the indicator variable and the increments are.
Another issue worth being highlighted is that the standard
deviation vectors calculated from the batch trajectories synchronized and re-synchronized by SCT-based methods do not
differ much each other in Figure 7.2(a) (compare black, blue
and red empty circles -i.e. DTW, TLEC-DTW, and IV1-DTWwith black, blue and red dots -i.e. RGTW, TLEC-RGTW, and
IV1-RGTW-, respectively). Nonetheless, when the IV-based
synchronization is not correctly performed (IV2), differences in
terms of deviation around the mean trajectory appear among
methods because the synchronization as defined distorts the
variable trajectories (compare black, blue and red empty circles -i.e. DTW, TLEC-DTW, and IV2-DTW- with black, blue
and red dots -i.e. RGTW, TLEC-RGTW, and IV2-RGTW-,
respectively, in Figure 7.2(b)). This denotes a similar perfor202
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mance among synchronization methods (RGTW and DTW)
in terms of synchronization quality provided that the different
synchronization are correctly conducted, ensuring the alignment
of the landmarks. Notice, however, that RGTW performs the
synchronization in real-time, while DTW requires to wait until
the batch has finished to perform the synchronization.
This outcome shows that when synchronization is focused on
aligning the key process events, the addition of artifacts, and consequently, the amount of noise, is reduced. Hence, the variability
of the resulting batch trajectories is lower than those where the
key process events are not properly synchronized (synchronization based on TLEC and on IV with the biomass concentration
as the indicator variable and constants increments). Another
phenomenon worth emphasizing is the risk of interpolating data
when an indicator variable is used for synchronization. Though
IV aligns the key process events, it might cause an increase
of the variability around the average trajectory. Note that
variability might rise if the increments in which the process
data are interpolated are not properly defined. The resulting
standard deviation vectors after applying a second SCT-based
synchronization in trajectories already synchronized by TLEC
(see blue dots and black asterisks lines in Figure 7.1(b)) and
by IV (see blue dots and black asterisks lines in Figure 7.1(c)
and Figure 7.1(d)) contain lower values than those derived from
the synchronized trajectories by TLEC and IV (see red empty
squares line in Figure 7.1(b), and see red empty circles line in
Figure 7.1(c) and Figure 7.1(d), respectively). The enhancement
of the synchronization (i.e. the difference of standard deviation
among synchronization approaches) are clearly higher in the
TLEC approach than in the IV approach.
Comparing SCT-based synchronization and re-synchronization,
some findings are worth being highlighted (see Figure 7.2). No
important differences are found between the standard deviations
derived from batch data after applying an SCT-based synchronization (see black empty circles and dots in Figure 7.2(a)) and
those derived after applying an SCT-based synchronization in
trajectories already synchronized by TLEC (see blue empty
circles and dots in Figure 7.2(a)) and IV using the fermentation
rate as the indicator variable (see red empty circles and dots
in Figure 7.2(a)). Only slight differences in terms of variability
can be found at a late stage of the process evolution between
the standard vectors of the trajectories synchronized by IV and
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the rest of methods (see second half of standard deviations in
variables #10, #11 and #12 in Figure 7.2(a)). Note, however,
that when the batch data are incorrectly synchronized by an
indicator variable where the increments were not precisely defined, the resulting standard deviations differ much from the
rest (compare red empty circles and dots with the rest symbols
in Figure 7.2(b)).
An ANOVA was performed on the NSD values of each preprocessing parameter -i.e. mean and standard deviation- (see Table
7.3(a)) using the preprocessing and synchronization approach
as factors. The objective of this analysis is to determine if there
exist statistical differences among approaches in stability. The
ANOVA on the standard deviations yielded that the simple effect
of the preprocessing approach is statistically significant (p-value
< 0.05). The NSD values corresponding to Variable C&S are
statistically lower on average (N SDstd,V CS = 7.691e-05) than
those from Trajectory C&S (N SDstd,T CS = 2.564e-02), showing
an outperformance of the former compared to the latter in terms
of stability. Note that the uncertainty in the preprocessing parameters is inherited in the loadings (see Table 7.3(b)). This
will be discussed in detail in the next section.
In order to check if there are statistically differences among
modeling and synchronization approaches, an ANOVA was performed on the NSD values of the PCA modeling parameters
-i.e. first loading vector- (see Table 7.3(b)). This yielded that
both the effects of the synchronization and the modeling approach are statistically significant (p-value < 0.05). In order to
find out specific differences, the 95% confidence LSD intervals
are computed (see Figure 7.3). The NSD values corresponding to batch data synchronized by the group of SCT-based
methods are statistically lower on average (N SDDT W = 1.525e01 and N SDRGT W = 1.635e-01) than those synchronized by
using TLEC-based method (N SDT LEC = 2.743e-01). The
TLEC method is also outperformed by TLEC-events (statistically lower N SD values on average, N SDT LEC−events = 1.910e01). Re-synchronization with SCT-based methods provides
statistically significant improvements for TLEC (statistically
lower NSD values on average: N SDT LEC−DT W = 1.587e01 and N SDT LEC−RGT W = 1.700e-01 in comparison with
N SDT LEC = 2.743e-01). Regarding IV-based methods, there is
a statistically significant enhancement of the parameter stability
when the trajectories synchronized by the biomass concentration
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Modeling
approach
IV1-RGTW
IV1-DTW
IV1
IV2-RGTW
IV2-DTW
IV2
TLEC-RGTW
TLEC-DTW
TLEC
TLEC-events
DTW
RGTW
VW-TCS
4.325e-03
5.376e-03
4.880e-03
8.458e-03
1.034e-02
2.037e-01
1.532e-02
4.960e-03
6.736e-03
2.398e-03
1.934e-03
5.137e-03

BW
1.998e-01
1.615e-01
3.255e-01
7.906e-02
8.311e-02
1.033e-01
1.400e-01
1.439e-01
3.551e-01
1.747e-01
1.454e-01
1.524e-01

1.363e-02
1.140e-02
2.852e-05
8.289e-05
2.349e-04
3.144e-05
4.749e-06
5.598e-06
9.028e-03
1.265e-04
8.069e-06
3.699e-06

6.108e-03
8.398e-03
1.093e-02
1.753e-03
2.141e-02
3.388e-01
3.071e-02
8.606e-03
1.428e-02
3.866e-03
3.301e-03
1.019e-02

BD1
4.181e-01
3.648e-01
2.428e-01
9.671e-02
9.782e-02
2.038e-01
3.297e-01
3.145e-01
3.478e-01
3.338e-01
3.199e-01
3.582e-01

LM

3.520e-02
3.434e-02
2.856e-02
1.989e-02
2.546e-02
1.695e-02
1.856e-02
2.127e-02
3.162e-02
3.493e-02
2.077e-02
2.000e-02

(b)

UWMW
1LMV-var
3.669e-01
2.816e-01
1.924e-01
1.305e-01
1.871e-01
2.431e-01
2.822e-01
2.791e-01
3.244e-01
3.177e-01
2.719e-01
2.640e-01

(a)

Standard deviation

Mean

Trajectory C&S

9.390e-03
8.354e-03
1.364e-04
3.804e-04
1.739e-03
3.383e-04
2.925e-05
4.184e-05
1.600e-03
1.308e-04
3.010e-05
7.012e-05

VW-VCS

Single Model

Synchronization
method
IV1-RGTW
IV1-DTW
IV1
IV2-RGTW
IV2-DTW
IV2
TLEC-RGTW
TLEC-DTW
TLEC
TLEC-events
RGTW
DTW
Mean

UWMW
1LMV-obs
4.137e-01
2.911e-01
2.123e-01
8.401e-02
7.686e-02
1.975e-01
2.616e-01
2.248e-01
3.119e-01
2.911e-01
2.159e-01
2.405e-01

K -Model

1.632e-03
1.527e-03
3.276e-06
8.404e-06
2.613e-05
7.508e-06
8.181e-06
7.630e-06
3.065e-04
9.388e-06
7.412e-06
6.958e-06

9.817e-02
6.450e-02
1.147e-01
1.374e-01
1.196e-01
1.932e-01
1.643e-01
1.649e-01
3.433e-01
2.879e-01
1.703e-01
1.715e-01

EWEW-var

2.241e-01
1.936e-01
4.573e-01
4.143e-02
2.904e-02
9.886e-02
1.534e-01
1.241e-01
3.004e-01
6.504e-02
5.817e-02
6.858e-02

EWEW-obs

3.051e-04
2.450e-04
2.017e-05
2.196e-05
1.697e-04
3.022e-05
8.363e-06
9.321e-06
8.980e-05
1.493e-05
5.007e-06
3.022e-06

AHKM
d = 0.2
2.211e-01
1.889e-01
6.683e-01
3.912e-01
1.738e-02
4.769e-01
1.615e-01
1.661e-01
6.571e-01
2.912e-01
1.712e-01
1.706e-01

AHKM
d = 50
4.180e-01
3.646e-01
2.427e-01
9.672e-02
9.786e-02
2.038e-01
3.296e-01
3.144e-01
3.477e-01
3.337e-01
3.197e-01
3.580e-01

Hierarchical-Model

Standard deviation

Variable C&S

Table 7.3. Comparison of the different preprocessing and synchronization approaches (a), and the different modeling and
synchronization approaches (b) under study using the NSD values. NSD: normalized squared differences between the average
and standard deviations vectors (a) and between the first loading vector (b) of the two simulated data sets.
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Figure 7.3. LSD intervals (95 % confidence) for the NSD values estimated from
the first loading vector of both data sets for (a) the synchronization method and
(b) the modeling approach.

at constant intervals are re-synchronized with SCT-based methods (statistically lower NSD values on average: N SDIV 2−DT W =
6.737e-02 and N SDIV 2−RGT W = 9.701e-02 in comparison with
N SDIV 2 = 2.058e-01). It supports the claim that the incorrect
definition of the indicator variable and the IV levels leads to
an inaccurate synchronization and modification of the shape of
process variables. As a conclusion, the better the key process
events are synchronized, the higher stability in the loadings.
Finally, similar results in terms of parameter stability are found
for RGTW and DTW. Therefore, the RGTW algorithm seems
to be an adequate procedure to be used both in real-time and
post-batch process monitoring in terms of parameter stability.
From these results, the application of other SCT-based synchronization methods (e.g. [77, 78]) may deserve further research.
In regard to the differences among modeling approaches, the
NSD values corresponding to the VW models (VW-TCS and
VW-VCS) and BD1 are statistically lower on average than
those corresponding to the other models. Despite there are not
statistically significant differences among evolving models of the
same class (UWMW and EWEW), the evolving models that
contain less variables show lower NSD values on average than
those that contain more variables (N SDU W M W −obs = 2.456e-01
versus N SDU W M W −var = 2.513e-01, and N SDEW EW −obs =
1.247e-01 versus N SDEW EW −var = 1.955e-01). These results
seem to indicate that the more parsimonious the model, the
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better the parameter stability. A more meaningful insight into
how the parameter stability is affected by the type of rearranging
method used for modeling is provided in the next section using
data synchronized by RGTW.

7.4

Effect of the rearranging methods

In this section, the study of the parameter stability associated to
the most used rearranging methods is carried out. The discussion
on the single-model approaches -i.e. BW, VW and BD- is
introduced in Subsections 7.4.1, 7.4.2 and 7.4.3, respectively.
In addition, the study on the K-model approaches -i.e. LM,
UWMW and EWEW- is presented in Subsection 7.4.4. Finally,
the parameter stability of the hierarchical-model approach -i.e.
AHKM- is studied in Section 7.4.5. For the sake of simplicity,
the two data sets synchronized by using the RGTW algorithm
are used.

7.4.1

Batch-wise unfolding

As stated in Introduction section, parameter stability depends
on two main factors. Firstly, precise identification relies on an
informative data set and on the availability of a sufficiently large
calibration data set. Secondly, the more different the sum-ofsquares captured by each PC, the more stability in the model
parameters [185].
The first question is the amount of calibration data which is
enough to identify the parameters accurately. In Figure 7.4, the
preprocessing information (i.e., means and standard deviations)
corresponding to the two data sets generated is compared. At
first glance, the preprocessing parameters identified seem to
be identical. Nonetheless, the zoom performed in Figure 7.4(c)
shows that there are slight differences. The reason for this is
that a high number of means (J · K) and standard deviations
(J · K) is identified using only N batches, which is in principle
a low number compared to the number of estimated parameters.
For instance, in the present example, J · K = 2090 means and
standard deviations are computed from N = 30 batches. This
uncertainty can be also checked by the N SD values computed for
the means and the standard deviations: 3.010e-05 and 2.077e02, respectively. As can be seen, there is variability in the
preprocessing statistics between the two data sets, being lower in
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(c) SD: zoom corresponding to Variable #3
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Figure 7.4. BW unfolding and Trajectory C&S. Comparison of the preprocessing parameters (means and standard deviations) obtained from the two
simulated data sets BW unfolded, after applying Trajectory C&S. N SD: normalized squared differences between the average and standard deviations vectors
of the two simulated data sets.

the mean than in the standard deviations. When the standard
deviations are computed, the uncertainty from the mean is
inherited. Hence, the resulting uncertainty is higher due to the
accumulation of variability in the preprocessing parameters.
Concerning the second factor, if the sum-of-squares extracted
in each PC is different enough in comparison to subsequently
extracted PCs, low uncertainty in the parameters estimation is
expected for a large calibration data set. In some situations and
for some applications, it is not a problem to have several PCs
with a similar amount of sum-of-squares captured. All of them
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Figure 7.5. BW unfolding and Trajectory C&S. Explained Sum of Squares (SS)
vs #PCs extracted in BW unfolding from the two simulated data sets. Note that
PC #0 corresponds to the sum of squares remained after applying Trajectory
C&S on batch data. N SD: normalized squared differences between the sum of
squares vector captured by each PC of the two simulated datasets.

can be included in the PCA model, or otherwise discarded and
left in the residuals. Nonetheless, it is important to be aware of
the uncertainty introduced in the loadings when this occurs. For
this reason, it is always recommended to have a look at the sumof-squares captured by each PC. Figure 7.5 shows the plot of
the explained sum-of-squares vs #PCs extracted for the current
example assuming BW unfolding and Trajectory C&S. For the
sake of visualization, both the linear and logarithmic scales are
presented. As can be seen, the sum of squares captured by PC#1
(SS1 ≈ 4.500e + 04) explains a high percentage of the sum of
squares remained after applying Trajectory C&S on batch data,
i.e. SS0 , (approximately 70%) and differs enough from that
captured by PC#2 (SS2 ≈ 1.800e + 04). Consequently, the
loadings of the first PC are expected to be stable. Note that
the sum of squares captured from PC#3 onward are similar,
and therefore, their corresponding loadings are not expected
to be stable. In the present investigation, we will only focus
on those PCs which are expected to be stable in order to draw
conclusions about the effect of applying one specific BMSPC
method in the stability of the parameters. Hence, parametric
instability motivated by a specific BMPSC structure is distinguished from that due to PCs with similar captured variance,
which is expected to affect the PCA models independently of
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Figure 7.6. BW unfolding and Trajectory C&S. Comparison of the loading
vector corresponding to the first PC obtained from the two simulated data
sets BW unfolded, after applying Trajectory C&S. N SD: normalized squared
differences between the first loading vector of the two simulated data sets.

the BMSPC method of choice.
There is a comment necessary regarding the use of a plot like
the one in Figure 7.5 to check for stability of the model parameters. The sum-of-squares in the curves are a pool of the data
corresponding to the different sampling time points and process
variables. Nonetheless, this pool may not be representative of
some parts of the data and should be checked with the loading
vectors, and subsequently, with the raw batch trajectories.
In Figure 7.6, the two loading vectors corresponding to the
first PC obtained for the two data sets generated are shown.
Inaccuracies in the preprocessing estimation are inherited in the
identification of the PCs. In particular, the N SD value corresponding to the first loading vector of both data sets is equal to
1.524e-01, denoting an increasing instability with respect to the
preprocessing parameters. Furthermore, each PC contains J · K
parameters, the same number of means or standard deviations
estimated previously. The parameters are, again, estimated
from N observations each. It is clear that there is a parallelism
between Trajectory C&S, and BW unfolding from the point of
view of uncertainty estimation. In the zoom of Figure 7.6(b), the
loadings corresponding to the glucose concentration (variable
#1) and pyruvate concentration (variable #2) are shown. Several loadings have such uncertainty that they present different
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Figure 7.7. BW unfolding and Trajectory C&S. Trajectory of Glucose concentration (variable #1) after trajectory centering and scaling in some of the
batches of the second simulated data set.

sign for the two data sets. Nonetheless, most of this variability is
due to noise since most of loadings take values around zero (e.g.,
from the 60th to the 209th loading and from the 260th to the
418th loading belonging to variable #1 and #2, respectively, see
Figure 7.6(b)). Despite the fact that with BW unfolding a very
complete modeling structure can be estimated [90], the noisy
loadings shown in Figure 7.6 suggest model over-parametrization
(i.e. overfitting). In any case, important parts are captured.
For instance, the loadings of high magnitude in the interval
[1,50] are reflecting the high auto-correlation of the first variable
(glucose concentration) during that period in the aligned data
sets (see Figure 7.7).

7.4.2

Variable-wise unfolding

As already discussed, a factor where the parameter stability
relies on is the amount of observations used in the parameter
estimation. In Variable C&S, a total of J means and J standard deviations are identified using N · K observations. In this
example, J = 10 and N · K = 6270. Due to the fact the number
of parameters-to-the number of observations ratio in Trajectory
2090
C&S (RT CS = J·K
N = 30 ) is much higher than in Variable
J
10
C&S (RV CS = N ·K = 6270
), the uncertainty in the estimation
in the former is also higher than in the latter. This was also
observed in the results of Section 4.
In Figure 7.8, the explained sum-of-squares vs #PCs extracted
for the current example assuming VW unfolding and Trajectory
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Figure 7.8. Variable-wise unfolding. Explained Sum of Squares (SS) vs #PCs
extracted in VW unfolding from the two simulated data sets. Note that PC #0
corresponds to the sum of squares remained after applying Variable C&S (a) and
Trajectory C&S (b). N SD: normalized squared differences between the sum of
squares vector captured by each PC of the two simulated datasets.

C&S (see Figure 7.8(a)) and Variable C&S (see Figure 7.8(b))
are shown. Note that the sum-of-squares at PC#0 remaining
after Variable C&S for both data sets (SS0 =6.896e+04) is
slightly higher than after Trajectory C&S (SS0 =6.667e+04).
This has nothing to do with stability and it is due to the different
type of preprocessing carried out. In the former, the remaining
sum-of-squares is equal to SS0 = (N · K − 1) · J = (30 · 209 −
1) ∗ 11 = 6.896e+04 units whereas in the latter is equal to
SS0 = (N − 1) · K · J = (30 − 1) ∗ 209 ∗ 11 = 6.667e+04.
Again, the model parameter stability is studied by assessing how
different the sum-of-squares captured by each PC are. Firstly, in
the case of VW with Variable C&S (Figure 7.8(a)), the sum of
squares captured by PC#1 (SS1 ≈ 4.145e + 04) explains a high
percentage of the sum of squares remained after applying Variable C&S on batch data, i.e. SS0 , (approximately 60%) and it is
different enough to that captured by PC#2 (SS2 ≈ 7.700e + 03).
Consequently the loadings of the first PC are expected to be
stable. The sum of squares of PC#2, PC#3 and PC#4 seem to
be quite similar and therefore their loadings may not be stable.
Notice that this result is specific of the data set at hand, and
not a feature of the modeling and/or preprocessing method. Secondly, in the case of VW with Trajectory C&S (Figure 7.8(b)),
the sum of squares captured by PC#1 (SS1 ≈ 5.100e + 04))
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Figure 7.9. VW unfolding. Comparison of the loading vector corresponding
to the first PC obtained from the two simulated data sets. N SD: normalized
squared differences between the first loading vector of the two simulated data
sets.

explains a high percentage of the sum of squares remained after
applying Trajectory C&S on batch data, i.e. SS0 , (approximately 75%) and again it is different enough to that captured
by PC#2 (SS2 ≈ 7.500e + 03). As a consequence, the loadings
of the first PC are expected to be stable. Note that the sum
of squares captured from PC#2 onward are similar, so their
corresponding loadings are not expected to be stable. Also, uncertainty measured in the residual sum-of-squares by PC of each
of the VW models through the N SD values (N SD=3.860e-06
and N SD=5.424e-04 for VW-VCS and for VW-TCS, respectively) confirms that Variable C&S outperforms Trajectory C&S
in terms of parameter stability.
In order to compare the stability of the first PC, the corresponding loadings for both preprocessing methods are shown
in Figure 7.9. In terms of N SD, the uncertainty observed in
the loadings after Variable C&S (N SD=3.699e-06) is approximately three orders of magnitude lower than after Trajectory
C&S (N SD=5.137e-03). It is inherited from a similar difference
in the uncertainty of the preprocessing parameters. Hence, stability of the loadings of PC#1 in Variable C&S is higher than
in Trajectory C&S.
The results in terms of stability should be interpreted with
care and in connection with other features of the models, as
those discussed in the companion papers [87, 89]. It should be
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Figure 7.10. BD unfolding and Trajectory C&S. Explained Sum of Squares
(SS) vs #PCs extracted (a) and first loading vector (b) in BD unfolding with 1
LMV from the two simulated data sets. Note that PC #0 corresponds to the
sum of squares remained after applying Trajectory C&S on batch data. N SD:
normalized squared differences between (a) the sum of squares vector captured
by each PC and (b) the first loading vector of the two simulated data sets.

remarked that the parameters present low uncertainty does not
guarantee the model is adequate. Note that the variability of
interest in BMSPC is the deviation of a batch from the common
trend (e.g. the average trajectory) of the process. When the
average trajectory is not extracted in the preprocessing, like in
Variable C&S, the associated variability remains in the data. If
the data are subsequently unfolded VW, that specific variability
turns into non-linear relationships which cannot in general be
captured with a linear model, such as PCA. Therefore, VW
after Variable C&S is not suited to capture the variability of
interest in BMSPC.

7.4.3

Batch-dynamic unfolding

Figure 7.10 shows the explained sum of squares vs #PCs and
the loading vectors corresponding to the first PC for the two
data sets after BD unfolding with 1 LMV and Trajectory C&S.
These results are quite similar to those obtained for VW unfolding and Trajectory C&S. Hence, Figures 7.10(a) and 7.8(b)
present a very similar shape, being the main difference that
the former doubles the latter in explained sum-of-squares. This
is the logical consequence of doubling the number of variables
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by adding one LMV. Also, Figures 7.10(b) and 7.9(b) present
essentially the same relationships among variables, but again
the former shows these relationships twice. Concerning the loadings stability, this approach yields an intermediate uncertainty
between VW and BW unfolding. In particular, variability in BD
is lower (N SD=1.019e-02) than in BW after Trajectory C&S
(N SD=1.524e-01), and higher than in VW after Trajectory C&S
(N SD=5.137e-03) and after Variable C&S (N SD=3.699e-06).
This result is expected since BD is a generalization of VW and
BW (its number of parameter-to-number of observation ratio is
higher than VW, but lower than BW). Figure 7.10(b) also shows
that the auto-correlation in the data is so high that the loadings
for one variable and its lagged version are almost identical.

7.4.4

K -models

Figure 7.11 displays the loading vectors of the first PC for a) a
local model, b) a UWMW model with 1 LMV in the variables,
c) a UWMW model with 1 LMV in the observations, d) an
EWEW model with LMVs in the variables and λ = 0.97, and e)
an EWEW model with LMVs in the observations and λ = 0.97.
All the models shown correspond to sampling time point k = 10
in the data sets and in all the cases data were Trajectory C&S.
Essentially, the instantaneous relationships captured in the models are the same (i.e. the loading vector profiles are basically
similar). Nevertheless, this does not necessarily has to generalize for other processes or numbers of LMV. In Figure 7.11,
the N SD values between the loadings corresponding to both
data sets are also included. As previously discussed, in the
approaches where 1 or all the possible LMVs are added as new
variables, the N SD value is computed on the loading vector
defined by the last J loadings (corresponding to the the k-th
current sampling time point) instead of all the loadings (like in
the single-model approaches). This is done to make comparison
between K-models approach and the rest of approaches under
study.
Comparing the addition of LMVs as new variables with the
addition of LMVs as new observations both in UWMW and
EWEW, the former presents higher uncertainty (N SDU W M W =
2.640e − 01 and N SDEW EW = 1.715e − 01) than the latter
(N SDU W M W = 2.405e − 01 and N SDEW EW = 6.858e − 02)
(see Figure 7.11(b) and Figure 7.11(d) in comparison with Figure
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Figure 7.11. K -models and Trajectory C&S. First loading vector for the two
data sets at the k-th sampling time point: (a) local model, (b) UWMW model
with 1 LMV in the variables, (c) UWMW model with 1 LMV in the observations,
(d) EWEW model with LMVs in the variables and λ = 0.97 (only the loadings
corresponding to the k− and (k − 1)-th sampling time point are shown for the
sake of comparison) and (e) EWEW model with LMVs in the observations and
λ = 0.97. In this approach, the N SD value is estimated as the average of the
N SD values calculated at each k sampling time point.
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7.11(c) and Figure 7.11(e)). Hence, when LMV are added as new
variables, there is a negative effect in terms of parameter fitting
as a consequence of increasing the number of parameters to
be estimated. This means that adding new parameters–adding
LMV as new variables–affects negatively the estimation of the
parameters already in the model–those for instantaneous correlations (i.e. for the loadings corresponding to the current sampling
time point). On the other hand, adding LMV as new observations has a positive effect in the parameter stability in such a
way that it reduces the uncertainty on parameters estimation,
as a consequence of increasing the number of observations to
estimate each parameter.
It should be noted that the local models show a higher NSD
value than the EWEW-var and UWMW 1LMV-var approaches,
for the present data set and the metaparameters selected (number of LMV and λ). This can be explained by the fact that
autocorrelation and lagged cross-correlation has also a smoothing effect on loadings, which reduces the uncertainty. A similar
effect can be seen by comparing the NSD value of the loadings
corresponding to the first PC for BW (N SD = 1.524e − 01, see
Figure 7.6) and local models. In both cases, a total of J · K
parameters are estimated from the data of N batches. However,
a BW PCA model takes into account the autocorrelation and
lagged cross-correlation to improve the model estimation, while
local PCA models do not. The result is a lower uncertainty
in the former than in the latter. Therefore, the inclusion of
LMVs as variables has a double and contradictory effect on the
uncertainty. Generally speaking, the increase in the number of
parameters augments the uncertainty. This happens unless that
increase is justified by a high level of correlation in the data.
This supports the claim that the approach for transforming
three-way into two-way array should be selected depending on
the data at hand [94].

7.4.5

Adaptive hierarchical K-models

Firstly, the identification of the PCA model parameters is studied through the sum of squares captured for each PC. Figure
7.12 shows the explained sum-of-squares (SS) vs #PCs for an
AHKM approach by using weighting factors d = 0.2 (see Figure
7.12(a)) and d = 50 (see Figure 7.12(b)). Weighting factor d is
used to give less or more importance to the information collected
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Figure 7.12. Adaptive hierarchical K -models and Trajectory C&S. Explained
Sum of Squares (SS) vs #PCs extracted in the adaptive hierarchical K -models
(AHKM) with (a) d = 0.2, and (b) d = 50. Note that PC #0 corresponds to the
sum of squares remained after applying Trajectory C&S on batch data. N SD:
normalized squared differences between the sum of squares vector captured by
each PC of the two simulated datasets

.
at the current sampling time point with regard to the past information. This factor plays the same role as the exponential
weighting factor in an EWMA model [103]. For low values of d,
the adaptation of the model is slow, while for high values of d,
the adaptation is fast. For values of d close to 0, the adaptive
hierarchical K -models approach uses memory of the past information, and therefore, this approach becomes similar to BW
unfolding. As d grows further than one, the AHKM approach
converges to the local K -models approach since the adaptive
model down-weights the memory of any previous information. In
the PCA with d = 0.2 (see Figure 7.12(a)), the sum-of-squares
captured by PC#1 (SS1 ≈ 4.550e + 04) explains roughly 70%
of the sum of squares remained after applying Trajectory C&S
on batch data, i.e. SS0 , and differs enough to that captured by
PC#2 (SS2 ≈ 1.920e + 04). Hence, the corresponding loadings
are expected to be stable, like in BW unfolding (see Figure 7.5
for comparison). Again, from PC#3 onward, the explained sum
of squares are similar, and consequently, their corresponding
loadings are not expected to be stable. Regarding the AHKM
model with d = 50, a progressive decay of the explained sum of
squares as a function of the number of PCs can be observed (see
Figure 7.12(b)). The sums-of-squares captured by the first 2 PCs
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Figure 7.13. Adaptive hierarchical K-models and Trajectory C&S. Normalized
squared differences (N SD) between the first loading vector of the two data sets
as a function of the weighting factor d.

(SS1 ≈ 4.290e + 04 and SS2 ≈ 1.130e + 04) differ each other
enough to consider the loadings of the corresponding PCs stable.
In contrast, the sum of squares captured from PC#3 onward
are similar, so their corresponding loadings are not expected to
be stable.
With the aim of studying the effect of the weighting factor in
terms of parameter stability, AHKM was performed for the two
data sets varying the weighting factor from d = 0.1 (roughly
non-adaptive model) to d = 100. The corresponding NSD
values computed for the loadings of the first PC are shown in
Figure 7.13. As can be seen, AHKM using d = 0.2 reduces the
differences found between the loadings of the first PC for the
two data sets (N SD = 1.706e-01). Note that the value of d that
minimizes parameter stability may not be the same for different
data sets and/or number of PCs. Another fact worth being
highlighted is that the differences among loadings obtained for
the two data sets are stabilized for d > 20 (e.g. N SD = 3.580e01 for d = 50), due to the adaptive hierarchical-model approach
converges to the classical local K-models approach (the curve
of Figure 7.13 converges to the NSD value of Figure 7.11(a)).
It apparently suggests that the lower the weighting factor, the
more stable the model parameters in the first loading vector.
This is coherent with the results observed for BW and local
models and the discussion at the end of previous section.
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7.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, the importance of parameter stability in PCAbased BMSPC is addressed. To obtain accurate PCA models
for process monitoring, low variability (i.e. stability) on the
model parameters is desirable, but not the only attribute. The
existence of uncertainty in both the preprocessing statistics and
the latent variables yields a considerable amount of noise in
the model that may affect the performance of the monitoring
systems in terms of fault detection and diagnosis.
Parameter stability depends on the synchronization method,
the type of preprocessing performed in batch data, and the
type of model and unfolding used to transform the three-way
into two-way array. More specific conclusion in these issues are
drawn below:
– Synchronization. Accuracy in batch synchronization has
been proved to have a profound impact on the loadings
stability. The group of SCT-based methods (DTW and
RGTW) outperforms the group of TLEC-based methods
(TLEC and TLEC-events) in terms of synchronization quality, i.e. accuracy in synchronizing the key process events.
Also, SCT-based methods outperform the rest of synchronization techniques in terms of stability in the loadings.
Hence, the better the synchronization of key process events,
the better the model parameter stability.
– Preprocessing. One of the factors that parameter stability
depends on is the size of the calibration data set. Trajectory C&S performs a mean centering of the batch data
corresponding to each j-th process variable at each k-th
sampling time point. This means that J · K averages and
J · K standard deviations are computed from N batches.
In contrast, in Variable C&S a mean centering and scaling
of the batch data belonging to each j-th process variable is
performed. Hence, J averages and J standard deviations are
computed from N · K observations. Comparing both preprocessing approaches, the number of parameters-to-number of
observations ratio is much higher in Trajectory C&S than
in Variable C&S. As was expected, the parameter stability
found in this study was lower in the former than in the
latter.
– Rearranging method. Uncertainty found in the preprocessing parameters is directly inherited in the loadings, decreas220
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ing their stability. Depending on the type of rearranging
method performed on the three-way batch data array, this
uncertainty is considerably changed. Those methods that
introduce more variables in the model (BW, BD, UWMW
and EWEW in its variable-wise version, and AHKM, being the latter a particular case due to its adaptive nature)
showed less stability in comparison to those methods that
introduce more observations (VW, UWMW and EWEW
in its observation-wise). As a side reserve effect, when a
number of LMVs are added, the underlying autocorrelation
and lagged cross-correlation in data may slightly reduce the
uncertainty in the loadings, as a smoothing effect. However,
in general speaking, the less LMV as new variables, the
more stability in loadings.
Although this chapter has been focused on the parameter stability of the different synchronization and modeling approaches,
there is a paramount comment which is in due. For those modeling approaches where the number of parameters depends on
the number of sampling time points throughout the batch, the
sampling frequency may be seen as a method to artificially
modify the parametric uncertainty. Moreover, the lower the
sampling frequency, the smaller the difference among modeling
approaches in terms of parameter stability. This fact must not
mislead practitioners in the decision-making about the modeling
approach and the sampling frequency to use. Also, the fact that
the parameters present low uncertainty does not guarantee the
corresponding model is adequate for the specific process at hand
and the model goal. For instance, Variable C&S, although yielding stable parameters, is not focused on the source of variability
of interest in BMSPC (the deviation from the common trend).
In addition, models with a low number of LMV may provide
poor prediction performance. Also, the number of PCs in a
model can be made larger to obtain robustness to sensor failures
or missing data. Hence, the modeling approach must not be
selected from the consideration of the parameter stability alone.
The findings of this chapter need to be combined with those
from the complementary research works [87, 89] for a proper
choice.
As a conclusion, three are the critical factors in the design of
accurate monitoring/prediction schemes: the source of variability
remaining after preprocessing, process dynamics and parameter
stability. The setting of these factors should be balanced in such
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a way that PCA and PLS models are accurate in fault detection
and diagnosis and/or in online prediction.
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Chapter

Implications of batch
synchronization in process
monitoring

Part of the content of this chapter has been included in the
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[5] J.M. González-Martı́nez, R. Vitale, O. E. de Noord and A.
Ferrer. Effect of synchronization on bilinear batch process
modeling, Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research,
53(11): 4339–4351, 2014.
[30] J.M. González-Martı́nez, R. Vitale, O.E. de Noord and A.
Ferrer. Does synchronization matter in Batch Multivariate
Statistical Process Control? In proceedings of the 13th
Scandinavian Symposium on Chemometrics (SSC13), page
58, Djurönäset (Sweden), 2013.
[29] A. Ferrer, J.M. González-Martı́nez and J. Camacho. Practical implications of synchronization, preprocessing and
bilinear modeling of batch processes for MSPC. In proceedings of the 13th Scandinavian Symposium on Chemometrics
(SSC13), page 26, Djurönäset (Sweden), 2013.
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8.1

Introduction

In the scientific community, there is a widespread assumption
that batch synchronization is only required if the batch trajectories have different duration [186, 187]. However, equal duration
is not a sufficient condition to consider batch trajectories to
be synchronized. Some authors proposed methods that only
address the problem of the different duration among batches
without considering the overlap of the key process events, such
as the OWU-TBWU approach (also known as variable-wise unfolding) [62, 83], implemented in the SIMCA software package
by Umetrics. Wold and coworkers [in reference to [83]] use
stretched and contracted values of local time, and thus re-express
each batch in terms of interpolated data so that in the end each
batch has the same number of rows for the same sampling time
points”. Martin et al. [188] stated that the observation level
-the first step of the OWU-TBWU approach- is an alternative
approach to the analysis of batches with unequal lengths. Ündey
et al. [189, 96] ensured that OWU-TBWU ”provides solutions
to data synchronization” and in [190] that ”equalization and
alignment of trajectories are required if batches in this reference
set (X) are of different lengths”. Simoglou et al. [88] reported
a comparative evaluation of four multivariate statistical process control techniques for online monitoring, pointing out that
Wold et al.’s proposal is able ”to overcome the problem with
unequal batch lengths”. Fransson et al. [161] indicated that
”there exists a number of methods including [...] using local
batch time as the response vector in a PLS model when unfolding the three-way array in the variable direction”, which the
OWU-TBWU is based on, ”to deal with varying batch-to-batch
process time”. In case these methods do not work out, these
authors suggested using time-alignment algorithms like DTW
[76] and COW [161]. Eriksson et al. [64] also stressed ”One
assumption of most methods used for analysis of batch data is
that batches have equal duration and are synchronized, i.e. measurements are made at the same sampling time points. If this is
not the case, the batch data need to be aligned. Facco et al. [191]
emphasized that ”an advantage of variable-wise unfolding is that
the uneven batch duration problem in process modeling is spontaneously solved without trajectory synchronization”. Mingxing
et al. [192] pointed out that variable-wise unfolding ”has the
advantage of being very simple to carry out, because it can be
applied in a straightforward way to sets of batches which have
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different time duration, without the need of synchronizing the
batch length”. Lee et al. [186], Zhao et al. [187], Yao and Gao
[95], and Huang and Qu [193] claimed that OWU-TBWU does
not require that all batches be of equal length. Recently, Wold et
al. [62] stated that ”for the OWU-TBWU approach, the data do
not need alignment before the OWU modeling, but certainly the
resulting OWU scores, T, need alignment before the subsequent
batch modeling using the unfolded scores”. In addition, there are
commercial software packages for batch process monitoring, e.g.
SIMCA Release 13.0.3 [65], which only demand synchronization
of batch trajectories when they have different length.
The main aim of the investigation in this chapter is: i) to demonstrate that batch synchronization is a crucial and necessary step
prior to batch process modeling, no matter whether batches
have equal duration or not, ii) to show that not all batches
may need the same synchronization method to be aligned, and
iii) to show the effect of inadequate synchronization that is
not capable of tackling scenarios of multiple asynchronism on
process monitoring. Two different synchronization approaches
are evaluated under scenarios of multiple asynchronisms: the
Multisynchro approach [4] and the method based on linearly
expanding and/or compressing pieces of variable trajectories
in the local batch time dimension [64], which is referred as the
TLEC method1 . The selection of the synchronization techniques
relies on both their capacity to differently handle asynchronous
batch trajectories and their widespread use in the chemometrics
community. The method based on an indicator variable [70] is
not taken into consideration in this study because one of the
major requirements for the usage of IV is not met. Specifically,
one of the data sets under study is affected by class III asynchronism2 , therefore, none of the process variables represents the
complete evolution of the batch process for synchronization. To
proceed with the comparative study, five experimental cases with
different types of asynchronism are designed using data from realistic simulations of a fermentation process of the Saccharomyces
cerevisiae cultivation. Batches that produced on-spec product
1 TLEC is the default synchronization procedure implemented in SIMCA Release
13.0.3. In case the differences in batch length is greater than 20%, a maturity variable
is used as the basis of batch synchronization instead of the local batch time [64]. Also,
TLEC is one of the synchronization techniques provided in ProMV Batch Edition Release
13.02.
2 Batches with different duration mainly caused by a partial incompletion of the last
process stage, irrespective of whether the process pace is the same or not across batches.
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while operating under NOC and faulty batches containing the
different types of asynchronism introduced in next section are
simulated. These batches are used to evaluate the performance
of both approaches in terms of synchronization quality and their
influence in the monitoring schemes to accurately detect faults.
For this purpose, the OWU-TBWU approach, which integrates
the TLEC method for batch synchronization, is used for bilinear
batch process modeling.
The chapter3 is split in four sections. Section 8.2 introduces
the materials used in the comparison. Section 8.3 discusses the
results of the comparison of the two synchronization methods
in terms of synchronization quality. In Section 8.4, the impact
of inappropriate synchronization in fault detection is addressed.
Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 8.5.

8.2

Material

Five simulated cases with different types of asynchronism are
generated for the calibration and test data sets: a) case #1:
batches with equal duration and different evolution pace in
the last stage of the batch run -i.e. class I asynchronism (see
black and grey lines in Figure 8.1(a)); b) case #2: batches with
different duration produced by natural process variability and
key process events not overlapping across batches -i.e. class II
asynchronism (see black lines in Figure 8.1(b)); c) case #3: a
combination of batches with different duration due to partial
incompletion of the latest process stage and key process events
overlapping -i.e. class III asynchronism (see black lines in Figure
8.1(c))- and batches of equal length with slightly different process
pace -i.e. class I asynchronism (see grey lines in Figure 8.1(c));
d) case #4: a combination of batches with different duration
produced by a shift in the start of the batch and the same
evolution pace across batches -i.e. class IV asynchronism (see
black lines in Figure 8.1(d)), and batches of equal length with
slightly different process pace -i.e. class I asynchronism (see
grey lines in Figure 8.1(d)); and e) case #5: incomplete batches
at the latest process stage with events not overlapping across
batches -i.e. class III asynchronism (see black lines in Figure
3 The figures of this chapter have been reprinted with permission from ”Effect of
Synchronization on Bilinear Batch Process Modeling. J. M. González-Martı́nez, R.
Vitale, O. E. de Noord, and A. Ferrer. Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research
2014, 53 (11), 4339-4351”. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society
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Figure 8.1. Trajectories of the acetate concentration corresponding to 40
NOC batches in four different scenarios of asynchronisms: (a) case #1: class I
asynchronism (black and grey lines); (b) case #2: class II asynchronism (black
lines); (c) case #3: class III (black lines) and class I (grey lines) asynchronisms;
(d) case #4: class IV (black lines) and class I (grey lines) asynchronisms; and (e)
case #5: class III (black lines) and class II (grey lines) asynchronisms.
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8.1(e)) and complete batches with different duration caused by
natural variability -i.e. class II asynchronism (see grey lines in
Figure 8.1(e)).
For the generation of these asynchronisms, the three-way arrays
belonging to Set #5 are used. The batches of the three-way
^

array X10 are split up into NOC calibration and test data sets
composed of 40 and 20 batches, respectively. These batches
^

^

jointly with the 10 test faulty batches for each fault X11 , X12
^

and X13 ) are manipulated following the procedure explained
in Section 6.5 to generate the different types of asynchronisms
mentioned above4 . As a result, the following structures were
created per each case: (a) case #1: class I asynchronism (40
NOC calibration batches, 20 NOC test batches, and 10 faulty
batches for each fault); (b) case #2: class II asynchronism
(40 NOC calibration batches, 20 NOC test batches, and 10
faulty batches for each fault); (c) case #3: class III (10 NOC
calibration batches, 5 NOC test batches, and 5 faulty batches
for each fault) and class I (30 NOC calibration batches, 15 NOC
test batches, and 5 faulty batches for each fault) asynchronisms;
(d) case #4: class IV (10 NOC calibration batches, 5 NOC test
batches, and 5 faulty batches for each fault) and class I (30
NOC calibration batches, 15 NOC test batches, and 5 faulty
batches for each fault) asynchronisms; and (e) case #5: class
III (10 NOC calibration batches, 5 NOC test batches, and 5
faulty batches for each fault) and class II (30 NOC calibration
batches, 15 NOC test batches, and 5 faulty batches for each
fault) asynchronisms. In total, 5 data sets containing 60 NOC
batches and 30 faulty batches are generated.

Comparison of synchronization methods
The two synchronization approaches under study are evaluated
in scenarios of multiple asynchronisms from two different perspectives: i) synchronization quality and ii) accuracy of the
monitoring schemes designed from synchronized batch data to
efficiently detect abnormal situations. Different metrics are
defined for comparison purpose.
4 The simulated data manipulated to generate the asynchronisms under study are
available in MVBatch software (at request) and on the website of Industrial & Engineering
Chemistry Research, journal in which these data sets were published.
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The synchronization quality is defined as the accuracy of a
synchronization procedure to make the key process events overlapped throughout the batch run, ensuring the same process
pace in all batches. To assess this factor in the two synchronization techniques under study, the variability of the resulting
synchronized batch trajectories around their mean trajectory
is obtained. This can be measured by the standard deviation
vector after the mean trajectory has been subtracted from batch
data. The lower the difference among standard deviation vectors,
the higher the synchronization quality.
Data corresponding to the experimental cases simulated are used
to build the monitoring schemes based on the OWU-TBWU approach explained in Chapter 4. The control limits of the control
charts designed at the OWU level are initially estimated from
theoretical results and subsequently adjusted for an imposed
significance level α. The aim of this readjustment is to ensure
that the OWU scores and Distance to model (DMoDX) control
charts have the same percentage of faults detected by chance
for a batch under normal operating conditions.
The performance of the monitoring schemes based on the OWU
approach for the different synchronization approaches will be
compared using two indices [91, 90, 175]. To evaluate the proper
adjustment of the control limits, the OTI risk from the batches
under NOC belonging to the test data set is computed. This
value can be understood as the actual percentage of faults in
the NOC batches or the false alarms rate and is estimated as
follows:
OT I = 100 ·

nf
NN OC · K

(8.1)

where nf denotes the total number of faulty sampling time
points and NN OC the number of NOC batches considered. Note
that the adjustment of the control limits can be considered appropriate when the OTI value is close to the imposed significance
level α.
To assess the accuracy of the control chart in terms of fault
detection, the OTII risk is calculated as:
OT II = 100 ·

nnf
Nf aulty · l

(8.2)

where nnf represents the number of non-signaled faulty sample
points, Nf aulty the number of faulty batches and l the length
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Table 8.1. PLS models results in the different cases of asynchronism for the two
synchronization procedures under study. LVs, R2 , and Q2 stand for the latent
variables extracted, the goodness of fit and prediction, respectively.
CASE
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

APPROACH

no. LVs

R2

Q2 (%)

TLEC

4

89.5%

98.4%

Multisynchro

4

90.1%

99.3%

TLEC

4

91.1%

95.5%

Multisynchro

4

90.4%

99.2%

TLEC

4

87.6%

93.3%

Multisynchro

4

90.8%

99.3%

TLEC

4

91.4%

98.6%

Multisynchro

4

89.8%

99.3%

TLEC

4

89.5%

94.5%

Multisynchro

4

91.8%

98.8%

of the faulty time period. To consider the monitoring system
has a good performance, the OTII value should be close to 0 as
much as possible.
As a first step of this study, the calibration batch data set of each
type of asynchronism under study are synchronized using the
Multisynchro approach. In this case, the DTW algorithm is used
for batch synchronization5 . The reference batch selected in each
scenario of asynchronism was the closest one to median length
from the batches arranged for the iterative synchronization.
The rest of conditions and constraints are set according to the
specifications in [1]. Secondly, a cross-validated PLS model for
each of the five synchronized calibration data sets are fitted (see
results in Table 8.1). For the sake of comparison, the TLEC
method was applied for batch synchronization as well. First, a
PLS model is fitted in each of the calibration raw batch data sets.
Second, the corresponding OWU scores and DModX statistic
derived are synchronized by using TLEC following the steps in
Chapter 4.2.2.
5 If the aim is to design monitoring schemes for real-time applications, the RGTW
algorithm should be chosen.
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8.3

Effects of asynchronisms in
synchronization quality

The standard deviation vector of the corresponding synchronized
OWU scores for each scenario of asynchronism are computed
for comparison purpose. Note that the length of these vectors
differs among synchronization approaches since batch duration is
different. To make them equal in length, the standard deviation
vectors derived from data synchronized by TLEC are linearly
interpolated to the same number of values as those obtained
from data synchronized by Multisynchro. The resulting vectors for all components are shown in Figure 8.2. This figure
reveals that when data are synchronized using the Multisynchro approach, the standard deviation values are lower (black
stars lines) than those obtained from data synchronized by the
TLEC-method (red empty circle lines). It implies that the Multisynchro approach clearly outperforms the TLEC method in
terms of synchronization quality. Also, the standard deviations
from TLEC show that this synchronization approach is less
vulnerable to class I and class IV asynchronisms (lower values
in cases #1 and #4, respectively, in Figure 8.2) than to class II
and class III asynchronisms (higher values in cases #2, #3 and
#5 in Figure 8.2).
In the cases with different evolution pace, cases #2 and #5
show higher standard deviations for all the scores than in case
#1. This high variability is basically produced by the type of
asynchronism and the way how the TLEC method addresses the
batch synchronization. Case #2 and case #5 have in common
that the corresponding raw batch trajectories are different in
length due to normal variability of the process. It has two
main effects: i) the key process events do not overlap in all
batches from the early stage of the process, causing differences
in the evolution pace across, and ii) the duration among batches
differs much more than in the other cases of asynchronism. In
contrast, batch trajectories belonging to case #1 have equal
length and different evolution pace only at the last stage of
the process. As the TLEC method linearly interpolates data
without considering the overlapping of the key process events,
the asynchronism present in the raw batch data is inherited
in the resulting OWU scores (see OWU scores and DModX
control charts for the NOC test batches affected by cases #1,
#2 and #5 of asynchronism in Appendix C). Hence, the normal
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process variation is dramatically affected by the inheritance of
the asynchronism. The more different the evolution pace and
the duration among batches, the higher the variability.
Comparing the standard deviation vectors of cases #2 and #5,
higher values are observed at the last stage of the process (last
50 sampling time points) in the latter than in the former. These
differences are caused by incompletion of some batches in case
#5 (combination of class II and class III asynchronisms). In
this scenario, TLEC-based synchronization worsens asynchronism by introducing misaligned points and flat profiles, which
produce artificial variability no related to normal process variation. The same phenomenon occurs with batches from case #3
only affected by class III asynchronism. The difference lies in
the variability associated with the batches of case #3, which is
apparently lower in comparison to the batches of case #5 (see
Figure 8.2(c) and Figure 8.2(e) for comparison). As a conclusion, the larger the incompletion of the batches, the higher the
variability.
These results show that the accuracy of the synchronization
approach to make the key process events overlap in all batches
is crucial in bilinear process modeling. TLEC-based synchronization is not focused on ensuring the same process pace in all
batches, but on duration equality (TLEC linearly interpolates
data without considering the overlapping of the key process
events). This means that the different types of asynchronism
present in raw batch data are inherited in the latent structure.
Hence, the derived OWU scores and DModX statistic have undesired variability that may seriously affect the performance of
the monitoring schemes.

8.4

Effects of synchronization in process
monitoring

To illustrate the effect of the propagation of asynchronisms in the
performance of monitoring schemes, the OWU control charts for
the first latent variable for each type of asychronism after TLECbased synchronization are shown in Figure 8.3. The resulting
synchronized OWU scores belonging to the 10 out of 40 batches
in which specific types of asynchronism were simulated (see black
lines in Figure 8.3) clearly show the propagation of trajectory
variability from raw batch data to the latent structure. In case
#1, the difference of the process evolution at the last stage of the
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Figure 8.2. Comparison of the standard deviation vectors obtained from the
four OWU scores (separated by dashed lines) for the Multisynchro approach
(black stars lines) and by the TLEC method (red empty circles lines) for all the
scenarios of asynchronism: (a) case #1, (b) case #2, (c) case #3, (d) case #4,
(e) case #5.
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process remains in the OWU scores since TLEC does not take
any action (see black and grey lines in Figure 8.3(a)). The OWU
scores belonging to case #2 show the same type of asynchronism
than raw batch data, which is more prominent from the 50th
sampling time point onward. These plots confirm that the
asynchronism present in batch data is inherited in the OWU
scores due to inappropriate synchronization. In case #3 (see
Figure 8.3(c)), the OWU scores show a gradual asynchronism
from the first sampling time points onward, where the last
stage of the process becomes more severe. This is produced by
the incompletion of the batch trajectories -i.e. by the missing
trajectory belonging to the last period of the process. Regarding
case #4, the shift at early stage of the process stays in the OWU
scores. Nevertheless, this effect is corrected gradually by the
execution of a high number of linear interpolations at the end of
the runs (see black lines in Figure 8.3(d)). Finally, in case #5
(see Figure 8.3(e)), a similar phenomenon to case #3 is observed
given the similarity between the class of asynchronism. The
difference lies in the 30 out of 40 batches (grey lines), whose key
process events do not coincide through the batch run in case #5.
This asynchronism can be also observed in the OWU scores.
The existence of asynchronism in the OWU scores produces a
high trajectory variability between batches, as discussed before
(Figure 8.2). Hence, the control limits estimated from data
need to be wide enough to meet the ISL requirement (5%).
The higher the variability, the wider the control limits. When
the batch trajectories (and therefore the OWU scores when
TLEC-based synchronization is applied) have different process
evolution and lack of overlapping in the key process events (i.e.
cases #2, #3 and #5), the control limits will be wider (see
Figures 8.3(b), 8.3(c) and 8.3(e)) than for the rest of types of
asynchronism (see Figures 8.3(a) and 8.3(d)). Unnecessary wide
control limits may cause that some types of faults cannot be
properly detected and diagnosed, putting safety and reliability
of the process at risk. When the raw batch trajectories are
synchronized by taking into consideration the different types of
asynchronism (i.e. applying the Multisynchro approach), the
same process evolution and occurrence of the process events in
time are ensured. This yields synchronized OWU scores with
narrower control limits (see Figure 8.4) than those obtained
when OWU scores are synchronized by TLEC (see Figure 8.3).
To study the risk of applying an inappropriate synchronization
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Figure 8.3. OWU scores control charts of the first LV monitoring from the
NOC calibration data set with different asynchronism patterns after TLEC-based
synchronization: (a) case #1, (b) case #2, (c) case #3, (d) case #4 and (e)
case #5. Red dashed lines represent the control limits at 95% confidence level.
Batches with simulated asynchronisms in black lines.
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Figure 8.4. OWU scores control charts of the first LV from the NOC calibration
data set with different asynchronism patterns after Multisynchro-based synchronization: (a) case #1, (b) case #2, (c) case #3, (d) case #4 and (e) case #5.
Red dashed lines represent the control limits at 95% confidence level.
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Table 8.2. OTI values for the control charts based on the DModX statistic
and the OWU scores (ta ) for the two synchronization procedures under study.
ISL=5%.
Test-NOC
CASE

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

APPROACH

OTI
DModX

t1

t2

t3

t4

TLEC

4.6%

2.9%

3.4%

4.7%

3.1%

Multisynchro

4.2%

5.3%

5.0%

7.4%

4.7%

TLEC

5.5%

1.9%

2.8%

3.0%

3.2%

Multisynchro

4.8%

6.8%

6.0%

7.3%

5.9%

TLEC

5.0%

6.6%

6.2%

7.2%

6.7%

Multisynchro

3.5%

3.6%

2.6%

5.1%

3.3%

TLEC

4.3%

2.7%

2.0%

3.9%

2.5%

Multisynchro

4.8%

8.1%

6.3%

10.6%

6.8%

TLEC

4.1%

6.7%

6.4%

7.2%

6.6%

Multisynchro

2.3%

3.7%

3.6%

5.4%

3.2%

in fault detection, the monitoring performance of control charts
obtained from batch data synchronized by Multisynchro and
TLEC on the raw OWU scores and DModX are compared. To
carry out this comparative study, the OTI and OTII values
are calculated (see Tables 8.2 and 8.3, respectively). For a
fair comparison, the control charts of the two synchronization
approaches applied to the five different types of asynchronism
should present similar OTI values. Otherwise, the OTII results
are not comparable. This can be achieved by re-adjusting the
theoretical control limits estimated using the calibration data
sets. The OTI values shown in Table 8.2 are computed using the
independent test sets. As can be appreciated, the OTI values
are quite similar for both synchronization approaches in all the
types of asynchronism, being close to 5% - which is the ISL of
the limits.
To carry out the comparison of OTII values, readers should not
focus the attention on the specific percentage shown in Table
8.3 - since it is dependent on the magnitude of the process
fault- but in the difference of OTII values between the two
approaches in each asynchronism case. At first glance, the
Multisynchro approach seems to outperform the TLEC method
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Multisynchro

TLEC

Multisynchro

TLEC

44.0%

67.7%

42.9%

61.8%

43.8%

55.5%

DModX

65.6%

37.2%

77.0%

38.0%

82.3%

35.8%

45.9%

t1

66.4%

81.1%

69.5%

90.8%

66.6%

90.6%

66.1%

71.1%

t2

53.8%

82.4%

56.4%

73.3%

62.2%

88.8%

55.5%

84.6%

62.3%

68.8%

t3

73.4%

81.7%

48.3%

69.0%

60.2%

70.4%

54.1%

88.7%

53.6%

70.1%

t4

60.9%

59.9%

57.0%

65.1%

57.3%

69.0%

58.5%

60.4%

55.2%

66.8%

DModX

50.8%

73.0%

54.1%

62.7%

50.7%

78.9%

54.3%

65.0%

49.9%

57.3%

t1

53.6%

64.8%

43.3%

55.1%

47.7%

72.4%

43.2%

67.5%

43.9%

61.6%

t2

50.3%

78.7%

37.0%

62.1%

44.7%

71.7%

36.9%

81.9%

38.8%

56.4%

t3

46.3%

61.3%

41.1%

48.0%

47.8%

61.1%

43.3%

66.8%

39.2%

52.6%

t4

65.4%

92.3%

72.7%

85.7%

73.4%

87.1%

74.7%

93.2%

75.6%

79.4%

DModX

26.2%

89.1%

21.0%

74.1%

21.5%

90.7%

20.3%

99.0%

23.5%

31.3%

t1

90.2%

87.1%

88.2%

70.8%

92.8%

85.8%

91.9%

97.2%

89.8%

91.1%

t2

87.7%

88.3%

78.4%

76.3%

89.4%

84.6%

86.4%

98.6%

85.4%

89.0%

t3

85.9%

94.2%

89.5%

72.5%

95.2%

85.5%

92.8%

98.8%

93.6%

89.9%

t4

OTII

TLEC

35.9%

62.8%

88.1%

Test type III-fault

Multisynchro

42.0%

63.8%

83.0%

OTII

TLEC

37.1%

Test type II-fault

Multisynchro

51.5%

66.5%

OTII

TLEC

Test type I-fault

Multisynchro

APPROACH

Table 8.3. OTII values for the control charts based on the DModX statistic and the OWU scores (ta ) computed from test
batches containing three different types of faults and five different types of asynchronism. These asynchronous faulty batches are
synchronized using the Multisynchro approach and the TLEC method. Lowest OTII values in each case, approach and type of
fault in bold.
CASE

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5
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in terms of accurate fault detection using the OWU-TBWU
approach in the first level, irrespective of the type of fault and
asynchronism added in batch data. For the first two types of
faults, the OTII values derived from batch data synchronized by
the Multisynchro approach are lower than those obtained from
batch data synchronized by the TLEC method. This can be
observed both for all the scores and the DmodX statistic. Note
that the OTII values belonging to the first scores are remarkably
lower than for the rest of scores. This is because the set of
OWU PLS scores captures the average trajectories of the highly
correlated variables in different ways at different sampling time
points throughout the batch. Remember that these two types of
faults illustrate different operating conditions induced from the
start of the batch run. Hence, the first score most likely captures
the average trajectory of the variables at an early stage of the
batch process, when the fault is signaled by the control chart (see
OWU scores control charts for type I and type II faults shown
in Appendix C). Concerning the type III fault, the OTII values
of the scores of the first latent variable and the DmodX statistic
are lower for the Multisynchro approach than for the TLEC
method. Note that these differences are more prominent in the
scores than in the DmodX statistic. This is caused by the type
of fault, which produces a different process performance with a
break of the data correlation structure after some minutes the
fault started. Hence, more samples beyond the control limits are
expected in scores than in DmodX. Nonetheless, these differences
are not equally important in the Multisynchro approach and
in the TLEC method. In the former, the differences of the
OTII values between the scores belonging to the first latent
variable and the DmodX are considerably higher than in the
latter. Thanks to a better synchronization considering the types
of asynchronism carried out by the Multi-syncro approach, the
variability is reduced and the control limits are better fitted
to the actual process variability. This enables the monitoring
scheme to detect the faults with more accuracy, reducing the
number of faulty samples not signaled (see OWU scores control
charts for type III fault shown in Appendix C). Another issue
worth being emphasized is the clear differences observed in the
OTII values between the different types of asynchronism for all
the faults when the TLEC-based synchronization is performed.
The OTII values belonging to the scores pointed out above
and the DmodX for case #1 and case #4 are lower than for
the rest of the cases. This leads to suspect that the degree of
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Figure 8.5. LSD intervals (95% confidence) for the arc sin of the OTII values
for (a) the simple effect of the synchronization method and (b) the interaction
between the experimental cases containing different asynchronisms and the
synchronization method. Red and blue LSD intervals represent the TLEC and
Multisynchro methods, respectively.

asynchronism may affect the accuracy of the monitoring schemes
when the TLEC method is used for batch synchronization.
With the aim of determining whether there exist statistical
significant differences in the OTII values of the monitoring
schemes among the synchronization methods and the types of
asynchronism, an ANOVA is performed on the OTII values
(arcsin square root transformation is used). The outcomes of
this analysis determined that the simple effect of the synchronization method and the interaction between synchronization
method and type of asynchronism are statistically significant
(p-value< 0.05). In order to find out in what synchronization approach and type of asynchronism the differences lie in, the 95%
confidence LSD intervals are computed (see Figure 8.5). When
the Multisynchro approach is used for batch synchronization, the
percentage of faults detected as NOC are statistically lower on
average (OTII=37%) in comparison to when the TLEC method
is applied (OTII=51%)(see Figure 8.5(a)). Unlike TLEC-based
synchronization, Multisynchro-base synchronization is robust to
the presence of the different types of asynchronism simulated
in the process variables since no statistical significant differences are found for the different types of asynchronisms (see
LSD intervals in Figure 8.5(b)). Depending on the nature of
the asynchronism, the OTII values of the monitoring scheme
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when the OWU scores are synchronized by TLEC are affected in
lesser or greater extent. In particular, in cases #2, #3 and #5
the OTII values are, on average, statistically higher than those
obtained in cases #1 and #4. In the former scenarios, batches
show high variability in the evolution pace and batch duration,
and there are in addition incomplete batches. An interesting
result is observed in Figure 8.5(b) with case #1. In this case
(see Figure 8.1(a)) batches have the same length, and therefore,
by applying TLEC trajectories, do not change. Nevertheless,
as shown in Figure 8.5(b), LSD intervals between TLEC and
Multisynchro do not overlap yielding OTII values, that are on
average, significantly higher for TLEC. This proves that equal
length does not necessarily assure synchronized data, and by
choosing a good synchronization method the performance of the
monitoring scheme may improve. These differences in terms of
capability to detect faults as a function of the type of asynchronism for TLEC are in accordance with the differences observed
in terms of quality of synchronization summarized in Figure
8.2. The higher the variability in the synchronized trajectories,
the lower the performance of the monitoring schemes in fault
detection.

8.5

Conclusions

The main conclusion drawn from the discussion and results of
the simulation study is that synchronization is a critical and
necessary preliminary step prior to bilinear batch process modeling. Quality of batch synchronization is one of the critical
factors that affects the performance of the monitoring schemes
in fault detection. When the key process events do not overlap at the same point of process evolution ensuring the same
process pace in all batches, the capability of the monitoring
schemes for fault detection is dramatically reduced. Contrary to
what is often assumed in practice (as well as in commercial software as e.g. SIMCA Release 13.0.3 by Umetrics), equal length
does not guarantee synchronized batches. Simple methods like
TLEC (implemented in SIMCA) linearly interpolate data without considering the overlap of the key process events. Hence, the
asynchronism present in the raw data is inherited in the resulting
OWU scores and DModX statistics. The increase of the variability in batch trajectories due to inappropriate synchronization
has an important negative effect. The higher the variability, the
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lower the performance of the control charts in fault detection.
Multisynchro is a promising approach to perform reliable batch
synchronizations with different classes of asynchronisms, and
can be used for both post-batch and real-time applications.
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Chapter

Modeling process dynamics
through multivariate models
and control charts.

Part of the content of this chapter has been included in the
following publications:
[9] J.M. González-Martı́nez, J. Camacho and A. Ferrer. Modeling Time-varying Process Dynamics through Latent Models
and Control Charts. In elaboration.
[25] J.M. González-Martı́nez, A. Ferrer, F. Arteaga, D. Aguado
and J. Ribes. Multivariate Statistical Process Control of
a Continuous Biological Removal Process: Designing efficient monitoring schemes robust to sensor malfunctioning.
In proceedings of the 2nd European Conference on Process
Analytics and Control technology (EUROPACT), page 149,
Glasgow (UK), 2011.
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9. Modeling process dynamics through multivariate models and
control charts.

9.1

Introduction

In recent years, most WasteWater Treatment Plants (WWTPs)
have been upgraded to Biological Nutrient Removal (BNR) processes in order to be compliant with European legislation (Directive 91/271/EEC) [1]. The objective is to ensure safe and
stable operation while meeting increasingly stringent effluent
criteria. With these new regulations for quality monitoring of
WWTPs, there has been a growing interest in the last decades
to develop process monitoring methods for automatic detection
and identification of process and instrument faults [194].
The fault detection, isolation and diagnosis involves the usage
of either models whose structure is based on fundamentals and
whose parameters are estimated from data (mechanistic models) [195, 196], or models whose structure and parameters are
empirically identified from plant data techniques (data-driven
models) [197]. Traditional monitoring methods based on mechanistic models have been extensively used [41, 198, 199, 200, 201].
However, these casual models impose a structure that relies
on many assumptions, some of which cannot be entirely justified [202, 203]. In contrast, data-driven methods are based
on non-casual models, which capture the correlation structure
existing among the process variables during normal operation
conditions, where only ”common cause” variation is present in
data. This feature makes these models suitable for process monitoring, where the interest is on detecting non-common variation
that affects the normal behavior of the process [204, 205, 206].
Incipient work on PCA and PLS [46, 114, 207, 208, 209, 210]
enabled the rapid development of the area of MSPC in different
industrial sectors, such as the semiconductor manufacturing
[211, 212, 213], the steel industry [214, 215, 216], and the chemical industry [217], among others. The application of data-driven
statistical methods is relatively more recent in the wastewater
treatment process discipline. PCA was applied to WWTP data
to classify the operation regimes with the aim of obtaining a
decision support system [218]. In [219], PLS was used to model
an activated sludge plant, and the authors reported that PLS is
a promising tool for detection of shifts in variables. PCA and
PLS were later successfully applied for disturbance detection
and prediction of wastewater treatment operation [220], leading
to the conclusion that MSPC techniques can be successfully
applied to WWTPs. Later, PCA was used as a tool to reduce
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the dimensionality of the problem and extract meaningful components that explain the biological behavior of activated sludge
wastewater treatment data [221]. Recently, critical process faults
simulated by using the COST benchmark [222] under different
water conditions were well detected by a multi-mode PCA-based
monitoring scheme [223].
MSPC techniques suffer from setbacks in WWTP that hampers
their successful application for process monitoring [224, 225, 226]:
i) changing conditions (e.g. significant seasonal, daily and weekly
fluctuations in flow rate and composition of waste water, discrete
events that may occur occasionally such as episodes of heavy rain,
toxic spills, tips organic load), ii) dynamic relationships between
variables with a wide range of time constants, iii) non-linear
relationships between variables (e.g. temperature-dependent
kinetics), and iv) poor data quality and reliability of sensors.
In the light of seeking the acceptance from plant operators of
the monitoring schemes based on multivariate methods, which
should be robust to the severe operating conditions of WWTPs,
these challenges must be tackled.
The non-stationary, non-linear and time-varying relationships in
a WWTP are namely caused by recirculation streams, generally
by the internal recirculation and sludge recirculation [224, 227].
Hence, the phenomena in the first reactor of the plant is not
only dependent on what happens in the influent flow (variances
and instantaneous cross-covariances -the instantaneous relationships of the process variables) but also on what happens in the
other reactors and the settler flow (auto-covariances and lagged
cross-variances of certain order -the dynamic relationship of the
variables). The application of multivariate classical methods
like PCA or PLS without modeling the dynamic behavior of the
process may jeopardize the performance of monitoring schemes
due to the distortion caused by autocorrelation in data. Some
authors proposed to introduce ideas from time series modeling to tackle the autocorrelation problem and capture process
dynamics. Specifically, modeling a data matrix augmented by
time-lagged variables by PCA showed good results in terms
of detecting the occurrence of small disturbances in dynamic
processes [84, 228]. However, the estimation of a variancecovariance matrix from a lagged version of the original data
matrix implies the identification of many parameters [224], and
hence it might impact the parameter stability of the models
irrespective of the type of process [3]. To solve this problem, a
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control charts.
multivariate time series analysis framework using PCA and PLS
was proposed [229, 230]. This framework consists of reducing
the dimension of the problem by extracting a few PCs that are
suitable for time series modeling. The identification of the type
and order of the times series is accomplished by lagging each PC
score, fitting a PLS model on this new time-lagged score matrix
and the inspection of the resulting PLS regression coefficients,
which reflects the auto-correlations of the scores. Finally, the
appropriate time series model is fitted for each score. Another
alternative is fit a canonical-variate state-space model equivalent
to an autoregressive moving-average time-series model to reduce
the dimensionality and capture the dynamics [231]. A dynamic
monitoring system for multiscale fault detection based on dynamic PCA [84], and the monitoring of individual eigenvalues
of generic dissimilarity measure was proposed for wastewater
treatment processes [232]. The conclusion of this proposal was
that the modeling of the auto-correlations and cross-correlations
enhanced the detection of faults in dynamic processes such as
WWTPs.
The monitoring schemes based on MSPC methods typically rely
on the Hotelling’s T 2 [113] and SPE [115] statistics for the detection of abnormal situations by using Shewhart control charts,
which characterize the variability in the latent and residual space,
respectively. However, other statistical distances have been proposed as alternative fault detection indices [117, 233, 234]. If an
out-of-control operation is signaled by the monitoring system,
the next step is to find the source cause of the deviation. The
data-driven methods for fault diagnosis can be roughly classified
into two categories [203]: i) methods that associate process behavior patterns to specific faults and ii) methods that relate the
process variables that significantly contribute to the deviation of
the multivariate statistics. Those belonging to the first category
have in common that a set of faulty trends is required, and
the association between process data and faults is performed
by using pattern recognition techniques such as DTW [166],
heuristic rules [235], statistics pattern analysis [236], black-box
models such as ANNs [237, 238, 239] and Hidden Markov Models
[240], fault identification indices based on fault reconstruction
[241, 242, 243], or by using statistical discriminatory distance
[244] or classification techniques, such as Fisher Discriminant
Analysis [245, 246, 247], Discriminant PLS [248], Support Vector
Machines [249], and Correspondence Analysis [250]. The draw-
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backs of most of these methods are their dependence on the type
of process, the supervised nature of the methods that require
a high computational (training) cost when additional source
causes need to be added to the fault set or multiple simultaneous
faults need to be diagnosed [203, 251]. Fault diagnosis can be
straightforwardly conducted by the use of contribution plots
[114, 252, 253] or their extension on the fingerprints contribution
plots [254], which belongs to the second category. These plots
identify the process variables that have significantly contributed
to the inflation of Hotelling’s T 2 and SPE statistics. The pitfall
of this method is that plant personnel is needed to associate
those variables that most contribute to the out-of-control signal
with process equipment or external disturbances in order to
elucidate the physical root causes of the abnormality.
In this chapter, the importance of the modeling approach and
its influence on online fault detection, isolation and diagnosis
in WWTP using projection methods to latent structures is
discussed. Special emphasis is given to the modeling of nonlinearities and to the fact that the process dynamics can affect
the performance of the monitoring scheme. First, the nature
of the process data under study is described in Section 9.2.
The convenience of using either multivariate models or control
charts with memory to capture the actual time-varying process
dynamics for fault detection enhancement is discussed in Section
9.3. A comparative study between Shewhart and EWMA control
charts in terms of the capabilities for the fast detection of
abnormalities in the online nutrient sensors measurements is
also carried out. In addition, the design of a soft-sensor using
missing data imputation techniques to replace the erroneous
measurements is presented. Finally, some conclusions will be
provided in Section 9.4.

9.2

Nature of data in continuous phosphorus
removal processes

In-control data have been simulated, assuming a typical daily
variation along four weeks. Furthermore, several faults in the
probes installed in the aerobic reactor were simulated, obtaining
a data set for each one of the faults. For further details about
the process, see Chapter 2.
In Figure 9.1, a representation of the current process behavior
is depicted by plotting the measurements belonging to the NO3
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Figure 9.1. Measurements of the NO3 variable of the simulated continuous
biological phosphorus removal process along the four first days. Measurements
belonging to one day are limited by dashed black lines.

variable. A daily pattern inherent to the process can be observed.
This depends on many factors including seasonal, the population
size of the area, the amount of industries closed to the waste
water treatment plant, among others. For instance, the majority
of industries have nearly a constant wastewater flow rate during
the production time, however, this flow rate may drastically
change when a batch is finished and a cleanup of the reactors
is achieved. Hence, industrial wastewater flow rate varies in
function of the time of the day, such as work and lunch time,
producing peaks in the wastewater production. On the other
hand, the human activity and habits have an important influence
on the municipal wastewater flow rate, producing a daily pattern
with two peaks located twice per day: in early hours of the
morning and the evening, when the human usage of water
increases drastically.
In MSPC of continuous processes, data are usually arranged
in a two-way array (time × variables). Nevertheless, given the
daily pattern shown in Figure 9.1 that represents the simulated
WWTP data, this process may be modeled as a batch process
by arranging the data in a three-way array (days × variables
× time). Care should be taken in the type of bilinear modeling
chosen since the use of an inappropiate modeling structure
may cause negative consequences in the performance of the
monitoring scheme. It may occur that the fault detection is not
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accurate over time or even unusual behaviors are not detected.
Hence, it is worth emphasizing the importance of modeling the
process dynamic without paying attention to the type of process
(continuous or batch) but to the process features.

9.3

Batch modeling for continuous processes

In order to show the consequences of modeling a process without
capturing its dynamic, the current process was modeled by following two different approaches: arranging the data in a two-way
array Xc (N K × J) (equivalent to variable-wise unfolding of the
b
batch arrangement) and in a three-way matrix X
(N × J × K),
−
K being the sampling time points at which J process variables
are measured in each of the N days. Later on, such data matrix
was arranged in a two-way array Xb (N × JK) by batch-wise
b
unfolding the three-way X
. Note that the days were considered
−
as batches. Recall that in batch-wise unfolding the relationships among all the process variables at different sampling time
points are modeled, whereas in variable-wise unfolding only the
instantaneous relationships among the variables are taken into
account.
Data should be preprocessed prior to modeling with PCA. The
matrix Xc (N K × J) was mean-centered and scaled to unit variance. Hence, the main non-linear behavior of the process is not
removed. In the case of the batch-wise unfolded two-way array
Xb (N × JK), the average trajectory of each process variable
is removed. Consequently, PCA is focused on the variation of
variables around the average trajectory. Additionally, the data
are slab-scaled by scaling all the process variables at all times
to unit variance in order to give them the same weight in the
PCA model.
The preprocessed two-way arrays, X̃c and X̃b , representing the
process variability from different points of view, were modeled
by PCA, yielding the CM-AD (continuous mode -all days) and
BM-AD models (batch mode -all days), respectively. Five PCs
were selected in the CM-AD model based on cross-validation
results, explaining 95.4% of total variation (R2 ) with a goodness
of prediction (Q2 ) equal to 74.8%. Two PCs were extracted in
the BM-AD model by cross-validation, which captured around
the 82.6% of the process variability (R2 ) with a goodness of
prediction (Q2 ) equal to 65.8%. Note that the 11 multicollinear
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Figure 9.2. t1 /t2 score plot with the 95% and 99% confidence limits (green and
red ellipsoids, respectively) for the CM-AD model (a) and the BM-AD model
(b). None of the samples or batches exhibits unusual behavior.

process variables were replaced with five and two latent variables
(linear combination of the original variables) for the models CMAD and BM-AD, respectively.
Figure 9.2 shows the scatter score plots for the first two latent
variables with the 95% and 99% confidence ellipsoids for the
CM-AD model (Figure 9.2(a)) and the BM-AD model (Figure
9.2(b)). By examining the behaviour of the process data in the
latent space defined by the principal components, abnormalities
or different operating conditions can be detected. Each star
point of the scatter plots represents a measurement registered
on the j -th variable at the k -th sampling time point for the
CM-AD model (see Figure 9.2(a)) or in a particular day for
the BM-AD model (see Figure 9.2(b)). If some samples or
batches are consistent with the remaining, then clustering is
expected to appear in the score plots. In case outliers exist, it is
expected that points lie outside of the in-control region limited
by the ellipsoids. As can be seen in Figure 9.2(a) and Figure
9.2(b), samples and batches, respectively, are found within the
in-control region limited by the 95% and 99% confidence limits
(green and red ellipsoids, respectively). Hence, no outlier or
abnormal process behavior is suspected by looking at the scores.
Additionally, the squared prediction error was also calculated
for each one of the models to detect abnormalities related to
breakage of the correlation structure. The results yielded all
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Table 9.1. Statistical features of each one of the fitted models: continuous (CM)
and batch (BM) models for all days (AD), working days (WO), and weekend
days (WE). The selection of the number of principal components was based on
the goodness of prediction (Q2 ) and the variability explained by the eigenvalues.

Model
CM-AD
CM-WO
CM-WE
BM-AD
BM-WO
BM-WE

A
5
5
5
2
3
1

R2
95.4%
96.1%
96.7%
82.6%
95.7%
88.7%

Q2
74.8%
76.1%
77.0%
65.8%
60.9%
32.3%

samples were statistically under control (plots not shown).
By examining the score plot of the CM-AD model (see Figure
9.2(a)) in depth, it is worth noting that most of the measurements belonging to weekend days lie on the right side of the first
latent variable (positive values on t1 score), except for some few
samples. Those with a negative score are the most likely due
to non-linearities still present in data that produce inaccuracies
to describe the actual process variation. These non-linearities
are observed by the elliptic trajectory scores depict on the scatter plots. This suggests that different models for working and
weekend days may be built in order to capture better the process variability, yielding potentially better performance of the
monitoring system to detect faults. Considering the scatter plot
for the first two principal components of the BM-AD model
(see Figure 9.2(b)), a clear clustering of the batches defining
the days (dashed ellipsoids) is identified. As can be observed,
the weekend days (purple points) have positive values in the
first score t1 (right side of the scatter plot) whereas the working
days (yellow points) have negative values in the aforementioned
score (left side of the scatter score plot). This fact confirms that
process data may be modeled by two PCA models to better
explain the variability associated to the two different operating
conditions.
The elliptic trajectory that the score values draw on the scatter
plots is a consequence of the non-linenarities still present in
data.
At this point, raw process data were split into two different
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groups: working (WO) and weekend days (WE), and arranged
in two-way arrays Xcwo (Nwo K × J) and Xcwe (Nwe K × J),
b
respectively, and in three-way arrays X
(Nwo × J × K) and
−
wo

b
X
(Nwe × J × K), respectively. Note that K are the different
−
we

sampling time points where the measurements of the J variables
were recorded in each one of working (Nwo batches) and weekend
b
(Nwe batches) days. Later on, the three-way arrays, X
and
−
b
X
−

wo

were batch-wise unfolded, leading to the two-way arrays

we

Xbwo (working days × variables at different sampling time points)
and Xbwe (weekend days × variables at different time points),
respectively. Once the grand mean was extracted from the
two-way arrays Xcwo and Xcwe and each of its columns were
scaled to unit variance, a PCA model was fitted for each one,
yielding the CM-WO and CM-WE models, respectively. Two
additional PCA models (BM-WO and BM-WE) were fitted on
the two-way arrays Xbwo and Xbwe after trajectory centering and
scaling to unit variance (slab-scaling). The characteristics of the
different models fitted are summarized in Table 9.1. No outlier
was detected in model validation.
Once data were modeled by the different approaches and possible outliers were detected and isolated, a monitoring system
was built by designing two multivariate Shewhart control charts
based on Hotelling T 2 and SPE statistics. Their control limits
(thresholds) were estimated from NOC process data and later
readjusted using cross-validation techniques for an ISL. In this
procedure, some of the samples1 are arranged in a test data
set while the remaining ones are used as a training data set
to build the PCA models. The number of samples containing
the test data set depends on the approach chosen to model the
process data. For each one of these models, a monitoring system
is developed by constructing the aforementioned multivariate
control charts and subsequently calculating their control limits.
Normally, such control limits are estimated by imposing a significance level equal to 1% and 5%. Later on, the test data set
is projected onto the low dimensional space of the PCA model,
yielding the SPE and Hotelling T 2 statistics. This procedure is
repeated until all samples of the original data set have been in
the test set once and only once. Once the statistics belonging
1 In this work, days treated as batches of the two-way batch-wise unfolded arrays
and the measurements belonging a process day were selected as samples to build both
the test as the training data set.
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all the samples are obtained, the percentage of faults in the
NOC data or the OTI risk is assessed2 . In order to obtain an
accurate and proper monitoring system, such percentage should
be close to the expected percentage of false alarms, i.e. NOC
data detected as abnormal. If the OTI estimated is greater or
lesser than ISL value, such control limits are raised or lowered.
The complete iterative procedure is repeated until the OTI and
ISL values are similar.
After readjusting the control limits of the control charts, a set
of simulated faults were projected onto each one of the PCA
models. SPE control charts resulting from these projections by
using the PCA models BM-AD, CM-AD, BM-WO, BM-WE,
CM-WO and CM-WE are displayed in Figures 9.3 and 9.4.
When a drift in the ammonium and nitrate probes are involved,
the Shewhart SPE control chart from the model CM-AD approximately takes four days to clearly signal the faults (see
Figure 9.3(b)). However, when the process is modeled as a
batch process and data are batch-wise unfolded, the Shewhart
SPE control chart takes two and three days to detect the slow
drifts in nitrate and ammonium probes, respectively (see Figure
9.3(a)). A slight improvement in the drift detection is observed
when two models are used to capture the process variability
associated to the working and weekend days (see Figures 9.4(a)
and 9.4(b)). The Shewhart SPE control charts for the CM-WO
and CM-WE models detect the fault four days after the drift
was originated, like the Shewhart SPE control chart from the
model CM-AD. The Shewhart SPE control charts of BM-WO
and BM-WE models only take around one day and a half to
detect the out-of-control signal (half day and one day earlier
for the nitrate and the ammonium probes, respectively, with
regard to the model BM-AD). According to the previous results, a better detection of the slow drift faults was reached by
using a batch-wise approach in comparison to the approaches
equivalent to variable-wise unfolding. In order to improve the
interpretation of the results and to accurately evaluate the four
approaches in terms of capabilities to detect abnormalities, the
percentage of abnormal samples detected as NOC data (so-called
OTII) were assessed3 for each one of the approaches under study
OTI values are estimated by following OT I = 100 · N nf ·K %, where nf is the
N OC
number of faults detected, NN OC is the number batches and K the number of sampling
time points
3 The OTII values are calculated by following OT II = 100 · nnf %, where nnf is the
N ·k
2 The

ab
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Figure 9.3. Shewhart SPE control chart showing different faults: drifts in the
nitrate and ammonium probes (a and b), shift in the nitrate probe (c and d), and
lack of measurements in the phosphorous probe (e and f) in the model BM-AD
(a,c and e) and in the model CM-AD (b, d and f), respectively.
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number of non-detected faults, Nab is the number of batches taken into consideration
and k is the length of the faulty period.
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Figure 9.4. Shewhart SPE control chart showing different faults: drifts in the
nitrate and ammonium probes (a and b), shift in the nitrate probe (c and d) and
lack of measurements in the phosphorous probe (e and f) in the models BM-WO
and BM-WE (a,c and e) and in the models CM-WO and CM-WE (b, d and
f), respectively. Note that both models take into account the variability of the
working and weekend days separately.
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(see Table 9.2). Note that the closer to 0 is the OTII value for
a certain approach, the better performance of the monitoring
system in terms of fault detection will show. By looking at
the OTII values obtained for the slow drift in the nitrate and
ammonium probes by using the Shewhart SPE control chart
(see Table 9.2), it can be concluded that the best approaches to
detect this type of fault are the batch-wise models, providing
better results the approach in which the different operational
conditions throughout the week is modeled (BM-WO and BMWE with an OTII value equal to 6.1% and 4.9% for the slow
drift in the nitrate and ammonium probes, respectively).
Differences found in the capability for slow drift detection
are caused by the preprocessing and modeling approach used.
Firstly, the subtraction of the mean trajectory permits the main
non-linear behavior to be removed from data. Thus, the cyclical
pattern found in the data over all days is removed. In contrast,
autoscaling allows the reduction of the auto-correlation on the
multivariate statistics. Secondly, the approaches equivalent to
variable-wise only take into account the instantaneous relationships whereas the batch-wise approaches exploit the process
dynamics, considering all the past information till the current
sampling time point. Consequently, when slight deviations are
present in a batch, such abnormalities can be better detected.
Hence, better results on fault detection are expected by using
latent models that incorporate the process dynamics, such as
the models BM-AD, BM-WO and BM-WE.
Regarding the shift in the nitrate probe, all approaches were
capable of detecting this type of fault. In the cases of batchwise approaches, both the model BM-AD, and the BM-WO
and BM-WE model (see Figures 9.3(c) and 9.4(c)), accurately
detected the shift fault without any appreciable differences in
time detection. This fact can be also seen in all the OTII
values of the aforementioned models for the Shewhart control
chart (see Table 9.2), since such values are equal to 1 and 0.9%
for the BM-AD model, and the BM-WO and BM-WE models,
respectively. This means that the monitoring systems detect
the fault in time with a very low non-detected faulty batch
rate. Regarding the approaches equivalent to variable-wise, no
notable difference were found. This can be confirmed by looking
at the corresponding OTII values in Table 9.2. For the models
CM-AD, and CM-WO and CM-WE, similar values of OTII were
reached (1.6% and 1.8%, respectively).
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Table 9.2. Comparison of the six different monitoring approaches in terms of
the accuracy of fault detection by using the OTII values. In the case of the
EWMA control chart, the OTII was only estimated for drift faults since such
control chart does not provide any improvement in the detection of other type of
faults.

Control chart
Shewhart

EWMA

Model
CM-AD
CM-WO & CM-WE
BM-AD
BM-WO & BM-WE
BM-AD
BM-WO & BM-WE

Drift - N O3
OTII
15.5%
15.5%
8.0 %
6.1%
4.7%
3.8%

Drift - N H4
OTII
16.4%
16.6%
14.4%
4.9%
4.7%
3.1%

Shift - N O3
OTII
1.6%
1.8%
1.0%
0.9%
-

P O4 fault
OTII
0%
0%
0%
0%
-

When a technical fault occurs in the phosphorous probe, values
equal to 0 are recorded by the sensoring system. In this type of
faults, the four approaches correctly detected the out-of-control
signal just in time (see Figures 9.3(e) and 9.3(f), and Figures
9.4(e) and 9.4(f)). In addition, all the monitoring systems were
capable of detecting all the faulty samples as abnormal, yielding
OTII values equal to 0% (see Table 9.2). Nevertheless, there
is a fact that is worth being commented. When the batch-wise
approach is selected to monitor the faults, the monitoring system
may tend to detect the faults longer than they really took (see
Figure 9.3(e)). This fact is due to the auto-correlation inherent
in the monitoring statistics caused by the batch-wise modeling.
Hence, the Shewhart SPE control chart based on batch-wise
approaches will respond slowly (to a greater o lesser extent) to
changes in the process.
It was checked that drift faults are better detected by those
models that take into account the relationships among the process variables at all sampling time points rather than those
only capturing the instantaneous relationships. However, the
improvement gained in the capability of detecting drift is not
substantial due to the monitoring charts take excessive time to
signal the abnormality. In order to improve the fast detection
of slow drifts in the batch-wise approaches, an EWMA control
chart is proposed to be used on the SPE statistic. The EWMA
control charts with smoothing factor λ ∈ [0.05, 0.20] are very
effective in detecting small drifts in process parameters since
the past information about the process is taken into account
when a new sample is available. The smaller the lambda parameter, the faster detection of slow drifts. Consequently, the
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Figure 9.5. Shewhart SPE (a) and EWMA SPE (b) control charts under a
simulated slow drift in the ammonium probe by using the BM-AD latent model.
Dark yellow points represent the SPE statistic at each k sampling time point
whereas the purple circles the SPE statistic obtained from the estimated values
of the erroneous measurements and the ones belonging the remaining process
variables.

smoothing factor was set to 0.07 in this case study, which was
obtained after cross-validation. The EWMA control limits were
established at 95 percentile of the SP EEW M A values estimated
at all K sampling time points in all N NOC days as follows:
SP EEW M Ak = λSP Ek + (1 − λ)SP EEW M A,k−1 .
Faulty batches with a slow drift in the ammonium probe were
selected to evaluate the performance of the EWMA versus Shewhart SPE control chart in accordance with their fault detection capabilities using the batch-wise approaches (the best
approaches in this case study). The diagnosis capability of the
responsible variable/s through the use of contribution plots was
also studied. The monitoring results based on the models BMAD, and BM-WO and BM-WE are shown in Figure 9.5 and 9.6,
respectively.
Once again, the approaches, in which the variability associated
with the working and weekend days was independently modeled
(see Figure 9.6), provided better results in terms of accuracy in
fault detection than approaches that modeled such variability
through an unique model (see Figure 9.5). By using the model
BM-AD with an EWMA control chart needed half the time to
detect the drift (see Figure 9.5(b)) in comparison to the Shewhart
control chart (see Figure 9.5(a)). In the case of the models BM260
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Figure 9.6. Shewhart SPE (a) and EWMA SPE (b) control charts showing a
simulated slow drift in the ammonium probe by using the BM-WO and BM-WE
latent models. Dark yellow points represent the SPE statistic at each k sampling
time point, whereas the purple circles represent the SPE statistic obtained from
the estimated values of the erroneous measurements and the values belonging to
the remaining process variables. Note that these charts represent the monitoring
system built from the separate modeling of working and weekend days.

WO and BM-WE, both the EWMA and the Shewhart SPE
control charts (see Figure 9.6(b)) were capable of detecting
the fault after 26 hours and 16 hours the drift was originated,
respectively. Nonetheless, the Shewhart SPE control chart, after
detecting the drift fault, did not detect the fault for 6 hours
approximately. Hence, in this case the use of EWMA SPE
control chart is preferred to avoid detecting faulty samples as
NOC.
Following the MSPC ideas, when the EWMA SPE control chart
detected an out-of-control signal, a contribution plot was built
to identify the assignable cause of it. Figure 9.7(a) shows the
contribution plot for the first abnormality detected by the monitoring system built from the model BM-AD (see Figure 9.5(b)).
The interpretation of such plot is that both the first, fourth,
sixth and ninth process variable (influent flow rate, pH measured in the anaerobic reactor, ammonium measured in aerobic
reactor and pH measured in the return sludge, respectively) are
the responsible variables of the abnormality detected. Hence,
a wrong diagnosis of the responsible variables was obtained
due to the same reason why the Shewhart SPE control chart
was not able to detect the fault at this sampling time point.
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Figure 9.7. Classical contribution plot (a) and EWMA contribution plot (b)
for the out-of-control signal detected by the EWMA control chart at the first
fault detection sampling time point.

Since the batch-wise approach considers the batch as a whole,
slow drifts throughout the complete batch are cumulated in the
statistics over time, for this reason, the Shewhart SPE control
chart takes longer to signal the abnormality. Consequently, the
contribution of the variables to the SPE statistic need time to
correctly identify the root causes of unusual process behaviors.
In order to solve this problem, an exponentially weighted moving
E
average of the contributions cSP
to the SPE statistic for each
j,k
variable j at each sampling time point k is proposed to improve
the diagnosis accuracy. Based on the EWMA idea, this procedure allows to take into account the contributions belonging
to previous sampling time points, downweigthing importance
over time. The EWMA-based contribution plot is estimated as
E
E
E
cSP
= λcSP
+ (1 − λ)cSP
j,k
j,k
j,k−1 , where λ ∈ (0, 1).
In Figure 9.7(b), the EWMA-based contribution plot of the first
out-of-control signal detected by the EWMA SPE control chart
is shown. As can be observed, the contribution plot clearly identifies the ammonium variable as the unique responsible variable
of the drift in the ammonium probe, which is the ammonium
variable. Such tool can be very useful in processes where the high
auto-correlation of data makes the MSPC techniques difficult
to be successfully applied.
Once the monitoring system diagnoses the root causes of the
abnormalities, as the simulated faults based on the malfunctioning of some probes, it is desirable to replace these erroneous
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measurements. It would allow the monitoring system to keep
running while the faulty sensor is being repaired. For this purpose, a TSR-based soft sensor [169] was developed to replace
the erroneous measurements of the responsible variables of the
abnormal situation with missing data imputation. Later on, the
SPE statistic was calculated and plotted both on the Shewhart
and EWMA SPE control charts (depicted as purple circles in
Figures 9.5 and 9.6), showing that the process can be considered
operating under control, except for the drift in the probe.

9.4

Conclusions

This study has been a preliminary research work to understand
how the process dynamics should be modeled for WWTP continuous processes, either through multivariate models or control
charts. The unfolding direction and preprocessing techniques
have a notable influence in online fault detection. Care should
be taken in the type of bilinear modeling chosen since the use of
an inappropriate modeling structure of a process may cause negative consequences in the performance of the monitoring scheme.
Modeling the WWTP by taking into account the dynamics
yielded better results in slow drift fault detection, isolation and
diagnosis than the model that only incorporates the variances
and instantaneous cross-covariances of the variables. Modeling
WWTPs (continuous process) with cyclical patterns as a batch
process and unfolding batch-wise provides: (1) the main nonlinear behavior is removed from data, and (2) auto-covariances
and lagged cross-covariances are captured. In this chapter, an
EWMA approach for control charts and contribution plots was
also introduced into the monitoring scheme, yielding a clear
improvement in slow drift detection and fault diagnosis. Also,
a soft-sensor was developed to replace the erroneous measurements allowing the monitoring system to be operative while the
involved sensors are being repaired.
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Chapter

MVBatch Toolbox for
bilinear batch process
modeling

Part of the content of this chapter has been included in the
following publications:
[6] J.M. González-Martı́nez, J. Camacho, and A. Ferrer. MVBatch Toolbox: a MATLAB graphical interface for bilinear
batch process modeling. In elaboration.
[12] J. Camacho, J.M. González-Martı́nez and A. Ferrer. Chapter 3: Batch Process Data. Batch Processes: Monitoring
and Process Understanding, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, publication due in 2016.
[13] J. Camacho, J.M. González-Martı́nez and A. Ferrer. Chapter 4: Bilinear Modeling of Batch Process Data. Batch
Processes: Monitoring and Process Understanding, WileyVCH Verlag GmbH, publication due in 2016.
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10.1

Introduction

In the design of monitoring schemes, two phases are involved
[47]: model building (exploratory data analysis and post-batch
process monitoring) and model exploitation (real-time process
monitoring). In the former, understanding the nature of the
effects of varying initial conditions and process operating trajectories on the performance of the batches, and on the final
product quality is pursued [62]. Thereafter, the understanding
gained and the statistical models are used to isolate and diagnose past poor operating conditions and to set up statistical
process control schemes for monitoring purpose in the second
phase. In model building for process monitoring, a number of
steps are typically performed, namely i) data alignment, ii) data
preprocessing, and iii) transformation of the three-way array to
one or several two-way arrays for the subsequent iv) bilinear
batch modeling (see Figure 10.1). These steps are iteratively
repeated provided that outliers are detected and isolated from
the calibration data set.
A novel graphical user-friendly interface for process understanding, troubleshooting and monitoring has been developed as a
freely available Matlab toolbox. The main contribution of this
software package is the integration of the recent developments
in Batch Multivariate Statistical Process Control including the
methods developed in this thesis that overcome problems such
as the different sampling policy among variables and batches,
complex asynchronisms, and time-varying correlation structures.
Apart from providing the algorithms in Matlab format for its
manipulation in the light of future research by the scientific
community, an interface that guides users to handle batch data
through the main modeling steps (data alignment, preprocessing, transformation of the three-way array into a two-way array,
and calibration) is provided. In addition, a simulator of the
fermentation process of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation
is available to generate realistic batch data under normal and
abnormal operating conditions.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 10.2, the modeling cycle of batch processes, which is the main layout of the
software package, is briefly discussed. A short discussion on the
methods implemented in the MVBatch Toolbox for data alignment and modeling is presented, stressing the difference with
other commercial software packages available in the market. Sec266
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tion 10.3 presents the software specifications and requirements.
The data set used in the software demonstration is explained
in Section 10.4. Afterward, in Section 10.5, the graphical userfriendly interface MVBatch Toolbox is presented and its use is
described using simulated data. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn in Section 10.6.

10.2

Modeling cycle of batch processes

The bilinear modeling of batch data once variable/batch screening is performed compromises three main steps: data alignment,
data modeling, and the development of the monitoring schemes.
In the following, these steps implemented in the MVBatch Toolbox are briefly explained and the methods used in each step are
shortly described.

10.2.1

Data alignment

The most used commercial software by the chemometrics community for bilinear modeling of batch processes are SIMCA
Release 13.0.3 -Umetrics software- [65] and ProMV Batch Edition Release 13.02 -ProSensus software [68]. The former uses
TLEC family to make all batches equal in length, but recently it
has been proved that this strategy is not appropriate in cases of
multiple asynchronisms [5]. The latter, apart from offering synchronization algorithms based on TLEC also includes ordinary
SCT-based methods, which are ineffective in the presence of
complex asynchronisms. To overcome these problems, the Multisynchro algorithm that successfully tackles these challenging
scenarios of asynchronisms is implemented (see Figure 10.1(c.1)).
Other approaches available are the Indicator Variable (IV) [70]
-TLEC-based method in the domain of the variables- (see Figure
10.1(c.2)), the different versions of the Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) for batch synchronization [76, 160] (see Figure 10.1(c.3))
and the Relaxed Greedy Time Warping algorithm (RGTW) [1]
(see Figure 10.1(c.4)).

10.2.2

Data modeling

Once batch data are aligned, the calibration of the model is
carried out. Prior to the fit of a multivariate model, batch data
need to be preprocessed. The preprocessing strategies available
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in the software are: i) trajectory centering, ii) trajectory centering and scaling, iii) trajectory centering and variable scaling,
iv) variable centering, and v) variable centering and scaling.
Depending on the nature of the batch data and the type of
model to fit, the preprocessing approach may be different [39].
Since PCA is a bilinear tool, the aligned and preprocessed threeway array needs to be conveniently rearranged in a number
of two-way arrays to apply PCA. As explained in Chapter 1,
there are at least three methods to transform the data structure,
which are implemented in the MVBatch Toolbox. First, unfolding the three-way matrix of data in a single two-way matrix:
variable-wise [255] -method implemented in SIMCA Release
13.0.3 [65], batch-dynamic [255], and batch-wise [70] -method
implemented in ProMV Batch Edition Release 13.02 [68]- (see
Figures 10.1(d.1), (d.2) and (d.3), respectively). Second, using
an adaptive approach where current and past information are
combined, e.g. by using hierarchical models [103]. Finally, fitting K PCA local models [91], each one modeling exclusively
the information corresponding to a sampling time point. Additionally, both the unfolding and splitting in K models can be
combined in approaches such as the evolving modeling [91, 256]
or the moving window approach [92] (see Figure 10.1(d.4)).
Within this category, we find the multi-stage approach, which
is based on the calibration of independent models for different
stages of a batch process [96]. These models use a specific
and fixed modeling structure, no matter the dynamic nature
of the process [87]. It is not surprising that many studies in
the literature arrive to contradictory conclusions regarding the
performance of these monitoring approaches. The reason is that
the best monitoring approach is very dependent on the features
of the process at hand [90]. Hence, experiments on different
processes may lead to very diverse conclusions. Supporting this
idea, recent investigations performed [3, 90] (see Chapter 7 for
a rigorous discussion) have shown that the use of an inappropriate modeling structure for a process has negative consequences
in the model parameter stability and in the performance of a
monitoring system. In an attempt to overcome these limitations,
the MVBatch Toolbox implements the Multi-Phase Framework
(MPF) [94], which is aimed at identifying the convenient model
structure for a specific process at hand, instead of using the
same fixed modeling structure for every process. The MPF
selects an appropriate model (according to a specific definition
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of the optimization function) as depicted in Figure 10.1(d.5).
For the estimation of missing trajectories and missing values,
the TSR method is implemented because of its outperformance
in comparison to other methods [136]. The feature that makes
the MVBatch Toolbox different from commercial software packages for bilinear modeling is its flexibility to fit PCA models
in the whole spectrum of possibilities: from variable-wise to
batch-wise passing through intermediate (batch dynamics) and
specific (multi-phase) models.

10.2.3

Design of the monitoring scheme

From the PCA model(s), two Shewhart monitoring charts can
be developed: the D-statistic or Hotelling T 2 chart, and the SPE
chart [47, 117]. The MVBatch Toolbox estimates their control
limits (thresholds) from NOC process data and later adjusts
them using cross-validation techniques for a given imposed significance level (ISL) [90] (see Figure 10.1(e.1)). Additionally, an
unsupervised control chart based on the warping profiles from
NOC batches (NOC-WICC) [2] is designed as a complementary
tool to the aforementioned charts for post-batch and real-time
batch process monitoring (see Chapter 5 for further details on
this control chart).
Note that the statistics for the new batch on the charts are
computed online, so that the statistics for a specific sampling
time point are available right after the measurements have been
collected. If the batch remains under NOC -that is, the statistics
remain below the control limits except for punctual cases- we
assume that the quality will be within the specifications, and
therefore the batch processing will continue. If otherwise consecutive points are beyond the control limits, it means that the
batch is behaving in an abnormal way and that the quality may
be seriously affected (see Figure 10.1(e.2)). In these situations,
the fault has to be diagnosed (see Figure 10.1(e.3)). Overall and
instantaneous contribution plots to the D-statistic and SPE [82]
are available in the MVBatch Toolbox for fault diagnosis. If the
batch can be operationally corrected by taking a control action,
then this should be carried out. Otherwise, the batch may be
discarded, saving time and resources.
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Figure 10.1. Modeling scheme in BMSPC systems based on PCA and modified version of the front-end of the MVBatch
Toolbox. First, the three-way array containing the raw batch trajectories is loaded (a). Once variable and batch screening is
performed via data visualization (c), batch data are equalized (if needed) and synchronized (c) prior to bilinear modeling (d).
Finally, a monitoring system is designed for fault detection and diagnosis (d).
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10.3

Software specification and requirements

The MVBatch Toolbox is a free software based on Matlab release
2013a (The MathWorks, Inc.). The toolbox includes 37 selfcontained Matlab p-files (pre-parsed Matlab m-file) (including
functions with the algorithms for data equalization and synchronization, preprocessing, modeling and monitoring, and scripts
for the implementation of the logic of the user interface), 6 main
user interfaces (one for the modeling cycle that integrates all
functionalities of the toolbox, and five for each of the main modeling steps, i.e. data visualization and screening, equalization
and synchronization, modeling, fault detection and diagnosis)
and one batch process data simulator of the fermentation process
of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation.
There are two ways to work with the MVBatch Toolbox: using
the graphical user interface (GUI) (starting users) and using
the commands (expert users). The GUI is self-explanatory and
follows the modeling cycle of the batch process explained in
[5]. Information, warning and error messages are incorporated
into the tools to straightforwardly guide its use. In order to
launch the user interface, either the user types ’batchTools’
in the Matlab command line or clicks on the batchTools userfriendly interface icon available in the folder of the toolbox,
which should be declared in the Matlab path. Note that the
latter is a compiled version of the Matlab user interface. For
expert users who want to have more interaction between the tool
and other software packages, it is recommendable to start up
the tool using Matlab. The toolbox is compatible with Matlab
release versions R2012 and R2013, and with Microsoft Windows
operating systems (Windows Vista/7) and Macintosh OS X
(from Leopard to Mavericks) with no requirements of any other
third party’s utilities beyond the standard Matlab installation
with the Statistics toolbox. Both the MVBatch Toolbox and
the data set used in this tutorial for illustration are available
at the Multivariate Statistical Engineering Research Group web
page http://mseg.web.upv.es/software.

10.4

Data set

The batch data used for this software demonstration is formed
by a combination of the data sets used in Chapter 8, which
contains NOC and faulty batches with five different types of
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asynchronisms. In particular, 45 NOC batches (the first 25
batches with different duration produced by natural variability
with key process events not overlapping at the same sampling
time point across batches -case #1 asynchronism-, the next 5
batches with equal duration but different process pace -case #2
asynchronism, the next 5 batches with incomplete trajectories
but with most of the key process events overlapping over time
-case #3 asynchronism, the next 5 batches with a shift at the
start of the batch but with the same process pace -case #4
asynchronism, and the last 5 ones are incomplete batches with
different process pace -case #5 asynchronism), and 3 different
faulty batches with each of the five aforementioned cases of
asynchronism. In total, the three-way array for calibration
is composed of 45 NOC batches and the test set of 15 faulty
batches.

10.5

Description of the MVBatch Toolbox

The main interface of the software package compromises a top
row with the pull-down menus ’File’ and ’About’ and four main
modules, which are titled ’Screening’, ’Alignment’, ’Modeling’,
and ’Monitoring’. Users can save the screening of the variables
and batches, alignment, and modeling already performed by
clicking on the option ’save’ of the menu ’File’. Existent analysis
can also be loaded through the option ’Open’ of the same menu.
To initiate the MVBatch Toolbox, a data set must be loaded
through the module ’Load’. This software package reads batch
data contained in a Matlab structure that must be named
calibration. This structure contains three fields: ’batch data’,
’batch names’ and ’var names’ that are cell arrays storing the
batch data, the identifiers of the batches and the names of the
process variables for each of the units, respectively. The field
’batch data’ has as many cells as there are batches (N batches).
For each batch, a data structure named data is assigned, which
contains one matrix per sampling policy (M different sampling
rates). In each of these matrices, the sampling time point, the
stage identifier as well as the measurements of the process variables registered at a specific sampling frequency are stored. To
access the batch data of the n-th batch via the command line
of Matlab, users must type ’calibration.batch data{i}.data{m}’,
where m is the m-th sampling policy.’ Note that this complex
way of arranging the batch data is required to take into con272
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Figure 10.2. Interface for screening batches and variables for subsequent
alignment and modeling.

sideration the cases where the process variables are sampled
differently batch to batch. Furthermore, all the data sets subject to being analyzed by the MVBatch Toolbox must have the
aforementioned structure.
The modules implemented in this software are described in the
following sections using the simulated data as an example. To
load the data set, users must click on the module ’Load’ of the
main window (see Figure 10.1(a)) and select the corresponding
file. Once the system checks that the data structure complies
with the aforementioned requirements, the module ’Screening’
(see Figure 10.1(b)) will be enabled.

10.5.1

Screening

In the module ’Screening’ users can firstly visualize the raw process variables trajectories for all the batches (see Figure 10.2).
The MVBatch Toolbox plots the trajectories for the calibration
data set in grey color at the left-side of the interface, highlighting
the trajectories of the first batch in red color. At this point,
users can highlight those batches of interest by moving forward
or backward the batch index in the panel ’Batch selection’. If
there are more variables than subplots depicted, the panel ’Variables’ is enabled to give users the option of visualizing those not
represented. Based on a prior knowledge or process understand273
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ing reached through previous analysis, users may be interested
in including and/or excluding process variables and batches for
subsequent steps in the modeling cycle. For this purpose, users
can select them in the variables and batches panels. In the example, the last variable of the data set contains the actual warping
introduced in the original data by the simulator to produce the
asynchronisms. As it is not of interest for the modeling, that
variable is removed from the data set. To update the graphs
of the batch trajectories, users must press the button ’Refresh’.
Once batch data have been screened, users can move on to the
alignment of the batches by pressing the button ’Alignment’.

10.5.2

Alignment

In this interface, equalization and synchronization of batch
trajectories are carried out interacting with the 2D and 3D
arrangement panels, respectively (see Figure 10.3). The aim of
the 2D panel is to equalize the variables to a single sampling rate
or common sampling period using interpolation. The interval
period can be selected in the popmenu ’interval’ where four
different choices are available: greatest common divisor, shortest
sampling interval, longest sampling interval and least common
multiplier. The sampling interval will be a multiple of the unit
specified in the edit box ’units’. The interpolation method
(nearest neighbor, linear, spline, cubic, and V5cubic) to be used
can be selected in the popmenu ’interpolation’1 . Once all the
required parameters have been set, the button ’Equalize’ can be
clicked on to perform the equalization. When this procedure has
been carried out, the 3D arrangement is automatically enabled
for synchronization.
The panel ’3D arrangement’ provides users with a set of tools
to synchronize the batch trajectories, ensuring not only that
the resulting batches have the same duration but also that the
main process features are aligned across batches. The methods programmed in this toolbox are divided into two groups:
TLEC-based method in the variable domain (Indicator Variable
(IV) [82]), and SCT-based methods (Dynamic Time Warping
1 If there are missing values in data -specified in Matlab as ”NaN” (Not-a-Number)linear interpolation is suggested to be employed. However, if there is suspicion that the
correlation structure was destroyed, the values should be imputed by exploiting the
correlation structure of the within-batch information available with TSR. In addition,
when there are missing values, Matlab will provide warning messages informing of such
problem.
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Figure 10.3. Interface for data equalization and alignment.

(DTW) following Kassidas et al.’s [76] and Ramaker et al.’s [160]
approaches, the Relaxed Greedy Time Warping (RGTW) [1]
and Multisynchro [4]).
For the application of IV, it is required to have a process variable
that is a good indicator of the evolution of the batch. This
variable must be strictly monotonic and smooth, with the same
start and end point in all batches. To proceed with this type
of synchronization, first, users must select this method in the
popmenu ’method’ located in the synchronization panel. Also,
the indicator variable and the number of sampling time points
must be indicated in the edit boxes ’var’ and ’steps’, respectively,
as well as the type of interpolation in the popmenu ’interpolation’
(see IV-based synchronization panel at the center-left side in
Figure 10.3). In case that the selected variable does not have
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the same start and end point in all batches, the algorithm
can discard preceding the initial common point or succeeding
the final common point if the option ’Cut to common starting
and end point’ is enabled. Caution must be taken enabling
this option since the system forces the data set to meet the
requirements of the synchronization algorithm. It may cause
distortion on data that can likewise lead to misleading results
in the outcomes of the multivariate analysis, and a large type I
and II error rates in the monitoring [5].
Synchronization based on any of the implemented SCT-based
methods requires the selection of two common parameters (see
common parameters panel at the bottom-left side in Figure 10.3).
First, a batch of the calibration data set needs to be selected
to synchronize the remaining batches. If prior knowledge on
the process is available, users can select a suitable reference
batch for synchronization. If not, the algorithm can select
that batch whose length is the closest to the median or the
average duration of the collected batches. For this purpose,
the popmenu ’reference’ provides the previous options: select,
median and average. To select a certain batch, the edit box
’reference’ is enabled to type the number of the batch. Second,
the constraints of the variables for synchronization is needed.
Typically, there are process variables containing too little or no
features for synchronization (flat profiles), excessive amount of
missing data or noise that might negatively affect the quality
of synchronization. In this situation, it is recommendable to
constrain these variables in the algorithm by typing 1’s logical
values (0’s logical values stand for non-constrained variables)
in the edit box ’constraints’. The next parameters to initialize
depends on the SCT method selected in the popmenu ’method’.
For DTW, the weights to give more importance to certain process
variables in the synchronization are required (see DTW panel at
the bottom-center side in Figure 10.3). Users can calculate these
weights in order to give more importance to those variables that
are more consistent batch-to-batch (Kassidas et al.’s approach
[76]), those containing more warping information (Ramaker
et al.’s approach [160]), or those that satisfy both features
(Geometric average of Kassidas et al. and Ramaker et al.’s
weights). Another option is to indicate explicitly the weights in
the case of prior knowledge of the process. All these options can
be selected in the popmenu ’weights’. If the option ’Select’ from
the latter menu is chosen, the edit box ’weights’ will be enabled
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in order to type the weights. Note that the weights range from
zero to the number of variables, and the sum of all the weights
must be equal to the number of variables.
The MVBatch Toolbox gives the possibility to synchronize batch
data in such a way that it can be used in the design of a monitoring scheme for real-time applications. For this purpose, the
optimization procedure based on the RGTW algorithm proposed
in [1] needs to be executed. When the synchronization based on
DTW has finished, the system will show a message requesting
the user to confirm the purpose. Later, the parameters of the
RGTW-based synchronization will be enabled (see RGTW algorithm panel at the bottom-center side in Figure 10.3). These
parameters are: the width of the sliding warping window ζ and
the bands. On the one hand, users can set the bands using the
warping information obtained from the offline DTW synchronization for a specific window width ζ. For this option, the
radiobutton ’offline’ must be marked. Furthermore, the window
width can be manually set by selecting the value in the popmenu
’RGTW ζ’. On the other hand, the aforementioned parameters
can be optimized by running the cross-validation procedure
proposed in [1]. To run this procedure, users must activate
the radiobutton ’cross-validation’, select the maximum window
width to be validated from the popmenu ’maximum ζ’, and
finally, press the button ’Validate’. Once the execution has been
finished, an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is performed on the
Fisher Z-transformed2 correlation coefficients for the different
window widths ζ to determine whether there are statistically
significant differences among them, provided that the number of
window widths under study are greater than two. This software
package subsequently displays figures containing a standard oneway ANOVA table, a box-and-whisker plot and LSD intervals
for the Fisher Z-transformed correlation coefficients for each of
the specified window widths. Based on these results, users can
choose the ’optimal’ window width from the popmenu ’RGTW
ζ’. As a final step, the button ’Set RGTW’ must be pressed to
confirm the parameters settings.
As an example of synchronization based on the previous SCTbased methods for the subsequent design of a real-time monitoring system, let us synchronize the calibration data set. At first
instance, the DTW algorithm with weights calculated as the
2 The Fisher Z transformation is usually performed to approximate the distribution
of the Pearson’s correlation coefficients to a normal distribution.
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geometric average of the Kassidas et al. and Ramaker et al.’s
weights is selected (option ’Geometric’ in the popmenu ’Weighting approach’) with the rest of parameters set to the default
values. Once the synchronization has finished, the MVBatch
Toolbox will ask the user through a dialogue window whether a
second synchronization based on the RGTW algorithm is needed
for subsequent steps. After pressing the button ’Yes’, the parameters of the RGTW algorithm are enabled. To proceed with the
study of the RGTW parameters, we activate the radiobutton
’cv’, select a maximum width of the window ζ equal to 4 units
from the popmenu ’maximum ζ’ (this cross-validation procedure
is time consuming, therefore, no window widths larger than 6
units is recommended) and press the button ’Validate’. In order
to determine whether one of the selected window widths implies
a statistical significant improvement in terms of synchronization
quality without considerably delaying the monitoring of future
samples (the larger the window width, the longer a new measurement vector will be available for monitoring at the start of
the batch, and the longer the detection of faults), the LSD plots
are calculated (see Figure 10.4). As can be appreciated from
this figure, the window with width equal to 3 units is preferred,
therefore, this value is selected in the popmenu ’RGTW ζ’ and
set by pressing the button ’Set RGTW’. The resulting synchronized batch trajectories of this synchronization are plotted in
Figure 10.5. Most trajectories are well synchronized except
for some batches where flat profiles are added. This is mainly
caused by the presence of asynchronisms that neither the DTW
algorithm in its different versions nor the RGTW algorithm are
capable of tackling.
In scenarios of multiple asynchronism, the previous synchronization strategies not only are inappropriate but also may produce
misalignments and introduce artificial features. The reason why
these methods are not accurate is because they do not take
into consideration the different asynchronisms batch data may
contain. To overcome this problem, the Multisynchro algorithm
can be applied by selecting the option ’Multisynchro’ from the
popmenu ’method’ located in the synchronization panel. Automatically, the software package will enable the Multisynchro
panel (see panel at the bottom-right side in Figure 10.3). This
synchronization algorithm is composed of a high-level and lowlevel routine. The high-level routine is aimed at recognizing the
different types of asynchronous trajectories for the subsequent
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Figure 10.4. LSD intervals for the Fisher Z-transformed correlation coefficients
for four window widths.

batch classification as function of the nature of asynchronism.
The low-level routine is in charge of synchronizing the variable
trajectories of each one of the batches with a specific procedure
based on the type of asynchronism. To initiate the algorithm,
there are two ways: the automatic (see panel for automatic
asynchronism recognition at the bottom-right side in Figure
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Figure 10.5. Resulting variable trajectories after synchronizing the trajectories
using the RGTW algorithm with a window width equal to 3 units. The variables
shown in order from top to bottom, and from left to right are: concentrations
(glucose, pyruvate, acetaldehyde, acetate, ethanol, and biomass), active cell
material, acetaldehyde dehydrogenase, specific oxygen uptake rate, and specific
carbon dioxide evolution rate.
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10.3) and manual (see panel for manual asynchronism recognition at the bottom-right side in Figure 10.3) asynchronism
detection. In the first option, users can decide the thresholds
for the number of consecutive horizontal and vertical transitions (see parameters hn and vn in the automatic asynchronism
recognition panel, respectively) in the warping information from
which the algorithm determines what type of asynchronisms
batches have. By default, these parameters are set to 3 units
each since they are sensible thresholds to distinguish among
asynchronisms. In case that users prefer that the algorithm
assesses the thresholds based on the distribution formed by the
number of horizontal and vertical transitions in the warping
information at the start and end of each batch, the parameter
κ must be set. This value must be ranged in the interval ]0, 1[.
In the second option, if users know the types of asynchronisms
either by expert knowledge or by the outcomes of preliminary
synchronizations, the manual version can be used by activating
the radiobutton ’Manual’ located at the bottom side of the
Multisynchro panel in Figure 10.3. In this option, the types of
asynchronisms [1, 4] must be specified in the edit box ’Asyn’: 1)
batches with different or equal duration and different process
pace (class I and II asynchronism); 2) batches with different
duration due to incompletion of some batches and key process
events overlapping (class III asynchronism); 3) batches with different duration due to delay in the start but batch trajectories
showing the same evolution pace after (class IV asynchronism);
and 4) the combination of the two last types of asynchronisms.
In addition, the set of batches containing different asynchronisms needs to be indicated as well. It is done in a vectorial
manner following the Matlab syntax by introducing the batch
indices in the edit box ’Batches’ located at the bottom side
of the Multisynchro panel in Figure 10.3. Another parameter
required is the number of principal components (PCs) to extract
with the aim of detecting abnormal batches of the calibration
data set. Internally, the algorithm iteratively synchronizes trajectories provided that there are abnormal batches still in the
data set. For more details on the Multisynchro algorithm, users
are referred to the original research work [4].
Due to the fact that the experimental data under study contain different types of asynchronisms, let us synchronize these
batches with Multisynchro by selecting the corresponding option
in the popmenu ’Method’ of the panel ’Synchronization’ and
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keeping the default values. At the end of the execution, the
algorithm returns the steps carried out and the classification
of the batches by the nature of their asynchronisms in the console depicted at the top-right side of Figure 10.3. In case that
users want to proceed with a manual synchronization based
on the outcomes of the Multisynchro synchronization shown in
the console, users should type in the edit box ’Asyn’ ”1, 2, 3”,
”1:30, [31:35,41:45], 36:40” in the edit box ’Batches’ and 6 in
the edit box for the #PCs for monitoring. As a result of the
synchronization, the types of asynchronisms are also indicated
in the listbox of the outcomes panel located at the top-left side
of the Multisynchro panel in Figure 10.3. To visualize either the
information of the synchronization performed or the warping
profiles of the variable trajectories or the synchronized variable
trajectories of the batches classified into one of the types of
asynchronism, users must first select the type of asynchronism
and then click on the buttons ’Info’, ’Plot W.I.’ or ’Plot Batches’,
respectively. For the example data set, the warping information
for each class of asynchronism is shown in Figure 10.6. As can be
seen, there exist batches with different or similar pace but with
no overlap of the key process events (smooth warping profiles
over time depicted in red color in Figure 10.6(a)), incomplete
batches (see red warping profiles with horizontal transitions in
Figure 10.6(b)), and batches shifted at early stage of the process
(see red warping profiles with vertical transitions in the first
sampling time points in 10.6(c)). In Figure 10.7, the synchronized trajectories by Multisynchro are shown. Comparing these
trajectories with those obtained from the synchronization based
on RGTW (see Figure 10.5), there is a notable improvement
in the quality of the synchronization. Not only misalignment
disappears in the former, but also the artificial variability of
the variables is reduced and the overlap of the features notably
enhanced.
As a result of the synchronization performed by using any of
the methods available, the warping profiles (except for IV-based
synchronization) and the synchronized trajectories of each process variable are depicted. Afterward, the system enables the
button ’Modeling’ located at the bottom side of the interface to
proceed with the modeling of the synchronized data. Note that
at any moment users can re-synchronize the raw batch data, but
synchronizations previously performed will be pruned out.
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Figure 10.6. Warping information derived from the Multisynchro-based synchronization for the three types of asynchronism found in the data set: (a) class
I and II asynchronism, (b) class III asynchronism and (c) class IV asynchronism.

10.5.3

Modeling

Once batch data have been synchronized, the module named
’Modeling’ of the main interface is activated. When users click
on this option, the Modeling interface pops up (see Figure 10.8).
The interface compromises a top row with ’File’, ’Preprocessing’,
’Cross-validation’ pull-down menus. In the first option, users
can save, load and print results of the multivariate analysis.
In the second option, the preprocessing methods described in
Section 10.2.2 are listed for selection. Finally, the third option
provides users with different cross-validation methods: row-wise,
sample-wise (by default), iterative sample, and cross-corrected
sample-wise k-fold [257]. If users are not knowledgeable about
these methods, it is recommended to use the default method.
The panel named ’Covariance maps’ (see panel located at the
top side in Figure 10.8) is devoted to depict the covariance maps
of the process under study. Covariance maps are useful tools to
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Figure 10.7. Resulting variable trajectories after synchronizing the trajectories
using the Multisynchro algorithm. The variables shown in order from top to bottom, and from left to right are: concentrations (glucose, pyruvate, acetaldehyde,
acetate, ethanol, and biomass), active cell material, acetaldehyde dehydrogenase,
specific oxygen uptake rate, and specific carbon dioxide evolution rate.

reveal the time-varying process dynamics. Prior to modeling,
three types of variance-covariance maps are available: total,
dynamic partial and instantaneous-dynamic partial. The former
calculates the variance-covariance matrix of the synchronized,
preprocessed and batch-wise unfolded two-way array that contains the batch trajectories. This matrix gives practitioners a
picture of the dynamic relationships in the batch data, not only
the instantaneous variance and cross-covariances of the variables
at every sampling time point but also the auto-covariances and
lagged cross-covariances. Revealing the time-varying dynamics
helps practitioners to better understand the relationships among
process variables over time. The dynamic variance-covariance
matrix is the result of the computation of the partial covariance in time for all possible LMVs. It is useful to observe
dynamic relationships without taking into account the instantaneous relationships among process variables. This information
should be used when the objective of the modeling is to predict
the current value of a variable from past measurements of the
process (e.g. to perform one-step ahead predictions). Finally,
the instantaneous-dynamic partial map contains the partial covariance taking the instantaneous relationships of the process
variables into account. The resulting map is useful when the goal
is to obtain parsimonious models for process monitoring that
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Figure 10.8. Interface for data modeling using the multi-phase framework.

properly capture the complex dynamics by adding the optimum
number of lagged measurements vectors. For further details
on the covariance maps, readers are referred to Appendix B.
To select one of these covariance maps, users must select the
corresponding option pulling down the popmenu. In case that
users require the calculation of the variance-covariance matrix
for a set of variables, these must be indicated in the edit box
’vars’. If the map is desired to be calculated in a time interval,
the start and end point must be provided in the edit boxes ’init’
and ’finit’, respectively. Note that when the number of sampling
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time points or process variables is very large, covariance maps
are very memory demanding. If Matlab is getting out of memory,
users should try to reduce the number of sampling time points
in the map by reducing the sampling frequency in the command
line of Matlab. For an optimum reduction of number of samples,
the procedure explained in [258] is recommended.
Taking back the example of the process fermentation, the first
step is to visualize the total covariance map to get insight into
the correlation among process variables. Figure 10.9 represents
the map of covariances among all the process variables at all
sampling time points. As can be seen, the measurements of
the process variables collected in the time intervals [45,85],
[95,120], [125,175], among others, are highly correlated (high
positive covariances depicted in red color). The appearance
of rectangles of different sizes in the covariance map is a clear
evidence that phases are present in batch data. In this example,
there are several phases by the nature of the process -there may
be more phases but they are visually indistinguishable - which
are strongly correlated to each other due to the high covariance
observed (area outside the main diagonal in Figure 10.9). In this
context, the decision on whether the process must be divided
into phases or not depends on if the correlation among phases
is indirect or direct. An indirect correlation between process
variables at two different sampling time points k and k + n
indicates that these process variables are sequentially correlated.
This means that the process variables at sampling time point
k are correlated at sampling time point k + 1, and those at
sampling time point k + 1 are correlated at sampling time point
k + 2, and so forth. In contrast, a direct correlation denotes only
a correlation between process variables at sampling time points
k and k + n, without intermediate correlations. When indirect
correlation among phases is observed on batch data, the process
should be divided into phases. Otherwise, batch data should
not be split up. In order to confirm the existence of direct or
indirect correlations, the dynamic partial covariance coefficients
must be computed.
Figure 10.10 shows the dynamic partial covariance map calculated for the example of the fermentation process. The points
with important information (highlighted with dark colors) are
arranged close to the main diagonal, which have a high correlation coefficient. Outside the main diagonal, low correlation
coefficients are shown, which indicates that the relationship
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Figure 10.9. Total covariance map showing the covariances among process
variables at all sampling time points.

between phases is indirect. The fact that the correlation coefficients are located along the main diagonal also denotes that the
process can be properly captured with a parsimonious (low order) PCA model. Let us zoom in the dynamic partial covariance
map shown in Figure 10.10(a), from the 30th to 60th sampling
time point (see Figure 10.10(b)). This plot shows that there is
a sampling time point interval where the relationships among
variables look quite different to the other sampling time points.
This phenomenon can be appreciated around the 15th sampling
time point (actual 45th sampling time point). This time period
belongs to process phase at which the glucose is consumed by
the yeast as a energy source for the fermentation.
At this point of the modeling, the high total covariance found
among phases might suggest that the separate modeling of these
phases is not appropriate. Nonetheless, the dynamic partial
covariance map points out that the relationship between phases
is indirect and then a more parsimonious PCA model (without
adding so many lagged measurements vectors as in batch-wise
unfolding) should be fitted since the dynamics of the process
are of low order. Also, a change of dynamics observed in the
main diagonal of the dynamic partial covariance matrix suggests
splitting up the process into phases. Hence, a multi-phase
modeling is advised in this case.
In the panel ’MPPCA’, the parameters required to automatically
recognize the phases present in the process using the multi-phase
framework proposed in [94] are listed (see panel MPPCA located
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10.10. Dynamic partial covariance maps for the whole process (a) and
for the time interval [30,60] (b).

at the left side in Figure 10.8): the unfolding approach (LMVs),
the improvement threshold (T), the gain parameters that control
the trend of the algorithm to divide data into more or less phases
(k), the minimum length of the phases (minL) and the initial
number of principal components (a). The number of Lagged
Measurement Vectors (edit box ’LMVs’) should be set according
to the order of the dynamics. With 0 LMVs a static model
-variable-wise- is computed, with 1 LMV a dynamic model of
order 1 is computed and so forth. The MPPCA can handle
several LMVs at the same time by typing several values for
example ’0, 1, 2’ or ’0:2’ in the edit box ’LMV’ to compute
models from order 0 to 2. The number of LMVs recommended
is from 0 to the maximum order with important information
observed in the partial covariance map. Note that the features
of a model depend very much on the number of LMVs [87]. The
rest of parameters may set to the following values: ’T’ to either
0.1 or 0.05, ’k’ values greater than 1, ’minL’ to 1, and ’a’ to
different values greater than 0. Once all the parameters have
accordingly been set, the automatic detection can be run by
clicking on the ’Initial Set’ button. Users should note that the
detection of the phases is a time-consuming task, increasing
the computation time required with the number of parameters
to explore. During this execution, messages about the tasks
being performed by the algorithm (adding phases or principal
components) are displayed in the console located at the top-right
side of the interface (see Figure 10.8).
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Let us execute the multi-phase algorithm with the following
settings: LMVs = 0, T = 0.1, k = 5,9,11, minL = 1, and
a=1. At the end of the execution, three different multi-phase
models are listed in the listbox called ’MP Model’. The complete
information of each of the models can be displayed in the console
by selecting the model in the popmenu ’MP model’ and pressing
the button ’Info’. For instance, if users select the second multiphase model named ’MPPCA Model 2’, they will check that
a total of 11 different phases with 1 PC each were found in
the following intervals: [1,14], [15,23], [24,24], [25,29], [30,32],
[33,39], [40,97], [98,129], [130,184], [185,185] and [186,209]. The
console also displays the PRESS and the parameters used in
the calibration, including the preprocessing and cross-validation
method. For each phase, apart from the interval corresponding
to the phase, the number of PCs, the number of LMVs and the
PRESS are provided.
Once the algorithm has generated the multi-phases model, the
section named ’Merging’ (see bottom-left side in Figure 10.8) is
enabled. This section is aimed at post-processing and merging
the information obtained in the previous step in an optimum
manner [87]. For a reasonable search of the optimum multiphase model, the parameter ’Tm’ should be ranged between 0
and 0.5. For instance, users can specify this range in intervals of
0.05 units by typing ’0:0.05:0.5’ in the edit box named ’Tm’. A
different merging criterion can be also selected in the popmenu
located in the same panel: model parsimony, covariance matrix
parsimony, minimize LMVs, minimize phases and minimize PCs.
To proceed with the merging procedure, users must press the
button named ’Merged Set’, ending up this task with n multiphase merged models listed in the popmenu ’MP Model’. In the
case of the fermentation process, the values of the parameter
’Tm’ are set to the default values, yielding two merged multiphase models. The software package additionally performs an
ANOVA and computes the LSD plot to help users to select the
best model that does not produce a significant loss of prediction
power (see Figure 10.11). As can be appreciated in Figure 10.11,
the second merged multi-phase model is more parsimonious
than the first model. However, this simplification does imply
a statistically significant loss of prediction capability since the
intervals for the two models do not overlap. According to this
analysis, the best multi-phase model in terms of parsimony is
the first merged model (see features of the model in the console
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Figure 10.11. LSD intervals estimated for the merging procedure applied to
the models found by the multi-phase algorithm.

displayed in Figure 10.8). Special caution should be taken in the
interpretation of these results since ideally it should be computed
with an independent test set and not with the calibration data
set.
At this point, it is strongly suggested comparing the features of
the multi-phase models generated with the visual information
in the covariance maps and thereafter drawing conclusions by
combining the different sources of information. In addition,
it is worth going over the covariance maps of the part of the
data modeled and of the residuals. For this purpose, users
should select the optimum multi-phase model from the list
’MP Model’ and the new options added in the popmenu of the
covariance maps: ’Model Total Covariance’ and ’Residuals Total
Covariance’.
From the model and residuals total covariance maps shown in
Figure 10.12, we can state that there is still some structure to
model (observed with some correlation remaining in the residuals
in Figure 10.12(b)). Users can investigate further the dynamics
of each of the phases or a specific interval with the tools offered
in the panel named ’Process Dynamics’ (see panel located at the
bottom-right side in Figure 10.8). Through partial regression
on the batch data, users can get insight into the actual process
dynamics of the model. To run this procedure, users must
select a phase from the popmenu ’Phase’ or a time interval by
indicating the start and end point in the edit boxes ’init’ and
’fint’ in the panel ’Process Dynamics’, respectively, as well as the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10.12. Covariance maps of the modeled (a) and residual (b) part.

mode of the regression, either accumulated (’joint’ radiobutton)
or separated variables (’variables’ radiobutton). To take into
account the instantaneous correlation, the radiobutton named
’add instantaneous correlation’ should be marked. Once the
parameters are selected, the regressions are executed by pressing
the button named ’MV-wise PR’.
As most of the remaining structure in the example corresponds
to the last stage of the process, users should start looking at
this phase (Phase #9). The outcomes of the analysis are bar
plots showing the normalized mean sum of squares as a function
of the LMVs for the accumulate option (see Figure 10.13(a)),
and the sum of squares as a function of the LMVs and process
variables for the separated variables (see Figure 10.13(b)). From
these plots, users can appreciate how important the dynamics of
order 1 are in the time interval [130,184]. Hence, the addition of
a LMVs would be highly recommended to further optimize the
multi-phase model. After looking through all the phases, a new
proposal of multi-phase model comes up. To manually fit the
new multi-phase model, users should type the aforementioned
parameters in the panel ’Manual Mode’ (see panel ’Manual
Model’ located at the bottom side of the interface shown in
Figure 10.8). The number of PCs for each phase must be
indicated in the edit box ’PCs’ (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), the
number of LMVs of each phase in the edit box ’LMVs’ (e.g. 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), and the start and end points of each phase
in the edit boxes ’init’ and ’fint’ (1, 15, 25, 30, 33, 40, 98, 130,
and 186 in ’init’ and 14, 24, 29, 32, 39, 97, 129, 185 and 209 in
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Figure 10.13. Partial regression function for accumulated (a) and separated
variables (b) for Phase #9.

’fint’).
In case that it is the first iteration of the modeling, it is recommended to also fit a batch-wise model for preliminary exploratory
analysis. This type of models is used to first understand the correlation among variables, detect the most severe faulty batches
and diagnose their main causes. Again, a manual batch-wise
PCA model must be set in panel ’Manual Mode’ with the following parameters: PCs = 3, LMVs = 208 (K − 1 sampling time
points), init = 1, fint = end).
Once all the multi-phase models have been fitted, users can
design the monitoring scheme by using the calibration data set
and a selected model fitted in the next step of the modeling
cycle by pressing the button ’Set model - Monitoring’.

10.5.4

Monitoring

The interface for the design of a monitoring scheme is composed
of a menu bar containing the submenu ’File’ where different
options to save the results and import data are available, four
panels devoted to the design of the monitoring schemes and
the monitoring of batches named ’Model’, ’Monitoring scheme’,
’Post-batch offline process monitoring’ and ’Post-batch online
process monitoring’, and one panel aimed at the selection of the
statistics and batches for fault diagnosis (see Figure 10.14).
The first step in the design of the monitoring scheme is to readjust the theoretical control limits using a leave-one-out cross291
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Figure 10.14. Interface for the design of a monitoring scheme using the calibration data set.
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Figure 10.15. Monitoring of the first faulty batch of the test set.
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validation approach for a specific model selected in the popmenu
’MP model’ (see panel ’Model’ at the top-left side of Figure
10.14). To run this procedure, users must press the button ’CV
limits’. Depending on the number of sample points, the type of
multi-phase model and the number of batches, the time required
to compute the statistics and control limits may considerably
vary. At the end of the execution, the post-batch online control
charts for the D-statistics, SPE and the warping information [2]
are plotted jointly with their control limits in the panel ’Postbatch online process monitoring’. In case that a batch-wise PCA
model is fitted, the overall D-statistic and SPE control chart are
also shown in the panel ’Post-batch offline process monitoring’,
as is the case of the monitoring scheme designed in Figure 10.14,
where the model ’Manual MPPCA Model 1’ (batch-wise PCA
model with three PCs) is selected. The red control limits are
computed using theoretical approximations [82] and the green
control limits are corrected by cross-validation. When all the
graphs are shown in the interface, the panel ’Monitoring system’
is enabled for the monitoring of the calibration data set. To use
the corrected control limits in the monitoring of new batches,
mark the radiobutton ’Use CV limits’. In case that new batches
are desired to be monitored, users can import new data sets using
the option ’Import Data’ of the menu ’File’. In the popmenus
’Data’ and ’Batch’ of the panel ’Monitoring system’, the data set
and the batch to monitor can be selected. Let us load the test
set containing 15 faulty batches for exploratory data analysis.
To proceed with the monitoring of, for instance, batch #1 of
the imported data set, users must select the corresponding data
set and batch number, and press the button ’Plot’. In Figure
10.15, the results of the monitoring are shown. As can be seen
in the SPE control charts both for post-batch offline and online
both in Figure 10.15, the statistics are beyond the control limits,
denoting an abnormal situation for that batch.
Upon the detection of out-of-control signals in any of the control
charts, the MVBatch Toolbox diagnoses the root causes of these
abnormalities via the panel ’Fault diagnosis’ (see bottom side
of the interface in Figure 10.15). Overall and instantaneous
contributions to the D-statistic and SPE are available by marking the radiobuttons ’offline’ (overall contributions) or ’online’
(instantaneous contributions) and ’D-statistic’ or ’SPE’. Both for
overall and instantaneous contributions, the selection of a batch
is required via the selection of the corresponding batch index
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Figure 10.16. Interface for the diagnosis of faulty batches.

in the popmenu ’Batch’. For the instantaneous contributions,
the sampling time point at which the contribution plot to the
selected statistic will be calculated is also needed (sampling time
points of the selected batch available in the popmenu ’Time
Point’). To visualize the contributions, users must press the
button ’Contribution’. Note that the overall contributions are
only available if the multi-phase model fitted corresponds to a
batch-wise PCA model.
Figure 10.16 shows the overall contribution plots to the SPE
statistic for the first batch of the faulty data set monitored
in Figure 10.15. This first graph at the top-left side shows
the overall contributions to the statistic per each variable and
over time. The contribution for each variable is limited by
black dashed lines. The second graph at the center-left side
represents the accumulated contribution to the statistic of each
variable through the batch run. Finally, the third graph at the
bottom-left side depicts the contribution to the statistic of all
the variables per sampling time point. With these tools, users
are able to get insight into the causes of these abnormalities, not
only what variables are affected, but also at which time interval
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the process behaved differently than normal. To confirm the
findings, users can represent the trajectories of a certain process
variable of the calibration batches and the faulty batch, and the
average trajectory by selecting the variable of interest in the
popmenu ’Variable #’ and pressing the button ’Display’ (see
right side of Figure 10.16). Users can always go back to the
monitoring interface to interrogate the multi-phase model on
other test batches by clicking the button ’Cancel’ of the fault
diagnosis interface.

10.6

Conclusions

The bilinear modeling of batch processes compromises the application of different steps to end up with a monitoring scheme
that is able to detect and diagnose anomalies in the process.
The graphical user interface named MVBatch Toolbox is a userfriendly tool designed to carry out these modeling steps: data
screening, alignment, modeling and monitoring. In contrast
to commercial software packages, the MVBatch Toolbox offers
not only the conventional methods in process chemometrics,
but also the latest advances proposed in the literature that
clearly outperform the former in particular cases, such as Relaxed Greedy Time Warping (RGTW) and Multisynchro for
batch synchronization, and multi-phase modeling for batch data
calibration. In addition, a simulator of the fermentation process
of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultivation is provided to generate realistic batch data under normal and abnormal operating
conditions.
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Conclusions
This thesis is devoted to study the implications of the statistical
modeling approaches proposed for batch processes, develop new
techniques to overcome the problems not yet solved and apply
the developments to simulated data of biochemical processes for
illustrative and comparative purposes. The work was initiated
by providing a survey on the methods used for the bilinear modeling of batch processes, which were described in the sequence
of application in the modeling cycle: alignment, calibration and
monitoring. The main drawbacks of the state-of-the-art methods
were presented and discussed. Special emphasis was given to
batch synchronization and its effect from different aspects of
the modeling phases: synchronization quality, changes in the
correlation structure, capture of the process dynamics, parameter stability and accuracy to detect abnormal situations. New
algorithms were designed to overcome some of the challenges and
problems not yet solved in bilinear modeling of batch processes.
These new advances were applied to simulated batch data with
the purpose of illustrating their performance in comparison to
state-of-the-art approaches. These new developments were integrated with the well-known methods for bilinear modeling of
batch processes in a Matlab user interface.
Hereafter, the main conclusions of the thesis are summarized,
and organized according to the objectives presented at the
beginning of this document.
I. Identify the limitations of the different preprocessing and bilinear process modeling approaches.
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The entire modeling cycle of batch process was thoroughly
reviewed, from alignment (including equalization and synchronization) passing through the preprocessing and transformation of the three-way array to some two arrays for
bilinear modeling, till process monitoring. Some final conclusions on this goal are drawn per each modeling step
below.

Equalization
Three main solutions were investigated to overcome the
equalization problem: i) discarding intermediate values, ii)
estimating missing values and iii) appropriate arrangement
of data. Since there is no certainty that the batch trajectories are synchronized, the application of these equalization
strategies are constrained to the within-batch information,
which is the only source of information that can be exploited
at this step of the modeling.
Equalization methods can severely damage the covariance
matrix of the available data, even though the approximation
between predicted and observed samples is rather acceptable. Discarding intermediate values can only be carried out
if the resulting re-sampling is compliant with the NyquistShannon theorem. Otherwise this equalization procedure is
not amenable to apply for further bilinear modeling. When
univariate interpolation is performed without caution, the
actual relationship of the process variables captured by the
covariance matrix might be distorted. There are three main
threats to modeling originated from univariate interpolation:
i) oscillations generated by the application of polynomials
of high degree, the propagation of outliers, and the neglectfulness of the multivariate structure for interpolating values.
A solution to these drawbacks is the use of the missing
data recovery methods based on the exploitation of the
correlation among process variables. In the simulated example it has been shown that these missing data imputation
techniques clearly outperform interpolation. Not only the
approximation of imputed variables yielded better results
than interpolation, but also the multivariate nature of data
was preserved.
Regarding the most complex scenario of lack of synchronization, the multi-rate systems, neither discarding intermediate
values nor arranging batch data are applicable. In this sit300

uation, all process variables may be collected at different
sampling times. Therefore, hardly any complete observation
may be found and the complete data set would be discarded
according to the first solution. The imputation of the values
not sampled in the variables is the most generally applicable method. If a projection model to latent structures is
used for data imputation, the data matrix may be enhanced
with additional columns with lagged variables. When batch
data are affected by non-linear relationships, and these relationships vary over time, the generation of multi-phase
multivariate models is required to overcome these common
problems in batch processes. However, if batch data are
hardly redundant and not collinear, the application of these
imputation techniques are inadequate. As an alternative,
interpolation might be used at the risk of not reconstructing
the time dependent correlation structure in batch data.

Synchronization
Asynchronism in batch processes is a consequence of the
misalignment of their features, which define the triggers
of events driving the process. The discussion on synchronization revolved around two topics: 1) whether the same
synchronization approach must be applied to batch data in
presence of different types of asynchronisms, and 2) whether
synchronization is always required even though the length
of the variable trajectories are constant across batches. Despite the assumption stated in several publications that
batch synchronization is only required if the batch trajectories have different duration, equal duration is actually
not a sufficient condition to consider batch trajectories to
be synchronized. Hence, synchronization is a compulsory
modeling step that must be run prior to modeling.
A comparative study in terms of changes in the correlation
structure was performed among the most used synchronization methods (IV, DTW, RGTW, TLEC, TLEC-events and
their combinations) to determine the implications of inaccurate synchronization. The analysis revealed that those
methods focused on linearly or non-linearly synchronizing
landmarks of the variable trajectories (SCT-based methods)
clearly outperform those that are only aimed at making the
trajectories equal in length (TLEC-based methods). The
simulated studies indicate that even though the key process
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events are not fully aligned by IV or TLEC, a second synchronization using SCT-based methods, which are devoted
to reduce variability caused by synchronization and overlap
the main features, notably enhances the quality of the synchronization. However, this improvement is not sufficient
to reach the performance of SCT-based methods applied in
a first synchronization. This is namely due to the perturbation of the trajectories caused by TLEC method, and by the
increase of variability produced by IV. IV is a special case
of the TLEC-based method, where the difference lies in the
dimension where the synchronization is done; the variable
domain in the former and the time domain in the latter.
When equal spaced intervals are defined in the indicator
variable, the batch process is assumed to evolve linearly
over time, as in TLEC-based synchronization, which is an
assumption rarely met in this type of processes. In case of
non-linear process pace, the definition of non-uniform increments or the selection of different IV per phase is needed
to ensure the alignment of the events driving the process.
In the simulated study, we have seen that IV clearly outperforms TLEC when the process evolution is not linear,
provided that non-equal spaced intervals are defined by taking into account the process stages. When synchronization
is not focused on aligning the process events, the resulting
synchronized batch trajectories may have different correlation over time in comparison to the original ones, which
may thereafter affect the outcomes of the preprocessing and
calibration steps in the modeling cycle. To sum up, it is
crucial going over the nature of the asynchronism present in
the process data to decide what synchronization method to
use in order to get the optimum results without perturbing
the actual relationships of the variables.
With the aim of studying the effects of the synchronization of
batch trajectories in bilinear modeling, the parameter stability associated with the most used synchronization methods
were investigated. The results of this study confirmed that
accuracy in batch synchronization has a profound impact
on the PCA model parameter stability. The group of SCTbased methods (e.g. DTW and RGTW) outperforms the
group of TLEC-based methods in terms of synchronization quality, i.e. accuracy in synchronizing the key process
events. Also, SCT-based methods outperform the rest of
synchronization techniques in terms of stability in the load302

ings. Hence, the better the synchronization of key process
events, the better the model parameter stability.

Calibration
A research work was done on the parameter stability associated with the most used principal component analysis-based
BMSPC methods (namely single-model, K-models, and hierarchical model approaches). To obtain accurate PCA
models for process monitoring, low variability on the model
parameters is desired. The existence of uncertainty in both
the preprocessing statistics and the latent variables yields to
a considerable amount of noise in the model that may affect
the performance of the monitoring systems in terms of fault
detection and diagnosis. In this study, a notable interaction
between the parameter stability in the preprocessing step
and in the unfolded model was statistically confirmed.
As conclusion of this research work, we can state that the
parameter stability is closely related to the type of preprocessing performed in batch data, and the type of model and
unfolding used to transform the three-way data structure
to two-way. More accurate conclusions in these issues are
drawn as follows:
∗ Preprocessing. One of the factors that parameter stability depends on is the size of the calibration data set.
Trajectory C&S performs a mean centering of the batch
data corresponding to each j-th process variable at each
k-th sampling time point. This means that J × K averages and J × K standard deviations are computed from
I batches. In contrast, in Variable C&S a mean centering and scaling of the batch data belonging to each j-th
process variable is performed. Hence, J averages and J
standard deviations are computed from I × K observations. Comparing both preprocessing approaches, the
number of parameters-to-number of observations ratio
is much higher in Trajectory C&S than in Variable C&S.
As was expected, the parameter stability found in this
study was lower in the former than in the latter.
∗ Rearranging method. Uncertainty found in the preprocessing parameters is directly inherited in the loadings,
decreasing their stability. Depending on the type of
rearranging method performed on the three-way batch
data array, this uncertainty is considerably changed.
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Those methods that introduce more variables in the
model (batch-wise, batch-dynamic, uniformly weighted
moving window and exponentially weighted evolving
window in its variable-wise version, and adaptive hierarchical K-models, where the latter is a particular
case due to its adaptive nature) showed less stability
in comparison to those methods that introduce more
observations (variable-wise, uniformly weighted moving
window and exponentially weighted evolving window in
its observation-wise version). As a side reserve effect,
when a number of LMVs are added, the underlying autocorrelation and lagged cross-correlation in data may
slightly reduce the uncertainty in the loadings, as a
smoothing effect. However, in general speaking, the less
LMV as new variables, the more stability in loadings.
After studying the theoretical implications of the use of different modeling approaches in batch data, we can conclude
that three are the critical factors in the design of accurate
monitoring/prediction schemes: the source of variability
remaining after preprocessing, process dynamics and parameter stability. The setting of these factors should be
balanced in such a way that PCA and PLS models are
accurate in fault detection and diagnosis and/or in online
prediction.

Monitoring
At this point of the modeling cycle, the synchronization
quality has been shown to have a clear impact on the correlation structure, the process dynamics and the parameter
stability. To find out whether these effects are inherited
in the monitoring systems producing inaccuracies in fault
detection, a comparative study between TLEC-based and
SCT-based method was performed. Through this study,
it is statistically confirmed that the quality of batch synchronization is one of the critical factors that affects the
performance of the monitoring schemes in fault detection.
When the key process events do not overlap at the same
point of process evolution ensuring the same process pace
in all batches, the capability of the monitoring schemes for
fault detection is dramatically reduced. Contrary to what is
often assumed in practice (as well as in commercial software
as e.g. SIMCA Release 13.0.3 by Umetrics), equal length
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does not guarantee synchronized batches. Simple methods
like TLEC (implemented in SIMCA) linearly interpolate
data without considering the overlapping of the key process
events. Hence, the asynchronism present in the raw data
is inherited in the resulting multivariate statistics. The
increase of the variability in batch trajectories due to inappropriate synchronization has an important negative effect.
The higher the variability, the lower the performance of the
control charts in fault detection.
A second study was performed to analyze the influence of unfolding and preprocessing methods in online fault detection.
For this purpose, a MSPC system of a complex biological
nutrient removal (BNR) process was designed. The outcomes suggested that the selection of the bilinear modeling
is crucial since an inappropriate modeling structure of the
process causes negative consequences in the performance
of the monitoring scheme. Modeling the BNR process by
taking into account the dynamics yielded better results in
slow drift fault detection, isolation and diagnosis than the
model that only incorporates the variances and instantaneous cross-covariances of the variables. By modeling the
BNR process (a continuous process) with cyclical patterns
as a batch process and unfolding batch-wise provides: (1)
the main non-linear behavior is removed from data and, (2)
auto-covariances and lagged cross-covariances are captured.
An EWMA approach for control charts and contribution
plots was also introduced into the monitoring scheme, yielding a clear improvement in slow drift detection and fault
diagnosis. Also, a soft sensor was developed to replace the
responsible variables of a probe fault with missing data
imputations, taking advantage of the capture of the process dynamics. This type of soft-sensors enables carrying on
the monitoring while the involved probes are being repaired.
From the exhaustive study of the bilinear modeling cycle,
we can conclude that it is crucial looking through the nature
of the asynchronism present in data to decide what synchronization method to use in order to get the optimum results
without risking the synchronization quality that directly
affects the actual relationships of the variables, the capture
of the time-varying process dynamics, the model parameter
stability and the accuracy of the monitoring schemes to
detect and diagnose faulty situations.
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II. Propose new techniques that overcome the limitations pinpointed.
A new time warping algorithm for real-time batch synchronization based on relaxed greedy strategy and the original
dynamic time warping (DTW) of Kassidas et al.’s approach,
called Relaxed-Greedy Time Warping (RGTW), was proposed. The new proposal avoids assessing the optimal path
each time a new sample is available (as in Kassidas et
al.’s approach), reducing the uncertainty in the monitoring
statistics and predictions in such a way that false alarms are
notably reduced in comparison to other SCT-based methods.
The main contributions of the RGTW approach are: (1) a
new global band constraint definition that takes into account
the variability across all batches in each time period; (2) a
definition of a cross-validated monitoring window in order
to use an optimized window size yielding the minimum local
optimal paths (a relaxed greedy strategy); and (3) a way
to adapt mapping boundaries to batch length. This last
point is highly critical because in the real-time approach
the endpoint of the ongoing batch is unknown, therefore,
normal boundaries must be adapted by the current batch
run. The disadvantage of this method in comparison to the
Kassidas et al.’s online implementation is that the start of
the monitoring is delayed as many sampling time points
as time points of width the optimized window has. Hence,
the selection of the window width should be a trade-off
between how optimal at least the solution should be and the
maximum delay acceptable to start monitoring the process.
In addition, the RGTW algorithm is sensible to changes in
the operating regimes or to external disturbances affecting
the duration of the batches. In this situation, the RGTW
parameters should be re-estimated by using new batches affected by the disturbances. Otherwise, the algorithm might
produce inaccurate results that might affect the performance
of the monitoring system.
Furthermore, the use of the warping information obtained
from the RGTW-based batch synchronization both for batch
process monitoring and supervised fault classification was
addressed. An unsupervised control chart based on the
warping profiles from batches ran under normal operating
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conditions (NOC) (NOC-WICC) was proposed as a complementary tool to the multivariate statistical control charts
for post-batch and real-time batch process monitoring. In
case that process faults are fingerprinted in the warping
profiles, this chart can be useful to detect their occurrence
in the process. Nevertheless, the NOC-WICC may not
considerably improve the performance of the traditional
multivariate Shewhart-type control charts. This improvement is subject to different factors, such as the nature of the
process or the influence of the fault in the process phases,
among others. For subtle change detection (ramps, small
step changes, etc.), memory control charts, such as EWMA
or Cumulative SUM (CUSUM), should be used.
When a rich faulty database is available, warping information can be also used to build the so-called supervised
warping information-based control charts (faulty WICC)
or to fit classification models using supervised chemometric tools. Although in this thesis simple and widely used
tools such as PLSDA and SIMCA are used, other classification techniques could be taken into consideration. In
this thesis, the three approaches studied (faulty WICC-,
PLSDA, SIMCA-based classifiers) showed good classification performance in terms of the area under the ROC curve
(the so-called AUROC). The use of the faulty-WICC-based
classifiers depends much on the type of fault; if faults have
characteristic fingerprints in their corresponding warping
profiles at specific time periods that are different from the
rest. The more different the warping profiles from faulty
batches, the better the accuracy of the classifier. In contrast,
PLSDA and SIMCA-based classifiers are more accurate in
fault classification when no clear differences among warping
profiles are found.
To cope with the complex number of asynchronisms batches
may be affected with, a novel synchronization approach
called Multisynchro was proposed, which is based on the
DTW and RGTW algorithms. The new proposal is composed of two routines. The first one (high-level routine) is
devoted to detect the different patterns of asynchronism
of each particular batch based on the warping information
derived from the RGTW or DTW algorithm. The second
one (low-level routine) performs the batch synchronization
using specific procedures based on the nature of the asynchronism. The new approach also includes a procedure that
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performs abnormality detection and batch synchronization
in an iterative way. This avoids batch abnormalities to
affect synchronization quality. The simulated example has
shown that the Multisynchro approach might outperform
the standard approach of applying the same synchronization procedure, in particular, in the cases where incomplete
batches are mixed with batches affected by other types
of asynchronisms. These results support the claim that
Multisynchro is a promising approach to perform reliable
batch synchronizations with multiple and different classes
of asynchronisms, which can be used for both post-batch
and real-time applications. The main disadvantage of the
Multisynchro algorithm is its complexity and non-linear
interaction among the different techniques used. In particular, the complex interaction between the iterative and
non-linear synchronization procedure with the iterative and
linear modeling approach disables its automatic application.
To ensure the best synchronization, the visualization and
track of the algorithm actions is required.
III. Apply and compare the methods developed by using different industrial scenarios.
Along this thesis, the drawbacks of the state-of-the-art approaches were analyzed and new methods overcoming these
problems were proposed. With the objective of transferring the knowledge generated through this research work to
academia, and especially to industry, a user-interface named
MVBatch Toolbox that integrates the new developments
was implemented in Matlab. The design of this tool was
based on the main steps of the bilinear modeling of batch
processes: data alignment, calibration and monitoring. In
each of these methods, the most used techniques in process
chemometrics as well as those proposed in this thesis are
available in a user-friendly way. The features that make this
tool different from other commercial software packages are:
1) its flexibility to synchronize batch data with very diverse
types of asynchronism for both post-batch and real-time
applications through Multisynchro in its post-batch -DTWand real-time -RGTW- versions, and 2) its versatility to
model complex data by using modeling approaches covering the whole spectrum of possibilities: from variable-wise,
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passing through batch dynamic and batch-wise models, to
the multi-phase models. Along the manuscript, a comparison of the most used synchronization approaches, such as
the IV (implemented in ProMV), and TLEC (implemented
in ProMV and SIMCA), has been performed in different
scenarios of asynchronisms. Through simulated examples,
it has been shown that the proposed synchronization techniques (RGTW and Multisynchro) have better performance
than those implemented in commercial software packages
in terms of quality of synchronization, perseverance of the
time-varying covariance structure, and reduction of the false
alarm rate.

Future lines
This dissertation opens some research lines to address in the
future:
a) Technology transfer and development of fast synchronization methods
New methodologies for batch synchronization and monitoring have been proposed and illustrated with two realistic
simulated processes. In order to verify the findings and the
performance of these methods, an effort of transferring the
generated knowledge into industry is required. This technology transfer has been already initiated in Shell Global
Solutions International B.V. The new synchronization approaches are currently being used in the exploratory data
analysis of several batch processes in refineries and chemical
plants. In addition, the synchronization method RGTW has
been successfully implemented and currently it is used for
the real-time monitoring of a chemical batch process, with
plans of extending its deployment to different plants worldwide within Shell. Based on the application of the methods
proposed in this thesis, new needs have raised, in particular,
the development of new synchronization approaches that
can be applied to scenarios of big data, in which a few
Gigabytes of sensor data are available per minute. Due to
confidentiality reasons, examples of the application of the
new methods to real Shell processes have not been shown
in this thesis, and for the same reason, further information
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about the nature of these processes and the objectives of
the bilinear modeling cannot be disclosed.
b) Grey modeling of multi-scale biological information
of bioprocesses.
Currently, biotechnical industries are devoted to the production of economically important enzymes and active recombinant proteins from the cultivation of microorganisms
genetically modified. The main goal of these industries is to
maximize protein yields, decreasing the fermentation duration as much as possible. The production of this high-added
value products is governed by a highly correlated factors
that requires a multidisciplinary approach (biochemistry,
molecular biology, process engineering, biotechnology, etc.).
The development of accurate monitoring schemes to control
the manufacturing process becomes a challenging task due
to the lack of sensors not considering the strong dynamics
of the biochemical synthesis process. These dynamics are
mainly associated with the intracellular reaction fluxes,
much faster than extracellular dynamics and, hence, they
are difficult to be measured. Only a few process variables can
be measured in biofermentations, such as, pH, temperature,
stirring speed, substrate consumption, among others. In this
kind of processes, the measurements belonging to biological
process variables (inner fluxes of the metabolic network)
are key for achieving an accurate process control. The
inability to directly measure these key process variables
does not mean one cannot extract valuable information
related to biological features from the process. In order to
develop novel monitoring schemes, the study of the different
cellular behaviors to the synthesis process of high valueadded products is crucial. This would allow us to know
what key variables are strongly involved in the regulation
pathway and the regulatory networks.
In this context, first-principles-based models of microbial
systems can be developed to discern the principles that
govern cellular behavior and to achieve a predictive understanding of cellular functions. For this purpose, a metabolic
reaction network of an organism can be modeled assuming
that certain constrains operate at steady-state, such as mass
balances or reactions irreversibilities; this is the so-called
constraint-based modeling. The imposed constraints define
a solutions space that encloses all the possible states of the
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network (i.e., flux distribution through the reactions). The
use of statistical techniques to sample the constrained feasible solution space may be useful to obtain a large database
where the essential cellular behavior are expressed. In this
context, multivariate methods based on projection to latent structures (empirical models) may play an important
role in biological systems understanding and dimensionality reduction of metabolic networks. The applications of
the projection methods to latent structures may be helpful
to discover patterns of heterogeneous protein production,
predicting output variables that are extremely difficult to
measure, and correlating intra and extracellular reactions
in order to understand how the internal state of the cells
determines their observed behavior.
Hence, the design of grey models that combine data-driven
and knowledge-based information at different scales, showing the process state from different points of view, are of
primary interest for the development of the biochemical
industries.
c) Application of pattern recognition methods in multivariate statistical batch process control.
Hidden Markov Models (HHM) is a pattern recognition
method that may be useful as a tool for batch process modeling. Hidden Markov modeling is a stochastic tool where
a series of observations are approximated as a sequence of
chain events linked by transition probabilities. An HMM can
be considered as the simplest dynamic Bayesian network.
These models are widely used in the field of continuous
speech recognition due to their simpleness to be implemented and their computational feasibility. These models
may be used as a tool to synchronize similar key events
within batch trajectories. Add to it, the use of the HMM
in batch process modeling opens new future perspectives
to obtain more parsimonious models which capture more
complex dynamical structures in bioprocesses. Also, a new
multi-phase framework combining HMM with projection
methods to latent structures models may be developed both
for offline and online applications. As a future research, the
generation of a modeling framework based on HHM that
tackles complex, dynamic and, linear and/or non-linear
relationships among process variables is proposed. For completion of the study, the comparison with other pattern
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recognition techniques is also suggested.
d) Development of adaptive models for non-stationary
dynamics processes
The monitoring schemes based on projection techniques
to latent structures have a major limitation. In industrial
processes, changes occur in the process due to unexpected
disruptions, e.g. fluctuations in raw material quality, deterioration of the electronic equipment, changes in cellular
activity of microorganisms, etc. In this context, the behavior of the process is time-varying and non-stationary,
making difficult the implementation of MSPC methods. The
time-varying characteristics of an industrial process include:
(i) changes in the mean, (ii) changes in the variance, and
(iii) changes in the correlation structure between variables,
including changes in the number of relevant principal components. In the case that projection methods to latent
structures are used for non-stationary process monitoring
by assuming the correlation structure keeps constant, false
alarms are expected. Hence, the development of adaptive
models for non-stationary process monitoring is relevant in
the current scientific and industrial context.
e) Development of adaptive sensor system models (staircase models) for batch process monitoring
In the current process industries, thanks to the development
and innovation of new measuring instruments and electronic
systems, hundreds of measurements of different types at a
high sampling frequency can be recorded. The collected
variables may be associated with temperatures, pressures,
flows, amount of dissolved oxygen in a mixture, etc. (related to process features), or viscosity, redox potential, pH,
turbidity, etc. (related to biochemical features). Measurements associated with physical and chemical features of the
process can be further obtained from infrared spectroscopy
(NIR), gas chromatography (GC), etc. In addition, product quality characteristics, such as color or texture, can be
measured by imaging. Using infrared or RGB cameras can
be very useful for obtaining information on the turbidity
or the amount of alive microorganisms in the mixture of
a biofermentation. Due to the cost and time required to
obtain certain measurements, some of them derived from
complex laboratory analysis, a rational approach is required.
The development of adaptive sensor system models (stair312

case models), parsimonious and sensitive, capable of using
different types of available measurements depending on the
current state of the process (in-control or out-of-control)
is of great interest for pharmaceutical and biochemical industries. When the process derives an undesirable state or
the process starts to deviate from the target, non-invasive
measurements from spectrometers or chromatograms may
be used to improve the model sensitivity in terms of fault
detection and diagnosis. The use of multiblocks models
may be useful to implement the so-called staircase models:
a model using variables corresponding to process features
when the process is in control (low level); a model taking
into account not only the aforementioned variables, but also
variables associated with biochemical features in order to
carry out a more intensive monitoring when the process is
deviating from the target (intermediate level); and a model
where all the possible variables are considered, included
those obtained from sophisticated non-invasive measurements, to monitor an out-of-control process, making the
fault detection and diagnosis easier (high level).
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Notation
α
h

v

κ
ψ
Ξ
Ω
fn
fn∗
F
d
D
e∗
E
N SDDT W
N SDEW EW
N SDIV
N SDIV −DT W

confidence level used to estimate the limits of Hotelling-T 2 and
SPE control chart.
(N × 1) array containing the number of consecutive compressions
performed by the synchronization algorithm at the first time period
in N batches.
(N × 1) array containing the number of consecutive expansions
performed by the synchronization algorithm at the last time period
in N batches.
heuristic fraction used to estimate the threshold.
threshold used to discriminate among types of asynchronisms.
(Kref × J) matrix of averages (i.e. average trajectory of each of
the J process variables).
(Kref × J) matrix of standard deviations of J process variables
estimated at each Kref sampling points.
(Kwn × 2) one of the possible warping paths that can be derived
from the DTW/RGTW-based synchronization.
(Kwn × 2) optimum warping paths derived from the DTW/RGTWbased synchronization.
(N × 2 × Kwn ) three-way array containing the warping paths for
N batches.
(Kref × Kn ) local distance matrix calculated in the DTW/RGTWbased synchronization.
(Kref × Kn ) cumulative weighted distance matrix calculated in
the DTW/RGTW-based synchronization.
best matching between the last point of the test batch and the
reference batch.
(N × J · LM V s) residual matrix.
average NSD values for the DTW synchronization approach
NSD values for the EWEW model
average NSD values for the IV synchronization approach
average NSD values for the combined IV-DTW synchronization
approach
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N SDIV −RGT W
N SDmn|T CS
N SDmn|V CS
N SDRGT W
N SDstd|T CS
N SDstd|V CS
N SDT LEC
N SDT LEC−events
N SDT LEC−DT W
N SDT LEC−RGT W
N SDU W M W

PA
s∗
TA
W
X
X̃
X1

X2

X3

X4

X̃1
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average NSD values for the combined IV-RGTW synchronization
approach
average NSD value estimated for means in Trajectory C&S
average NSD value estimated for means in Variable C&S
average NSD values for the RGTW synchronization approach
average NSD value estimated for standard deviations in Trajectory
C&S
average NSD value estimated for standard deviations in Variable
C&S
average NSD value for the TLEC synchronization approach
average NSD value for the TLEC-events synchronization approach
average NSD value for the combined TLEC-DTW synchronization
approach
average NSD value for the combined TLEC-RGTW synchronization approach
NSD values for the UWMW model
(J · LM V s × A) loading matrix.
best matching between the first point of the reference batch with
the test batch.
(N × A) score matrix.
(J × J) nonnegative diagonal matrix containing the weights of the
J process variables for synchronization.
(N × J × Kn ) three-way array containing the measurements of J
process variables collected at Kn different sampling points.
(N × J × Kref ) three-way array containing the measurements from
X of J process variables synchronized at Kref sampling points.
(N1 × J × Kn1 ) three-way array containing the measurements of
J process variables measured at K1 different sampling points in
N1 batches with class I and/or II asynchronism.
(N2 × J × Kn2 ) three-way array containing the measurements of
J process variables measured at K2 different sampling points in
N2 batches with class III asynchronism.
(N3 × J × Kn3 ) three-way array containing the measurements of
J process variables measured at K3 different sampling points in
N3 batches with class IV asynchronism.
(N4 × J × Kn4 ) three-way array containing the measurements of
J process variables measured at K4 different sampling points in
N4 batches with class III and IV asynchronism.
(N1 × J × Kref ) three-way array containing the measurements
from X1 of J process variables synchronized at Kref sampling
points in N1 batches.

X̃2

X̃3

X̃4

XB

X̃B

Xc#1

Xc#2

Xc#3

Xc#4

Xn
X̃n
XG

X̃G

Xref

(N2 × J × Kref ) three-way array containing the measurements
from X2 of J process variables synchronized at Kref sampling
points in N2 batches.
(N3 × J × Kref ) three-way array containing the measurements
from X3 of J process variables synchronized at Kref sampling
points in N3 batches.
(N4 × J × Kref ) three-way array containing the measurements
from X4 of J process variables synchronized at Kref sampling
points in N4 batches.
(BL ×J ×Kb ) three-way array containing the original measurements
of J process variables measured at Kb sampling points in BL faulty
batches, which were isolated in the L iterations of the iterative
batch synchronization/abnormalities detection procedure.
(Bl × J × Kref ) three-way array containing the measurements from
XB of J process variables synchronized at Kref sampling points in
Bl faulty batches, which were isolated at the l-th iteration of the
iterative batch synchronization/abnormalities detection procedure.
(N1 × J × Kn1 ) three-way array containing the simulated measurements of J process variables measured at K1 different sampling
points in N1 batches with class III asynchronism.
(N2 × J × Kn2 ) three-way array containing the simulated measurements of J process variables measured at K2 different sampling
points in N2 batches with class IV asynchronism.
(N3 × J × Kn3 ) three-way array containing the simulated measurements of J process variables measured at K3 different sampling
points in N3 batches with class II and III asynchronism.
(N4 × J × Kref ) three-way array containing the simulated measurements of J process variables measured at Kref sampling points in
N4 batches with class I asynchronism.
(Kn × J) matrix containing the J batch trajectories measured at
Kn sampling points of the n-th batch.
(Kref × J) matrix containing the synchronized batch trajectories
of the n-th batch Xn .
(G × J × Kg ) three-way array containing the measurements of J
process variables measured at KG sampling points in G normal
batches.
(G × J × Kref ) three-way array containing the measurements from
XG of J process variables synchronized at Kref sampling points
in G normal batches.
(Kref × J) matrix containing the J batch trajectories measured
at Kref sampling points in the batch selected as reference for
synchronization.
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Appendix

Projection methods to
latent structures for BMSPC
In this appendix, a theoretical description of the projection
methods to latent structures most used in process chemometrics,
both two-way and N -way models, is presented. Some guidelines
to perform batch process monitoring using these multivariate
projection methods are also provided. Furthermore, a brief
description of the techniques to select the optimum number of
latent variables and an ample discussion on the best approach
based on the purpose of the use of the model is posed.

A.1
A.1.1

Bilinear models
Principal Component Analysis

PCA is a method to apply to (N × J) two-way arrays, where N
is the number of observations and J are the variables measured
on each object. The main ideas of principal component analysis
have its origin in the work developed by Pearson [259]. Namely,
PCA decomposes the data matrix X in orthogonal directions of
maximum variance, so-called PCs, which are linear combinations
of the original variables. So, such method can be seen as a tool
to reduce the original J -dimensional variable space to a new
A-dimensional subspace (A  J). PCA methods can be also
used to identify patterns on data, trends, clusters, and outliers.
The decomposition carried out by PCA can be expressed as
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X = T · PT + E

(A.1)

where X is the N × J data matrix, P is the J × A loadings
matrix, being A the number of principal components extracted,
T is the N × A scores matrix and E is the N × J residuals
matrix. The orthonormal loadings vectors pa , a = 1, ..., A,
T
·X
obtained from the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix XN −1
,
provide the directions with maximum variability, whereas the
scores vectors represent the coordinates of the objects into
the reduced subspace. As such scores are orthogonals, each
vector ta (columns of T) represents different and uncorrelated
latent structures in data. In order to calculate the principal
components in a sequential manner, the Non-linear Iterative
PArtial Least Squares (NIPALS) algorithm can be used [260].
When a new normalized object of the population is available,
it can be projected onto the reduced subspace to obtain its
corresponding scores vector as
t
τnew
= xtnew · P

(A.2)

where xtnew is a 1 × J row vector of measurements of J variables,
and P is the J × A loadings matrix. The appropriate number
of principal components can be determined by applying the
cross-validation [261, 262]. Nonetheless, depending on the application at hand, the determination of the number of principal
components should be adressed in a different way. When the
latent model is subjected to be used for prediction or, process
understanding or monitoring, the optimum A should be determined from different criteria [263]. For a survey on the matter,
readers are referred to Section A.3.
In batch processes, PCA is usually used to analyze the L conditions (e.g. raw material properties, operation shifts, equipment)
measure for the N batches contained in the two-away array Z
(N × L), the H landmark features of the process variable trajectories (e.g. minimum, maximum, average temperatures, levels,
pressures, values of the process variables at specific time points,
slopes, duration of stages) contained in the two-way array XL
(N × H) and even two-way matrices unfolded by using any of
the approaches explained in Chapter 1.
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Regression
Let us assume two matrices are available, a (N × J) process
data matrix X containing measurements of engineering process
variables, and also a (N × M ) output matrix Y belonging to
quality measurements of the process. The goal is to estimate the
matrix Y using the data available in X. Such linear regression
problem can be formulated as
Y =X·B+E

(A.3)

where B is the (J × M ) matrix of regressors and E constitutes
the (N × M ) matrix of residuals.
A solution to the above regression problem can be reached by
using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), which minimizes the sum
of squares of the residual (E):
B̂OLS = (XT · X)−1 · XT · Y

(A.4)

Nonetheless, the least-squares solution cannot be calculated
when the independent variables are highly correlated since XT ·X
is ill-conditioned and the variance of the OLS estimators becomes
large (unstable parameters). Hence, the good performance of
this solution is highly dependent on the degree of independence
of the variables from the matrix X. In the literature several
regression methods that overcome the inversion problem of illconditioned matrices, such as PLS [255], Principal Component
Regression (PCR) [264, 265] and Ridge Regression (RR) [266]
have been proposed. In the following, the two first methods
will be described briefly since both are the most used in the
literature, as they are able to deal with singular covariance
matrices.

A.1.2

Partial Least Squares

PLS is an alternative to solve the linear regression problem
presented in Equation A.3 in scenarios where OLS cannot be
used. The intention of PLS is to predict the matrix Y by
using the latent variables or components of the matrix X that
maximizes its covariance with the latent structure of Y. In
this case, the partial linear regression problem between the
normalized matrices X and Y can be defined as
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X = T · PT + E
Y = T · QT + F

(A.5)

where T is a N × A matrix of latent variables or scores, P
is a J × A matrix of X loadings, Q is a M × A matrix of Y
loadings (P and Q show how the latent variables are related
to the original X and Y variables, respectively), and E and
F are the N × J and N × M matrices of residuals of X and
Y, respectively. As the latent variables in T are orthogonal
and the number of components is quite lower than the number
of observations, the inversion of the matrix TT · T is feasible.
Hence, let us express the PLS model based on Equation A.5 as
Ŷ = X · BP LS = T · QT

(A.6)

where T = X · W∗ = X · W(PT · W)−1 , and W is a J × A
matrix of weights. So
BP LS = W(PT · W)−1 · QT

(A.7)

Hence, if a new observation vector xnew is available to be projected onto the PLS model, its prediction vector ŷnew can be
estimated as
T
ŷnew
= xTnew · BP LS

(A.8)

In addition to overcoming the multicollinearity presented in
data and the inversion problem in ill-conditioned matrices, PLS
handles missing data. In order to estimate the PLS regressors,
several algorithms, such as NIPALS [267] and SIMPLS [268],
can be used. The latter algorithm has the advantage of being
computational faster than the NIPALS algorithm.

A.1.3

Principal Component Regression

PCR performs a solution to the linear regression problem (see
Equation A.3) in a similar way than PLS when the variables
are closed to be collinear. In this case, PCR extracts the A
directions of maximum variance (PCs) of the matrix X and later
on, Y is regressed onto these A principal components as
Y = T · BP CR + E
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BP CR = (TT · T)−1 · TT · Y

(A.10)

where T is a N × A scores matrix. Due to the orthogonality
of the scores, the inversion of the matrix TT T can be carried
out, yielding accurate estimations of the least squares regression
coefficients (B̂P CR ). Such regressors can be used together with
the scores matrix T to estimate Y as
Ŷ = T · BP CR

(A.11)

As T = X · P, where P is the J × A loadings matrix of the PCA
model, the matrix of regressors coefficients used to estimate Y
from X can be defined as
BP CR = P · (TT · T)−1 · TT · Y

A.2

(A.12)

N -way modeling

Let us assume batch process data are arranged in a three-way
array X
(N × J × K), where K is the number of sampling
−
points at which J variables were recorded in all the N batches.
This three-way batch data array can be analyzed with several
approaches of different nature. One of the most used in the
literature is the unfold principal component analysis (uPCA) or
also called multiway-PCA [82]. Other methods used to analyze
this kind of data are the so-called trilinear methods, such as
PARAFAC, Tucker3 and N-PLS.

A.2.1

Parallel Factor Analysis

The PARAFAC model is an extension of bilinear factor models
to multilinear data [269]. Such type of modeling is based on
Catell’s principle of Parallel Proportional Profiles [270]. In the
context of batch process monitoring, the PARAFAC model of
the three-way array X
with A components can be defined by
−
the following expression:
xnjk =

A
X

tna pvja ptka + enjk

(A.13)

a=1

where xnjk is the value of the three-way array X
(N × J × K)
−
for the j-th variable at the k-th sampling time of the n-th batch,
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A is the number of extracted factors, tna is an element of the
scores matrix T (N × A) belonging to the n-th batch in the a-th
factor (batch mode), pvja is an element of the loadings matrix
Pv (J × A) belonging to the j-th variable in the a-th component
(variable mode), ptka is an element of the loadings matrix Pt
(K × A) belonging to the k-th sampling time in the a-th factor
(time mode) and enjk is an element of the residuals matrix E
(N × J × K) corresponding to the xnjk value. The PARAFAC
model in Eq. A.13 can be also expressed in a two-way matrix
representation as
X = T(Pt ◦ Pv )T + E

(A.14)

where ◦ denotes the Khatri-Rao product.
The main feature of PARAFAC model is its no rotational freedom under certain conditions, i.e., the scores matrix T and the
loadings matrices Pv and Pt cannot be changed without changing the residuals. This provides the uniqueness property that
makes such modeling technique really interesting in different
research fields. Another important constraint of PARAFAC
models is that the factors in the different modes (batch, variable
or time mode) can only interact factor-wise. In other words,
the a-th factor or component in the first mode can only interact
with the a-th factor in the second and third mode. Consequently,
it is expected the same number of factors is extracted in each
mode.
The algorithm most used to fit a PARAFAC model is the
Alternating Least Squares (ALS) due to its simplicity to be
implemented and to incorporate additional constraints. For
further details, readers are referred to [271, 272].
When batch process data registered under normal operating conditions (NOC) have been modeled by PARAFAC models, data
corresponding to a new batch xnew (KJ × 1) can be compared
with NOC data. For that, the vector xnew is projected onto
the PARAFAC model to estimate both the new score vector
τnew (A × 1) and the new residual vector enew (KJ × 1) as
τnew = [(Pt ◦ Pv )T (Pt ◦ Pv )]−1 (Pt ◦ Pv )T xnew
enew = xnew − (Pt ◦ Pv )τnew

(A.15)

Some applications of PARAFAC models for batch process monitoring can be found in the literature [141, 273, 274, 275, 276].
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A.2.2

Tucker-3

Similar to PARAFAC model, the Tucker-3 model [277, 278, 279]
is an extension of bilinear factor analysis with the difference
that the latter is more flexible allowing interactions between
factors of different modes. Following with the batch process
modeling, it is possible to fit a Tucker-3 model to the three-way
array X
with Ab , Av and At components or factors for the first
−
(batch), second (variable) and third (time) mode by following
the expression

xnjk =

Ab X
Av X
At
X

tnab pvjav ptkat gab av at + enjk

(A.16)

ab =1 av =1 at =1

where xnjk is the value of the three-way array X
(N × J × K)
−
for the j-th variable at the k-th sampling time of the n-th batch;
Ab , Av , At are the number of extracted factors for each of the
modes (batch, variable and time); tnab is an element of the
scores matrix T (N × Ab ) belonging to the n-th batch in the
ab -th factor (batch mode); pvjav is an element of the loadings
matrix Pv (J × Av ) belonging to the j-th variable in the av -th
component (variable mode); ptkat is an element of the loadings
matrix Pt (K × At ) belonging to the k-th sampling time in the
at -th factor (time mode); enjk is an element of the residuals
matrix E (N × J × K) corresponding to the xnjk value; and
gab av at is the element of the three-way core array G
associated
−
to the interaction among the ab -th, av -th and at -th factors of the
three modes. A two-way representation of the Tucker-3 model
is given by
X = TG(Pt ⊗ Pv )T + E

(A.17)

where ⊗ indicates the Kronecker product and G (Ab × Av At )
is the two-way representation of the three-way core array G
.
−
It is worth commenting that Tucker-1 and Tucker-2 models
(belonging to the Tucker family models) perform a compression
of one and two modes, respectively, unlike the Tucker-3 where
the compression is carried out in the three modes.
Once the Tucker-3 model is built, a new batch xnew (KJ × 1)
can be projected on the latent model to identify whether such
batch is statistically ’good’ or ’bad’ in reference to NOC batches.
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This projection is achieved by assessing the score vector τnew
(Ab × 1) and the new residual vector enew (KJ × 1) as
τnew = (GGT )−1 G[(Pt ⊗ Pv )T (Pt ⊗ Pv )]−1 (Pt ⊗ Pv )T xnew
enew = xnew − (Pt ⊗ Pv )HT τnew
(A.18)
As in PARAFAC models, the ALS algorithm is widely used.
In [280, 141, 281, 273, 282, 283] applications of such models in
batch process monitoring can be found.

A.2.3

Other models

Another model focused on three-way data analysis is the so-called
Structuration des Tableaux A Trois Indices de la Statistique
(STATIS) method [284]. Unlike N-way analysis methods, this
approach explores each mode separately. Each one of the samples
is denoted as a slide of a three-way array and the covariance
matrix of that slice is estimated. The basic idea of STATIS is to
apply a PCA model to a global covariance matrix formed by a
linear combination of the covariance matrices corresponding to
each one of the slices. For further details, readers are referred
to [284, 285].
On the other hand, when a quality variables matrix Y is available, as in the case of PCR or PLS, a PARAFAC or a Tuckerfamily model can be fitted from the three-way array X
, and
−
subsequently, the matrix Y can be regressed on the score matrix
obtained previously. Furthermore, an extension of the PLS algorithm (N-PLS) [286] was proposed to N -way data. A discussion
on some theoretical aspects of using different three-way models
for batch process data and some practical consequences can be
found in [280, 287, 288].

A.3

Selection of the number of principal
components

The selection of the appropiate number of PCs relies on the
application of the multivariate model at hand [289, 290]. In
[181], the most common objectives pursued in the use of PCA
models in chemometrics were distinguished based on the type of
application: when the interest is in the observations (a), in the
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latent variables (b), and in the distributions in latent variables
and residuals (c). In the first category, the goal is to fit a PCA
model with a certain number of PCs such that the estimation
of the original variables is the most accurate. Examples of application in this category is data compression and imputation,
in which a precise representation of raw data is needed. When
the focus is on the latent structure, for instance in exploratory
analysis, the main goal is to interpret the multivariate model
to gain data and process understanding. For this purpose, the
first few components are usually used since they are the factors
capturing the main and largest variation. Nevertheless, special
caution should be taken since systematic information neither
may have larger variance than noise [181] nor be irrelevant [291].
Hence, it is advised in this case not to fix the number of principal components, but exploring the different components and
verifying at once that the relevant information is captured in
the model. Finally, one of the broadest use of PCA in industry
is the design of monitoring schemes. When using PCA for other
purpose, the loading matrix PA is considered as the model itself since it is the unique model parameter employed to check
the membership of incoming samples to the in-control latent
structure. In statistical process monitoring, the scores TA and
residuals EA are used to estimate the limits of their corresponding control charts though. Consequently, these parameters are
considered part of the model as well. In this case, the objective
is to select the optimum number of PCs so that the distributions
of the model parameters defined from in-control historical data
are representative of the distributions of incoming data, as long
as they remain under control. At this point it is worth stressing
that it is recommendable to validate the number of components
in terms of the actual goal with the aim of ensuring that the
useful information is retained in the multivariate model.
Much work has been devoted, mainly in PCA, to discuss and
propose techniques to assess the suitable number of Latent
Variables (LVs) in such a way that the model describes the
systematic variation in process data and not in noise. Bartlett’s
test [292] is a statistical test for equality of the eigenvalues. This
procedure tests the null hypothesis that the correlation matrix
is an identity matrix in which all of the diagonal elements
(eigenvalues) are 1 and all off diagonal elements are 0. The
alternative hypothesis is that the largest one is different from
the others. When the null hypothesis is rejected this means the
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largest eigenvalue is different from the remaining ones, therefore,
the corresponding principal component or factor is retained.
This test is repeated until the null hypothesis is accepted, i.e.
the belonging eigenvalue is not different from the rest, so the
remaining PCs are not retained. The main drawback is its
sensitivity to non-normal errors. A simpler method used in
the literature is to retain those principal components whose
eigenvalues exceed a specified value, usually a value greater than
for autoscaled data (so-called Kaiser’s rule or Kaisers-Guttmans’
rule) [185]. However, it is not recommended to be used without
having prior knowledge about data. Another intuitive tool to
select the number of PCs is the use of the SCREE test [293]. It is
based on the assumption that relevant information is larger than
random noise and that the magnitude of the variation of random
noise seems to gradually decrease as a function of the number
of components. Typically, a figure where the eigenvalues are
plotted in decreasing order of value is used. The decision about
the factors to be retained is based on the PC whose eigenvalue
represents an ’elbow’ in the shape of the curve. This method is
not suitable from a pragmatic point of view because the decision
is very subjective and cannot be implemented in an automatic
framework for the selection of the number of components. A
more realistic cut off for the eigenvalues is obtained through the
broken stick rule [294]. This procedure assumes that if the total
variance is divided randomly among the various components,
then the expected distribution of the eigenvalues will follow
a broken-stick distribution. Actual eigenvalues are considered
interpretable if they exceed eigenvalues generated by the brokenstick model. A survey on stopping rules for determining the
number of factors to retain in PCA can be found in [295].
Cross-validation has probably become the standard method to
determine the optimum number of principal components since
Wold proposed it [261]. In cross-validation, data are divided
in k groups. Each time, a model is calibrated from the whole
data-set but a group. Afterward, the data from that group
are predicted using the model, and a Criterium of Goodness of
Fit (CGF) is computed. This is repeated until all groups are left
out once and only once, and a total CGF for a model is obtained.
In PCA the CGF is computed for the models with A PCs. From
the shape of the CGF, the optimum number of PCs is estimated.
Wold suggested to retain PCs while the following index does not
exceed the value of 1, which indicates that the predictions are
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improved with the inclusion of the last component:
Ra =

P RESSa
SSEa−1

(A.19)

where SSEa−1 is the sum of squared residuals after retaining
a − 1 principal components. Later on, Eastment and Krzanowski
proposed an alternative method to Wold’s approach [262] based
on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm. In the
selection of PCs to be extracted, they proposed to add the a-th
principal components as long as the following index W exceeds
the unity:
Wa =

(P RESSa−1 − P RESSa )/DOFa
P RESSa /DOFarem

(A.20)

where DOFa is the number of degrees of freedom used in fitting
the a-th component and DOFarem is the number of degrees of
freedom remaining after fitting the a-th principal component.
The simplest cross-validation method is the so-called row-wise
k -fold cross validation algorithm or rkf (see Algorithm A.1).
In this method, the observations -rows- of the data matrix X
are arranged in k groups, typically in a random way. In each
cross-validation iteration, one group is left out (X# ) and a PCA
model is calibrated from the rest (X∗ ). Then, the residual error
EA
# matrix of the left out group of observations is computed
with the model. This procedure is repeated until every sample
is left out once and only once. Once all the iterations have been
reached, the matrix of predictions errors EA and the PRESS,
which is used as CGF, can be computed. The rkf method yields
strictly decreasing curves of PRESS in terms of A. To determine
the number of PCs, a threshold can be applied. Thus, if the
decrease of PRESS when adding the a-th PC is lower than the
threshold, the PC is discarded and the model selected contains
a − 1 PCs. Also, the curve can be corrected with the degrees
of freedom consumed [289]. This method has been criticized by
several authors due to the lack of independence in the estimation
of prediction errors since the PCA estimates are computed using
the actual values as input [263, 289].
In order to solve the problem of independence in the reconstruction error, the element-wise k -fold (ekf ) algorithm (originally
proposed by Wold as an alternative algorithm to the proposed
one in [261]) is suggested to be used. This method is an extension of the rfk algorithm. This performance is based on two
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Algorithm A.1: Row-wise k -fold (rkf ) cross-validation algorithm
For each PC (a = 1, ..., A)
For each group of samples (g = 1, ..., G)
Form X∗ with data from all groups but g
Form X# with data from g
Fit a PCA model from X∗ , obtaining Pa∗ and Ta∗
Ta# = X# · Pa∗
X̂# = Ta# · (Pa∗ )T
Eag = X# − X̂#
end
Combine matrices Eag in Ea
PN PJ
Calculate P RESSa = n=1 j=1 eai,j
end

Algorithm A.2: Element-wise k -fold (ekf ) cross-validation algorithm
For each PC (a = 1, ..., A)
For each group of samples (g = 1, ..., G)
Form X∗ with data from all groups but g
Form X# with data from g
Fit a PCA model from X∗ , obtaining Ta∗ and Pa∗
For each group of variables (j = 1, ..., J)
Set X#,j = 0
Repeat until X#,j converges
Ta# = X# · Pa∗
X̂# = Ta# · (Pa∗ )T
end
Restore its actual value to X#,j
Eag,j = X#,j − X̂#,j
end
end
Combine matrices Eag,j in Ea
PN PJ
Calculate P RESSa = n=1 j=1 (ean,j )2
end
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main ideas: a) in order to guarantee the independence, the data
used to fit a PCA model in each iteration are not the same as
those used to predict; and b) since the PCA model establishes
relation structures among variables, the goodness of fit should
be measured by predicting a variable from the remaining ones.
Both ideas are implemented in the loops of the ekf algorithm
(see Algorithm A.2). As can be seen, the first main idea is
implemented in the outer loop where data are split into the test
(the data group g) and training sets (the remaining data groups).
The second idea is performed through the inner loop, iterating
through all the variables in order to set the variable v as missing
by imposing the value 0 (X#,j = 0). Later on, the value of
such variable is reconstructed through the latent variables of the
PCA model fitted from X∗ . Afterward, the reconstruction error
of the values corresponding to the j-th variable is estimated,
guaranteeing the independence between estimated and actual
values and the actual ones. Once all the A PCs set by the
user have been iterated, the algorithm provides the matrix of
prediction errors Ea (with elements ean,j in the n-th row and
j-th column).
The ekf algorithm provides a PRESS curve that usually presents
a valley shape, with a minimum value. In principle, the lowest
value of the PRESS curve denotes the appropriate number of PCs.
For the sake of clarity, the preprocessing issue in cross-validation
have not been directly denoted in the rkf and ekf algorithms
shown in Algorithm A.1 and A.2. Nevertheless, a preprocessing
step based on data centering and scaling is required. As the ekf
algorithm is used in this dissertation to determine the optimum
number of PCs to build predictive models, the preprocessing
information is estimated from the training set X∗ instead of
X. Although the use of cross-validation is widely spread, its
indiscriminate use has been criticized recently [181, 263].

A.4

Online application of projection
methods to latent structures

For the online application of PCA/PLS batch-wise models (multivariate projection method applied to the two-way array after
unfolding the three-way array in the batch direction and properly preprocessing), the imputation of future values is required.
Only the values of the J process variables measured from the
beginning up to k-th sampling point are known whereas the
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remaining trajectory, values from the (k + 1)-th sampling point
until the end of the batch is unknown.
In the case of the batch-dynamic models, only the measurements
during the initial period need to be imputed. For instance,
assume that nL LMVs have added to the variable-wise unfolded
array X (N K × J), yielding the two-way array X
((K − nL )N ×
−
(nL + 1)J). Hence, provided that k < nL + 1, the remaining
future nL + 1 − k measurement vectors must be imputed. Once
(nL + 1) sampling times have elapsed, the projection of the
measurement vectors is straightforwardly done as explained in
previous sections. Note that the length of the measurement to
be imputed varies based on the number of LMVs included in
the model. For multi-phase models, the same procedure as in
the batch-dynamic models is applied since there are as many
dynamic models as phases.
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to
overcome the problem of missing trajectories in on-line applications. Nomikos and MacGregor [82] suggested using: i) Zero
deviations (ZD), ii) Current Deviations (CD) or iii) Missing
data imputation (MD) approach. The first approach assumes
that the unknown part (or future observations) will behave at
the desired level stated by NOC data, i.e. the remaining part
of the trajectories is expected to follow the mean trajectory. In
this case, the unknown part of the measurement vectors is filled
with values equal to zero once the average trajectory has been
subtracted from the known part. The CD approach assumes
that the current deviation of the mean-centered and autoscaled
trajectories from the mean trajectory at the k -th sampling time
point will remain up to the batch completion. Hence, the CD
approach is performed by adding the current deviation to the
values of the unknown part. The MD approach is based on
replacing the unknown values x̃new,k+1:K by missing data imputation computed from the PCA/PLS model. A good survey
on missing imputation techniques for process chemometrics can
be found in [136]. Garcia et al. [168] presented a comparative
study of several missing data imputation techniques, leading to
the conclusion that TSR is one of the recommended methods
when the orthogonality, coherence and accuracy of the score
estimates (and hence accuracy of missing data predictions) are
considered for on-line trajectory prediction using NOC batches.
However, Garcı́a et al. found from their simulated case study
that fault monitoring performance showed no statistical evidence
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of a difference among the methods because the control charts are
tailored to the missing data imputation method used. They also
noted that a faulty batch breaks the ”in-control” assumption
and so breaks the assumptions of the theoretical basis for the
various methods.
In this manuscript, the TSR method for PCA [169] and PLS [89]
is used to compute the imputation of the future measurement
vectors. TSR is performed by estimating the value of the scores
from the trimmed scores, i.e. the scores obtained by filling the
missing values with zeros (ZD approach). Assuming that the new
batch is Trajectory C&S preprocessed and thereafter batch-wise
unfolded at the k-th sampling time point, the measurements
vector of such batch can be expressed as follows:
zk = [z11 , ..., zJ1 , ..., z1k , ..., zJk , 0, ..., 0]

T

(A.21)

where zjk is the value of the j-th variable at the k-th sampling
point of batch z.
The array z can be split up in two parts, the known zk ∗1:k and
unknown z#
k+1:K part:
zk = [z∗1:k , z#
k+1:K ]

(A.22)

Likewise, the loading PT and weighting WT matrices obtained
from the PCA and PLS models, respectively, can be also divided
into two parts:
#T
PT = [P∗T
A,1:kJ , PA,kJ+1:KJ ]

(A.23)

#T
∗T
WT = [WA,1:kJ
, WA,kJ+1:KJ
]

(A.24)

The trimmed scores at the k-th sampling time point are calculated by using the PCA or PLS model as follows, respectively:
τAP CA = PTA · zk

(A.25)

τAP LS = RTA · zk
RA = WA · PTA · WA

−1

(A.26)

Alternatively, the latter equations can be expressed as follows:
τA∗P CA = P∗A · z∗k

(A.27)
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∗
τA∗P LS = R∗T
A · zk
∗
R∗A = WA
· PTA · WA

−1

(A.28)

Note that in the case of PLS, the complete matrices PA and
WA are used in the inversion of Equation A.28, thereby the
prediction capability is enhanced by using the information of
the complete model.
The calibration data in X̃ can be used to improve the estimation
of the missing values belonging to the unknown part of z#
k+1:K
at the k-th sampling point. Let us call X̃∗ the sub-matrix of X̃
with the variables available in z∗1:k and P∗A the corresponding
submatrix of P. Thus, the matrix of trimmed scores corresponding to the calibration data can be defined for PCA and PLS as
follows, respectively:
T∗A = X∗ · P∗A
T∗A = X∗ · WA · PTA · WA

(A.29)
−1

(A.30)

The score matrix of the data used to create the model TA can
be regressed on the trimmed scores T∗ :
TA = T∗A B + E

(A.31)

where the matrix of regressors B can be computed from ordinary
∗
least squares since the inversion of T∗T
A · TA is well-conditioned:
b = (T∗T · T∗ )−1 · T∗T · T
B
A
A
A
A

(A.32)

Afterward, B is used to improve the estimation of the scores in
Equations A.27 and A.28 for PCA and PLS, respectively:
∗
τ̂AP CA = B̂T · P∗T
A · zk

(A.33)

∗
τ̂AP LS = B̂T · R∗T
A · zk

(A.34)

The expression for B derived for PCA [169] and PLS [89] can
respectively be expressed as:
b P CA = R∗T · S∗∗ · R∗
B
A
A
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−1

∗
· R∗T
A · P A · ΘA

(A.35)
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b P LS = P∗T · S∗∗ · P∗
B
A
A

−1

∗
· P∗T
A · PA · ΘA

(A.36)

Finally, the score τA can be used to estimate the unknown part
of the new observation.
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Appendix

Variance-covariance maps
for process dynamics
visualization
Let us assume that a three-way array X (I × J × K) containing J trajectories measured at K different sampling points are
collected in I batches. After applying Trajectory C&S preprocessing, the cross- and autocorrelations of order l can be
estimated via a multivariate auto-regressive model which attempts to predict the J × 1 measurement vector xk at the k-th
sampling point as a linear combination of LMVs as follows:
xk =

L
X

Φl xk−l + ek

(B.1)

l=1

where L represents the maximum number of possible LMVs
at the k-th sampling point (L = K − 1), Φ is a J × 1 twoway array containing the AR coefficients corresponding to the
l-th lag, which captures the auto-covariances and lagged crosscovariances of the variables, and ek the residuals of the AR(l)
model.
The total variance-covariance matrix of X is estimated as:


X(K−1)

Γ=

T

· X(K−1)

I −1

(B.2)

where X(K−1) represents the JK × JK batch-wise unfolded two
way array of X.
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The dynamic and instantaneous-dynamic partial variance-covariance
matrices are computed by calculating the autocorrelation between the k-th sample and all possible the lagged samples with
the effects of other lagged samples removed. The difference
among both maps lies on the instantaneous correlations are
captured in the latter but not in the former. The way of computing this partial correlation are similar to the procedure to
estimating partial correlations in AR models. In the following,
the algorithms for their computation are described.
Algorithm B.1: Estimation of the KJ × KJ dynamic partial
variance-covariance matrix Γ
Data: X = {X1 , ..., XK }
Initialize Xb = X
Initialize Xf = X
T

1
Initialize Γ = I−1
X(K−l) X(K−1)
for l = 1 to L (for each LMV) do
for k = K to l + 1 (for each sampling point) do

−1 
T
T
Φk−l,k = Xfk−l Xfk−l
Xfk−l Xbk
b bk = Xf · Φk−l,k
X
k−l

T
1
Γk−l,k = I−1
Xfk−l Xbk
end
for k = 1 to K − l (for each sampling point) do
h
i−1
T
Xfk = Xfk − Xbk+l Xbk+l Xbk+l
(Xbk+l )T Xfk
end
bb
Xbl+1:K = Xbl+1:K − X
l+1:K
end
return (JK × KJ) dynamic partial variance-covariance matrix Γ
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Algorithm B.2: Estimation of the KJ × KJ dynamic partial
variance-covariance matrix Γ taking into account the instantaneous
relationships across dynamics.
Data: X = {X1 , ..., XK }
Initialize Xb = X
Initialize Xf = X
T

1
Initialize Γ = I−1
X(K−1) X(K−1)
for k = 1 to K (for each time point) do
for j = 1 to J (for each variable) do
h
i−1
T
T
Φjk,k = Xk,6=j Xk,6=j
Xk,6=j xk,j
x0k,j = xk,j − Xk,6=j Φjk,k
end
end
for l = 1 to L (for each LMV) do
for k = 1 to K − l (for each time point) do
for j = 1 to J (for each variable) do
h
i−1
T
T
Xbk+l,6=j xfk,j
Φjk+l,k = Xbk+l,6=j Xbk+l,6=j
f
j
b
x0f
k,j = xk,j − Xk+l,6=j Φk+l,k
end
i−1
h
T
T
Xbk+l Xfk
X̂fk = Xbk+l Xbk+l Xbk+l

end
for k = K to l + 1 (for each time point) do

T
1
Γk−l,k = I−1
X0f
X0k
k−l

−1 
T
T
Φk−l,k = Xfk−l Xfk−l
Xfk−l Xbk
Xbk = Xbk − Xfk−l · Φk−l,k
for j = 1 to J (for each variable) do

−1 
T
T
b0k,j = x0f
x
x0f
x0f
x0f
x0k,j
k,j
k,j
k,j
k,j
b0k,j
x0k,j = x0k,j − x
end
end
bf
Xf1:K−l = Xf1:K−l − X
1:K−l
end
return (JK × KJ) instantaneous-dynamic partial variance-covariance
matrix Γ.
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Appendix

Monitoring of multiple
asynchronous batches
In this appendix, the OWU scores and DModX control charts
for the NOC and faulty (type I, II, and III) test batches affected
by five different types of asynchronism (cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5)
are provided1 . For this purpose, the OWU phase of the observationwise unfolding-T scores batchwise unfolding (OWU-TBWU)
approach is used. Note that these results come from the comparative study performed between Multisynchro approach and the
TLEC method in Chapter 8. The main goal of this study is to
find out to what extent the accuracy of detection of faults from
the monitoring scheme based on the aforementioned modeling
approach is affected by scenarios of multiple asynchronisms and
the synchronization technique applied.
The structure of this appendix is divided into four sections.
Section C.1 shows the results of the monitoring of NOC batches
affected by the five cases of asynchronism. Section C.2, Section C.3, and Section C.4 show the results of the monitoring of
batches affected by the five cases of asynchronism and abnormalities of type I, II and III, respectively.

1 All the figures that appear in Appendix C are reprinted with permission from
”Effect of Synchronization on Bilinear Batch Process Modeling. J. M. González-Martı́nez,
R. Vitale, O. E. de Noord, and A. Ferrer. Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research
2014, 53 (11), 4339-4351”. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society
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Synchronization and monitoring of NOC batches
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Figure C.1. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the NOC test batches affected by class I asynchronism and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines. The
batch trajectories with different asynchronism patterns are distinguished by black
and grey lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.2. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent structure
of the NOC test batches affected by class I asynchronism and synchronized by
TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines. The batch
trajectories with different asynchronism patterns are distinguished by black and
grey lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.3. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the NOC test batches affected by class I asynchronism and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95% confidence
level in dashed red lines. The batch trajectories with different asynchronism patterns are distinguished by black and grey lines. Batches with class I asynchronism
in black lines.
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Figure C.4. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent structure
of the NOC test batches affected by class I asynchronism and synchronized by
applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95% confidence level in
dashed red lines. The batch trajectories with different asynchronism patterns
are distinguished by black and grey lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in
black lines.
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Figure C.5. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the NOC test batches affected by class II asynchronism and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines.
Note that only black lines are depicted because all batches are affected by class
II asynchronism.
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Figure C.6. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent structure
of the NOC test batches affected by class II asynchronism and synchronized by
TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines. Note that only
black lines are depicted because all batches are affected by class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.7. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the NOC test batches affected by class II asynchronism and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95% confidence
level in dashed red lines. Note that only black lines are depicted because all
batches are affected by class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.8. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent structure
of the NOC test batches affected by class II asynchronism and synchronized by
applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95% confidence level in
dashed red lines. Note that only black lines are depicted because all batches are
affected by class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.9. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the NOC test batches affected by class III asynchronism and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines.
The batch trajectories with different asynchronism patterns are distinguished by
black and grey lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.10. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent structure of the NOC test batches affected by class III asynchronism and synchronized
by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines. The batch
trajectories with different asynchronism patterns are distinguished by black and
grey lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.11. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent structure of the NOC test batches affected by class III asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. The batch trajectories with different asynchronism patterns are distinguished by black and grey lines. Batches with class
III asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.12. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent structure of the NOC test batches affected by class III asynchronism and synchronized
by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95% confidence level
in dashed red lines. The batch trajectories with different asynchronism patterns
are distinguished by black and grey lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in
black lines.
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Figure C.13. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the NOC test batches affected by class IV asynchronism and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines.
The batch trajectories with different asynchronism patterns are distinguished by
black and grey lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.14. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent structure of the NOC test batches affected by class IV asynchronism and synchronized
by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines. The batch
trajectories with different asynchronism patterns are distinguished by black and
grey lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.15. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent structure of the NOC test batches affected by class IV asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. The batch trajectories with different asynchronism patterns are distinguished by black and grey lines. Batches with class
IV asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.16. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent structure of the NOC test batches affected by class IV asynchronism and synchronized
by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95% confidence level
in dashed red lines. The batch trajectories with different asynchronism patterns
are distinguished by black and grey lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in
black lines.
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Figure C.17. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the NOC test batches affected by class II and class III asynchronisms
and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class II and III asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.18. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the NOC test batches affected by class II and class III asynchronisms
and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class II and III asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.19. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the NOC test batches affected by class II and class III asynchronisms
and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III asynchronism
in black lines.
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Figure C.20. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the NOC test batches affected by class II and class III asynchronisms
and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III asynchronism
in black lines.
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Figure C.21. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class I asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.22. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class I asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.23. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class I asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.24. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class I asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.25. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class II asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Note that only black lines are depicted because all batches are affected by
class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.26. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class II asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Note that only black lines are depicted because all batches are affected by
class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.27. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class II asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Note that only black lines are depicted
because all batches are affected by class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.28. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class II asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Note that only black lines are depicted
because all batches are affected by class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.29. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class III asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.30. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class III asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.31. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class III asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.32. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class III asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.33. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class IV asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.34. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class IV asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.35. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class IV asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.36. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class IV asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.37. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class II and class III
asynchronisms and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence
level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and class III asynchronism in
black lines.
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Figure C.38. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class II and class III
asynchronisms and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence
level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.39. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class II and class III
asynchronisms and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control
limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III
asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.40. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type I-faulty batches affected by class II and class III
asynchronisms and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control
limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III
asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.41. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class I asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.42. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class I asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.43. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class I asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.44. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class I asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.45. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class II asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Note that only black lines are depicted because all batches are affected by
class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.46. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class II asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Note that only black lines are depicted because all batches are affected by
class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.47. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class II asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Note that only black lines are depicted
because all batches are affected by class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.48. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class II asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Note that only black lines are depicted
because all batches are affected by class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.49. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class III asynchronism
and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.50. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class III asynchronism
and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.51. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class III asynchronism
and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.52. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class III asynchronism
and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.53. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class IV asynchronism
and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.54. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class IV asynchronism
and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.55. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class IV asynchronism
and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.56. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class IV asynchronism
and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.57. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class II and class III
asynchronisms and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence
level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.58. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class II and class III
asynchronisms and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence
level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.59. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class II and class III
asynchronisms and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control
limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III
asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.60. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type II-faulty batches affected by class II and class III
asynchronisms and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control
limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III
asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.61. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class I asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.62. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class I asynchronism and
synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.63. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class I asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.64. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class I asynchronism and
synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class I asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.65. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class II asynchronism
and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Note that only black lines are depicted because all batches are affected by
class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.66. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class II asynchronism
and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Note that only black lines are depicted because all batches are affected by
class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.67. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class II asynchronism
and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Note that only black lines are depicted
because all batches are affected by class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.68. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class II asynchronism
and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Note that only black lines are depicted
because all batches are affected by class II asynchronism.
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Figure C.69. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class III asynchronism
and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.70. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class III asynchronism
and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.71. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class III asynchronism
and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.72. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class III asynchronism
and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class III asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.73. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class IV asynchronism
and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.74. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class IV asynchronism
and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red
lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.75. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class IV asynchronism
and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.76. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class IV asynchronism
and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control limits at 95%
confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class IV asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.77. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class II and class III
asynchronisms and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence
level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.78. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class II and class III
asynchronisms and synchronized by TLEC. Control limits at 95% confidence
level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III asynchronism in black
lines.
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Figure C.79. OWU scores obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class II and class III
asynchronisms and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control
limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III
asynchronism in black lines.
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Figure C.80. DModX obtained from the projection onto the PLS latent
structure of the test type III-faulty batches affected by class II and class III
asynchronisms and synchronized by applying the Multisynchro approach. Control
limits at 95% confidence level in dashed red lines. Batches with class II and III
asynchronism in black lines.
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